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ABSTRACT
The dissertation is a theoretical autobiography weaving personal narrative,
reflective practice, and engagement with extant sources, emphasizing somatic innovators
and French philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. Rhizomatically structured,
the dissertation takes as its locus of content My Name is a Blackbird, an extended
choreographic project and series of performances I enacted between 2006 and 2010.
Research begun during Blackbird further bled into subsequent years of solo and ensemble
dance practice and performance, teaching, and contemplation, and continued to manifest
personally and professionally as deepened curiosity about the dance’s abiding questions
around the nature of form and identity. These questions motivated doctoral study and
sustained throughout the dissertation process.
The dissertation intersperses extant theories and somatics with autobiographical
narratives depicting stories that pre- and post-date My Name is a Blackbird, and draw
heavily from content culled while compiling and reflecting on an extensive document I
call the Blackbird Archive, totally over one-thousand pages of material, including layers
of quasi-repeated text, and my contemporaneous reflective analysis. I built the Archive
during the first two and half years of writing the dissertation from raw materials
documenting Blackbird, including transcribed audio from video tapes of rehearsals,
conversations and interviews with collaborators, and artist and audience response to
performances, plus my personal handwritten and digital journals.
Working on and with the Archive prompted me to dig deeper into what was then
my existing narrative about Blackbird, which originally foregrounded my discoveries as a
dancer and performer of greater freedom of movement and expressive potential,
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including within the artist-audience exchange, through the release of my superficial
abdominals. The dissertation charts a non-linear process through which I discovered that,
in addition to this existing narrative of liberation, the Archive and my related memories
sparked from the Archive, in conversation especially with Deleuze and Guattari, as well
as revisiting and reconsidering my understandings of work by the somatic innovators and
theorists, primarily Moshe Feldenkrais and Emilie Conrad, whose writing and methods
shaped my practices during Blackbird, the dissertation project revealed that delving into
occluded and more painful memories was necessary to tell a more complete story of the
project. These memories include looking again at long term struggles with body
dysmorphia and disordered eating, and, more so, grappling on the page with the impact of
experiences of sexual trauma as a late adolescent and young adult, which shaped coping
mechanisms that further informed ingrained movement preferences, bodily comportment,
and whole-self orientation to time, effort, body, and form.
The dissertation is organized into four parts. Part I introduces the document,
Deleuze and Guattari as key conversation partners, and describes what I refer to as my
methodological journey. Part II delves into the process and timeline for building the
Blackbird Archive and describes the Blackbird project itself, focusing on the role of the
concept of transmogrification. Part III explores experiences of time and body in
Blackbird and autobiographical narratives that shaped my orientation to dance and
performance, and Part IV uses Deleuze and Guattari’s work to articulate my experiences
of and fantasies around dissolution of form and shifting identity.
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Dedicated to my mother, Mary Ann Clifford Shanahan.
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PART I:
Introduction, Deleuze and Guattari, and Methodologies

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The dissertation brings together autobiographical narrative, reflective practice,
and engagement with theory to depict three stories or story-categories, summarized in
this chapter. The creative processes documented (the data), the archive assembled from
that documentation (another layer of data), and the writing process (a third layer) all echo
what dance education scholar Douglas Risner (2017) describes as his understanding of
reflective practice, which centers around:
asking challenging questions about ordinary moments in our lives, both
past and present. Beyond re-telling of a story or recollection of a particular
experience, reflective practice consciously and in a learning way allows us
to ‘catch ourselves in the act’ of living in the world. (91)
The dissertation is rhizomatic (Honan and Bright 2016; Weatherell 2018), and
was written through a rhizomatic writing and editing process (Honan 2007, 2015; Hanley
2018; Riddle 2018) resulting in a non-traditional structure. For example, it does not
contain isolated methodology or review of literature chapters (see St. Pierre 2018); rather,
methodological considerations are referenced in multiple chapters, and literature is
engaged unevenly throughout.
The components, shape, and structure of the dissertation are guided by the
following three factors: 1) my primary methodological influences, including scholarly
personal narrative, post-qualitative inquiry, and rhizomatic writing, addressed briefly here
and further in Chapter 3; 2) engagement with the philosophy of immanence proposed by
French theorists Gilles Deleuze (1925–1995) and Félix Guattari (1930–1992),
particularly in their book A Thousand Plateaus (Deleuze and Guattari [1980] 1987),
particularly emphasizing rhizomatic growth, which “embraces difference, originates in
2

real experience, and embraces encounters with the unknown” (Humphreys 2013, 197);
and 3) by my experience over twenty-five years of adapting, inventing, and developing
idiosyncratic choreographic modes for the creation of dance in process and performance.
These modes further influence university and professional teaching, and are unavoidably
reflected in methodological considerations for the creation of all dance- and text-based
work.

Overview of Three Stories
Utilizing such a rhizomatic approach, the dissertation tells three stories. Each
story shares three characteristics with the others: 1) they overlap with and bleed into each
other in ways that are sometimes evident, sometimes made clear through explication,
sometimes partially occluded, and overall are considered emergent through, and therefore
partially dependent upon, the process of sharing the stories with a reader; 2) related, each
story continues to evolve moment-by-moment within the process of writing and sharing
the dissertation, and will continue to evolve beyond the dissertation’s official time frame,
and, therefore; 3) each story remains incomplete in the telling of it, and together the three
stories form a whole that is the dissertation and yet remains an incomplete whole.
Incompletion is a necessary characteristic of Deleuzian-Guattarian thought, which I
describe recurrently in the dissertation: “the whole is not given, and things are always
starting up again in the middle, falling together in another looser way” (Rajchman 2001,
21).
Furthermore, the volume of documentation collected to form the Blackbird
Archive (described in Chapter 4), and the potential for arranging data from the collected
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documentation in multiple and differing configurations to tease out and emphasize
different meanings, echoes the open-ended and improvisational nature of the
choreographic project My Name is a Blackbird, which is the subject of the first story, in
creative process and performance. These factors, plus the emergent nature of
autobiography, combine to make the dissertation just one of many potential tellings of
these three stories.
First Story: My Name is a Blackbird
The first story is a multi-valent description of and reflection on an extended
choreographic project I worked on between 2006 and 2010 called My Name is a
Blackbird (hereafter also Blackbird). Blackbird was inspired by questions around
identity, form, gender, and naming, which are part of the dissertation and coalesced in
Blackbird in the concept of transmogrification. In other words, the concept of
transmogrification is a loose thread that held together my questions in Blackbird and is
further a thread used in the dissertation for purposes of discussion of questions and to
spark engagement with extant theories.
The project further inspired myriad questions beyond those I started with. Those
featured in the dissertation focus on time, the movement of (broadly stated) becoming-indecision, and, related, dissolution of form. In the dissertation I articulate these questions
in numerous ways. There is no single fixed creative research question that I worked with
in Blackbird, nor is there a single research question that shapes the ways Blackbird shows
up in the dissertation aside from the following generalized articulation: how can I
translate salient aspects of these three stories to a dissertation? Moreover, how can I
translate the stories, some of them still emerging from places of occlusion in my memory
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and that stem from experiences of pain, loss, and trauma, in ways that honor both the
experiences and their translation to a readable account (see Tamas 2009, 2012)?
Blackbird’s creative questions are just that, creative. At the time I worked with
them the questions were not inflected with the scholarly apparati of formal research and
writing. I worked with them in my body, doggedly, monastically, and playfully, alone
and with others, including in performance. I began articulating these questions in 2005,
coinciding with finishing a partial in-patient treatment program for body dysmorphia and
disordered eating. The novel experience of treatment infused the questions I was asking
creatively with the urgency of healing my relationship with my body, while doing work
rooted in my body, in a field (dance) in which body is the ecosystem from which creative
process and artistic product flow.
Blackbird’s questions quickly became and remain even now part of the familiar
language of the most intimate aspects of my life; they also direct much of the public
iteration of my work in the field. I have reintroduced these questions—with tweaks to the
language that reflect the influence of where I am and who I am with—countless times in
the thirteen years between originally posing them in Blackbird and the dissertation. The
questions can be sufficiently captured as follows. How would I move (in life and in
dance) if I conceived of and named myself as other than Molly Shanahan, a human entity
who identifies as a (then) 38 year-old white/educated/able-bodied/woman/dancer? What
if, for example, I named myself a blackbird? The words “a blackbird” functioned
(playfully, imaginatively, in 2006 not as the start of a scientific or formal research project
that might later have a language-based outcome such as a dissertation) as a placeholder
indicating not simply a blackbird but multiple other moving beings or static-seeming
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entities. These entities might include those dreamt up in my imagination, chimeric
creatures and the like, that could, for the purposes of sparking change in my movement
and conception of self, replace both Molly Shanahan and a blackbird. If I imagine beyond
identification with the words and signs I use to name myself (or that I am named by the
world around me) how would I move, dance, choreograph, and relate with observers?
How would I think differently?
During Blackbird (2006–10) I explored these questions in both the background
and foreground of movement research and performance through embodied/movement
practice in a studio and at home, and through imaginative approaches (daydreaming,
drawing, reading to nurture imagination and perspective, somnolent dreaming) to
considering the concept of transmogrification, introduced above. Transmogrification is a
concept that appears throughout the dissertation in narrative texts, press reviews, and in
relationship with extant theories that complexify its meanings.
I performed the evening-length solo dance resulting from Blackbird, which I
describe more thoroughly as a project in Chapter 5, in a series of eighteen formal public
performances: in 2007 (12 performances; the premiere run), 2009 (3 performances), and
2010 (3 performances) in Chicago, Illinois and New York City, informal public
performances in 2006 in Chicago (3 performances) and Anchorage, Alaska (1
performance), and 20-minute iterations of Blackbird performed at the 2008 Dance/USA
conference in Chicago, and the 2010 Body-Mind-Centering Conference in Granville,
Ohio.
Through Blackbird one manifestation of transmogrification centered around
release and re-education of my abdominal and pelvic (“core”) muscles. This process
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resulted in part in a new and expanded movement vocabulary, significant reduction of
chronic lower back pain, as well as enhanced perspectives on and practices toward the
creation and teaching of movement in professional and academic contexts. I also
experimented with new approaches to negotiating my relationship between observers and
observed in performance, specifically across the following two areas.
1) I experienced wordless sharing of vulnerability (compassion, tenderness,
feelings of mutuality and connection) between observers and observed that, when
corresponding to a softened abdominal musculature and release of muscular corseting
(what I also refer to as armoring) of the trunk’s expressive nuances, allowed for more
meaningful exchange than my previous experiences in dance afforded. Meaningful
audience exchange was reported in press, and echoed in audience feedback, multiple
teaching contexts for university and professional students, and through reception of
choreographic work created after Blackbird that built upon this facet of discovery.
2) Related, I noted the emergence of what I subsequently conceived of as a
channel of exchange between observers and observed, which I describe here as an
invisible but palpable space allowing for and containing the back and forth movement
between experiences of a contained self and merging with and/or attuning with
observers/others. The results of these facets of Blackbird continue to inform my work as
an artist and educator and form a rich practice-based and somatic tapestry open for
theoretical engagement with extant theories and with Deleuze and Guattari’s work, in
particular.
Though shifting in their verbal articulation, as stated, Blackbird’s abiding
questions and those that grew from them were central to the matrix of life factors that led
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me to doctoral studies. I have come to see Blackbird as a dance project densely woven
with embedded questions, curiosities, and modes of solo and relational inquiry that are
characteristic of ontological exploration rooted in a process of embodied becoming and
that stretch beyond the panorama of ways this embodied becoming was engaged
creatively during the project itself.
Second Story: Umbrella Category of Life Stories
The second story is an umbrella category comprised of select lived experiences
reflected here in autobiographical narratives from childhood, adolescence, and early- and
middle-adulthood. These stories, and the omnibus category I collect them under for
purposes of organization, emerged during the three-and-a-half-year process of reflecting
on Blackbird for the dissertation, and the creation of the Blackbird Archive, which I
describe in Chapter 4. In summary, the Blackbird Archive began as a collection of
transcribed audio-visual materials documenting Blackbird in process and performance
(primarily in 2006 and 2007) in combination with private journal transcriptions from the
same period. While transcribing I supplemented the existing “raw” materials in two ways.
1) I wove contemporaneous reflections on material as I transcribed it, intuitively
following lines of flight1 as I listened to audio, watched video, and paused frequently to
check transcriptions and when contemplating the material scribbled in private journals.
Some of these sources (such as videos in which I was not present for the recording but
that dealt with Blackbird) I saw, heard, and engaged for the first time while building the

1

Line/s of flight is a concept developed by Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987), whose work
plays a significant role in the dissertation and is the explicit subject of Chapter 2. Simply put lines
of flight are ideas or directions of thought that break off (break away) from existing systems of
control or patterns of thought. Lines of flight both disrupt the organization of the existing system
and illuminate its cracks. The concept is further described in Appendix A.
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archive. 2) I recalled, wrote, and edited in multiple stages narrative depictions of
remembered-details of my life that influenced Blackbird, some of which I referred to
openly in private journals during Blackbird (writing “to myself”) but referred to less or
not at all in conversations with collaborators and audiences that form the more public
documentation. The combined narratives, arising from 1) reflections on the transcriptions
and 2) memories that were inspired by lived experiences, comprise this second story.
The stories selected from this omnibus category for inclusion in the dissertation
vary in length. Most are italicized and indented in block quotation format to indicate that
they are part of the Blackbird Archive. I weave them with discussion on Blackbird and,
where relevant, extant theories. The stories included in the dissertation attend to:
recollection of childhood body image challenges and intentions to diet; embodied and
reflective responses to sexual trauma; viewing a Capoeira dancer inspirational to
Blackbird’s creative questions and a significant dream of shape-shifting from
adolescence; close-tellings of movement research, including quotidian moments
unrelated to intentional dance practice, as well as studio-based, including with
collaborators; a research trip to Goderich, Ontario, Canada taken for Blackbird which
inspired childhood memory and reflection on the importance of water in patterning my
experiences of sameness and repetition, surface and depth.
Third Story: Meta-Narrative of Getting to the Dissertation
The third story is a meta-narrative2 threaded through the whole of the
dissertation, which is the story of getting to the dissertation. Jean-François Lyotard

2

See Ayres (2008)
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([1979] 1984) introduced the term meta-narrative to describe the end of modernity, which
he saw as the age of the metanarrative. I use the term here following nursing researcher
Lioness Ayres (2008) who describes it as a “narrative about narrative” (508).
This story responds to a version of the question I pose above: how can I translate
these stories, even as they shift in relationship to one another, and inclusive of the metastory of the dissertation, in a dissertation? Telling this story includes discussion of firstperson research and writing methodologies that inform: 1) my autobiographical
inclinations and desire for in-depth self-study and reflection; 2) the structure of the
dissertation as rhizomatic, mentioned above; and 3) ongoing engagement, begun in the
final eight-months of the dissertation process, with French theorists Deleuze and Guattari,
whose rhizomatic philosophy destabilized and shifted my earlier perceptions of the
particular types of organization appropriate for the dissertation. Engagement with
Deleuze and Guattari prompted a series of insights (see St. Pierre 1997, 2017) when I
realized in 2018 that the multiple concepts they explore in their work connect with my
original movement research in Blackbird, my desire to describe movement experiences in
Blackbird and, then, without implying direct causality between them, to broaden focus to
the three stories I describe here as emblematic of a rhizomatic process and product.
These three stories and their fluid interaction with each other comprise the
dissertation. They have equal importance, even when not given equal space. I allow their
boundaries to blur. Frequently, I note the meanings that I derive from and the questions
that the stories, alone and in combination with each other and with extant sources,
inspire. I do not address all of the questions, however, nor would it be possible to capture
all of the meanings suggested by the interaction of these stories. Deleuze and Guattari’s
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([1980] 1987) work overall articulates the impossibility to capture, represent, or describe
all of the potential lines of flight I encountered; their philosophy of immanence is one of
continuous change where nothing is stable, at least not for long. I am influenced and
inspired by scholars working with rhizomatic methods and writing for academic texts
(Hanley 2018; Honan 2007, 2015; Honan and Bright 2016; Humphreys 2013; Sermijn,
Devlieger, and Loots 2008; St. Pierre 2004; Weatherall 2018).

Autobiography, Reflection, Engagement with Theories
I use the triad of approaches mentioned (autobiographical narrative, reflective
practice, engagement with theory) to weave the three stories I’ve introduced. I
intentionally refrain from specifying which category of story we are in at every moment;
the overarching sense-making occurs in the act of writing and reading. In this sense, like
a rhizome, the dissertation reflects proliferation of movement and change that is always
occurring in the middle, the in-between, without marked beginnings and endings
(Deleuze and Guattari [1980] 1987).
This triad of approaches functions as hooks to grab onto or buoys that mark
proximity and distance so that the reader might recognize where we are at each stage of
the dissertation. I describe each approach below borrowing from Risner’s (2017) writing
about his experience of sexuality set against oppressive heteronormative culture.
1) Autobiographical narrative: I report on life experiences, including focus on
intrinsic embodiment or awareness of body, movement or postural patterns and habits. I
depict formal and informal movement research, the environments, conditions, and the
contexts in which they occurred. Sometimes preference is given to describing explicit
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body experiences (internal sensation, broadly stated, plus specific movement actions, e.g.
weight shifts, organization of body with space and time) and sometimes to describing the
scene, setting, or context with “thick description” (Geertz 1973) in order to bring the
reader into my world. Some of these reports are pulled from the Blackbird Archive and
connect to rehearsals and performances of Blackbird that were recorded and later
transcribed. Others are woven into the main body of the text.
Risner (2017) describes “doing autobiography” as “first looking, then looking
again at familiar experiences, daily encounters which accumulate and constitute” (92)
one’s life. He describes the spiralic process of writing about these encounters as a process
of advancing and retreating within the hermeneutic circle, envisioned as a “helical
structure” that “allows one’s personal biography to stand as a central pole” (92). This
resonates with my process for developing autobiographical narratives.
2) Reflective practice: I reflect on those experiences and my autobiographical
writings about them. They change under the/my reflective gaze. In the dissertation
reflection and narrative description sometimes coexist in one sentence, thought, or
paragraph. At other times I shift to reflect on, for example, an excerpted section from the
Blackbird Archive. I attempt to refer (back and forth, recurrently in the dissertation) to
either the narrative description or the reflective meaning I derive from it, even if I have
not mentioned that particular narrative or reflection across several intermediary chapters.
For Risner (2017) reflective practice, like autobiography, involves moving back and forth
between taking a close view and a broadened perspective, through “zooming in” followed
by “zooming out” in a back and forth that eventually pulls one’s stories into engagement
with theories that will move those stories toward effecting “emancipatory change” (93).
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3) Engagement with theories: I engage with extant theories, directed by the
interplay of autobiographical narratives and reflection on them. Sometimes theoretical
engagement draws focus away from Blackbird, as, for example, when I introduce some of
Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts in Chapter 2. Sometimes engagement with theory
supports reflection on autobiographical narrative; often this is accompanied by a sense of
illumination in ultimately connecting ineffable aspects of experience with language that
captures it. All three approaches co-exist without explicit attempts to balance them (in
terms of length or significance) in each chapter. Related, chapter lengths vary. Attempts
to balance chapter lengths proved disruptive to trusting rhizomatic movement. Further,
my choreographic sensibilities inform structure: a dance with evenly-distributed sections
or movements risks losing the vitality of variation.
Risner (2017) describes his approach to autobiographical narrative, reflective
practice, and engagement with theory (Risner calls theoretical engagement “doing
critique” [93]) as moving back and forth, inward and outward, in a spiral dance. He
writes, “we start with our own story in order to understand more fully the larger stories
our culture tells” (93). For me the process of going-in centered around engagement with
multi-faceted documentation (the Blackbird Archive, comprised of transcriptions and
reflective text, which landed in the Archive as the recognizable data) as well as audio and
visual materials (the “raw” material) of dancing, gestures, breath, conversations, etc. I
hope that by making this distinction I clarify that the transcribed texts do not do justice to
the actual flow of movement and dialogue, with its messiness, pauses, stutters, facial
expressions, shifts of weight, and context-suggesting gesticulations. To accommodate this
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distinction, in part, I include hyperlinks to 1) one full performance of the dance, and 2)
the documentary created about the dance (Oussenko 2007).
The cultural narratives that Risner (2017) refers to above helped to determine his
ideas of what it “‘means’ to be male, to be white, to be an American, to be a father, to be
gay, to be a dancer” (93). My own cultural stories helped to shape my ideas of my
identity, iterated through my curiosity in Blackbird to undo the unconsidered and in many
cases unwanted impact of those stories, both cultural and personal, on my body and sense
of self. My engagement with theories (my practice of “doing critique”) brought me to a
connection with Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) that gels through their orientations
to deterritorialization, their way of describing a disorganization rooted not in chaos, but
rather the complexity that organization writ large can systematically overcode. As
philosopher (and Deleuzian-Guattarian translator) Brian Massumi (1992) writes in A
User’s Guide to Capitalism and Schizophrenia: Deviations from Deleuze and Guattari,
deterritorialization is “an uprooting of the individual” and, related, decoding is “a change
in the patterns of action” (51) affecting an individual.
Two Patterns and Two Triads
At this stage I note two patterns of movement and thought shared by my
approaches in Blackbird and the dissertation, and emanating from Deleuze and Guattari’s
oeuvre: 1) disorganization toward the creation of new possibilities, and 2) movement
back and forth between modes or phenomena of experience, primarily manifest (in
Blackbird) as between self and other, internal and external, and, related to my discussion
of the triad of autobiography, reflection, and engagement with extant theory, between
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self-narratives and the cultural stories that stem from them and which bounce back into
self-perceptions to further shape new and existing narratives.
I have introduced two triads here (one comprised of the three story categories
introduced above, and the other comprised of the three modes of engagement enumerated
above) to provide an overarching sense of the motile components of the dissertation.
Beyond this I do not attempt to name which category each story fits into, though I am
clear when narrative, reflection, or theoretical engagement are occurring in the
dissertation. What is important is that these elements move together and pass through one
another to make up the rhizomatic ecosystem of the dissertation. Their interaction with
one another—through appearance, disappearance, and reemergence—determine the
organization of the dissertation in ways that honor the nature of my research writ large,
extending from studio and stage, to the page, more so than a tight categorization of each,
which resists their intermingling or their openness to reader interpretation. To restate, my
intention is not to privilege disorganization for disorganization’s sake, but rather to work
within a “Deleuzian-Guattarian field,” which involves “unsettling and disrupting
assumptions about method and writing,” just as Blackbird unsettled and disrupted my
assumptions about body and movement, “and straining against the boundaries of
‘acceptable’ practices and approaches” (Honan and Bright 2016, 738) just as Blackbird
strained against what I considered the boundaries of acceptable practices and approaches
for making a dance.
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Conversation Partners and Writing Differently
“Conversation partners” is a term I use mainly to describe the outside text-based
sources, perspectives, and extant theories I engage with here. Though there are many, I
lead here with my most significant conversation partners not in order of importance but in
the temporal order in which they appeared in the thirteen-year journey from Blackbird to
the dissertation. They are: Moshe Feldenkrais (1904–1984) ([1949] 1996, [1972] 1977,
1981, 1984, 1985, 2010), Marion Woodman (1928–2018) (1980, 1982, 1990, 1992, 1993,
1999), Emilie Conrad (1934–2014) (2007, 2010a, 2010b), and Deleuze and Guattari
([1972] 2016, [1980] 1987). There are other important conversation partners, and I
mention them below. However, it is the shared characteristics of Feldenkrais, Woodman,
Conrad, and Deleuze and Guattari that galvanize my sense that disorganization of
established patterns of thought and movement can bring new possibilities, “to make us
see and think what was lying in the shadow around the words, things we were hardly
aware existed” (Deleuze 1995, 164).
Disorganizing
As stated, the practice of destabilizing existing patterns mirrors my desires,
practices, and discoveries in Blackbird, which destabilized existing bodily patterns,
habits, movement preferences, and vocabulary, and shook loose for renegotiation my
inherited assumptions about dancemaking, as referenced above and narrated in the
dissertation. Feldenkrais ([1949] 1996, [1972] 1977, 1981, 1984, 1985, 2010), Woodman
(1980, 1982, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1999), Conrad (2007, 2010a, 2010b), Deleuze and
Guattari ([1972] 2016, [1980] 1987), and I share a belief, evidenced in their/our work,
that disorganization of sedimented patterns of thought and behavior (which are reflected
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in systems of knowledge, power, and body) are necessary for new knowledge, new
imaginings, new potential, new bodies to become.
I experienced this undoing and redoing first hand in my body, during and after
Blackbird, and guided in part by Feldenkrais’s ([1949] 1996, [1972] 1977, 1981, 1984,
1985, 2010), Woodman’s (1980, 1982, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1999), and Conrad’s (2007,
2010a, 2010b) work, but not because of that work. I claim my experiences and expertise
communicating about Blackbird prior to the dissertation and the abundant documentation
of my process and collaborations as reliable primary source material. My conviction to
undoing no-longer-effective patterns of control shared by Feldenkrais, Woodman,
Conrad, and Deleuze and Guattari ([1972] 2016, [1980] 1987) informs my continuing
career as a choreographer and educator. Digging deeper into the ways my work could be
advanced through more complicated and complicating theoretical and philosophical
moorings and nourishing those connections for eventual translation back into
choreographic, performance, and teaching contexts, primarily those that occur through
studio-based dance practice, including in undergraduate, graduate, and professional
contexts, was the primary motivator for doctoral study.
Alternative Dissertation and Hybrid Communication
My desire to honor an alternative dissertation process, structure, and organization
(see Honan and Bright 2016; St. Pierre 2004; Weatherall 2018) connects to the beliefs
and the motivations that stem from the influences cited above and a commitment to
undoing existing patterns to foster new discovery. This commitment outweighs the desire
to critique for its own sake the traditions of academia. Rather, by rethinking what
education researchers Eileen Honan and David Bright (2016) refer to as the recognizable
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traditions of dissertation writing, I embrace approaches that “interfere with normativities
of practice that have come to sanction” (732) the terms of acceptable doctoral writing, in
hopes that existing traditions can be rethought and reapproached, much as, again, I
wanted to release and reconsider my use of my abdominals in Blackbird without rejecting
outright the dance traditions and lineages valued by my students, dancers, colleagues, the
organizations and institutions I am a part of, or the importance of the vitality of, for
example, abdominal tissues, which, to restate, was a focus of embodied repatterning.
I offer the dissertation as one example to serve as inspiration more so than as a
replicable model for students (ranging from undergraduates to current and future doctoral
students in dance) experimenting with translation to scholarly text from the hybrid styles
of communication inherent in much dance practice and deeply embedded in mine. This
hybridity occurs in such practices as: talking and writing in snippets, utterances, sounds,
and incomplete sentences; beginning one thought and following the lines of flight that
result in the articulation of several additional thoughts, with or without naming or
drawing out their explicit connection; gestures and facial expressiveness; and nonsense or
invented words or sounds coming to stand in for complex concepts. This panorama of
communication (an incomplete list) often occurs through interactive person-to-person and
embodied communication incorporating play and invention with language, signs, and
with knowledge-production that relies upon (rather than existing in spite of) this
hybridity. One could argue that these modes are:
1) Deleuzian, in that rhizomatic spread is accommodated through following lines
of flight not to an endpoint or from a fixed beginning but relationally, “in the and, always
in between” (Humphreys 2013, 192).
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Indeed, Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write that a “rhizome ceaselessly
establishes connections between semiotic chains,” and that “there is no language in itself,
nor are there any linguistic universals, only a throng of dialects, patois, slangs, and
specialized languages” (7). Within this throng of dialects, most relevant to the
dissertation are two subjective language categories. One is the specialized language of
dance-in-practice, which is made even more specialized through its status as the rarified
uncodified communication formulation of individual, irreplaceable choreographers and
groupings of artists. They/we, together, through an unspoken agreement that there is “no
ideal speaker-listener” nor “homogeneous linguistic community,” nevertheless arrive at a
hybrid language, frequently one that boasts simultaneously the staying power of
repeatable signs and the morphability of continuous edits, which occur through, notably,
the incorporation of movement, change, and proliferation as the (frequently joyproducing) starting point for communication, rather than representation. Play is immanent
in this domain of language, and language is play/ed through bodily meanings that have no
predetermined “semiotic chain” (7) through which to link meaning/s. In this formulation,
language “forms a bulb” and evolves by “subterranean stems and flows:” laughter,
silliness, referential gestures, winks, break downs and break outs, wild bodily utterances,
yelps, mishaps, profanities, and made-up words, coaching shouted in rehearsal or
whispered in performance as cues between dancers and between dancer and
choreographer; words that, having existed in the domain of the once-defined, take on new
meaning “by decentering [them] onto other dimensions and other registers” (8).
2) Choreographic in that, like the language flows of dance-in-practice, and the
attention to breaking expected patterns, the sequencing of danced sections or phrases
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might be continually rearranged choreographically or improvised to embody previously
unimagined connections.
Through a Deleuzian-Guattarian frame, Honan and Bright (2016) describe
discourse as “a collective system of representation that is constituted not only by the
utterances of the speaker, but in the manner in which they are spoken, the relationship
between the speaker and the listener,” as well as the “economic and cultural context in
which those utterances occur” (734). From this understanding of discourse, dance-inpractice emerges as both Deleuzian and choreographic. The reader, then, or observer, is
webbed into this discourse as, not the “ideal speaker-listener” (Deleuze and Guattari
[1980] 1987) but as co-conspirator in the creation of rhizomatic hybridity that, through
engagement beyond the domains of practice, “spread like a patch of oil” or, in the
example given, the actor’s [I choose dancer’s] “nerve fibers in turn form a weave. And
they fall through the gray matter, the grid” [of intelligibility] “into the undifferentiated”
(8).
My intention here, while not to confuse the reader, is to retain enough of the spirit
of the hybrid language suggested above—the discourse—of dance-in-practice such that
the dissertation participates with those existing efforts in the academy to elevate the
knowledge production of idiosyncratic dance practice into the mainstream of dance
scholarly discourses (see Bacon and Midgelow 2011a, 2011b; Ellis 2013; Longley 2017;
Nuding 2017; Pollard et al. 2010; Protopapa 2011). This effort requires a discipline to
not-always-organize according to traditional structures (for the dissertation, for the flow
of thought in a written document, and into what feminist post-qualitative researcher
Elizabeth St. Pierre (2011) argues are “reductionist, hegemonic, and sometimes
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oppressive” (613) standards for academic writing. According to Honan and Bright (2016)
Deleuze and Guattari “make use of a ‘tetralinguistic’ model of language” (735) in which
what can be said in one language, like the language of dance-in-practice described above,
cannot be said in another, and the totality of what can and can’t be said varies necessarily
with each language and with the connections between these languages (Deleuze and
Guattari [1980] 1987).
The dissertation is an experimentation with bringing together the meanings
derived from the language/s of my dance practices with the language of writing and
engagement with theories, like Deleuze and Guattari’s, that champion “writing of the
middle, a construction of the multiple, an assemblage of discourses-language-writingmethods that provides the spaces for ‘texts of bliss’ to be created” (Honan and Bright
2016, 737). According to Stewart Riddle (2018) in Writing With Deleuze in the Academy:
Creating Monsters, “writing performs the dual act of breaking apart” (63), or the
deterritorializing referenced earlier in this chapter—and that connects to my practices in
Blackbird of releasing habitual in-and-up, sucked-in, tightened organization of my
abdominals—and reterritorializing, or reformation of what has been broken apart, which
became a freer belly and more expressive movement in Blackbird, and which is then
translated into words on the page in the Archive and the dissertation. In this process of
translation, I agree that it is “imperative for doctoral students not to adapt their thinking
and writing to what is required” (Honan and Bright 2016, 733), but to interrupt and
“interfere with the expectations” (734) to allow new forms to emerge. To restate, the
traditions I draw from to affirm navigating between writing (and dancing) that integrates
disruption in relationship with traditions of writing (and dancing) in the academy cross
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the thirteen years that led from Blackbird to the dissertation and that move from bodily
experience to extant theories.
Primary Conversation Partners
I provide here a simple list of the primary conversation partners whose work
contributes to the dissertation. For my purposes here primary means that reference to
their work appears more than ten times in the dissertation. I order their appearance here
based on most- to least-referenced. I include them here in summary, without years of
publication or specific texts, to offer the reader a glimpse into the weave of extant sources
in the forthcoming chapters. They are: Deleuze and Deleuze and Guattari; somatics
pioneer Feldenkrais; founder of the Continuum Method Emilie Conrad; feminist mythopoetic analyst Marion Woodman; feminist critical theorist and founder of post-qualitative
inquiry Elizabeth Adams St. Pierre; practice as research scholar Susan Melrose; trauma
researcher Bessel van der Kolk; scholarly personal narrative founder Robert Nash;
Feldenkrais practitioner and independent choreographer Katja Münker; anthropologist
Ruth Behar; feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz; education researcher Eileen Honan;
trauma researcher Peter Levine; phenomenologist and Feldenkrais practitioner Elizabeth
Behnke; sociologist William Bogard; Deleuzian scholar Rebecca Coleman; queer
phenomenologist Sara Ahmed; Deleuzian scholar Claire Colebrook; founder of Naropa
Institute and Buddhist teacher Chögyam Trungpa; cultural ecologist and performance
artist David Abram; autoethnographic researcher Sophie Tamas; interdisciplinary artist
Hilary Kneale; philosopher and Deleuzian-Guattarian translator Brian Massumi; and
feminist phenomenologist Iris Marion Young.
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Dissertation and Blackbird as Ontological Inquiry
The questions I was asking in Blackbird centered around reconsidering notions of
not just my bodily identity but also the concept and my relationship with markers of
identity writ large that (sometimes simultaneously) facilitate and constrain moving in the
world. Thus, when I began looking at Blackbird as an object of reflection, the questions I
was asking in Blackbird (even though at the time of making Blackbird they were bounded
within a particular period) carried over into 1) the process of reflection on the project and
2) the related process of translating both Blackbird and reflection on it to a written
dissertation. Rooted in undoing familiar notions of identity the questions carried through
to the entire process. Questions around identity continue to influence: 1) my perspective
on memories that came up during reviewing Blackbird as the topic for the dissertation,
especially those experiences that fell outside the temporal bounds of Blackbird as a
project (2006–10), and 2) as stated above, my perspectives around structuring the
dissertation itself, as the constantly shifting nature of my data resisted the “tight”
organization for my writing to which I also and paradoxically aspired, and ultimately (in
part) set aside. As Ruth Weatherell (2018) writes of her doctoral thesis, I struggled with
the question of how to “condense my research into a series of neatly defined chapters” (2)
when the contents were more rhizomatic than neatly-defined. Weatherell writes: “I
wanted the writing of my thesis to reflect what I felt was the nature of my research:
messy, confrontational, emotional, and violent” (2). Weatherell describes herself as being
“undone” by the stories of the women, victims of sexual violence, that she interviewed
for her dissertation. I, too, was undone by much of what I discovered about the stories
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woven through and partially occluded by the dancemaking process that was the original
impetus for the dissertation.
While wrestling with these discoveries in the dissertation I realized that the
dissertation and Blackbird are both ontological inquiries into the nature of becoming, and
specifically affirmed with the phenomena of becoming championed by Deleuze and
Guattari ([1980] 1987). In 2006 and before I had the language “ontological inquiry” to
work with I framed Blackbird’s inquiry, to restate, as a desire to unfix and reconsider my
existing assumptions about form, identity (including but not limited to gender), and
naming, (for example what if I called myself something other than Molly?) Now,
borrowing language from Deleuze and Guattari, I view my ontological curiosity, which
took the form of the project called Blackbird, as also affiliated with their concept of
becoming: an open-ended process of continuous movement and change in which the
stability of the concept of an individual subject is called into question. Theirs is a
philosophy in which the subject is described as movement: “longitude and latitude, a set
of speeds and slownesses between unformed particles” with “the individuality of a day, a
season, a year, a life” (262).
Structural Issues and Difficult Data
While I wanted Blackbird to provide a frame for resisting my inherited
assumptions about the structure of dance (which I describe more in Chapter 5) I found
that the dissertation-in-process resisted falling into a neat structure, whether I wanted it to
or not. I considered it my responsibility to attend to this resistance with trust for my
intuitive choices (around, for example, the placement of chapters and my preexisting
understandings of what a chapter is supposed to “do”) rather than compromise the
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rhizomatic quality of the text in order to construct a logical progression from one chapter
to the next. I wanted to “imagine and accomplish an inquiry that might produce different
knowledge and might produce knowledge differently” (Lather 2013, 635). My perception
included the sense that material that was generated following a rhizomatic writing
process should eventually be formed into building blocks of sorts, and would move
toward some manner of point or conclusion. This perception was rooted in years of
traditional schooling, and reinforced by doctoral texts I perused as examples, which move
from “‘introduction’ to a ‘literature review’ to a ‘methodology’… and summed up in
‘conclusions and contributions’” (Weatherell 2018, 2). Supported by my doctoral advisor
to experiment with methodological overlap and invention, and to “trust the data,” and,
borrowing language from organizational scholar Ruth Weatherall (2018), I observed that
“conventional writing was limiting the possibilities of thinking differently about theory,
and masculine styles of writing” (6), or, more generally put, of organizing writing, were
inhibiting effective translation from the hybrid language/s of dance to the dissertation
format.
Like Weatherall (2018), I was heartbroken by some of the data I discovered and
work with here. While challenging notions of achieving “objectivity” this realization
points to “how utterly invested I am in my work.” Attempts at “pulling myself out of my
data,” as I frequently felt compelled to do based on my own assumptions around and in
order to achieve distance, created a violence within the process itself, which “felt like I
was pulling two deeply knitted aspects of myself apart” (8). Again, I was supported by
doctoral advising to trust both the process and the data, which was particularly
meaningful as my time with the data increased, layered through repeated contact, and as I
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began to merge my observations of data with extant theories (described in Chapter 4).
The “knitted” aspects that I felt were in tension include the emotional, embodied aspects
of myself—the me that was discovering and following lines of flight about Blackbird and
suggested by the Archive, even when uncomfortable—and the aspect struggling to shape
the dissertation with sufficient organization, readability, and coherence. I was relieved to
discover Lather (2013), St. Pierre (1997, 2004, 2017), Honan and Bright (2016), and
Weatherell (2018), in part because their work established a foundation on which I could
frame and further explore the rhizomatic process I had intuitively crafted in the final year
of writing, and because their critique of the “expectations of how a doctoral thesis ought
to be written or expressed” (Honan and Bright 2018, 2) took some of the pressure off of
digging into the discomfort of critique. This in turn allowed me to accept the supportive
ethos of my doctoral advising, while affirming that indeed there are “unique pressures
surrounding doctoral writing” (2) (in other words that I am not inventing from thin air a
structure to push against) and turn my attention to the “life” of the process and data.
I found a partial response to this conundrum in Deleuze’s (1995) writing about
writing, which spoke to the intersections of my desire to write and my desires in
Blackbird.
One’s always writing to bring things to life, to free life from where it’s
trapped, to trace lines of flight. The language for doing that can’t be a
homogeneous system, it’s something unstable, always heterogeneous, in
which style carves differences of potential between which things can pass,
come to pass, a spark can flash and break out of language itself, to make
us see and think what was lying in the shadow around the words, things
we were hardly aware existed. (141)
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Rhizome and Lines of Flight
I describe more about becoming and more about my association with Deleuze and
Guattari in Chapter 2, however for now it is important to go a bit further with two
concepts as orientation to their philosophy and to the guidance their philosophy provided
me in negotiating the push-pull described above and, more generally, the back and forth
relationship I eventually struck between experiments with disorganization and impulses
to organize, and that both pull forward and reflect a central aspect of my movement
research in Blackbird, described in detail in Chapters 7 and 8.
1) Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) offer a critique of traditional
understandings of thought. They advocate for a proliferation of continuous decentered
growth, difference, and change manifest in part in the term rhizome. Rhizome is a term
borrowed from botany reflecting a privileging of change over fixedness, certainty, and/or
systems that rely on a hierarchical building of and organization for knowledge (for
example this follows that, which relies on this, to build to here).
2) Related to one of the six articulated characteristics of rhizome (enumerated
later in this chapter), Deleuze and Guattari accommodate the off-shooting growth of new
ideas spawned within and through the proliferation of change depicted above and
captured in the phrase line of flight. This off-shooting contributes to and springs from the
aforementioned proliferation of change. Lines of flight do not occur, for example and to
use a botanic metaphor, as the small twig-like branch of a maple tree that carries upward
through trunk and larger branches the massive root system underground. Rather lines of
flight produce their own blossomings of thought, part of the rhizomatic system but
lacking a single root structure from which other, smaller branches grow. Lines of flight
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populate, reform, and grow the rhizome through a horizontal, often but not always
underground, and anti-hierarchical system of growth. Lines of flight disrupt sedimented
expectations for growth, organization, and systematicity.

Select Influences on Blackbird and Body Dysmorphia
Reflection on and concurrent writing about the three stories referenced above is
an ongoing process influenced by my experiences with somatic methods. To restate,
those influences include 1) the Feldenkrais Method® and related works by founder
Moshe Feldenkrais ([1949] 1996, [1972] 1977, 1981, 1985), many of which I was
introduced to as an undergraduate or masters student (in the early 1990s) and that became
important over fifteen years later during Blackbird's creation (2006–10); and 2) the
Continuum Method, a movement modality developed by Conrad (2007, 2010a, 2010b)
which supplemented and advanced my Blackbird discoveries in the years following
Blackbird’s premiere. Both methods have had a profound effect on how I move, create,
and teach, in particular.
Further, I was influenced across all three stories by personal experiences with
body dysmorphia and disordered eating beginning in early puberty at the age of nine
(approximately) and continuing through the dissertation proper. To restate, I completed a
treatment program for eating disorders in 2005, the year prior to starting Blackbird. This
was a formative experience during my thirties, and I envisioned Blackbird while
immersed in the process of recovery. In part because of her focus on women’s
relationship to body and her own experience with anorexia as a young woman, the
written work of mytho-poetic analyst Marion Woodman (1980, 1982, 1990, 1992, 1993,
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1999) and Woodman and poet Robert Bly (1998) was supportive during Blackbird.
Specifically, Woodman’s work was influential in expanding my understandings of body
as a material entity that could be alternately mistreated and honored, and body as
metaphor. Woodman’s work also validated the role of dreams, poetry, drawing, and
imagination writ large as useful sources of self-knowledge to reveal and heal negative
body perceptions.

Overview of Methodological Influences
I describe my methodological journey in more detail in Chapter 3. For now, I note
that during the early dissertation process scholarly personal narrative (Nash and LaSha
Bradley 2011) spoke to my interest in and orientation to first-person methodologies as a
thread that runs through both Blackbird and the dissertation. Scholarly personal narrative
and related first-person methodologies such as autoethnography (Chang 2008; Ellis,
1999; Ellis, Adams, and Bochner 2011; Reed-Danahay 1997; Spry 2001) opened the door
for me to pay attention to and write out sometimes buried memories of lived experiences,
even when they were not directly or obviously tied to Blackbird. These were collected in
the Blackbird Archive, which I reference throughout the dissertation and describe in
detail in Chapter 4. Specifically, recollections of the influence of childhood connection
with place and Lake Huron in Goderich, Ontario, Canada, experiences of sexual
abuse/sexual assault during two years of late adolescence, and pivotal experiences of
illumination around bodily orientation to gravity and form became important threads to
the dissertation and to thinking about Blackbird, transmogrification, and Deleuze and
Guattari.
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Related, and to assist in building self-trust in sharing and engaging with lived
experience narratives that inspire vulnerability, are painful to recollect, or connected to
traumatic patterns of body and behavior, I engaged with forms of qualitative inquiry and
heuristic (Moustakas 1990), phenomenological practices (van Manen 1990) that are
complementary with though distinct from scholarly personal narrative. Writing as a form
of inquiry (Richardson 1994) was engaged during the whole of the dissertation process
and was an inherent part of building and working with the Blackbird Archive through
both reflective texts added to audio-video transcriptions and in explicating and
transcribing handwritten journal entries from Blackbird proper.
Post qualitative researcher St. Pierre (2018) refers to writing as a form of inquiry
as important for those whose work is “lingering on the edge of the not-yet” (1), a
characterization that aligns with my process in Blackbird and the dissertation, and shows
up repeatedly in Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) work. Similar to the ways St.
Pierre (2018) describes her writing process, I was by turns surprised, confused,
conflicted, and compelled by what appeared in my writing, and the threads of
connection—lines of flight—that I began to intuit between the writing process itself and
the three categories of stories referenced above (Blackbird, life stories, and the
dissertation). St. Pierre writes that “words may appear on the computer screen unbidden
so that we ask in astonishment, ‘How did that happen?’ and then, imagining possibilities,
‘How might it work?’” (1). Frequently, I engaged the second question for long periods,
led primarily by intuition and frequently supported by first nascent and then more
confident engagement with Deleuze and Guattari.
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In later stages of drafting the dissertation I realized that my process and the
writing I was producing aligned with St. Pierre’s (2018) post-qualitative inquiry,3 a mode
of inquiry she describes as “methodology-free and so refuses the demands of
‘application’” (3). The classification “methodology-free” is interesting—and perhaps an
impossible goal in research or creative process—given the quarter-century St. Pierre has
devoted to writing about post-qualitative inquiry, largely in reaction to qualitative
methods in the social sciences. Her adoption of the term signals her “turn away from
conventional humanist qualitative methodology” (1), which involved moving away from
research practices like conducting a pilot study, choosing a research
design, forming a research problem, writing a ‘subjectivity statement’,
systematically interviewing and observing people to connect data,
analyzing data by coding it or looking for themes and patterns across the
data, carefully representing participants by describing them in detail using
the identity categories (male, wealthy, well-educated, white, heterosexual,
and so on), writing rich, thick descriptions of culture (the passive, static
background against which the agentive human appears illuminated in the
foreground). (10)
and toward the “not yet, the yet to come—the immanent” which, according to St.
Pierre is what “marks post qualitative inquiry” (2) and what makes it particularly affined
with Deleuze’s ontology of immanence. In making the claim that post-qualitative inquiry
is methodology-free St. Pierre (2018) is drawing from what she refers to as “Deleuzian
image of thought” which “calls for experimentation and creation instead of method” (6).
I do not claim a methodology-free process for the dissertation nor for Blackbird.
Nevertheless, inspired by the intersections between, in particular, St. Pierre’s (1997,
2004, 2017, 2018) post-qualitative inquiry and her frequent use of Deleuze and Guattari, I

3

In publications prior to 2010 St. Pierre uses the nomenclature post-qualitative methodology, and
switches to post-qualitative inquiry in 2011.
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observed that my writing toward the draft and completed dissertation followed a
rhizomatic process that is reflected in the writing style, and further in the structure of the
dissertation. I discuss scholarly personal narrative, post-qualitative inquiry, and other
methodological influences in more depth in Chapter 3. To restate, Blackbird as a
choreographic project and the dissertation share methodological commonalities, largely
through a Deleuzian-Guattarian framework, which I note where relevant.

Components and Structure of the Dissertation
Archive
As stated above, in order to revisit Blackbird, I compiled, transcribed, and
reviewed an extensive collection of materials documenting the project. This collected
documentation, including the additional autobiographical narratives, phenomenological
descriptions, and reflective texts written during the three-year process, comprise a
document I refer to as the Blackbird Archive. I describe the elements and timeline of the
Archive in more detail in Chapter 4 “Description of the Blackbird Archive” and draw
from it as an extant source throughout the dissertation.
As I mention above the dissertation reflects in style and content the influence of
engagement with Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987). In particular, their concept of the
rhizome and a related concept haecceity4 resonates with the improvisational
underpinnings that inform Blackbird, my work in dance overall, and with rhizomatic
writing style (see Honan 2007; Humphreys 2013) present in the writing process and, as

4

Haecceity is a concept developed by Duns Scotus ([circa 1298] 2016) meaning “thisness” or
immaterial matter, explored more in Chapter 2 and future chapters.
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stated, reflected in the dissertation.
Rhizomes are described by Deleuzian scholar Claire Colebrook (2002) as “not
just a proliferating network of branches but a chaotic root structure: connecting every
point to every other point, moving in every direction, branching out to create new
directions” (77). While my intention is not to confuse the reader, the dissertation reflects
the interconnectedness, potential for chaos, and continuous proliferations of rhizomes.
For example, though I introduce a concept, source, or theme in one chapter I continue to
reference concepts when relevant and sometimes re-introduce them as a reminder or to
contextualize a concept anew within a given discussion.
Structurally I am inspired by Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) use of
plateaus in lieu of traditional book chapters to designate convergences of ideas, “when
circumstances combine to bring an activity to a pitch of intensity that is not automatically
dissipated in a climax” and that bring about “what Deleuze and Guattari call
consistency—not in the sense of homogeneity, but as a holding together of disparate
elements (also known as a ‘style’)” (Massumi 1987, xiv). While the dissertation retains
the nomenclature of sequential chapters, and I have ordered them according to an
intuitive sense of where they “belong,” I think of the chapters as best-expressed through
the wave pattern. In waves crests reflect the top of the wave and its most external aspect
and troughs reflect the bottom of the wave, where it gathers momentum but is largely
unseen. Each chapter in the dissertation is thus designated as a crest or a trough. While,
as already stated, the triad of autobiographical narrative, reflection, and engagement with
theory co-exist to some degree in each chapter, those I identify as crests tend toward
heftier engagement with theory, and use theoretical engagement as an entry point or
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predominant framework, while troughs tend to privilege, or begin with and flow from,
autobiographical narratives depicting the category of life stories or transcriptions
excerpted from the Blackbird Archive.
Honan (2007, 2015) describes a rhizomatic methodology using the metaphor of a
path on a sandy beach. Through this metaphor the marks made by footfall continuously
shift, as wind and tide
erase footprints almost as they are made. The rhizomatic journey is not the
urban trudging along a concrete pavement but, rather, a trail that may
connect to other trails, diverge around blockages or disappear completely.
The trail is never completely re-traceable, as, just like footprints in the
sand, it is erased almost at the same time it is created. The trail delves
underground as gardening metaphors like tubers and root systems are
used, or animal metaphors like networks of interconnecting burrows that
are invisible at the surface, apart from the occasional disruption of earth.
(Honan 2007, 535-36)
Education researcher Chloe Humphreys (2013) writes that the qualities of the
rhizome must be practiced, not simply introduced as detail or overlay to a linear system:
“in order to engage with the rhizome, one must use it, not as a metaphor, but as a
method” (203). In terms of language rhizomatic process is “becoming-research” that is
characterized by “process not product, movement not stoppage” (Honan and Bright 2016,
738). According to education researcher Mirka Koro-Ljungberg (2012) this process
manifests in language heralding the Deleuzian-Guattarian concept of the fold: “through
in-and-out foldings of texts and interpretations, methodological parts folding in on each
other, redoubling and reductions, and examples of methodological paths projecting
ahead” (738) as threads, such as references to scholarly personal narrative (Nash and
LaSha Bradley 2011) which I describe as a methodological touchstone from early in the
dissertation process, or modes of choreographic inquiry that translate from body and
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studio to word and page.
In Blackbird I didn’t want my habits for artistic programming or choreographic
choices to “over-dictate the audience’s experience” of watching the performance (“my
greatest hope is that the audience members experience themselves” [Shanahan, Blackbird
Archive, March 2007]). Similarly, my hope here is that readers will consider the
dissertation an “open system” (Massumi 1987, xiv) and will feel free to follow the
dissertation in a self-determined manner allowing for what Deleuze ([1990] 1995) calls
“reading with love” (9) characterized as “a series of experiments for each reader in the
midst of events that have nothing to do with books” (9), noting the real lives of writers
and readers separate from the exchange through the page but informing it.
I have written “multiple contradictory selves into the text” (Honan and Bright
2016, 740). In other words my voice as author is present in multiple forms, as follows: 1)
as author of the dissertation, obviously, which includes the timeframe of fall 2015
through winter 2019 when my attention was explicitly on the translation of materials for
the dissertation; 2) in texts transcribed from video recordings made in 2006 and 2007,
with minor edits to enhance clarity; these texts include dialogue with collaborators
(primarily the project’s dramaturg Leslie Danzig, who I introduce in Chapter 5); and 3)
in reflective narratives written between 2015 and 2018 as I was building the Archive.
This third category of personal voice also includes recalling memories of experiences
spanning the ages of seven through forty-nine. All timeframes referenced are noted,
usually as a lead-up to an excerpt from the Archive (e.g. “I am nine,” or “It’s the summer
of 2016.”) and in parentheses following the excerpt. To note a timeframe or a shift within
the text, I also begin sentences frequently with language such as “At this point” or
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“During Blackbird’s creation” or “I began Blackbird with the intention of” as a way of
reminding readers that the third story referenced earlier—the story of getting to the
dissertation—is a connective thread through all the stories. Put another way, the story of
getting to the dissertation, and my voice as its narrator, functions as a meta-narrative that
is always present in the dissertation.
Back and Forth and Becoming-In-Decision
The phrase back and forth recurs frequently in the dissertation, explicitly stated
(for example, “I moved back and forth between multiple versions of the Archive,” “I
moved back and forth between attending to my internal sensations and outward relating
with observers”), and more generally in discussions around movement explorations of
hesitation, ambivalence, indecision, doubt, inhibited intentionality, feeling restricted from
moving, and in reference to Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) analysis of Alice in Wonderland in
The Logic of Sense, especially Alice’s query “which way? which way?” I use the latter as
a touchstone for discussions around my experience and perceptions of time in and around
Blackbird (Chapter 7).
I view my discussion and use of back and forth (in all the ways mentioned above)
as a step toward a theorization that reframes indecision as in-decision, meaning an active
space of growth and change. This theorization is expressed by the proposed conjunction
in-decision, as in to be in the process of deciding. I introduce this theorization indirectly
through discussion of creative practices in Chapter 8, and in the discussion mentioned
above around time in Chapter 7. The final chapter (Chapter 12) proposes in-decision as a
theorization of movement practices and vocabulary developed through Blackbird, further
cultivated in choreographic practices since, and which has implications for continued
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research in the studio and on the page. Of note is that my theory of becoming-indecision—manifest and characterized by the multi-faceted process moving back and forth
in a variety of contexts—articulates a space between perceived starting points or
outcomes that can be exploratory, generative of change, and illuminating of difference
and possibility. This stands in contrast to stereotypical framings of indecision as
characteristically female (Caprino 2016; Temple and Osipow 1994; Thomashauer 2016;
Wulff and Steitz 1999) and/or pathological (Ann 2008; Walker and Peterson 2012). Note
that feminist scholar Margrit Shildrick’s (1997) Leaky Bodies and Boundaries:
Feminism, Postmodernism and (Bio)Ethics addresses openness as “the courage to refuse
the comforting refuge of broad categories and fixed unidirectional vision” but takes care
to distinguish openness from indecision, which sits next to qualities that can be
“interpreted as weakness” (3). My nascent theorization of becoming-in-decision is born
of over a decade of movement exploration without the presence, aid, or constraint of a
linguistic or theoretical framework, other than the work of Feldenkrais which put me in
touch with the benefits of self-awareness, slow, often repetitive back and forth action, and
the importance of returning to a quasi-neutral posture from which to assess how
movement and sensation shift over time and with practice. Becoming-in-decision is an
articulation of an ontological mode of inquiry which stems from the knowledge
production inherent in idiosyncratic, individual dance practice—and owes its linguistic
construction here to the language and concepts of Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987),
particularly their concepts of becoming-animal (Chapter 5) and becoming-imperceptible
(Chapter 10).
Becoming-in-decision also aligns in part with recent writing in the field of trauma
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recovery that addresses the importance of tapping into one’s bodily sensations and subtle
internal cues,5 and moving through patterns of behavior to forge new pathways of
movement, learning, and healing (Levine 2015; van der Kolk 2015). While trauma
research does not currently address indecision specifically, nor was my work in Blackbird
consciously developed as a therapeutic response to trauma, I believe significant elements
of my work in Blackbird (in particular those explored in Chapter 8) developed intuitively
to shift relationship with my body, both those I recognized as rooted in dysmorphia, and
including embedded traumatic patterns that are more available/obvious to me now. This
intuitive process was supported during Blackbird by collaboration with a dramaturg
whose work embraced vulnerability as a desired and warranted state for performance, to
shake loose from assumptions that privilege decisive, assertive, forward-going action as
preferable to, by contrast, the embodiment of withholding and patterns of restricted
action, which are undervalued or perceived as weakness. By dwelling in the back and
forth between decisive action and an experience of being held back, down, or of feeling
uncertain, hesitant, tentative, or ambivalent about movement in a particular direction, a
new space for inquiry was opened.
Pivotal to my explorations of becoming-in-decision and the patterns of moving
back and forth between decisive and withheld action, the concept of transmogrification
functioned in Blackbird as a spark that was nurtured by, among other factors,
collaborative work with Danzig (again, Blackbird’s dramaturg) to explore the
“subjectivity of my vulnerability” (Blackbird Archive, December 2006). This involved

5

In particular van der Kolk (2014) cites Feldenkrais as a related modality to Somatic
Experiencing, which was developed within the milieu of trauma recovery by Peter Levine (2015).
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moving back and forth between 1) variable starting points for improvising, doubt and
certainty in my choices, and 2) more forceful, familiar, “muscled,” shape-based dancing
and the microscopic body articulations revealed when I began to explore impulses of
subtle change in my body that were at first barely-discernible and then, over time in
rehearsal and supported by work in Feldenkrais and in re-reading Feldenkrais’s ([1949]
1996, [1972] 1977, 1981, 1985) texts, fostered a new mode for exploring movement in
process and performance. Elemental to this mode of exploration is paying more attention
to the in-between spaces that opened up (were carved out or identified through
awareness) through moving back and forth than to the pre-movement state of relative rest
or the spatially-larger movement outcome that might look or feel more like “dance.”
Repetition
Massumi (1992) writes that translation is “repetition with a difference” (16),
suggesting that the processes of translation I navigated in building the Archive were
continuous negotiations across difference, even when re-engaging with material that was
on one level “the same.” Though I have endeavored to remove instances of repetition that
might only serve to confuse a reader, repetition does occur in the dissertation and is
integral to the translation from the hybrid languages of dance practice to the page.
Repetition occurs, for example, when an excerpted section of the Blackbird Archive
appears in a later chapter for further or differently-focused elaboration on it, or a concept
introduced in one chapter is repeated in part in another. This choice is intentional, and the
result of the rhizomatic writing process referenced above. Repetition is further affirmed
by five overlapping approaches to repetition that inform the dissertation.
1) Conrad’s (2007) concept of layering as a mode of accumulating somatic
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information by repeating through a process she referred to as titration, or
providing the system with gradual increases in complexity made possible by
repeating a sequence or process such that each repetition encounters what she
described as an entirely new body, and as a way of “spiraling new information
back into the system” (342).
2) Feldenkrais’s (1985) similar belief in learning through repetition with
attention and subtle variation, rather than a rote or mechanical repetition done
for the sake of muscular exercise, for example.
3) Deleuze’s ([1968] 1994) explication of repetition as more aligned with change
and difference than with replication. For Deleuze what repeats is difference:
“If repetition exists, it expresses at once a singularity opposed to the general”
(3), which I understand to resonate with both Conrad and Feldenkrais in
championing repetition as a way to shed light on the new, or to deepen,
through variation, engagement with the apparently repeated form or
movement pattern. In the forward to A Thousand Plateaus, Massumi refers to
the cyclical nature of the structure of the book, wherein plateaus, the name
given to the book’s sections (rather than chapters), create “a fabric of
intensive states between which any number of connecting routes could exist”
(Massumi 1987, xiv). When connecting routes repeat, or “cycle back,”
“Deleuze and Guattari call it a refrain” (xv).
4) My choreographic research into repetition, which began in 2003 with the
creation of a work called So-Called Repetition involving live dance, and livefeed and pre-recorded video. This work was “about” the changing nature of
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repetition and perspective; it explored “the nature of action and perception, the
supposed difference between art and ‘real life,’ the unity of the self—or lack
thereof” (Molzahn 2003, paragraph 1). I developed that existing fascination
with the nature of repetition further in research leading up to and
spontaneously composing Blackbird over a one-hour performance repeatedin-variation eighteen times. In describing my experience of repetition in
performance I described noting that the choice to repeat had become “rarely
conscious; it just occurs” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, April 2007), without
attempts at conscious composition or effort to return to repeated elements.
5) The impact of the movement of water in shaping my perception of consistency
and repetition. I describe this relationship in Chapter 6 through an
autobiographical narrative of returning to my childhood town.
Emphasis on Transmogrification and Translations Across Milieu
I refer to elements of My Name is a Blackbird the project (described in detail in
Chapter 5) whenever mentioning an element of the overall project will serve the
discussion. Throughout emphasis is given to the concept of transmogrification, which I
elaborate on throughout the dissertation. Though less frequent, I also reference the
influence of the idea of superheroes to Blackbird as that influence relates to
transmogrification, mutation, and change. Additionally, I frequently refer to
methodological considerations or influences, which I introduce above and explore more
fully in Chapter 3, especially where I note a connection between the methodology for the
dissertation and choreographic approaches for Blackbird. Later chapters address in more
depth the ways that Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts illuminate my experience in
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Blackbird.
I ask the reader to keep in mind that the translation from Blackbird to the
dissertation is a translation from the language of creative inquiry within a non-academic
milieu to the language of scholarly inquiry within an academic milieu. While it is not
within the scope of this paper to fully describe or analyze the differences between those
milieus, the fact of their differences must be noted. Most especially, the modes of
expression I was working toward during Blackbird occurred predominantly in my body,
which was then shared with live viewers assembled for performance as part of a
professional artistic community with no overarching institutional involvement or
evaluation besides that of my company Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak and, to a lesser extent,
funding partners. Subsequent feedback on that mode of expression occurred anecdotally
through direct audience comments, post-show emails, multiple press sources, and less
tangibly through ongoing, untracked, and minimally documented reference to the project
by audiences, university students, and professional dancers over the subsequent decade.
This is quite a different context than the mode of expression of a dissertation within
academia, where the goals are both outcome oriented (a PhD degree) and wherein
satisfactory demonstration of scholarship is evaluated within a wholly institutional
environment.
These differences, with neither one nor the other “better” or “worse,” are reflected
in my expectations for engagement with extant sources—primarily Feldenkrais and
Woodman while creating Blackbird, and Conrad in the years following. Engagement with
these sources was rooted in asking how they 1) might shift my perspectives to impact the
way I moved, 2) foster the depth of engagement with my physicality, and, 3) without
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explicit citation or reference, how perspectives gleaned from those sources might nourish
the network of material, including but extending beyond written forms, influencing my
movement. Enumerating the components of that network in any comprehensive sense is
impossible, however I have used the process of translation—largely using the Archive as
a bridge or interlocutor—to identify those influences that have risen to the surface vis à
vis documentation or vis à vis reflection on documentation. These include, restated: an
acknowledgment of body dysmorphia/disordered eating; disparate life memories from
childhood and young adulthood; dreams; and experience with sexual trauma during late
adolescence, including its pernicious influences over time.
Public and Private
Given the thirteen-year time span from the beginning of Blackbird (2006) to the
dissertation (2019) I have used the Blackbird Archive (explained further in Chapter 4) to
1) recall memories, and 2) through that process to observe shifts in my perspective over
time, and/or 3) to chart variations in how I communicated about Blackbird in public
settings, such as the performances proper or shared rehearsal contexts for Blackbird, and
private ones, such as handwritten and digital journals and reflective texts commenting on
Blackbird and life narratives. While the scope of the dissertation does not include a
theoretical engagement with the relationship between public and private, reflecting on the
communication choices I made in contexts which I considered public versus private
provides another instance of moving back and forth. Reflecting on and in that back and
forth process acts a “check and balance” in translation to the dissertation, one which
allows me to ask, “how did I really feel?” rather than accept one articulation (for
example, the more public or the more private) as more truthful than the other.
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Press Reviews
Press reviews are used to 1) assist with translation in inserting another voice, and
2) provide a measure of triangulation (see Denzin and Lincoln 2011; Fusch, Fusch, and
Ness 2018) within the dissertation. I have intended to only include press quotes that are
descriptive, rather than evaluative, however it should be noted that the majority of press
response to Blackbird was positive, and I read much of even the purely descriptive
language in a complimentary light. While early drafts of the dissertation did not include
press, I later chose to include excerpts to elucidate for the reader the primary environment
in which my work existed at the time (Chicago independent dance), and, again, as a form
of triangulation to ideally build trust with readers that my language for Blackbird is not
the only language in existence. Additionally, in Chapter 5 I provide a short section of
description of my movement in Blackbird with corresponding hyperlinks to video
excerpts. This description was provided in 2018 by movement analyst Kristina Fluty,
who is both a collaborator with Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak and trained in Laban
Movement Analysis and Movement Pattern Analysis.

Motivations for the Dissertation
Through the dissertation I champion and model the following:
• Autobiographical approaches to writing about choreographic process
(see Barbour 2011, 2012; Hay 2000; Lerman 2011; Van Katwyk and Seko
2017);
• Documentation of choreographic process and choreographic process
itself as forms of knowledge production (see Spatz 2017);
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• Exploration of dance practice and performance as hybrid spaces that can
be both professional, public engagement and complicated personal
healing, including championing the potential for idiosyncratic movement
process (in other words, not necessarily replicable or applicable outside
the context of creation) to paradoxically narrate both trauma and creative
advancement in the same space and time;
• Acknowledgement of the impact of dysmorphia/disordered eating and
sexual abuse/sexual assault in my body, my life, my stories, and my
movement inclinations, both liberatory and constraining, such that I
conclude that my understandings of liberation and constraint writ large are
influenced by my somatic experiences.
Specifically, the dissertation models non-linear narrative dance research
translating the “back stories” that shape dancemaking and propose engagement with
theories. To privilege the underlying experiences and influences rather than the “what”
(that is, including but beyond focus on the dance itself, which might be described and
interpreted as a visual event). Instead I engage with the back story as important and
influential, even if mysteriously so in ways that cannot be summed up or argued as
conclusive. Through this choice I model the importance of dancers’ stories and
experiences with “how” knowledge is produced as at least of equal significance as the
product or consumed element of that knowledge. To this end, I deemphasize description
of the dance itself (some description is included in Chapter 5), however as stated I
provide a public hyperlink (here and earlier in Chapter 1) to a full performance and
documentary.
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Translation Back to Professional and Undergraduate Dance Context
Though the dissertation is not expressly intended in its current form to reach
undergraduate dancers, I hope that a future iteration will be appropriate and accessible to
that and other populations. I am motivated in this desire by my existing experience
teaching undergraduate dancers in various roles (guest artist, adjunct, lecturer, visiting
assistant professor) since 1996. Through those experiences I observe that approaches are
needed that are sensitive to and programmatically address dance students’ lived
experiences of body dysmorphia/disordered eating and sexual trauma, particularly in
adolescent and early adult settings.
Additionally, my experience indicates that approaches that intersect dance
practice and dance theory within courses not simply within a curriculum but within single
courses—in other words, rigorous movement practices incorporative of rigorous research,
reading, and writing practices commonly associated with traditional scholarship—are
needed to meet both the demands of the field and the potential of undergraduate students
to engage in all forms of theory/theorizing, including what Jack Halberstam (2011) calls
low theory. Low theory “tries to locate the in-between spaces that save us from the hooks
of hegemony,” “makes its peace with the possibilities that alternatives dwell in the murky
waters of a counterintuitive, often impossibly dark and negative realm of critique and
refusal” (2), and “is assembled from eccentric texts and examples … that refuse to
confirm the hierarchies of knowing that maintain the high in high theory” (16). The
hybrid languages of dance-in-practice (both those shared vocally and gesturally by
dancers and those written in the margins of notebooks, drawings, and dreams of all kinds)
might comprise eccentric texts, and they must be preserved, documented, and engaged as
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viable in dance scholarship in their own right.
In summary my motivations for the dissertation include potentiating another
translation from the dissertation back into practice, including the potential for future
research and training that might lead to the development and practice of trauma-sensitive
approaches to dance specifically geared to undergraduate and graduate dance education.6

Fluctuations of Memory and Orienting to Change
My memory of Blackbird is influenced by new information, affecting the
qualitative research process in a back and forth manner, from internal retreats into self (to
engage with memory, reconnect disparate stories, and reflect on meaning) to external
engagement with others (to craft those memories into a communicable picture). To
restate, this process mirrors much of the movement language I discovered and explored
through Blackbird, in the back and forth between seeking intrinsic movement and
articulating it with observers. Further, in navigating distinctions between private and
public my embodied archive and the archives of videos and process journals complicate
each other. Some forms of communication about Blackbird were intended for “my eyes
only” and others were intended for press, marketing, invited observers, or public
audiences. By navigating these private/public distinctions, engaging with the Archive
revealed places where I withheld something about the project in the latter context but
expressed it in the former.

6

Trauma-sensitive training exists across an array of fields including Yoga training (see
www.traumasensitiveyoga.com); training for expressive arts therapists (see www.traumainformedpractice.com); and Dance and Movement Therapy (see Gray 2017; Valentine 2007.)
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These complications thrust my memory of Blackbird into a state of flux where
embodied knowledge that appeared to have crystallized in the moment of making the
work, for example muscle memory of recurring movement motifs, is shaken open for
reconsideration based on new perspectives about potential influences on those muscular
memories including and beyond the confines of dance. I do not assert causal connections
between those events and Blackbird but allow the array of life narratives I mention
previously (childhood, university, early professional work) to sit together within the
dissertation.
My fluctuating perceptions and shifts of memory while looking at Blackbird were
unnerving (I elaborate on this in Chapter 4) until 2018 when I began to delve more
wholeheartedly into Deleuze and Guattari. Characterized as advocating for thinking
differently (Colebrook 2002) and as proposing a philosophy of immanence (Thiele 2016),
Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of becoming “entails a shift from conceiving the world in
terms of fixed, transcendent, autonomous entities to interconnected process” (Coleman
2011, 150). This perspective, wherein disparate-seeming memories and processes
interconnect as becoming, is a salve to the tension that arose in my attempts to conflate
narrative with sequence and organization with linearity.
Their focus on change envisions bodies, in particular, as continual processes that
are “never ceasing to become” (Deleuze and Guattari quoted in Coleman 2011, 150),
which helped me to articulate Blackbird as a project fundamentally oriented to exploring,
through dance, an ontology of change. This orientation helped me shed light on and
reconsider my experience of tacit, embedded, or trauma-informed resistance to or fears of
change and the narratives through which that resistance and fear might have taken hold.
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Related, Deleuze and Guattari’s orientation to change helps me negotiate with a
paradoxical experience of desiring transformative change through transmogrification that
results in a more solid or stable identity or body. Notably, my sense of transformation in
Blackbird has not remained stable for more than short periods of time, experienced
primarily while dancing. This provisional quality of transformation reminds me of Ralph
Waldo Emerson’s ([1926] 1951) statement: “There are no fixtures in nature. The universe
is fluid and volatile. Permanence is but a word of degrees” (212).
The dissertation, both the archival dig to create the Blackbird Archive and the
writing process, represents a unique phase of the Blackbird project overall. It is a time
and space in which the vocabularies of movement, the written translation of those
vocabularies, and salient theories confront each other on the page. Dance scholar Ann
Cooper Albright (1997) captures the challenges of this mix:
It is hard to talk about bodily experience. It has always been hard, and the
recent deluge of critical thinking about how experiences of the body and
identity have been culturally constructed hasn't—ironically enough—
made it much easier. (10)
Just as a dance never occurs the same way twice, theory never meets with the
same human subject twice, an assertion that happens early in Deleuze and Guattari’s
([1980] 1987) A Thousand Plateaus in their discussion of rhizomatic versus arborescent
systems, and which I describe further in Chapter 2. Reflecting on the dissertation process
while still within it, my experience is that both dance and theory are deeply contextual
and unavoidably inflected with the autobiographical context of their production and
receipt. I embrace this complexity as one of the challenges and opportunities of the
hybrid artist-educator-scholar.
As a bridge to the next chapter on Deleuze and Guattari, and to provide further
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preparation for reading the dissertation, I summarize below the characteristics of a
rhizome and their relationship (in brief) to the style and structure of the dissertation.

Characteristics of Rhizomes and Connection to Writing Style
Though I did not intentionally set out to model the dissertation from the image of
a rhizome or rhizomatic movement my writing process was, in hindsight, rhizomatic.
This has resulted in the “feel” of the dissertation reflecting Deleuze and Guattari’s
([1980] 1987) six characteristics of rhizomes as described below.
1) “Any point of a rhizome can be connected to any other” (6). This
manifests in the dissertation as connections that recur in multiple
chapters, or instances of repetition.
2) A rhizome decenters growth; there is no single, given, or taken for
granted point of origination from which connections flow. Similarly,
in this dissertation I am not building to a final, particular, or conclusive
endpoint. Starting points and influences for Blackbird are seen as
many, unfixed, and negotiable based on both author and reader
perspectives.
3) Connections form multiplicities. Deleuze and Guattari conceive of
multiplicities as flat, non-hierarchical relationships between
connections that cannot be over-coded by larger systems. This
manifests in the dissertation as a perspective that values, for example,
the influence of data derived from or built into the Archive that fall
outside of Blackbird’s original, bounded timeframe and its context as a
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discrete artistic project.
4) In articulating their principle of asignifying rupture, Deleuze and
Guattari write that “a rhizome may be broken, shattered at a given
spot, but it will start up again on one of its old lines, or on new lines”
(9). The quality of ruptured connection also manifests in the
dissertation primarily as repeating threads (or lines of flight) emerging
without a linear “through-line” carried through preceding chapters.
5) and 6) A rhizome cannot be captured or represented with “any
structural or generative model” (12). A rhizome is a map, pointing to
connections that can be broken and reformulated, rather than a tracing,
which involves an alleged ‘competence’ with representing the actuality
of a terrain. Similarly, and like Blackbird itself as both a performed
dance and a sustained creative project, the dissertation is to some
extent a map: “it is entirely oriented toward an experimentation in
contact with the real” (12). In other words, it retains an openness to the
forces that produced it as also being the forces that continually propose
its alteration: “it is open and connectable in all of its dimensions; it is
detachable, reversible, susceptible to constant modification” (12).

Map of Forthcoming Chapters
The dissertation is divided into four parts. Part I includes three chapters, including
this extended introduction, all of which provide the reader with context for subsequent
parts. In Chapter 2 I discuss aspects of Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) work and
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my use of key concepts for translating Blackbird to the page7. The concepts Deleuze and
Guattari explore are sufficiently interwoven and self-referential as to render any step-bystep introduction not only impossible but counter to their overall project of a
revolutionary ontology of change. For this reason, entrance into Deleuze and Guattari is
best taken as a plunge, even one that is at times disorienting, rather than as a methodical
wading-in. Cultural critic Adrian Parr (2015) affirms that approaching Deleuze’s thinking
differently requires care lest their concepts become simplified or generalized by the very
thinking that Deleuze resists. Those inspired by Deleuze, and I count myself among them,
she writes, must
resist reducing him to a dogmatic image of thought. Deleuze is neither
another authoritative philosopher of the Western tradition, nor a figure to
be revered. The singular nonbeing of Deleuze prompts us to rise to the
challenge of thinking differently in an effort to create a future that differs
from the present. (Paragraph 10)
Parr’s (2015) caution reminds me of the disjuncture between the content of the
dissertation and its form. I have attempted to organize the document in its entirety and in
each chapter in a way that will serve a reading from start to finish. However, I allow
certain elements to be retained that reflect the complexities of the subject, inspired in part
by the characteristics of rhizome noted above. Related, in Chapter 2 I identify Blackbird
as a project, my movement exploration in Blackbird, and the dissertation as haecceities,
Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) rhizomatic concept of “thisness” or immaterial
matter.
In Chapter 3 I describe the overlapping methodological influences on writing the

7

For a glossary of Deleuzian-Guattarian concepts and terminology, see Appendix A.
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dissertation prior to accessing the approaches to rhizomatic writing referenced above. I
emphasize two areas. First, I trace my engagement with scholarly personal narrative and
heuristic methods of inquiry, which coincided with early stages in the dissertation.
Second, I address alignment with post-qualitative methodology/inquiry. This discussion
carries forward threads of Deleuze and Guattari vis à vis their impact on St. Pierre.
Specifically, I outline three data types that St. Pierre (1997) proposes—dream data,
emotional data, and sensual data—all of which show up in the dissertation. I propose a
fourth transgressive data type, which I call dysmorphic data. To restate, since
methodology functions as a connective thread linking the dissertation with Blackbird’s
original creative process, I comment on methodology where relevant in later chapters of
the dissertation.
Part II provides a description of the Blackbird Archive and the full Blackbird
project. In Chapter 4 I discuss the Blackbird Archive, and detail the timeline for its
construction, which occurred concurrently with overlapping stages of reflecting on it,
adding to it, and deleting sections. Discussion of the Archive precedes a full description
of My Name is a Blackbird to contextualize my use of excerpts in describing the project.
In Chapter 5 I describe My Name is a Blackbird as a project, including multiple
collaborations, the project’s context within my life in Chicago, and emphasize discussion
of transmogrification through various lenses. I include three extended excerpts from the
Blackbird Archive to provide perspective on my then-contemporaneous approaches to the
project. These are intended to bring the reader in on my primary concerns during the
project and the ways that I communicated about them outwardly at the time. I close
Chapter 5 with discussion of the complexities of healing and artmaking with conflicted
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intentions.
Part III deals broadly with subjective experiences of time in and around
Blackbird. In Chapter 6 I describe the impact of place and water on my experience of
movement, time, and identity through narrative discussion of a trip to my childhood
home. In Chapter 7 I delve into Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) discussion of time,
with examples from my experience of Blackbird and further discussion of Deleuze’s
([1969] 1990) treatment of Alice in Wonderland in The Logic of Sense. In Chapter 8 I
describe inhibited movement, or the movement of hesitation, as it functioned in
Blackbird, using Iris Marion Young’s ([1980] 2005) depiction of inhibited intentionality
as a jumping off place for extended description of creative process with Leslie Danzig,
Blackbird’s dramaturg, emphasizing our collaborative work that explored the back and
forth of hesitation and the micro-movements that became part of Blackbird’s vocabulary.
Part IV deals with bodily identity, form, and dissolution of perceptions of identity
and body. I begin in Chapter 9 with autobiographical narrative and a dream that served as
inspiration for Blackbird and the concept of transmogrification. In Chapter 10 I discuss
shifting views of subjectivity and Blackbird in relationship with Deleuze and Guattari
([1980] 1987) and somatics. In Chapter 11 I return to transmogrification and discuss
Blackbird as a haecceity, Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) concept of thisness or
immaterial matter. I complete the dissertation in Chapter 12 with a concluding narrative
and continued discussion of becoming-in-decision, introduced in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
CREST: GETTING STARTED WITH DELEUZE AND GUATTARI

Engaging with Deleuze and Guattari’s work reminds me of the metaphor of
peeling an onion that never reaches its core. Concepts “will unravel even as your
understanding increases” (St. Pierre 2004, 283); “you will never get to the bottom of a
concept like multiplicity, you will never be able to figure out what it really means, nor, if
you become the least bit Deleuzian, will you want to” (284). With that said, their
philosophy “is built upon the not-so-controversial idea that how we conceive the world is
relevant to how we live in it” (May 1996, 295). Indeed, Deleuze and Guattari’s writing
gestures toward modes of experiencing life that seem intimately familiar, yet difficult to
put into words (St. Pierre 2004).
In this chapter I describe my evolving orientation to the work of Deleuze and
Guattari ([1980] 1987), whose words, concepts, and theories helped me to articulate key
experiences during and around Blackbird. In particular I further describe the concept of
rhizomatic thought introduced in Chapter 1, in contrast with arborescent systems.
Additionally, I weave in discussion of concepts whose meanings circulate around issues
of disruption of sedimented knowledge, embodied or otherwise, such as the concepts of
assemblages of enunciation and abstract machines, and the relevance of
deterritorialization (introduced in Chapter 1) to Blackbird in relation to the release of
compulsive use of superficial muscles. I provide initial context for Deleuze and
Guattari’s understanding of desire as an energy of proliferative change, and further
weaving of Blackbird with lines of flight that reflect that change, body as a changeable
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entity, and how concepts are used to spark thinking differently, including through the
previously-introduced rhizomatic characteristic of asignifying rupture. Overall, the
chapter is an opportunity to dialogue with select Deleuzian-Guattarian concepts reflected
through ongoing descriptions of Blackbird and autobiographical context, including
commentary on not-knowing and knowing sparked by reading Deleuze and Guattari
compared to other impenetrable-seeming texts including Feldenkrais and James Joyce.
Please note that a glossary of Deleuzian-Guattarian terms can be found in Appendix A;
the glossary offers brief definitions of terms found in the dissertation.

Rhizomatic and Arborescent Systems
I was introduced to the work of Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987]) at the end of
my first year of doctoral coursework when a colleague recommended their A Thousand
Plateaus as summer reading. Through an initial perusal of the book and through linkages
to feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz’s (1994) discussion of Deleuze in Volatile
Bodies, I became excited about their concept of the rhizome. Rhizomatic movement and
thinking expresses an ontological and epistemological contrast with vertical systems of
knowledge and power and their inherent hierarchies. As presented earlier, the rhizome
denotes an underground system that has no single root but rather multiple roots that
proliferate horizontally. Deleuze and Guattari position the rhizome and rhizomatic
thinking as alternatives to traditional modes of organizing knowledge and thought, which
they refer to as arborescent. Like a tree, an arborescent structure grows from a single root.
Spreading from that point of origin, growth occurs vertically to establish hierarchies that
rely on and refer back to the single-rootedness of the system itself. Arborescent modes of
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thinking and organizing knowledge, especially through language, are those I was most
accustomed to as a feature and what I believed to be a requirement of formal writing.
Noting the challenges of writing about embodied experiences, I sensed that the
concept of rhizome might help me to articulate movement experiences in Blackbird that
elude the organizing grasp of written structures, formats, or outlines summarizing linear
progressions of thought. A deeper understanding of the rhizome as part of the interwoven
lexicon of Deleuzian-Guattarian concepts overall enabled me to negotiate what was
becoming a problematically resistant relationship to text-on-the-page while writing the
dissertation. Just as during Blackbird I wanted to reconsider and, in part, heal what I
experienced as both internal constraints on my body and external messages and
experiences that exacerbated those constraints, throughout the dissertation process I
hoped to renegotiate the resistance I brought to linear structures for writing. Deleuze and
Guattari’s work accommodates the presence of phenomena that cannot be put into words.
Rhizomes as Interlocutor
Describing her 2007 project Transploration, German Feldenkrais practitioner and
independent choreographer Katja Münker (2010) speaks to the challenges of capturing
movement with language in ways that resonate with my struggles translating Blackbird to
the page with the help, in part, of Deleuze and Guattari. She writes:
[M]ovement thinking is a state of thinking without words and verbal
categories. It is a state that exists beside or in between verbal spaces. This
kind of cognitive activity is wide, vast, diffuse, multidimensional,
listening, multi-rhythmical and includes the body as a whole. (166)
Perhaps the most important point to be made about language, here, however, is that my
goal in writing asserts that “body/experience-based and language-based cognition carry
the same value and inform each other” (170).
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My early conviction that I might find a tight structure for my dissertation, in spite
of resisting that tightness, gave way to a vision for writing that would allow for the very
traits of flesh that I had during puberty, for example, fantasized about cutting away,
burning, or starving from my body as my experiences with body dysmorphia emerged
(committed to narrative in Chapter 5) and that would instead allow for curves, flows,
jiggles, and spilling beyond clear edges. Metaphorically, Deleuze and Guattari’s
philosophy widens my frame for body and textuality beyond either-or constructions of
straight or curved, tight or loose, cut or flowing, solid or fluid, and stable or unstable.
Deleuze and Guattari do not position rhizomatic and arborescent systems in
opposition but rather as plurality. According to Colebrook (2002), “a distinction between
the two [systems] exists only to illustrate that all distinctions and hierarchies are active
creations, which are in turn capable of further distinctions and articulations” (xxviii). This
statement is important to my goals for thinking differently about identity in and through
Blackbird because Deleuze and Guattari’s ideas are themselves conveyed in a rhizomatic
form of writing that requires reading, according to sociologist William Bogard (1998),
through “a break with linear analysis, logical order, propositional implication,
signification” (172).

Assemblages of Enunciation and Abstract Machines
Notwithstanding their position of non-opposition—rhizomatic and arborescent
systems do not oppose each other—Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) criticism of
arborescent linguistic models is that those models are not “too abstract but…not abstract
enough,” and that they
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do not reach the abstract machine that connects a language to the semantic
and pragmatic contents of statements, to collective assemblages of
enunciation, to a whole micropolitics of the social field. (7)
I view the myriad modes of hybrid communication comprised of words-andgestures in a dance workshop, rehearsal, class, or performance (such as but not limited to
the activities of Blackbird) are or include assemblages of enunciation. In this example I
view assemblages of enunciation as the palpable and diverse energies of the environment,
which are experienced by participants often as interchangeably shared within the group
and echoed, mutated, or resisted by individuals. Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987)
define an assemblage of enunciation as sitting next to rather than collecting, generalizing,
organizing (following an arborescent model) or summarizing the phenomena being
enunciated. They write: “An assemblage of enunciation does not speak ‘of’ things; it
speaks on the same level as states of things and states of content” (87).
The abstract machine connects these enunciations to form assemblages.
Importantly, the movement of connecting that occurs through the abstract machine does
not reduce or minimize enunciations, but, again, sits with them. This implies an
egalitarian relationship (in keeping with the principles of the rhizome enumerated in
Chapter 1 and described above) rather than generalizing or organizing into discrete
categories that form hierarchical relations (such as proceeding from beginning to end, or
from least important to most). I think of the abstract machine as an invisible but palpable
webbing on which and through which these enunciations exist, similar to the system of
fascia that runs through the interior body. In the example I give above of a dance
workshop, class, or performance, one might say that the quality, tone, or feeling of the
environment results from the abstract machine’s function to connect the array of modes
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of communication: formal and casual conversation; intentional danced movement; casual
gesture and shifts in posture; shared meaning intuited between participants; meanings
acknowledged privately by participants who, for example, might move to the periphery of
the space to scribble notes in a personal journal, or to reiterate and/or personalize the
questions provoked by the lead or convening artist. I view those connections as
assemblages of enunciation moving within the abstract machine of the environment’s
acknowledged and unacknowledged modes of communication, which extends beyond the
space itself to include the particular histories and environments shaping each participant,
the space itself, and the characteristics of the group experience.
On first glance the idea of an abstract machine (introduced in the Deleuze and
Guattari quote above) might call up images of clunky, human-made, interlocking parts à
la the Industrial Revolution, or the virtual machinery of contemporary technology.
However, neither of these captures what Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) mean by
machine, which is rather, “the immense mechanosphere, the plane of cosmicization of
forces to be harnessed” (343). Their conception of the machine works within as
philosophy’s “thought synthesizer, functioning to make thought travel, make it mobile,
make it a force of the Cosmos” (343). The abstract machine connects assemblages of
enunciation, which I also read to include assemblages of movement enunciation, and so
Deleuze and Guattari seemed like a worthy exploratory dive to take in finding language
to illuminate a complicated experience of dance.
Among the “micropolitics of the social field” that the abstract machine functions
to connect (Deleuze and Guattari [1980]1987, 7), I accommodate bodily experiences,
including subtle intrinsic bodily experiences, which might be among the most challenging
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phenomena to translate into language. And yet in my experience it is the subtleties of
movement—those tiny shifts, twitches, breath-related drops of microscopic holding—that
determine much of how observers experience dance, especially in small venues like those
where I performed Blackbird. And it is that level of microscopic internal experience that
Blackbird taught me to pay attention to. Returning to view the videos eventually meant
watching for those subtle indicators of internal movement. A decade later, those tiny
shifts reveal more to me about my body’s response to lived experiences that were a kind
of backdrop for the more evident dance actions. It is difficult to communicate these
subtleties using language; they might be considered part of an assemblage of enunciation
whose primary terms are not linguistic. Moreover, it is difficult to translate any complex
movement into linguistic syntaxes that assert a forward-going logic (where one event
follows another in a presumed sequence). These forward-going systems leave out what
Deleuze and Guattari claim is fundamental to rhizomatic thinking: the ceaseless
establishment of connections “between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and
circumstances relative to the arts, sciences, and social struggles” (7).
Colebrook (2002) suggests that for Deleuze, by “thinking differently we create
ourselves anew, no longer accepting already created and accepted values and
assumptions. We destroy common sense and who we are in order to become” (xvii).
Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) goal was to “overthrow” traditional approaches to
ontology by establishing “a logic of the AND,” and to “nullify endings and beginnings”
such that one is “coming and going rather than starting and finishing” (25). Similarly, my
artistic goal and desire was to overthrow my established approaches to dance making that
I had previously observed, learned, and semi-consciously taken up as habit, such as
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techniques I had learned as an undergraduate and graduate student in the late 1980s and
early 1990s, many of which reify the forward-going values I was hoping to disentangle
from in Blackbird.
Deterritorializing Arborescent Dancemaking
Just one example of the approaches I wanted to overthrow, and the ways I wanted
to live in the middle—the space of Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987)
“and...and...and…”—and traverse the worlds between the foundations I had been taught
and received, was the array of compositional “devices” taught as part of advanced
composition classes during my training in dance in academia. A component of this
training involved creating movement phrases and then mutating those phrases through
modes of compositional modification like retrograde, inversion, accumulation, and
transposition. Simply put, what inured for me was an assumption that “good” dance was
comprised of components, without a sufficient number of which a dance would not be
complete or whole. My intention is not to denounce such modes of making dance, but to
recognize a deeper yearning to create from a more complicated set of raw materials,
including microscopic bodily connections, sensations, vibrations, and the tingling of
internal flesh that suggests a “transversal movement that sweeps one and the other away,
a stream without beginning or end that undermines its banks and picks up speed in the
middle” (25).
But beyond specific examples such as those given above, I realized approaching
Blackbird that: 1) I was working with received assumptions of what dance “should” be,
regardless of the specific content of those shoulds, and 2) my assumptions were shaped
within formal training contexts of academia and related mentorship experiences that
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required adherence to rules and yet paradoxically implied that success came from
developing an individual, idiosyncratic artistic voice that would either emerge from those
rules or be the result of breaking them effectively in the eyes of mentors or teachers.
Again, I am not denouncing those rules nor the applicability of them in some
contexts, however I began to understand in Blackbird that those rules were “not abstract
enough,” borrowing from Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) critique of arborescent
systems. The rules as I understood them didn’t allow for working with the assemblages of
enunciation that arise when making dance: the messiness of connections that do not
follow a straightforward logic, cannot necessarily be replicated or fit into categories or
types. Underlying the desire to question my adherence to those rules as much as the rules
themselves was a deeper quest to unlearn and de-habituate myself from patterns of
thinking and behaving about body that no longer worked for me.
In part, this shift was brought on by the exhaustion of body dysmorphia/
disordered eating, and the sense of metaphorically throwing my hands up in
acknowledgement that the perfectionism and anxiety bound up in dysmorphia were
unbeatable through strategies of obsessive diet and exercise. In this sense the change I
pursued in Blackbird was tied up with received perspectives of body, fitness, beauty, and
aesthetics, and to dance and received perspectives regarding structure, completeness, and
componentry. Using Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) terms, my desire was to
deterritorialize my assumptions about both body and dance—my physical body, and the
body of dance as an organized or organizable structure.
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Standing Out and Fitting In
The dynamic I describe above—wanting to successfully apply the rules of
choreography and simultaneously to stand out—mirrors the conflicting message I took
from earlier social and educational settings, which was to both “stand out” as an
individual and simultaneously conform to normative standards of bodily (gendered)
beauty and fitness. Central to Deleuze and Guattari’s project and repeated throughout the
dissertation is the challenge for the individual of escaping “the forces of its
subjectification” (Bogard 1998, 71). This was my intention in Blackbird: to create and
move in ways that might deterritorialize my received understandings about dance and
body, or “break (‘decode’) the rigid segmentarities that block flows of desire and separate
a body from what it can do” (71).
Desire and the Subject
For Deleuze and Guattari desire is not focused on getting somewhere else, such as
the transcendence of death or loss that Freudian psychoanalysis asserts (see Zupančič
2017) but rather, according to Colebrook (2002), on expansion, increase, and movement.
As a force of connection, desire is machinic, moving through and with the abstract
machine: “it is the productive process of life that produces organisms and selves” (xxii). I
view this framing of machine in alignment with the ways that my desires to explore
transmogrification functioned in Blackbird as a “force of connection” to inspire new
ideas of body and identity.
My curiosity around the morphability of form is informed by Deleuze and
Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) concept of the subject as an effect of assemblages (the complex
web of interconnections that he also refers to as machines). According to Bogard (1998),
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the Deleuzian subject “does not coincide with the human body but with the overall
deployment of bodies with which it enters into composition” (56). It is relational through
and through, and sense is an event that occurs on the surface of relating. Deleuze ([1969]
1990) refers to sense as the effect of body’s mutual causation: “all bodies are causes—
causes in relation to each other and for each other” (4). Sense, or the effect of those
causes, is an “incorporeal” entity that is not body but rather “dialectical attributes. They
are not things or facts, but events” (5). Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) concept of
the subject along with other influences mentioned above, help me to frame how I
conceived of transmogrification in Blackbird as a way of rethinking the notion of form in
order to experience body differently.
Bogard (1998) elaborates on what a subject is for Deleuze and Guattari, capturing
what I hoped to experience in Blackbird and occasionally did. Bogard writes, “The
subject is multiplicity and difference, an explosion of desire, not an ‘I’ or a ‘me’—a
contradictory dual identity—but a radical ‘becoming other’” (71). What Bogard terms as
the “explosion of desire” summarizes Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1972] 2016) collaboration
on Anti-Oedipus in which they articulated their rejection of psychoanalysis and Freudian
concepts of neurosis that are borne of the categorization and pathologization of
“abnormal” urges or desires. In Anti-Oedipus, the pair formulate their assertion of desire
as, rather than framed as deep-seated neurosis born of sexual and familial dynamics (for
example the Oedipal complex), a relentlessly proliferating energy that comes under the
control of normative systems. This marks the pair’s articulation that immanence (that
proliferating energy) and not transcendence (the draw to become something different,
something else) was their focus.
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These normative systems, Deleuze and Guattari contend, create the subject. The
systems then evolve to function as “reality itself” and to create, after Michel Foucault,
“docile and obedient subjects” (xxii). This is important because my use of the concept of
transmogrification in Blackbird involved pursuing change but was not about eradication
or erasure of flesh (as was my focus in dieting, compulsive exercise, and fantasizing
about a sudden change to become smaller or to return to the body of my youth that
changed so much in puberty and adolescence). This shift to a new frame for inquiring
about change, one where I asserted agency to interrogate through body the process of
relinquishing forceful bodily control, felt radical to me in part because it did not insist
that I love or accept my body (see Kessel 2018) but rather nurtured the possibility for
bodily change that was ongoing, imaginative, and privileged internal sensation-as-change
rather than external shape or visible markers of fitness.
Returning to the question of how the concept of rhizome might smooth a pathway
for movement’s translation to language, the following quote from Deleuze and Guattari’s
([1980] 1987) A Thousand Plateaus (which also provides a run-down of some of Deleuze
and Guattari’s key terminology) asserts the duo’s anti-ideological, non-linear orientation
to their work. They begin the quoted portion below with their stance that books, which
they describe as assemblages of language, should suggest new ways of thinking rather
than reify existing ways of thinking. This idea oriented me to their role as conversation
partners in the dissertation for thinking about change and the proposition of new ideas
rather than the need to prove a point or assert a particular position. As such, books might
elicit new modes of thinking through rhizomatic suggestion rather than sustain existing
modes through arguments bent on proof. Further, Deleuze and Guattari make clear that a
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book—which I understand to mean organized writing that implies a linear progression
from cover to cover—captures something larger and more complicated than itself. Books,
and in this case the dissertation, function like maps, which don’t pretend to be the
geography they describe:
There is no ideology and never has been. All we [Deleuze and Guattari]
talk about are multiplicities, lines, strata and segmentarities, lines of flight
and intensities, machinic assemblages and their various types, bodies
without organs and their construction and selection, the plane of
consistency, and in each case the units of measure ... Not only do these
constitute a quantification of writing, but they define writing as always the
measure of something else. Writing has nothing to do with signifying. It
has to do with surveying, mapping, even realms that are yet to come. (4-5)

Lines of Flight
The line of flight, briefly introduced in the previous chapter, is a key concept in
the Deleuzian-Guattarian oeuvre. Colebrook (2002) writes that lines of flight function to
mutate the connections formed between systems, whereby “any definition, territory or
body can open up to a line of flight that would transform it into something else” (xxiv).
This affirms my incorporation in the dissertation of the three stories mentioned in
Chapter 1. From the original story of Blackbird, for example, several lines of flight
emerged such as recollections of sexual abuse/sexual assault (Chapters 7 and 12) and
reconnecting with key childhood experiences of place (Chapter 6). Taking Deleuze and
Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) example of the book as mode of suggestion, each reader’s
encounter might produce yet additional new lines of flight that connect with, rupture, or
mutate existing ideas of the book’s content. We might imagine these lines of flight as
movement that travels, again, like the fascia of body, as the abstract machine, to form
assemblages of enunciation, which, to restate, do not communicate “‘of’ things; it [they]
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speaks on the same level as states of things and states of content” (87). In the notes on his
English translation of Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987] A Thousand Plateaus, Brian
Massumi notes "Fuite [flight] covers not only the act of fleeing or eluding but also
flowing, leaking, and disappearing into the distance...It has no relation to flying"(xvi).
Lines of Flight and Morphable Meaning
Again, Deleuze and Guattari’s focus on the morphability of systems through
formulations like line of flight, desire, and assemblages of enunciation captures a vision
in Blackbird, which was to allow movement to propose meaning without overtly
representing or symbolizing a particular narrative or pre-existing meaning through
quantification, categorization, or signification. Looking retrospectively at my intentions
next to Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts, I wanted my movement in Blackbird to instigate
rhizomatic meaning-making through lines of flight sparked by 1) my experience in the
movement, 2) my experience of being watched, and, related 3) the unique unquantifiable
presence (energy, stories, habits, memories, perspectives, bodies, assumptions, wonder,
worry, complexity…) of each audience member. And I wanted these factors to affect my
performance in an ongoing and unspoken way without becoming fixed into familiar or
agreed-upon meanings that could be known, much less communicated or organized. In
this sense, I add a fourth to the three line of flight sparks enumerated above: the
movement of interruption that occurs when, identifying a habit or congealing of
movement into established meanings, I shift, start again, or change course.
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Impenetrable-Seeming Texts and Not/Knowing
My initial response to A Thousand Plateaus was and remains similar to my
response to James Joyce’s (1922) Ulysses, a work that has been variously condemned as
obscene and lauded as genius (Miller 2014), and to the written work of Feldenkrais,
which was considered “offbeat” by many at the time of his most concentrated work in the
United States (see Keller and Freer 1981).
Having picked up these texts after many years while envisioning Blackbird and
concurrent with completing the eating disorder treatment program, I was especially
confused—and intrigued—by Feldenkrais’s (1949, 1985) Body and Mature Behavior and
The Potent Self. When exposed to these texts as an undergraduate student I found them
impenetrable and jarring. I had difficulty following Feldenkrais’s critical commentary on
the effects of cultural systems (especially familial and educational) to first facilitate
(through childhood dependency on caregivers) and then impede human education toward
what he considered full maturity, using complex and technical physiological language to
describe the systems of human development and movement related to learning, instinct,
and the formation and reeducation of habit.8 Years later as a doctoral student I found
Deleuze and Guattari similarly jarring at first, but more “like” Joyce: poetic and dense
with multiple and overlapping meanings ranging from the very particular to the general,
and interspersed with literary and philosophical references.

8

For a discussion of the increasing focus on testing the efficacy of the Feldenkrais Method®, see
Hillier and Worley’s (2015) "The Effectiveness of the Feldenkrais Method: A Systematic Review
of the Evidence."
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Slowly, through continued contact with A Thousand Plateaus combined with
work by feminist philosophers Grosz and, more recently, Colebrook, St. Pierre, and
others whose work addresses Deleuze, I began to make more meaningful connections
between Deleuze and Deleuze and Guattari’s work and Blackbird. These connections felt
like epiphanies.
Not/Knowing and Body/Movement
When reading Deleuze and Guattari after building the Blackbird Archive I
frequently experienced sudden moments of connection infused with a sense of joy that I
associate with the relinquishment of familiar knowing in a creative context. These
connections reminded me of moments preceding and during Blackbird when I suddenly
appreciated a Feldenkrais concept with a sense of “ah ha!” This could happen while
reading his work (often during the third or fourth reading) or during a Feldenkrais lesson
when I discovered a movement pattern in my body that afforded a renewed sense of ease
and efficiency when dancing. Within such moments of pleasurable freedom, I began to
trust the sensations that come with not-knowing and with the new knowing that
sometimes follows.
I depict two such examples in the dissertation, first in Chapter 6 through a story of
reading on a self-designed retreat in Goderich, Ontario, Canada, and then in Chapter 11
when I describe quotidian research into the release and re-engagement of my pelvis while
watching TV on my sofa in Chicago. Both involved tapping into unfamiliar bodily
sensations in mundane moments—sensations that indicated internal movement like the
release of habitually-held muscles and the sensations of deeper, more fully-bodied
breathing, which were sometimes concurrent with unacknowledged emotion or buried
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memories. The relationship of bodily sensation to the discovery of new connections is
captured by postmodern dance pioneer Deborah Hay’s (2000) statement, “I am
movement without looking for it” (2). The movement of sensation can occur, unbidden
and unconnected to outward shapes or aesthetics. Hay’s depiction of being movement
without looking for it reminds me of performing Blackbird, when I began to feel,
connected to an increasing variety of inner sensation, that I was flowing “back towards
myself, like blood into a body part gone to ‘sleep’ through long activity” (Kneale 2010,
213).
The written work of Joyce, Feldenkrais, and Deleuze and Guattari reached me in a
space of inquiry that did not initially make “sense” and then, over time, inspired
experiences of embodied knowing that were sometimes profound and consequential to
larger understandings of self, relationship, and dance. While these moments often eluded
language, they were marked by a clear sense of body, not/knowing, and eventually
pleasurable and more easeful action. For Feldenkrais (1981), as for Deleuze and Guattari,
the goal was thinking differently to imagine new possibilities for existence: “My
contention is that very often there are better ways of thinking which open up new vistas
and make the unthinkable real and put the impossible within our grasp” (122).
My responses to the texts mentioned above coalesced in what I think of as
epiphanies of productive confusion. My previous reading habits—essentially reading for
and as a reassertion of the values of logic, order, and an assumed forward progression of
meaning and information—were jostled apart. In the spaces—the abstract machines—
jostled open I was drawn to words-on-the-page as indicators of the not-yet-known. I
wanted to immerse myself in the words and the unknowns in the same manner I might
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appreciate the spread of light suddenly casting a shadow on a wall, or the cacophonous
movement of branches responding to a gust of wind. This new engagement with text as
suggestion rather than proof pierced my previous ideas of book, word, language, text with
the pointed and sometimes illogical ineffability of my dancing in dance-specific contexts
and the mundane environments of the everyday alike.
Dance scholar Jill Green (2014) might consider my response to Joyce,
Feldenkrais, and Deleuze and Guattari’s texts an indication of a “reflective body
awareness” (74) or “somatic sensitivity” (67). As described earlier, Feldenkrais’s writing
in particular revealed a felt-sense distinction between knowing and not-knowing, and
encouraged moving back and forth between these experiences, a quality of attending-to
myself that was increasing in my evolving dance practices. This type of awareness,
according to Green, might both “deepen theoretical thinking on a bodily level” and bring
“authority to bodily knowledge” (76). She recounts a sudden realization after reading
feminist and postmodern literature, describing how her “body began to communicate
disturbing messages” (76) that disrupted her confidence in earlier writings where she had
“universalized meaning without reference to a social context and defined creativity by
assumed universal attributes” (76).
Green’s reflexivity models at least two values here. First, she shores up trust in
my experiences of embodied resonance—the productive confusion mentioned above—
with the authors I note. Second, she flags the distinction between modernism and
postmodernism’s epistemologies of body, the former objectifying body and the latter
emphasizing the contextual matrices that form notions of subjectivity.
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Deleuze and Guattari and Body
In the passage below from her chapter in Volatile Bodies on Deleuzian
philosophy, feminist body philosopher Grosz (1994) captures the nature and scope of
rethinking and re-inhabiting of my body that I hoped to explore through the concept of
transmogrification in Blackbird. Speaking of the work of Deleuze and Guattari and its
implications for feminist scholarship on body, she writes:
Their notion of the body as a discontinuous, non-totalizable series of
processes, organs, flows, energies, corporeal substances and incorporeal
events, speeds and durations, may be of great value to feminists
attempting to reconceive bodies outside the binary oppositions imposed on
the body by the mind/body, nature/culture, subject/object and
interior/exterior oppositions. They provide an altogether different way of
understanding the body in its connections with other bodies, both human
and nonhuman, animate and inanimate, linking organs and biological
processes to material objects and social practices while refusing to
subordinate the body to a unity or a homogeneity of the kind provided by
the body’s subordination to consciousness or to biological organization …
[T]he body is regarded as neither a locus for a consciousness nor an
organically determined entity; it is understood more in terms of what it can
do, the things it can perform, the linkages it establishes, the
transformations and becomings it undergoes, and the machinic
connections it forms with other bodies, what it can link with, how it can
proliferate its capacities—a rare, affirmative understanding of the body.
(164-5)
Emphasizing Deleuze and Guattari’s “rare and affirmative” philosophy of continuous
change, ongoing relationship, and movement that resists static form, and informed by my
interest in reconceiving body, Grosz’s text captures my foundational ethos for Blackbird.
Body and Change in Blackbird
Galvanized with intersecting questions about change, transformation, form, and a
communication with self and other, I hoped that through Blackbird I would expand,
surpass, or reorganize multiple, overlapping and (largely) habitual relationships I
observed within myself (self to self, self to other, self to community and culture) and
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within my relationship to dance. Referencing Grosz’s (1994) language above I was
interested in, “an altogether different way of understanding” body. I wanted to move
toward a “non-totalizable” body in terms of identity and the complex web in which my
actual physical matter (my flesh) collides with, receives the influence of, and changes
(materially, not metaphorically) in relationship with ideas, concepts, perceptions,
judgements, and social, familial, and cultural values.
This matrix of forces I sought to explore in Blackbird included both those I was
aware of and those whose presence I imagined I felt but could not name or describe. As
Hay (2000) captures in My Body, The Buddhist, “[h]ow we describe the body even
changes several times a day for some of us” (xxiii). Perhaps the most affirmative piece of
writing I have seen on this subject of body, however, is Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980]
1987) assertion that “a body is not defined by the form that determines it nor as a
determinate substance or subject nor by the organs it possesses or the functions it fulfills”
(260). Both Hay and Deleuze and Guattari capture my hopes that my bodily experience in
Blackbird might accommodate morphability that deemphasizes external form.
Blackbird’s orientation to multiplicity and change, viewed through Deleuze and
Guattari’s work, helped to nudge forward my understanding of Blackbird as both a
choreographic project and an ontological space of renegotiating my relationships with
paradox and change. I see this ontological space as one webbed through with connections
across distinct aspects of my life, but not as a space that enforced causal relationships
between those aspects. In this sense Deleuze and Guattari invited my participation in a
philosophical ecosystem for noticing the nodal patterns of the morphable, fluid tethers
within, through and erupting from Blackbird—Blackbird’s movement- and text-based
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lines of flight. These include discursive and non-discursive connections between 1) my
lived experiences, including those rooted in and through autobiographical modes of
research and reflection over time, and that resulted in both embodied and text-based
expression, and 2) my initial engagement here with Deleuze and Guattari’s philosophical
oeuvre.
Concepts for Thinking Differently
Echoing Audre Lorde’s ([1984] 2007) plea to find new tools to dismantle the
master’s house, Parr’s (2015) caution below on the importance of concepts for thinking
differently reminds me of my transformative experience watching a Capoeira dancer at
the MCA, which I depict in Chapter 9. The dancer wordlessly inspired a new way of
conceiving my bodily relationship to gravity. I am grateful that rather than taking up
Capoeira or mimicking the form or specific movement patterns of the dancer’s
relationship, for example, I recognized that the epiphany the dancer inspired was about
the nature of embodied relationship with gravity, and not about the visual form that my
body, or any body, takes. The experience informed my concept of transmogrification,
which links to Deleuze and Guattari’s new ways of thinking through, borrowing words
from Parr (2015), the “creation of concepts” (paragraph 2). Without concepts, Parr writes,
“there can be no thinking with a difference, no line of flight in thought” (paragraph 2).
This aspect of Deleuze and Guattari’s ambition, as much as anything, bolsters a critical
friendship between my project and theirs.
Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) summary of the characteristics of a rhizome
as a system for growth that resists arborescent characterizations of reproduction, which
resonates with my goal for Blackbird to find alternatives (borrowing from the quote
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below) to the “preestablished” movement paths grooved in my body and informing my
dancemaking:
Unlike the tree, the rhizome is not the object of reproduction: neither
external reproduction as image-tree nor internal reproduction as treestructure. The rhizome is an antigeneaology. It is a short-term memory, or
antimemory. The rhizome operates by variation, expansion, conquest,
capture, offshoots. Unlike the graphic arts, drawing, or photography,
unlike tracing, the rhizome pertains to a map that must be produced,
constructed, a map that is always detachable, connectable, reversible,
modifiable, and has multiple entryways and exits and its own lines of
flight. It is tracings that must be put on the map, not the opposite. In
contrast to centered (even polycentric) systems with hierarchical modes of
communication and preestablished paths, the rhizome is an acentered,
nonhierarchical, nonsignifiying system without a General and without an
organizing memory or central automaton, defined solely by a circulation
of states. What is at question in the rhizome is a relation to sexuality—but
also to the animal, the vegetal, the world, politics, the book, things natural
and artificial—that is totally different from the arborescent relation: all
manner of ‘becomings.’ (21)
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Illustration 1. Drawing. “When I Agreed Not to Dance for Six Weeks.” Drawing
by the author.
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Illustration 2 and 3. Drawings. Rhizomatic illustrations. Drawings by the author.
Asignifying Rupture
I am not comparing my work to Deleuze and Guattari’s, nor am I comparing
theirs to mine. But I am seating Blackbird on the page in concert with their work to
establish productive partnership with their concepts. This pairing relies on the DeleuzianGuattarian ([1980]1987) principle of fragmentation—what Deleuze and Guattari call the
“principle of asignifying rupture” (9)—which accommodates breakages from established
growth or connections within a rhizomatic system. This principle asserts that beneath-thesurface multiplicities of rhizomes, which extend in all directions horizontally (and
sometimes across distance through forces as material and abstract as wind), rhizomes can
re-establish connections, or “rebound time and again” after being destroyed (9).
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According to Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) ruptures are integral to the
structures of connectivity that they create and from which they occur. Ongoing,
disruptive, yet generative connectivity is the nature of rhizomatic movement.
There is a rupture in the rhizome wherever segmentary lines explode into a
line of flight, but the line of flight is part of the rhizome. These lines
always tie back to one another. That is why one can never posit a dualism
or a dichotomy, even in the rudimentary form of the good and the bad. (9)
With the principle of asignifying rupture in mind, I welcome the places where a neat or
tight “fit” between my experience of Blackbird and my read of Deleuze and Guattari falls
apart, sparks conflict, or weakens. In my experience thus far these breakages—often
discernible when something doesn’t immediately make sense—nudge new
understandings of self, body, dance, and Blackbird into being.
In the next chapter I extend my discussion of methodology in the dissertation to
incorporate the influence of Deleuze and Guattari to inspire rethinking thinking and
structures used to express rethinking. I continue to acknowledge crossover between the
dissertation methodologies and some of my creative methodologies employed in
Blackbird.
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CHAPTER 3
TROUGH: METHODOLOGICAL JOURNEYS

I have worried a lot (can you tell?) about what I could legitimately name
this methodology. Naming seems such a final act. An attempt (however
futile) to halt the endless play of signifiers. An act of violence,
determination, fixity, and closure. An act that privileges presence and
being, instead of absence and becoming. Naming seems to suggest that I
do know, then, what should be done, how one might be, and what one
should do. It seems to suppress or forget the doubt and uncertainty which
above all else has characterised my thinking about methodology, and that
undermines my attempts at knowing. It seems almost unethical to me.
(Honan and Bright 2016,737)
This chapter narrates my methodological trek to the dissertation, noting areas of
overlap between dissertative methodologies and Blackbird’s creative process.
1) I begin with a brief discussion of the value of vulnerability and notknowing in Blackbird and the dissertation, weaving in methodological
influences.
2) Then I use Susan Melrose’s (2011, 2018) concepts of the expertpractitioner and elaborate expert practices to define Blackbird as a
space in which I paradoxically endeavored to assert and abandon
notions of my expertise in the process.
3) I briefly discuss the desire that “movement would choreograph me”
(Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, June 2006), as a way of illustrating a
methodological paradox existing between the desire for organization to
occur from an external source that shapes internal experiences of
spontaneity, liberation, and freedom, and for that organization to come
from individual agency.
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4) I describe scholarly personal narrative (Nash…) as a stepping stone to
post-qualitative inquiry. Both are methodologies that (paradoxically)
eschew methodology.
5) Finally, I introduce four types of “transgressive data” (St. Pierre 2017),
three developed by St. Pierre (dream data, emotional data, and sensual
data) and a fourth I am proposing here (dysmorphic data).
6) I expand my discussion of dysmorphic data to explore the complicated
experience of writing through trauma (Tamas 2009, 2015), including
providing context for the workings of memory (Levine 2015) to
contextualize the shifts of memory that inform the dissertation.

Approaching Methodology Through Vulnerability and Not-Knowing
I embarked on Blackbird and, less directly, the dissertation to address compulsive
habits of muscular holding in my body and to expand beyond allegiance to habits rooted
in received traditions of dance and language that constrained my sense of full body
expression as a dancemaker and performer. Other goals, those made clear at the start of
the Blackbird process and those that became clear during the process and later in doctoral
study, included: 1) to heal from physical and psychological injury, dysfunction, and
misuse of self, including body dysmorphia and sexual trauma, and 2) to foster what I
consider possibilities for more meaningful, less guarded observer-observed exchange. I
referred to this as a channel of exchange during Blackbird and now, additionally and
following Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987), as an abstract machine. These goals were
part of a larger and evolving articulation of my philosophical orientation to dance as a
practice and sphere of embodied knowledge production.
Phenomenologist and Feldenkrais practitioner Elizabeth Behnke (2008), in
dissimilar language but similar spirit to Feldenkrais, captures my intention to “become
lucidly aware of sedimented styles of inter-kinaesthetic comportment in the spirit of
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radical self-responsibility—and develop practices that allow these sedimented styles to
shift, making way for ‘what is needed next here’” (154).
While I was not aware of this nomenclature or these methodological distinctions
at the time, Blackbird itself can be described as a multi-modal phenomenological
practice9 as evidenced by my "effort to remove bias and preconception from
consciousness" (Fraleigh 1991, 12). In her article "Consciousness Matters," dancer and
phenomenologist Sondra Fraleigh (2000) expresses her concern that critical distance
might become the overarching trend in dance (a concern echoed in dance
phenomenologist Maxine Sheets-Johnstone’s ([1966] 2015) preface to the 50th
anniversary edition of her Phenomenology of Dance and in Paul Stoller's (1997)
Sensuous Scholarship). Like me, Stoller rejects the trend of reading “body as text” (8), a
concept introduced in critical theory by Judith Butler (1993) and in dance by Susan
Foster (1986).
I do not endeavor to read my body as a text. I endeavor here and throughout to
practice not critical distance through methodology but rather to negotiate a fluid position
through which critical closeness might be fostered. Critical closeness means both that I
resist tactics that might cause me to objectify my body, and that I recognize that shifting
the nature of a critical gaze on myself is central to my implicit goal of healing. This
desire reflects the vulnerability of the observers-observed channel of exchange I hoped to
cultivate in Blackbird and the vulnerability captured by anthropologist Behar (1996), who
writes:
No one objects to autobiography, as such, as a genre in its own right. What
bothers critics is the insertion of personal stories into what we have been
taught to think of as the analysis of impersonal social facts. Throughout
most of the twentieth century, in scholarly fields ranging from literary
9

Behnke (and phenomenologist Max van Manen (2014) write about phenomenology as a
practice as distinct from the philosophy of phenomenology.
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criticism to anthropology to law, the reigning paradigms have traditionally
called for distance, objectivity, and abstraction. The worst sin was to be
“too personal.” (12-13)
Just as in Blackbird I welcomed the risks of releasing muscular holding that was
serving as a kind of defense against vulnerability, I approached the dissertation with a
similar desire to navigate the risks of vulnerable writing (Page 2017). Behar (1996)
articulates the risks to the author when vulnerable writing fails to reach a reader or is
“humiliating” to the author. Yet, central to the endeavor of writing vulnerably is
embracing the high stakes of personal disclosure. According to Behar those stakes are
higher than when writing with distance rather than closeness, in part because skillfulness
with vulnerable writing requires “a keen understanding of what aspects of the self are the
most important filters through which one perceives the world” (13) and any topic being
studied.
Ethnographer Peter Collins (2010) echoes Behar in his critique of "'distancing
techniques' of whatever pedigree” fueled by a stance that it is “patently feasible to be
simultaneously both subject and object” (235). Fraleigh (1987) shares Collins’ concept of
subject-object simultaneity in her discussion of the “minded-body” (9), which, according
to Ann Daly (2002), “posits an ideal of the dancing self that unifies body and mind and
undercuts the body/mind split” (166). While the format of solo dancemaking is in many
ways distinct from writing a dissertation, the concept of a unified body and mind
allowing for a simultaneous experience of being subject and object is a taken for granted
part of creating and dancing in one’s own work. While writing about myself can be
fraught with challenges, the experience of moving back and forth between my performing
self and the self who remains aware of the composition as if from the perspective of the
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viewer (for example through watching videos of myself dancing) offered some
preparation for the task.
Reflecting on advances in neuroscience and its applicability to writing about
Blackbird and the interconnectivity I experienced with observers, I was drawn during
early stages of the dissertation to the work of interpersonal neurobiologist Daniel Siegel.
Siegel (2007) conceives of mind and self as ongoing processes that are both local (body)
and relational (connected beyond the bounds of bodily singularity). This relational quality
changes our brains moment-by-moment and challenges the notion of a stand-alone
subject. In the quote below, Siegel captures the intersubjective exchange that occurs
between writer and reader, one that I extrapolate to the exchange between observers and
those observed in a performance context, and that might reverberate with my discussion
in the previous chapter of Deleuze and Guattari’s sense of the book as rhizomatically
produced through suggestion (through the abstract machine) that flows between writer
and reader.
Right now this flow from me as I type these words to you as you read
them is shaping our minds—yours and mine. Even as I am imagining who
you might be and your possible response, I am changing the flow of
energy and information in my…body as a whole. (5; emphasis mine)
For me, Siegel’s (2007) description connects to the vulnerability that Behar
(1996) champions as a mode of ethnographic skill, which, she writes, depends not upon
the presence of the personal voice but on whether its use leaves “unscrutinized the
connection, intellectual and emotional, between the observer and the observed” (13-14).
Siegel’s (2017) proposed mwe, a term combining me and we, is his attempt to give
language to that intersubjective phenomenon. Fraleigh’s (2000) description of
phenomenology’s goal—to “seek the intangible obvious” (55)—affirms my conviction to
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enter both Blackbird and the dissertation as spaces where welcoming the vulnerability of
potential transformation in emergent process stands next to (rather than above or beneath)
the goal to produce concrete and temporally-bound products (a dance and a dissertation).
Fraleigh’s words connect to Feldenkrais’s evocation of the “elusive obvious”:10
Phenomenology seeks the intangible obvious, that which lies before our
eyes and in our hearts however obscured through habit, even as its
existential conscious…reminds us that innocence, the river of our body's
memory, is not naïveté. (55)
Vulnerable Writing
Sociologist Tiffany Page (2017) describes vulnerable writing as a feminist method
“of explicating and recognizing vulnerability in writing” (14). While she acknowledges
that all writing and research contains elements of vulnerability, vulnerable writing is a
means of bringing this aspect to the foreground, and in doing so “exposing the fragility of
knowledge assembly,” by both questioning what is known and opening to not-knowing.
She describes the process of narrating the stories of “vulnerable others” as imbued with
“forms of violence” in which the unintelligible is forced “into a normative temporal
frame where timing becomes synonymous with intention, and knowledge is produced in
advance of time” (16).
Page’s framing of vulnerable writing affirms my desire to translate the notknowing that was central to Blackbird to the process of writing the dissertation. For me

10

Fraleigh is a Feldenkrais practitioner and considered a somatic pioneer in her own right (Eddy
2009). Her phrasing, “the intangible obvious” has resonances with Feldenkrais’s (1941) book The
Elusive Obvious, which “deals with the simple, fundamental notions of our daily life that through
habit become elusive…Somehow we behave as if good habits are always good. We think or
rather feel that we need not bother about behaving otherwise. It is not so obvious that good habits
can make us unhappy. It is an elusive truth. Yet habitual lack of free choice is often, nay, usually,
disastrous” (iii).
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this translation needed to occur not simply in terms of depicting content to convey notknowing, but in allowing the process of writing the dissertation itself to come from, and
reflect, not-knowing, ambivalence, and the simultaneity of claiming expertise in a
creative process, sufficient authority to author a dissertation, while allowing for the
vulnerability of writing about ongoing experiences of body dysmorphia/disordered
eating, and grappling with the residual impact, especially in terms of movement patterns,
of sexual abuse/sexual assault. Part of this negotiation meant allowing a “temporal
fraying of epistemological certitude” (Page 2017, 17)—to allow my existing narratives to
shift to honor more stories informing Blackbird and my life. These stories reflect
vulnerability. I am vulnerable in revisiting, retelling, or telling them, especially telling for
the first time events that identify me as a survivor of sexual trauma. With sufficient
perspective (which I call critical closeness) I endeavor to tell the story without presuming
that not-knowing can become, through the telling, knowing. Page asks how researchers
might remain receptive to not-knowing, to “ambivalence, discordance, and uncertainty”
(16), and how this receptivity, including remaining open to “what cannot be known” (19)
can be integrated into texts and woven through methodological approaches.

Moving with Methodological Influences
The literature I cite in this chapter informed my understandings of methodological
possibilities for the dissertation and dovetailed with a deeper understanding of
Blackbird’s creative process. Additional discussion of methodology and methods is
woven within later chapters, where I note the entwined methodological perspectives
shared between Blackbird and the dissertation, and to allow for fluid engagement with
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Deleuze and Guattari, whose theories, as noted, significantly influence St. Pierre (1997,
2017).
The methodological entwinement between Blackbird and the dissertation is a
feature of the full project I recognized in the final months of writing. Influences I refer to
in this section include what emerged from and then folded back into early experiments
with approaches to first-person writing. Many of these experiments dovetailed both with
theories I explored and with the choreographic methodologies I developed or employed
in Blackbird itself or in early doctoral years. For example, in 2014 and 2015 I considered
Foucault ([1966] 2006, [1975] 1977, [1989] 1996), Feldenkrais (1949, [1972] 1977),
1981, 1984, 1985), and select feminist scholars who deal with body (Butler 1993, 2004;
Grosz 1994; and Young [1980] 2005) as a triad of lenses through which to view my
experiences in Blackbird. That triplicate lens resulted in writing an article for Research in
Dance Education (Shanahan 2015) in which I articulated the beginnings of a theoretical
perspective on Blackbird. The article emphasized my already-established narrative on
Blackbird focusing on “release [of] superficial and deep abdominal musculature to
discover a new movement vocabulary, and greater access to the mobility of the
pelvis/belly, ribs, and spine” (80).
However as I began to experiment with drafting a scholarly personal narrative in
2018 I realized why dance phenomenologists Karen Bond (2017, 2018) Fraleigh (2000,
2018), heuristic researcher Clark Moustakas (1994), education theorists Nash and
DeMethra LaSha Bradley (2011), and van Manen (1990) advocate for the data itself
rather than preordinate theoretical apparati to determine whatever theory is invited into
conversation with it. I responded to Nash and LaSha Bradley’s (2011) encouragement in
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particular to allow the story to not only come through but to come from the discovery
process of finding one’s writing voice and style. Emphasizing self-discovery without the
need for a fixed product mirrors my process of allowing intrinsically-sourced movement
discovery in Blackbird to generate the form, meaning, context and content of the
performed work, a work that remained mutable as a spontaneous composition in each
instance of performance.
The Expert-Practitioner and Elaborate Expert Practices
Practice as research scholar Susan Melrose (2007a, 2007b) disentangles the
assumption that theory is something alighted upon after practice (or vice versa),
particularly in the case of what she calls the expert-practitioner. Melrose (2007a)
critiques the phrase “theory and practice” as “inadequate” when applied to this type of
practitioner (paragraphs 7-8) and suggests that one way to think about the conglomerate
ideas behind theory and practice is to “preserve radical difference” between them without
mandating that one comes before the other. This embracing of both radicality and
difference accommodates the co-occurrence of theory and practice that defined
Blackbird, and which took the form of embodied research, research into the Feldenkrais
sources mentioned above as well as the work of Marion Woodman (1980, 1982, 1990,
1992, 1993, 1999) and Woodman and Bly (1998), collaboration with eight artists (see
Chapter 6), live performance, and continued teaching for six years, all before expanding
to include formal writing and a deeper engagement with additional extant sources.
Melrose (2007a) advocates that a distinction be made between Spectator Studies
and Performance Studies (to which I would affix humanities-oriented Dance Studies)
approaches to observing performance. Performance Studies, according to Melrose, tends
to anonymize (and thereby objectify) “the body” rather than refer specifically to my body
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or the named body of the expert maker/performer. She hypothesizes that the nature of
spectating is part of the expert-practitioner’s process: spectatorship falls under the
purview of expert-practitioner, which includes seeking resonance with a viewpoint
conducive to the visuality and spectacle of an anticipated production. In spectating her
own work, Melrose writes that as the artist, she tends to keep in mind that the realities of
production impact what occurs in performance. Production, she writes, is “a creative,
inventive intervention, at a particular stage in the making, and these particulars colour the
viewing. I am calling this spectating a ‘theoretical practice’” (paragraph 6).
Speaking of spectating as theoretical practice, suspending or “bracketing” (van
Manen 2014) my presuppositions about my body as a visual spectacle and dance as the
rarified environment for that process was an essential goal for my work in Blackbird (also
see Behnke 2011). Related, Feldenkrais practice is in essence a process of bracketing,
noticing, setting aside, and repatterning compulsive habit through use of productive
movement constraints in order to introduce and refine more efficient patterns of
movement. Moreover, Feldenkrais methods insist that to be successful in authoring
change the student must develop an internal seeing unaffiliated with the visual
embodiment of a mirrored image, fellow students, or a model teacher. That internal
seeing is connected with both increases in physical function and detachment from the
rewards that come with achieving visually-apparent markers of success, whether
functional, aesthetic, or both.
With both Blackbird and the dissertation I embraced a paradoxical space in which
the following occurred: 1) I articulated a structure for communicating through
performance (or writing, in the case of the dissertation) for observers (or readers) the
embodied discoveries of Blackbird along with 2) exploring not knowing what I would
discover or how that process would present in performance or the dissertation. The
meanings I derived from my discoveries shifted several times as both processes unfolded.
The confidence I had when I entered doctoral studies about the “findings” of my
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Blackbird research, which emphasized the positive results I experienced with releasing
and reeducating my abdominal, pelvic, and core musculature, became fragile. Under the
reflective gaze of looking back at Blackbird from a new vantage point gained over time
and through doctoral studies, my perception of those results became fluid, creating space
for re-investigation.
My research, which I describe as a spiralic process of inquiry (Shanahan 2015),
ultimately revealed three categories to describe my findings. These include: 1) familiar
meanings about Blackbird that sustained over time; 2) unfamiliar discoveries of life
factors influencing Blackbird, some of which were painful and others liberatory as
objects of self-reflection, which emerged as lines of flight once I began looking at
Blackbird; and 3) new connections (also lines of flight) made across heterogenous
elements of the project, myself, and the relation of both to a larger sphere of inquiry and
knowledge production. Melrose (2011) articulates the paradoxical loops I experienced
between what she describes as the “already-thought-through knowledge” and those that
are “yet to appear” (paragraph 16). She writes that the expert practitioner’s
apparent struggle seems, if one is aware of acting as a complex system, to
be a matter of the knowledge-differences between practices emerging in
isolation from an already-thought-through knowledge and practices that
are as-yet-to-appear because they are relational and participative.
(paragraph 16)
Both Blackbird and my dissertation process could be called “elaborative expert
practices,” Melrose’s (2011) term to describe the ways through which an expert
practitioner learns in the doing, and in both asserting and abandoning expertise in the
process. Melrose continues: “articulative practices elaborate expertise in creative contexts
and set-ups...we might argue that elaborative expert practices practice the performer, as
much as vice versa” (paragraph 17). Indicative of this, one of my goals in Blackbird was
to allow the movement and the structure of the performed work to choreograph itself with
minimal interference from my preconceptions about what makes for good dance
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composition. The notion of being choreographed by forces other than my own agentic
compositional choices aligns with Melrose’s concept that “elaborative expert practices
practice the performer” and also with the Deleuzian-Guattarian concept of assemblages
of enunciation, which, when applied to Blackbird, allow for a host of invisible, unspoken,
and even unacknowledged forces to play a role in what gets labeled choreography, even
the spontaneous compositional choreography I was investigating in Blackbird.

Movement Choreographing Me
Speaking with improvisational performer and dance writer Asimina Chremos
(2006), writing for Time Out Chicago, I explained the conundrum that influenced my
wish to allow some other non-human choreographic energy to replace my effortful
strategizing about “what to do”:
I find I can get into needing to create and catalog specific movements as
vocabulary for a new piece, but what I’m trying to do with Blackbird is
allow something more open-ended, with just enough structure to contain
the ephemerality of the dancing. (81)
I was hopeful that my bodily habits—habits that I was actively reworking through
Blackbird with the help of collaborating expert practitioners such as Kathleen Aharoni,
who was my movement coach and Feldenkrais teacher for Blackbird, and Leslie Danzig,
who worked as dramaturg—working in combination with the specific spatial and
temporal logistics of performance (literally, the performance space, the times and dates of
performance, and the characteristics and temperament of the audience) would provide
sufficient structure for the performance. Though complicated by co-existing goals of
becoming more agentic with my body, discarding perceived rules and norms that no
longer worked for me, and increasing capacity for recognizing intrinsic sensation, I
wanted to minimize the impact of my conditioned choreographic drive, training, and
received assumptions of value. Instead, I wanted to sense my body moving in the same
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way I experience it, for example, when immersed in water: influenced and moved but not
forced into submission.
I wanted also to trust that my innate organizing capacities and the audience’s
innate meaning-making capacities might together instigate and organize the impulses that
would result in my visible movement and therefore would co-create both the underlying
energetic web and the visual, evident aspects, of the performance. Foreshadowing the
Deleuzian and Deleuzian-Guattarian ideas of the rhizome, and, related, the concept of
haecceity and its relationship to the subject and to becoming, which I grapple with in
Chapter 10, I wanted movement to choreograph me (Shanahan 2015).11 In some ways
this could be framed through a Deleuzian-Guattarian ([1980] 1987) lens as a desire to
turn over my arborescent organizing tendencies to a rhizomatic flow through which
assemblages of enunciation would occur as choreography influenced by the abstract
machine of spontaneous movement impacted by other forces beyond my strategies.
Multiple paradoxes complicate this desire for the movement to choreograph me.
On one hand, Blackbird allowed me to gain more choice, a fundamental aspect of
Feldenkrais’s (1985) concept of working toward behavioral maturity, over what I
perceived as compulsive use of my muscles to try to stabilize or minimize the movement
of flesh. I found that paying attention in quotidian moments to the “minutiae of intrinsic
movement, especially the movement of internal sensation, corresponded to dramatic
advances in my capacities as a dancer” (Shanahan 2015, 89). I describe one such example
in detail in Chapter 11, however I summarize the process of quotidian research here:
I was fascinated by the meditative experience of slowly bringing these
patterns to awareness. Observing them during periods of rest gave me
insights about how the compulsive engagement of pelvic musculature was
not an essential part of what I was doing, and how its return was seemingly

11

Japanese philosophers Nagatomo (1992) and Yuasa (1993) and, through their research on
children dancing, Bond (2018), and Bond and Stinson (2000), describe embodied states of being
moved by energy.
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outside of my control. Over time, I discovered that what had felt automatic
and engrained was within the realm of choice. My choice. (88)
On the other hand, my concept of innate organizing abilities involved my
perception of or wish to partner with an energy that was distinct from my familiar and
conscious cognitive choreographic strategy, which I saw as resulting in, verifying, or
muscularly holding shapes and forms.
Releasing compulsive use of my abdominals was borne of my desire for
more spontaneity in dancing, unobstructed by compulsive use of self or
pre-existing ideas about dance in performance. I wanted my movement to
flow from a vibratory space that recognized both internal source and
response to external stimuli. I wanted the dance to ‘choreograph me’
rather than for me to pre-compose the work. (89)
Deleuze and Guattari’s work helps me to understand my desire as complex and
paradoxical. Danielle Goldman (2010) writes persuasively that improvised dance “is a
rigorous mode of making oneself ready for a range of potential situations. It is an
incessant preparation, grounded in the present while open to the next movement’s
possible actions and constraints” (142). As I discuss in Chapter 7, I am excited about
Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) and Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) radical undermining
of notions of both selfhood and time. Through their work the meanings of “making
oneself ready” and being “grounded in the present” become more thrilling to ponder and
yet more difficult to grasp. Related, Goldman’s (2010) assertion captures much of my
experience in Blackbird that moving with spontaneity could be “about moving where
movement might not have seemed possible or in a way that, for whatever reason, no one
could have imagined prior to its realization” (142).
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Scholarly Personal Narrative
Scholarly personal narrative is a format geared for doctoral dissertations and other
scholarly writing within the narrative tradition championed by Nash (2004, 2013) and
Nash and LaSha Bradley (2011) since the turn of the 21st century. Paradoxically, Nash
eschews methodology at the same time he has devoted himself to developing one. Now, I
recognize that I shared with Nash a desire to cultivate methodologies that relate to the
work I am doing (dance and writing) and simultaneously a desire to “break”
methodologies or, to use a Deleuzian-Guattarian term ([1980] 1987), to deterritorialize
them. Nash’s devotion comes from his wish, shared by others invested in qualitative
inquiry, narrative inquiry, phenomenological inquiry, and auto-ethnography in particular,
to champion the multi-faceted personal "I" as a legitimate scholarly voice in the academy.
The grounding principle of scholarly personal narrative is the narrator's personal
story. A scholarly personal narrative process begins with listening for and developing a
unique voice and writing style. Through this process the author produces a self-disclosing
personal narrative, and with both that process and personal voice as a guide, relevant
scholarly and non-scholarly conversation partners are incorporated to extend and
communicate meaning from the personal narrative. Nash (2015) refers to the selfdisclosure aspect of scholarly personal narrative as rigorous, vigorous, and sometimes
fraught. I resonate with his characterization.
Similar to much phenomenological writing, scholarly personal narrative situates
the identification and review of salient scholarly and non-scholarly literature in the
process of writing the narrative itself (Nash and LaSha Bradley 2011, 150), calling for
preconceptions about the direction of the study to be suspended early on (see Bond
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2018). So, in 2015 and after defending my dissertation proposal, I attempted to set aside
the theoretical and philosophical delving I had done between 2012 and 2015 to
experience what phenomenologist Edmund Husserl ([1913] 2013) termed bracketing—
the epoché—a temporary withdrawal from personal presuppositions and extant sources in
order to delve wholeheartedly into compiling, transcribing, and reviewing the Blackbird
Archive.
Scholarly personal narrative blends autoethnography, memoir, and other forms of
qualitative inquiry while asserting its own methodological underpinnings (Nash 2004;
Nash and LaSha Bradley 2011). I approached scholarly personal narrative as a “blurred
genre,” a term coined by ethnographer Clifford Geertz (1980) and elaborated on by Behar
(2007) and by Caroline Brettell (1997), who wonders if many ethnographies “shelter
autoethnographies within them” (245), with the inevitability of the author’s story seeping
into claims of adopted distance.
As a first person methodology, scholarly personal narrative sits alongside
contemporary phenomenological approaches that highlight meanings of lived experience
(Bond 2017, 2018; Bond and Stinson 2000, [2007] 2016; Fraleigh 2004, 2018; van
Manen 1990), heuristic research methods (Moustakas 1990, 1994), metaautoethnography (Ellis 2009), phenomenologies of practice (Behnke 2011; Bond 2018;
Fraleigh 2018; van Manen 2014) and of body (Behnke 1997, 2001, 2008, 2009a, 2009b;
Fraleigh 2018). Less directly connected but relevant to scholarly personal narrative are
the somatic methodologies of a triad of sources that were influential during and after
Blackbird, and whose work I reference within the dissertation. These include the somatics
pioneers mentioned previously Feldenkrais ([1949] 1996, [1972] 1977, 1981, 1984, 1985,
2010) and Conrad (2007, 2010a, 2010b), and the body-rooted, creative-practice-infused
psychological and methodological perspectives of feminist Jungian scholar Marion
Woodman (1980, 1982, 1990, 1992, 1993; Woodman and Bly 1998).
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The notion of writing as a form of qualitative inquiry (Dillard 1989; Lamott 1995;
Nash 2004; Nash and LaSha Bradley 2011; Nash and Viray 2013, 2014; Richardson
1994; van Manen 2006) has been central to my process and became even more important
when I realized the rhizomatic nature of my writing as a form of inquiry. Scholarly
personal narrative methodology encourages developing a unique writing style by
“listening to the sound of my own voice” (Nash 2004, 24) from which the narrative
unfolds, and it was through this process that I discovered my affinity for the complicated
process of following lines of flight to disparate-seeming narratives.
Central to listening to the sound of my own voice was using reflexive writing,
another form of bracketing presuppositions, to work through my reading and viewing of
earlier selves (dancing, talking, and writing) reflected in the Blackbird Archive. Patti
Lather champions reflexivity as a methodological practice: “through the use of reflexive
writing the researcher attempts to determine the filters through which she/he is working
and thus works to keep the critical framework from ‘becoming the container into which
the data are poured’” (Lather quoted in Pillow 2003, 187).
Another articulation of reflexive writing, and one that is congruent with the
trajectory suggested for scholarly personal narrative, is found in Risner’s (2017)
description of the dual processes of “zooming in” and “zooming out” (Watson quoted in
Risner 2017, 93) in the review and telling of one’s stories. Risner gives three steps for
doing reflective practice, which describe much of my process for building the Blackbird
Archive, described in the next chapter. From first “retrieving the story in words,
illustration and movement,” such as those in the written and audio-visual documentation
for Blackbird, the researcher then looks more closely by “looking underneath and in
between the lines of the narrative, the drawing or the dance, reading closely one’s words,
shapes, qualities, preferences, energy, and imagery.” Third, the researcher broadens the
lens, effectively “intimately distancing oneself” to reflect on one’s stories in relationship
with theories that will potentiate change and “humanizing social practice” (93).
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Scholarly personal narrative guided me through a transition from doctoral
coursework into the process of compiling, transcribing, and reviewing the Blackbird
Archive. While more of a stepping-stone than a final methodological partner, scholarly
personal narrative offered a context for exploring both phenomenological writing and
theories that complicate my understanding of the material in the Archive. I hoped that a
coherent personal narrative (which I planned to shape into a scholarly one) would emerge
from engagement with the Archive, almost like a sculpture formed by carving away outer
layers of clay, as if as Michelangelo famously stated the sculpture were already within
and simply needed to be discovered. I found instead a collection of perspectives, or
assemblages of enunciation (Deleuze and Guattari [1980] 1987), which, when viewed
together, disconnected, or placed in varying combinations, illuminated new meanings that
resisted the sense of “ah ha, I’ve found it!” that I was hoping for. The process was more
complicated than that.
For example, it was only by writing about a key period of childhood when I spent
time entranced by the movement of Lake Huron (Chapter 6) that I realized the shaping
impact of water on my thinking about external surfaces and internal action or depth, and
early observations of the coexistence of variation and repetition in movement. While
observing the rhizomatic nature of my data, which was continuously inspiring new lines
of flight, along with my rhizomatic inclinations for working with it, it became clear that
post-qualitative inquiry more aptly describes both the process for and product that is the
dissertation.
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Post-Qualitative Methodology and Haecceity
Post-Qualitative Methodology
I was exposed to the theoretical descriptor post-qualitative inquiry late in the
dissertation process. This anti-methodological methodology sparked yet more awareness
of overlap between my choreographic process for Blackbird and writing methods and
methodologies for the dissertation. This overlap galvanized my sense of both processes as
ontological in nature and concerned with change.
St. Pierre (1997, 2017, 2018) charts her turn to what she describes as postqualitative methodology (later referred to as inquiry) when, while writing her
dissertation, she encountered Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) concept of haecceity.
This concept and related others (for example the fold, which I introduce later in this
chapter) prompted St. Pierre (2017) to question her prior understanding of the researcher
as a “unique, unified, agentive, coherent, self-contained individual/person self” (687).
St. Pierre’s (2017) process of questioning her prior understandings of the
researcher’s subjectivity was an unraveling that began, she recounts, with Butler’s
assertion that subjectivity—the “I”—is both agentic and simultaneously reiterates “the
theoretical positions that have constituted me.” These constituted positions are possible to
resist, Butler tells us, precisely because the subject repeats “itself again and again to
maintain its identity” (Butler quoted in St. Pierre 2017, 687). St. Pierre tells us that
Butler’s reframing of the agentic “I,” in combination with Foucault’s assertion that it is
possible to refuse subjectification, Nietzsche’s argument that there is no being separate
from doing, and Spivak’s elaboration on Nietzsche that the subject is all (and nothing
but) interpretation, convinced her that “‘I’ was only one description or interpretation of
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human being…and that if [that interpretation] could be thought and lived, so could
others” (687).
This is the juncture at which Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) disruptive
question, quoted below, came in to upend St. Pierre’s received education in and
affiliation with qualitative research methodology. The quote speaks to my own question
around the fixedness of my familiar markers of identity, implied in the framing of the title
My Name is a Blackbird, which I hoped would suggest the piece’s play with inquisition
into naming (e.g. in part because my name is not a blackbird) and affiliation with human
form. Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) ask:
Why have we kept our own names? Out of habit, purely out of habit. To
make ourselves unrecognizable in turn. To render imperceptible, not
ourselves, but what makes us act, feel, and think. Also because it’s nice to
talk like everybody else, to say the sun rises, when everybody knows it’s
only a manner of speaking. To reach, not the point where one no longer
says I, but the point where it is no longer of any importance whether one
says I. We are no longer ourselves. (3)
For St. Pierre (2017) Deleuze and Guattari’s destabilized “I”—and the proposal they
make above of reaching a point when saying “I” is no longer important—called into
question her traditional qualitative research training and with it the importance of
positioning the researcher as subject, as well as the sense that research has a stable
beginning, middle, and end.
Haecceity
Related, and as I describe in Chapter 10, the concept of haecceity, or “thisness”
(St. Pierre 2017, 688), is credited to 13th century philosopher John Duns Scotus ([circa
1298] 2016) as an articulation of immaterial matter. In Deleuze and Guattari’s
conceptualization, and pivotal for St. Pierre’s shift away from humanist qualitative
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methodologies, haecceity is a phenomenon of being that is always in-the-middle and in
process; a haecceity’s movement, though constant, never arrives at a fixed end point nor
extends from a fixed beginning. It might be helpful here to remind the reader of the
distinction between rhizomatic systems (a haecceity is a rhizome) which have the six
characteristics enumerated in Chapter 1, and arborescent systems that extend from a fixed
beginning and move in a vertically ascendant path forming hierarchies in relation to that
fixed beginning.
Moreover, and related to St. Pierre’s unraveling of her concept of the individual
subject described above, Deleuzian philosopher Anne Sauvagnargues writes that a
haecceity “never refers to an individual subject.” This does not mean that subjects do not
exist—haecceities “do not cut out a class of beings.” Rather, a haecceity “captures
becomings in action” (Sauvagnargues quoted in St. Pierre 2017, 688). Implied in this
statement is the notion of individual subjects as becomings in action, and part of
haecceities, but not in the tradition of the subject that St. Pierre was unraveling.
Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) illustrate haecceity using a passage from an
unnamed Virginia Woolf novel describing the novel’s protagonist coming upon a thin
dog running down the road in the late afternoon. In their framework the language used to
express this phenomenon as a haecceity “is not the same language” of familiar syntax or
structure; a depiction of the event “should be read without a pause: the animal-stalks-atfive-o’clock.” They exclaim, channeling Woolf’s protagonist in this moment, “Five
o’clock is this animal! This animal is this place!” (263). Here, I read a morphability of
what would be considered the distinct features of the event of the dog walking down the
street, captured in a traditional grammatical structure with a subject and verb. The verb
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merges with the subject, which further merges with the location of the event. Subjectivity
allows for a negotiation of form. This productively complicates my previously mentioned
sense of paradox around desiring both a sense of increased agency and choice through
Blackbird, a desire to set aside familiar identities and markers of identity through
transmogrification, and my desire for the dance to choreograph me through an act of
surrendering my control over it. Haecceity offers a framework for articulating the
simultaneous expansiveness of subjectivity captured in Deleuze and Guattari’s
exclaiming “five o’clock is the animal” and the loss of the familiar subjectivity that
Butler describes as being repeated and reiterated through habitual repetition of the terms
that comprise it (quoted in St. Pierre 2017, 687).
St. Pierre was discovering through exposure to Deleuze and Guattari that the “I”
can be conceived as an irreducible part of an irreducible event that is always already
occurring. Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write, “A haecceity has neither beginning
nor end, origin nor destination; it is always in the middle. It is not made of points, only of
lines. It is a rhizome” (263). Describing the uncertainty through which she began to see
her research path up to that point, St. Pierre (2017) states: “After haecceity, I was no
longer sure what ‘I’ thought, deductively or inductively, as researchers are instructed
when they analyze data” (691). She was launched into a consideration of all that exists
“before the study, ahead of language and materiality” (St. Pierre quoted in Guttorm,
Hohti, and Paakkari 2015, 15). Here, St. Pierre’s consideration of what is present in a
study “ahead of language and materiality” reminds me to thread through Deleuze and
Guattari’s concept of assemblages of enunciation. Earlier I proposed an example of a
dance workshop, rehearsal, class, or performance in which the non-verbal, preverbal,
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movement-based, or energetic elements of the event contribute to the feeling, tone, and
meanings derived for the group and/or for individual participants. This material aligns
with what St. Pierre describes above as being “ahead of language” (or after, or in the
interstices) and what in Blackbird I experienced as haecceity, as I describe further in
Chapter 7.

Transgressive Data and the Fold
St. Pierre’s (2018) uncertainty led to developing what she describes as
post-qualitative inquiry for the next quarter century, exploring (similar to Nash
[2004] in developing scholarly personal narrative) a non-methodological
methodology. Part of that journey has resulted in what St. Pierre (1997) identifies
as “transgressive data,” a category of data that responds to a curiosity.
Researchers, she writes, “are very concerned that we have pieces of data, words,
to support the knowledge we make. Yet how can language, which regularly falls
apart, secure meaning and truth?” (179).
To engage her desire to expand the boundaries of what counts as data, St. Pierre
(1997) uses Deleuze’s ([1988] 1993) concept of the fold as a way of illustrating
categories for what is hidden in that which appears most visibly as the external elements
of research. The fold “disrupts” the notion of a stable or self-sustained “interiority” (St.
Pierre 1997, 178) because the interior is always created by a folding and unfolding of that
which is external to a phenomenon. This results in a continually changing interior that
exists in relationship with and in part as a function of the fold (Culp 2013). Translating
the concept of the fold into a lens for reconsidering data, St. Pierre (1997) began to look
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for and identify data types that had been “folded into” her research projects already but
“that escaped language” (179), at least the language of qualitative research data types that
were most familiar to her. Those that St. Pierre identifies and describes are: emotional
data, dream data, and sensual data. Each of these data types shows up in the dissertation,
and I briefly summarize them here.
Emotional Data
Emotional data—simply put, emotions—St. Pierre (1977) explains, arise
differently within any study as do any methods used to study emotions. Emotions arose in
her research “when, in search of some kind of scandalous, rhizomatic validity, I forced
myself to theorize my own identity” (181). As both the author and subject of my research
the emergence of emotional data coincided with a feeling of suddenly discovering or
uncovering meaning (for example seeing a section of the Archive anew, or making a
surprising connection as I paired my emerging data with extant theories) that felt familiar
to me and yet was suddenly illuminated as if utterly new, revealing, or pushing at the
limits of what I expected from the emerging dissertation. These expectations included
certainty, a sense of familiar organization and logic, and, to some extent, the confirmation
of previously-held narratives. With tears and a feeling of disruption, however, necessary
or epiphanic, I often needed to move away from my desk/computer or verbalize
something about the discovery to myself in an imagined conversation. What I now see as
emotional data frequently corresponded with disruptions in the flow of writing, which I
now attribute to the need for time to integrate a new perspective.
Resonating with Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) proposal to think
differently, and Nash and LaShah Bradley’s (2011) advocacy for writing that places the
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“‘subjective I’” on equal footing with “the ‘objective they’ of more traditional forms of
scholarship” (14) Melrose (2007a) asks, “do we need to be able to write differently when
a major focus of research is creative practice?” (paragraph 5). I share this question, and
St. Pierre is not alone in her quest to incorporate emotional data. The perceived divide
between the personal and the scholarly voice has been taken up across a panorama of
writers—by Helene Cixous’ (1976) feminine écriture (875), education’s Jane Tompkins
(1987), Behar (1996), Tamas (2009, 2012), and feminist scholar Alison Jaggar, who
states that “western epistemology is shaped by the belief that emotion should be excluded
from the process of attaining knowledge” (quoted in Tompkins 1987, 123). The mandate
to write differently has gained traction over the last twenty-five years and with some
scholars focusing on writing about creative practice and many tangentially concerned
with how to approach writing more creatively and personally. Writing can resist what
Weatherall (2018) describes as “writing in a masculine way [that] excludes, among other
things, emotions, fluidity, violence, and messiness” (5). Writing differently means
rethinking the traditional structure of the dissertation (see Honan and Bright 2016;
Weatherall 2018), and “can open up new possibilities of identity and embodiment”
(Weatherall 2018, 5). Page (2017) asserts that adopting vulnerable writing methods
implicates “the contested forms of intimacy” here, with myself, that “are produced in the
labour of research” (27). Noting that these intimacies are often left out of what gets
formally communicated about methodology she asks if there is “a place for
communicating the intangible qualities of the emotional feelings” (27) that arise in
research, and champions attempts that reduce the erasure of emotion without making the
story impenetrable.
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Dream Data
A second transgressive data type is dream data (St. Pierre 1997). I learned of this
data type around the same time that I decided to include dreams in the dissertation
(Chapters 9 and 12). I connect one dream in particular to the lived experience of watching
a Capoeira dancer referenced earlier and described more fully in Chapter 9, and whose
embodiment prompted me to rethink my notion of bodily connectivity with the planet.
Together, the dream and the anecdote provide a layer to the collection of stories from
which my current understandings about Blackbird emerged. St. Pierre notes that dreams
vary from traditional forms of data such as coding, bracketing, and participant interviews,
and that transgressive data types add “a layer of complexity” to research. Resonant with
the liminal nature of haecceities as the always-in-between, dreams “defy closure; they
keep interpretation in play,” and through this defiance they function as a “refuge from the
demand for clarity” (183).
Of note here is the importance of dreams and dream analysis in Woodman’s
(1982), work and its significance in my perceptions of body dysmorphia/disordered
eating and in shaping the beginnings of Blackbird. Recording my dreams and playing
with their nonsensical images through drawing, movement, and contemplation were
central to my experience of my body in Blackbird, and as such informed my perceptions
of the possibility for thinking of body differently and for moving differently. Dreams
illuminated the data of movement, and I trust that movement informed my dreams in
ways that cannot be textualized using the tools of traditional grammar, syntax, and
structure that I understood to be components of “good” writing. Woodman writes,
Although the dream is and will remain our richest source of information
from the unconscious, body movement can bring us closer to the actuality
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of the dream, even as the dream may deepen our understanding of the
psychic dimension of the musculature of the body. The two work together
because they belong together. The body is the unconscious in its most
immediate and continuous form; the dream is also the unconscious, though
as a body of images it lacks both the immediacy and continuity of the
physical body. (79)

Illustration 4. Drawing. “I Began to Wonder.” Drawing by the author.
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Illustration 5. Drawing. “Heart Home Eye River.” Drawing by the author.
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Illustration 6. Drawing. “Bird Flames Belly.” Drawing by the author.
Through encountering St. Pierre (1997) and her incorporation of Deleuze and
Guattari into her own methodological considerations, I began to be excited about body as
lacking continuity through its immediacy. This was a helpful shift from seeking the thin,
objectified body of my fantasized ideal. I began to see body as haecceity, always inbetween and becoming, and gaining and losing materiality ad infinitum. I began to
experience change in the ways I describe time (Chapters 7 and 10): always slipping
through the present. In this sense my perception of body, dreams, and their relationship
with words began (during the dissertation process) to connect with St. Pierre’s depiction
of her experience of her research. Changed through illuminations prompted by Deleuze
and Guattari, St. Pierre’s (1997) project “transgressed its legitimate bounds into the realm
of the unnamed” (180). The perceived requirement of her dissertation “to represent a
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clear, linear process of research which can be judged as worthy” became “violent,
coercive, and distortive” (180). For me, the transgression of my body into the “realm of
the unnamed,” which I experienced in the dream referenced above and described in
Chapter 9, signaled my gradual transition into thinking about body, the creation of dance,
and a new relationship with observers as one of continuous change. I pick this up in detail
in Chapters 9 and 10.
Reading of St. Pierre’s (1997, 2017, 2018) desire to think differently with
Deleuze and Guattari midway through writing her dissertation helps me to practice
equanimity in reflecting on the ways that some of my perceptions of body mirror the
disjuncture St. Pierre (2018) claimed as existing between the research she was doing and
the qualitative research traditions she began to work against (9) in her turn to develop
post-qualitative inquiry. With St. Pierre’s efforts to identify data types that better
accommodated her research, and entering a Deleuzian-Guattarian framework for thinking
differently about the dissertation while also reflecting anew on Blackbird, I acquired the
tools for a concept of body that expands beyond the tight constraints of either succeeding
or failing to meet the “standards I set for myself” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, June
2006) prior to Blackbird. I see these standards paralleled in my attempts to constrain the
bounds of the dissertation, rendering my read of St. Pierre’s transgressive data types a
relief.
Sensual Data
St. Pierre’s (1997) third type of transgressive data is sensual data, the bodily sense
and sensations that trigger memory of place, space, and situation. My description in
Chapter 6 of returning to my childhood home on Lake Huron in Goderich, Ontario,
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Canada is one example of sensual data informing Blackbird and the dissertation. Through
that homecoming I re-experienced buried and barely-recalled sensations of my youth,
such as the sound of waves and smell of foliage, which tapped into my sense of myself
during a time before my body changed through puberty and adolescence, a period when
my sense of orientation to place, and to self through place, shifted with my family’s move
from Canada to the United States. Sensual data stood out in the Archive and inspired
recollection of subtle bodily sensations that reminded me to stay committed to, borrowing
from St. Pierre, “the physical as well as the theoretical grounding” (183) of the
dissertation. Sensual data echo the language of many somatic practices, including the
Continuum Method, that hone one’s ability to tap into sensation. More broadly, sensual
data align with what dancer and writer Celeste Snowber (2016) refers to as “the grammar
of the gut,” and “the voice within your belly and skin” (xiii) inviting an engagement with
body that “cannot be distanced like words read on a page” (3).
While in many ways the process of writing the dissertation and the process of
making Blackbird were analogous, in at least one key way they were not, at least in my
perception. In making Blackbird I intentionally set aside the fixing of movement within
the environment of the dance. This was connected to my desire to unfix my sense of body
overall. Put another way, first I wanted to unfix the specific shaping of movement within
the environment of a dance in order to also unfix my sense of choreographic rule.
Second, I wanted to unfix my ideas of my own shape, as its own rule—perhaps an
aesthetic one—that I had found not working from within my perceptual field of bodily
dysmorphia, in which I had “for too long bullied the body to look a certain way, be a
certain way, or act a certain way” (Snowber 2016, xiii).
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Therefore, the processes of creating and performing Blackbird gave me no fixed
“document,” or choreographic object to observe and rework in process. Working toward
the dissertation, by virtue of its form (words on a page that become recorded on a digital
document), reinforced my illusion of language’s fixity and its objectifying tendencies.
That illusion (more accurately a perception) became an object of reflection and, as the
object of reflection, became the recipient of copious edits and continuous parsing,
adding-to, deleting, improving, losing and then rediscovering clarity all in the hopes of
getting somewhere that could be called an end, even if provisional and dependent on
readership for full completion. This difference creates a distortion in what might
otherwise be an analogous pairing of experiences—choreographing on one hand and
writing on the other.
In writing about bricolage methods for qualitative inquiry, however, Ainslie
Yardley (2008) might disagree that writing produces something fixed (and therefore
might agree with my sense that the fixity I grappled with was indeed an illusion). For
Yardley it might be the video documentation of Blackbird that is fixed (“some forms are
more ‘fixed’ than others, as is the case with film—in that the camera records actual
moments in time that can then be seen by others…I cannot manufacture after the fact
what the camera recorded” [paragraph 9]), whereas I view the material on the videos to
retain a quality of liveness and changeability based on how I, or anyone, sees it. On the
contrary, Yardley sees the writing product as “fluid” (paragraph 9).
I have resisted using the word fluid when referring to writing until now. Yet
Yardley’s (2008) comments on bricolage help me to contextualize the persistent
challenge that I have experienced in writing. Perhaps part of that overwhelm has been
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rooted in my resistance to see the fluidity of both what I have written and what I read.
Yardley (2008) writes, “I reflect on and interpret what my eyes saw [in film, for example]
and my mind/body experienced through the medium” (paragraph 9) of written words. I
realize only now, in the final stages of editing the dissertation, that allowing writing to be
fluid inspires tenderness for the overwhelm that arises from the inevitable impossibility
of fixing (as in cause to be fixed in space, time, or meaning) anything—whether words,
body, a stable narrative for the materials in the Blackbird Archive, or an anticipated endpoint. The capacity to organize is innately human. Yet the disorganizing function of
release of habit, fixity, and order is also needed for new systems, habits, and dreams to
arise. Trauma, too, inspires disorganization and habits in response, including those that
concretize as rigidity. However, the “illuminations” that rise to the surface of this morefluid space become bridges that broach “the gap between different ways of thinking and
seeing and different bodies of knowledge” (paragraph 9) and that allow me to move back
and forth between words, the data types St. Pierre identifies, and those as-yet unnamed
bits of data that continuously emerge.
Dysmorphic Data
Ultimately engaging back and forth between language, emotion, dreams, and
sensation creates movement. Moving across registers of meaning, those that are both
comfortable to be with, and uncomfortable to address, allows me to appreciate a type of
data that I will refer to here as dysmorphic data. Taking a cue from St. Pierre’s (1997)
transgressive data types, which she describes as “uncodable, excessive, out-of-control,
out-of-category” (179) and her call to her students to identify their own categories for
data (St. Pierre quoted in Guttorm, Hohti, and Paakkari 2015), I offer dysmorphic data as
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a type that describes my experience of a continually shifting data set that derives from
recalling and reflecting on, and writing about, oneself. In particular, dysmorphic data is a
way of naming the data associated with traumatic experiences, made available through
reflecting on the Archive, whose presence has a place in the overall narrative but one that
is characterized by a quality of emerging and retreating from view. So, when I write that
dysmorphic data has a place in the text, I mean both that the data lands in the text, but
also that the particular way/s the data shapes the whole is continuously in flux. Clearly
the words I type and that the reader reads are on the page; they are not moving by some
magical force that pulls typewritten words off the page and plops them down in different
sequences. What I mean is that the interaction of the dysmorphic data is itself
dysmorphic. The data seems to shift, and its shifting means that the connections it forms
with other data are also in flux. (In this sense dysmorphic data exemplifies the
characteristics of the rhizome introduced in Chapter 1.)
Dysmorphic data have the following three characteristics. First, they are insidious,
and in this sense also rhizomatic. Dysmorphic data are always shifting at some level,
including those that are often unseen and yet could become visible at any point.
Dysmorphic data might be experienced as a present absence that itself moves back and
forth into and out of awareness, begging the question: can it be trusted? Second,
dysmorphic data are pervasive, and continuously threaten to make seemingly clear data
precarious, erroneous, or untrustworthy. Dysmorphic data as a category remind me that,
as St. Pierre says, we must “understand that the next article or book we read might very
well upend everything we believe and that that is the mark of ‘rigorous’ scholarship”
(quoted in Guttorm, Hohti, and Paakkari 2015, 16). Third, dysmorphic data are frequently
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comprised of the residue (the after effects) or coalescence (the combined effects) of other
data, for example such as St. Pierre’s transgressive types.
Dysmorphic data function in the dissertation to soften my tendency to desire
stability, rigidity, and fixity, a desire that paradoxically opposes yet coexists with my
celebration of instability as a potent state for movement (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive,
April 2007), as a way to experience fluidity in place of rigid bodily holding, and
important to the desire to unfix my allegiance to the choreographic rules I had adopted as
givens.
In keeping with the paradox described above, in my experience dysmorphic data
stem from—or accompany—potentially opposed viewpoints within a single individual, in
this instance me. Rather than necessitating decisiveness, dysmorphic data afford the very
tenderness and allowance for becoming-in-decision I hoped to cultivate in myself and
with observers during Blackbird, including exploring hesitation, vulnerability, and the
micro-movements of truncated or ambiguous intentionality that I discuss in Chapter 8.
This last characteristic—affording tenderness and allowance for becoming-in-decision—
might be the most important, as it invites shifts not only in assigning categories for data,
but in the manners of approach called for in considering them and writing them.
Dysmorphic data call for accepting and working within what St. Pierre, quoting Lather,
calls “rigorous confusion” (Guttorn et al. 2015, 15). I consider that dysmorphic data may
be, simply, simultaneously changing data and the data of change.
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Writing Through Trauma With Dysmorphic Data
Dysmorphic data also captures the plethora of responses I experienced while
writing that invite making a choice of when, whether, and how to attempt to organize
narratives about or discussion of painful experiences in textual forms that will preserve
an impression of myself as a researcher who has achieved sufficient perspective on my
experiences to render them in the syntaxes, structures, and formats congruent with
traditions of academic writing. There is a risk in these attempts, captured by
autoethnographic researcher Sophie Tamas (2009), of both “othering” me as the subject
of the research, and of setting up both writer and reader as voyeurs.
Tamas (2009) grapples with the potential dangers of “using our painful
experiences as a source of learning, growth, or activist survivor mission” (paragraph 1) in
order to derive personal meaning or social usefulness from trauma. Or, to redeem those
experiences “by reframing them as sites of knowledge production” (paragraph 1). I relate
to her struggle, both the passion of wanting to use as grist for artistic and scholarly
pursuits my most charged personal experiences—as an artist I learned that this can
produce excellent work meaningful to artists and audiences—and also her worries that
doing so creates a split in the researcher wherein she attempts a distant-enough
perspective, even one achieved merely by ordering the narration of experience in a
sequence that suggest chronology. Tamas worries that this step, among others,
undermines the work of writing about being “broken and undone” in language that is
neither broken nor undone. She writes that in spite of the disconnectedness and nonlinearity of recounting experience of pain, loss, grief, and trauma that
our voices as we speak do not sound broken. We sound okay, in fact.
What we're talking about sure is awful but our narrative voice seems to
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have it all worked out. We know what happened and we can talk about it
in full sentences that make sense. We can tell others, even strangers, the
truth about our experiences. We seem to have found a way to perform an
internal god trick, standing outside and above ourselves in order to speak
dispassionately about passion. That's how we turn trauma into knowledge.
(Paragraph 10)
Indeed, through much of my process I moved back and forth between feeling
“okay” and feeling undone by the content emerging in my writing, content that was
always there but that lived just out of grasp much of the time. Writing about it, rather
than bringing it into my reach, brought me in contact with continuous engagement with
shifting data, which in turn prompted an experience in me of continually shifting
subjectivity, and the sense that a successful translation of the three stories I introduced in
Chapter 1 would remain in and out of focus. According to Tamas (2009), attempting to
craft a “readable account of loss may reinforce the expectation that our trauma ought to
make sense, and if it doesn't we must be somehow inadequate or failing” (paragraph 18).
Tamas (2012) carves out a distinction between testimony—which “cannot offer totalized,
complete accounts; it is a performative discursive practice in which you produce your
own speech as material evidence for truth” (41)—and autoethnography. Testimony
allows for the messiness of trauma, which “cannot be represented within our available
vocabularies of fact; the events are unthinkable and thus unspeakable in conventional
terms” (41). Further, testimony’s purpose is to “produce empathic connection, not
knowledge” (Tamas 2009, paragraph 13). Autoethnography, on the other hand, attempts a
translation of the messy, unthinkable expressions of trauma to an authoritative or quasiauthoritative voice that “insulates us from the experiences we purport to describe and
limits the impact of our work” (2009, abstract).
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Writing Through Trauma With Memory
Dysmorphic data is my term for the data that require a particular navigational skill
that I am in the nascent stages of building, including the navigation between forms of
expression (dancing and writing) and between types of memory. Trauma researcher and
developer of Somatic Experiencing Peter Levine (2015) identifies two categories for
memories, explicit and implicit, which each have two subcategories. The first type of
explicit memory—declarative memory—functions to organize facts, information, and
memories of particular or habitual actions that make life livable: for example “I went to
the store,” “I pay bills on the first of the month,” etc. The second type is episodic or
autobiographical memory, which is a subtler form of sensory memory, through which an
encounter (a touch, smell, taste, or place) can transport us back to an earlier time to
access a memory that may have been forgotten, but which feels important and
consequential to the stories we tell about our lives. He describes declarative memory as
cold, relatively cut and dried, straightforward and able to be called up intentionally, and
autobiographical/episodic memory as warm, subtler, carrying tones and sensations that
informs what something “feels like.”
Both types of explicit memory can be “called up” either by conscious cognition
(“Oh, I must remember to stop at the post office”) or by a sensory cue (for example
thinking of the cue of Lake Huron takes me back to my childhood experiences in
Goderich, Ontario in Chapter 6). In an interview with somaticist and counselor Serge
Prengel, Levine cites the example of Marcel Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past when
the book’s narrator dips a madeleine in a cup of tea and is transported back in time
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(Levine 2016, 4). These are memories that are called up and come into vivid focus as the
result of a cue, rather than as logistical information or fact.

.

Even deeper than the explicit memory types mentioned above are implicit
memories that “cannot be called up deliberately” (Levine 2015, 20) like a name, phone
number, or historical fact, “or accessed as ‘dreamy’ reminiscences” like Proust’s
madeleine story referenced above. Implicit memories are profoundly important to the
experience of life, yet they emerge and recede, arising “as a collage of sensations,
emotions, and behaviors” whose cause often fall “far outside the bounds of our conscious
awareness” (21). Implicit memory is comprised of two types: emotional and procedural.
Emotional memories are stirred through buried emotional responses and play a role in
how we “relate to ourselves and get to know ourselves” (21). They cannot be called up at
will, but “flag and encode important experiences for immediate and potent reference later
on” such as an emotional response triggered by something relational (for example an
argument), where the response feels like it comes from nowhere but asserts a powerful
influence over what one does or says. Procedural memories are encoded in body and
show up as habitual patterns including not only larger movement patterns but small,
microscopic movements of holding, tension, twitches, repeated gestures, etc. Levine
further divides procedural memories into three categories: learned motor actions,
including skills like dancing, bike-riding, playing tennis, etc.; emergency responses such
as “bracing, contracting, retracting, flighting, fleeing, and freezing” (25) and those
actions that protect boundaries; and a third category that determine how we approach or
avoid phenomena we encounter, such as reaching for something (or someone) we want to
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move toward or “motor acts of stiffening, retracting, and contracting” (26) to avoid
undesired stimuli.
When working with the material in the Blackbird Archive, which I describe in the
next chapter as involving a back and forth experience across memories and modes of
recalling and reflecting on them, I experienced a range of memories that in hindsight I see
reflected in Levine’s (2015) memory types, as well as experiencing the phenomenon of
memories that begin as one type and “transition from an implicit, procedural memory
(body sensations, postures, motor impulses) to an emotional memory (surprise, curiosity),
and then to an episodic memory” (28). Levine describes the transition to episodic
memory as one that meant he “could drift with and reflect upon” his own memories.
“With the door to the past cracked open” (28) he became gradually more and more
conscious of the deeper memories that had lived in him as implicit, stored memories
(both emotional and procedural) and that could be re-engaged at the level of episodic
memory. The process of negotiating memories that arose through and related to the
Archive, and that had/have a range of functions and placements in my overall experience
of life or the more generic experience of remembering a particular event, movement, or
somatic experience, both clearly remembered and partially occluded, contributed to the
presence of what I’m calling here dysmorphic data.
Engaging with this data might be part of establishing what Levine (2015) calls a
“coherent communication between implicit and explicit memory systems” to create a
“fresh new adult narrative” born of conscious encounter with the “fluid relationship
between sensation, feeling, image, and action” (30). In her curiosity about the translation
of these narratives to scholarly texts, Tamas (2012) is circumspect when the translation
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results in texts that are “burdened with the necessity of expressing a consciously held
view of the world” (Mamet in Tamas 2012, 43). Art, she writes, succeeds in part because
it allows a continuous negotiation between conscious and unconscious worlds, without
being burdened by the need to “produce knowledge and heal trauma, although these may
be incidental effects” (43). The tensions that Tamas explores, including the desire to
write about trauma and questions about how to do that in academic pursuit, spark my
acknowledgement that the dissertation is written, in part, through trauma, and therefore
inflected with the formulation of knowledge that threatens to be overshadowed by
narratives of transcendence, including those that inform the somatic branches of trauma
recovery researched by Levine (2015). My point is not to disparage the advances made in
trauma research, but rather to contextualize that the translation from Blackbird to the
page is fraught, and both clarified and further complicated by the presence of dysmorphic
data.
Keeping in mind the methodological journeying I have described here, and the
introduction of dysmorphic data as a thread woven through the dissertation, I turn now to
a full description of working with and building the Blackbird Archive. In the next chapter
I elaborate on the idiosyncratic methodological treatment of the documentation from
Blackbird that comprises the basis for Archive, and the timeline for engagement with it.
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PART II:
The Blackbird Archive and the Blackbird Project
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CHAPTER 4
TROUGH: THE BLACKBIRD ARCHIVE

In this chapter I describe the Blackbird Archive. Throughout the chapter I note
shifts in my memory and perspective while working with the Archive, including those
aligning with “discourses of emancipation” (Peters 2009, 21) or “narratives of
ascendance” (Haywood 1996, 80) focusing on my release and re-education of abdominal
musculature to one embracing the complexities of engaging with the three stories I
introduce in Chapter 1, which upended my existing narrative and dovetailed during the
dissertation process with exposure to post-qualitative inquiry and Deleuze and Guattari.
1) After providing brief background to the Archive I introduce the
documentation accessed to create it, discuss my use of the concept of
body as archive, and, related, describe the experience of viewing
myself, including the relationship of trauma to that process, the
experience of having more than one body, and a questioning look at
how mirror neurons may play a role in the complex experience of
viewing oneself.
2) I describe in some detail the timeline for and process of compiling the
materials for, building, and engaging with the Blackbird Archive over
a three-year span (2015–18).
3) Finally, I describe the shifts to expand beyond my existing narrative
for Blackbird nurtured by engagement with the Archive including
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navigating emergent processes for listening to versus suppressing
bodily sensation.

Background to the Archive
In 2015 and after defending my dissertation proposal I thought I knew the story of
Blackbird well enough to tell it with minimal engagement with archival materials, for
example by focusing the scope of my review to only the 50-minute documentary Nadia
Oussenko created from raw materials documenting the project for over a year. At that
stage I was not considering a deep dive into reviewing and transcribing the dozens of
video tapes that she had shot of rehearsal processes with the project’s dramaturg Leslie
Danzig and movement coach Kathleen Aharoni, mid-project conversations with
collaborators (one-on-one and gathered together), and performances, post-show
discussions, and follow-up interviews with collaborators, plus handwritten and digital
journals. I assumed that the 50-minute documentary would be sufficient documentation to
confirm my existing narrative of Blackbird as fostering a liberated embodiment and the
successes I experienced creatively (as new and idiosyncratic movement vocabulary),
professionally (as increased networks and potential access to national funding),
pedagogically (as abundant teaching opportunities and increased clarity), and critically
(as audience feedback and press).
Elements of Blackbird that complicated this narrative included continuing
experience with body dysmorphia, and my increasingly conflicted relationship to the
influence of sexual trauma during my university years. Nevertheless, I wanted to focus on
the more positive elements of the project, and to allow Oussenko’s (2007) film to provide
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one level of bracketing for the dissertation process. Though Nash and LaSha Bradley
(2011) describe scholarly personal narrative as revealing for the writer as well as reader, I
was not prepared for the depth of personal disclosure I encountered when I decided to
explore the full scope of documentation.
Note that neither the scope nor length of the dissertation allow for a
comprehensive unpacking of Blackbird or the material in the Archive. There remain
several lines of flight not taken, or that were developed in early stages of writing and set
aside when I began to intuit what belongs in the dissertation and what elements warrant
development in another context. My curation to include those strands that do remain was
one of experimentation guided by their recurrence when reviewing the Archive or, more
precisely, in day to day moments (walking, cooking, swimming, doing laundry) of
considering the dissertation in the background.

Components of the Archive
The Blackbird Archive (referred to interchangeably as the Archive) combines the
following elements: 1) transcriptions from video tapes documenting rehearsals,
performances, and collaborator interviews; 2) personal handwritten journals and digital
journals retrieved from old hard drives; and 3) self-reflective and phenomenological texts
capturing experiences contemporaneous to and that pre- and post-dated Blackbird that I
came to see as related to Blackbird. I also consider numerous drawings I created during
Blackbird to be part of the Archive.
The compiled material was developed through the following processes: 1) selfinterviews (Dickey 1970), or self-dialogue (Moustakas 1990); recorded as part of post-
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show discussion with audiences, and in conversation with collaborators and others; 2)
commentary on and analysis of archival sources and in light of current movement
practices; 3) text transcribed from jottings, including poetic transcriptions (Glesne 1997)
and copied from relevant email exchanges; 4) text from in-house marketing materials
created by Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak; and 5) press previews and reviews by Chicago
and New York arts writers, among others. Published press is cited in the dissertation
consistent with outside publications. Material from the Archive is referenced
parenthetically as Blackbird Archive with the month and year it was written (in the case
of journals), or the month and year corresponding to the recorded and transcribed
rehearsal, performance, interview, or conversation (in the case of video documentation).
I have lightly edited some transcribed sections of the Archive for clarity. Citations
from the Archive appear either in quotations or, more commonly, in block quotation
format. The use of italics distinguishes material from the Blackbird Archive from outside
source material. The speaker is introduced, where appropriate, and also included in the
parenthetical in-text citation following the quotation. Conversations (for example with
collaborators or audience members) in which the speaker shifts mid quotation are noted.
My response to the Archive shifts continually through my evolving perspective on
it, yet it is marked temporally by an overall process, which I describe below, that lasted
three years. I began building the Archive in September 2015 when I defended my
dissertation proposal and continued through early spring 2018 when I suspended
reflective writing that would be included in the Blackbird Archive in order to turn my
attention to the dissertation proper.
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All told, the Blackbird Archive contains material spanning twelve years, which I
divided into three temporal categories, as follows: 1) 2005–07 corresponds to the official
Blackbird activities, beginning in fall 2005 when I envisioned and began the project and
continuing through 2007 when the piece premiered; 2) 2008–10 covers material from
further presentation of the work in New York City in 2009 and representation of the work
in Chicago in 2010; and 3) 2015–18 spans the years referenced above, and described in
detail in a forthcoming subsection of this chapter, during which I compiled, transcribed,
reviewed, and supplemented the Blackbird Archive. First, however, I want to orient the
reader to my thinking then and now about body as archive, as I am the subject of the
documentation, which both enhanced and complicated my process of engaging with it.
Orientation to Documentation and Archive
I think about how objects appear in my home and my life, and how they
transform over time: that rock from the 2002 trip to Lake Huron, which I
remember less in accuracy and more in the sense of how my body
feels/felt in the instance of noticing…the footfall…the bending to
gather…that decision to gather some objects and not others…the sense of
not needing. That, for me, is documentation. The object is an arrow that
points to past and memory. (Shanahan in Buckwalter, 2010)
As the quote above indicates I had begun thinking of documentation as an
embodied process that involves both a literal and metaphorical collecting of objects,
together with the movement and felt-sense of gathering, when I created the duet project
Eye Cycle (2004-05). In the booklet documenting Eye Cycle, published by Chicago dance
venue Links Hall (Glance, Gordon and Shanahan 2005), I was preliminarily (though not
consciously) articulating areas of inquiry for that project that I expanded in Blackbird. In
a shared collaborative journal excerpted for publication in Glance, I wrote “how
exhilarating and terrifying it is to let go of fear and also to let go of control over each
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moment” (5), suggesting that I was already beginning to consider release of muscular
engagement and the moment-by-moment sense of controlling the choreography. Related,
as I write below, I was thinking about the distinction between the visual shape that a
movement creates in space and the presence of underlying, intrinsic bodily experiences,
including thought, emotion, and sensation, that inform it. After a rehearsal I described my
experience of dancing.
The experience was not about interesting shapes or relationships, but
about a relinquishment of boundaries. I felt suspended and supported. My
brain shut down from judging or planning and I observed with mounting
excitement the sensations of movement and being one with space.
Thrilling. I’ve been thinking so much about the pretenses of performance
and how dance for me has become about oneness with the body’s energy
and the energy of space. (5)
Eye Cycle and the publication of Glance set me up for thinking about
documentation as an inherent part of a creative process, which in turn got me thinking
about body as a fluid document. Borrowing a phrase from choreographer Martin Nachbar
(2012) who “entered the archive” (3-12) to recreate Dore Hoyer’s dance cycle Affectos
Humanos, I view my research for the dissertation as one of entering multiple archives of
documentation collected during Blackbird including my body. However, the
documentation from Blackbird was not set up at the time to become archives for the
dissertation, which I did not envision at the time. Though the documentation for
Blackbird was abundant in quantity and intentionally collected, the process was
envisioned on one hand to provide Oussenko (2007) material she needed to create a
dance film, and on the other hand as private journaling and drawing, including “very
personal stuff that I’ve not shared with people” (McGregor quoted in Jays 2017,
paragraph 6). Though I began to consider Blackbird as a topic for doctoral study in 2011,
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it was not until after my proposal defense in 2015 that I decided to delve into all
accessible archival materials in addition to those that were represented in Oussenko’s
film.

Body as Archive, Archiving Dance, and Translation
Body as archive is an emergent topic of contemporary dance scholarship,
including writing that focuses on body as archive (Bissell and Caruso-Haviland 2018;
Bory 2015; Lepecki 2010; Nachbar 2012), and archival practices for storing and working
with dance (Davies and deLahunta 2018; Whatley 2016, 2019). In spite of intentional
efforts to document the project in various ways, I was not conscious of making an archive
during Blackbird that would be used to revisit or reconstruct the work in the future, for
example, including for the dissertation. By contrast British choreographer Siobhan
Davies (Davies and deLahunta 2018) set out, working dancer and archivist Sarah
Whatley, with the intention to create an archive of her work to explore “how an archive
can contain the deeply embodied processes in dance” (2). Davies was led by a desire to
experiment with how the more established archival practices (and what she calls the
creation of archival architecture) in visual art could be informed or would be transformed
by interaction with the medium of dance. She found her experimentation “damaging” (5)
in part due to the process’s failure to meet what she asserts should be a dance archivist’s
aspiration, captured below.
In dance, we are constantly in process, in movement, so should we not try
to get the idea of movement, or even movement of thought to be somehow
present within the archival architecture? How can we archive the
substantiality of a choreographic thought even when it is translated by
different performers, in different times and contexts? (8)
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I find resonance with Davies’ aspiration that dance archives might capture the
movement of thought so that underlying informants to movement (those that might not be
apparent in even the most detailed notation, for example) might be accessible for
translation to different contexts, including and beyond a straightforward recapitulation of
the choreography. Indeed, the Blackbird Archive, once built, traces much of the
movement of my thought in original video conversations, interviews, and journals
transcribed from the period of Blackbird’s official activities. Those texts combine with
my reflection, analysis, and commentary on them, and because much of the Archive came
from not just transcribing audio or translating from handwritten to typewritten text, but
from “viewing” the contexts in which audio was spoken and therefore words were
infused with the accompanying gestures, comportments, relationships depicted, actual
danced movement, pauses and timing, and environment of the visual elements. This
panorama of sources coalesced to provide a more complex understanding of the thoughts
behind my transcribed words than the words alone, or a single style of notating the dance
might have.
Unlike Davies, I was neither interested in recreating the movement myself for a
choreographic re-presentation of Blackbird, nor in using the documentation to develop a
score of any kind (from simple and open to complicated and specific) for another artist to
perform the work. Nevertheless, through the Archive I translated materials from
Blackbird to a new context: the dissertation. That process involved three overlapping
translations-to-text. I characterize these translations as originating from what was
communicated in the following sources or categories of sources:
1) My accessible embodied memory (what I remember easily about
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Blackbird without the presence of additional documentation to nudge
that memory forward.) For example when I saw myself doing a
particular sequence of movement I could feel some of that movement
in myself as if I could replicate it accurately even though it was
improvised at the time, and the memories cued by audio-visual and
textual documentation. This category includes all of the modes of
remembering that would put me back in touch with performing
Blackbird.
2) Video-recorded conversations whose meaning relied on hybrid forms
of verbal and movement-based communication: gestural movement,
shifts in comportment, and, rarified spoken language shared between
collaborators (often functioning as shorthand that was not intended to
be communicated beyond those present), supplemented by private
journaling about those interactions (written before, during, and after).
These sparked memories that were more complicated than the first
category above, in part because they broadened to include experiences,
thoughts, and memories that seemingly had little to do with Blackbird.
3) The conglomerate of these first two translations, both accessing
different types and modes of memory, and the dissertation. That is,
translation between and from forms of documentation that include but
push against the limits of the written word to produce a wholly written
account that attempts sufficient breadth without presuming my ability
or the document’s capacity to provide a comprehensive account of
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Blackbird.
In a talk given at Temple University, Sarah Whatley (2019) refers to her work on
Davies’ archival project RePlay referenced above. Whatley notes the recurrent
discomfort Davies experienced with the need for “setting things in order” in the digital
archive, and their differences of approach as to what should be included in the archive
and what elements Davies requested be left out such as examples of work, costumes, or
an interview she did not like or did not feel represented her work “well.” As I listened to
Whatley’s talk I reflected that for me it was the aspects of the Blackbird Archive that,
though included in private documentation that was unintended for wider view,
nevertheless became central to my process of reviewing the Archive. This was especially
true as I reflected on—and in some cases was disturbed by—what was hidden behind
those familiar, oft-repeated parts of my narrative about which I was most fond, proud, or
confident. Whatley recounts that for Davies, in spite of the “traumatic” elements of
creating the archive, it eventually became a “primary source” that informed the creation
of new choreography. The Blackbird Archive serves as a primary source for the
dissertation, and will undoubtedly show up in the hybrid language I describe earlier,
however I don’t yet know if it will become a resource that I will return to, or if I will
directly tie reflection on it to the creation of new choreographies.
Andre Lepecki (2010) discusses the dance archive as a recent trend in reenacting
contemporary dance. He cites examples in the United States and across Europe wherein
dancers and choreographers remount work by predecessors through in-depth and
sometimes experimental engagement with an array of archival materials. Lepecki calls
this trend paradoxical: the process of moving back in time to retrieve material for the
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contemporary stage has resulted in “one of the most significant marks of contemporary
experimental choreography” (29). In other words, a process that is inherently backwardlooking becomes contemporary.
Lepecki (2010) critiques Hal Foster’s assertion that this trend stems from an
“archival impulse,” that indicates a paranoid “contemporary subjectivity wishing to
connect to pasts that have been ‘misplaced’” (30). Referencing Foucault’s ([1969] 1972)
Archeology of Knowledge, and in contrast to Foster’s framing of the archival impulse as
rooted in a paranoiac desire to retrieve the past, Lepecki wonders if the trend to look back
and bring something into a contemporary context is rooted in a desire to create “a system
of transforming simultaneously past, present, and future—that is, a system for recreating
a whole economy of the temporal” (30). In part, Lepecki’s depiction captures my
experience of working with documentation from Blackbird to build the Blackbird
Archive in that the Archive was a way of looking at the past in the present, and doing so
shifted my recollected experience of Blackbird of life events that informed the project,
such as growing up on the shores of Lake Huron (Chapter 6), the experience of watching
the capoeirista at the MCA (Chapter 9), and sexual trauma (Chapters 8 and 12). However,
as stated, and unlike the examples cited by Lepecki, I was not interested in the recreation
of movement, or even an analysis of the performed vocabulary per se, but rather I was
interested in the translations I enumerate above. The archive of memories in my body
was and is much broader than that contained in the Blackbird Archive specifically or the
aspects of my body as archive that are directly affiliated with performing Blackbird.
When I think of body as archive I think less of the visual or recognizable elements
of a particular dance and more so of the material changes in tissue structure that influence
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habit, and the repeated physical connections (for example particular gestures, or
pathways to move into and out of the floor) that alter material body itself. Dance scholar
and artist Alison Bory (2015) quotes choreographer Jennifer Monson’s depiction of her
body as an “archive of choreographic and sensorial histories” (41).
I am proposing that dance has the capacity to function as an archival
container of the experiences of a range of phenomena that can only be
collected through the perceptual research inherent in the practices I have
developed…[The archive] is not something that I “perform”—it is the way
in which those places, experiences, and states live in my dancing.
(Monson in Bory 2015, 41)
I would add to Monson’s sentiment that through engagement with the Blackbird
Archive my dancing is then re-lived within my memory of the places, experiences, and
states that are called up. Barbara Dilley (2018) writes that while memory is interior,
“archive is object, is outer, outside” (67), but for me both are active, or put another way
both are capable of being activated, through and by the other, much like the Deleuzian
fold where interior is continuously shaped by exterior.
Body Archiving Trauma
As Anne Fausto-Sterling (2000) writes in Sexing the Body, “as we grow and
develop, we literally, not just ‘discursively’ (that is, through language and cultural
practices), construct our bodies, incorporating experience into our very flesh” (20). In
conversation with trauma researcher Bessel van der Kolk, Krista Tippett (2017) refers to
body’s holding onto experience as creating “a neural net of memory. It’s not just about
words that you can formulate that may become a story” (paragraph 34) or, I add,
movement that can be repeated by another person. Memory is lodged in the matter—skin,
fascia, muscles, bones, fluids, viscera, brain and other organic matter—of the body as
memory that is re-lived, not simply reenacted or recreated as an aesthetic product.
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While Tippett and van der Kolk’s (2017) conversation focuses on the effects of
trauma and healing trauma, van der Kolk’s (2014) research incorporates somatics
(including Feldenkrais and yoga, among others) as methods for accessing, working with,
and healing traumatic memories. When I refer above to the archive of my embodied
memory I am referring to the material body changes forged in creating and performing
Blackbird. This material change includes the somatic pathways of my body that were
forged in doing the recognizable and danced vocabularies. However, though the specific
movement vocabulary is part of the network of those changes, it is just one part. My body
is an open archive that continues to accumulate and respond to the effects of living and
moving in other contexts and other work since performing Blackbird.
The openness of the archive means that there is a continual boundary-crossing
where the precise changes instigated by movement in one context are mingling with the
influences that produce new and changed pathways. The archive of my bodies-inBlackbird functioned as an internalized and sometimes-occluded body within that openarchive of bodies-in-process that were then quasi-externalized through engagement with
documentation. I re-entered or re-accessed my bodies-in-Blackbird through engagement
with the material that comprises the Blackbird Archive, (visual footage, transcribed audio
footage, and transcribed journals) beginning eight years after the work premiered.
Metaphorically my bodies-in-Blackbird were both stored (as in understood to be related
to a particular set of memories), and restored (as in brought forward into an evolving
present). Put another way, my body/bodies-as-archive, once pulled forward, reentered me
and jostled my sense of past, present, interior, and exterior.
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More Than One Body
The framework just described wherein my body/bodies-in-Blackbird exist/s as an
archive within the open system of my continuously archiving body echoes
phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s ([1945] 1962) articulation of two “distinct”
experiences of body. He wrote, “Our body comprises as it were two distinct layers, that
of the habit-body [body memory]” or, in my appropriation, my body-shaped-byBlackbird, “and that of the body at this moment [body representations]” comprised, in my
appropriation, of my body receiving the memories and imprinting of habit-body through
the medium of visual representation of my body on Blackbird videos. Merleau-Ponty
continues: “Correspondingly, my body must be apprehended not only in an experience
which is instantaneous, peculiar to itself and complete in itself” which in my
interpretation includes both the experience of dancing Blackbird as well as experiencing
my memory of dancing, “but also in some general aspect and in the light of an
impersonal being” (95). For me this final articulation captures the experience of watching
myself while creating the Blackbird Archive as an “impersonal being” on the screen. At
the moment of encounter with that impersonal being I am moved to recall (or as van der
Kolk [2017] might say, relive) the movement, and, through that recollection, my body
moving in a memory that folds (Johnson 2018) into and out of time.
The framework I have just shared points to my struggles in the early stages of
building the Archive, when I watched dozens of hours of videos of myself dancing,
talking, and rehearsing with Blackbird collaborators. At first I felt uncomfortable
watching myself on the screen. My instinctive bodily reaction was to leave the room or
fast-forward the player past my dancing to a more conversational point in the video.
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Sometimes I felt embarrassed or repelled by my dancing or my words, or when suddenly
recalling in the moment of watching that the version of myself on the screen was about to
say something that made me cringe. Over several months I developed compassion for the
person I saw on the screen, who I gradually saw as a recognizable “me” (my “habitbody” of memory) and also as “not-me” (a representation of myself). I gradually became
familiar with negotiating overlapping self-perceptions of body experience. When I refer
to entering multiple archives, this, in part, is what I mean. Much of that process cannot be
expressed with language. When Dilley (2018) writes that “writing about dancing is like
writing on water” (67) I read the sentence to encapsulate my experience that writing
about memory is like writing on water. The three sources for translation I enumerate
above were important in part because the complexities rendered possible by their
coexistence meant that no one element could be seen as wholly reliable nor as wholly
unreliable as archival sources for looking at Blackbird.
I connect to British choreographer Wayne McGregor’s assertion that body itself
(rather than memory, as a function of body) is “a living archive” (quoted in Jays 2017,
paragraph 2), which can be accessed through memory. Experimenting with using his
personal DNA as choreographic inspiration and source material for his dance
Autobiography, McGregor states, echoing van der Kolk (Tippett and van der Kolk 2017)
and Fausto-Sterling (2000) from above, “each cell carries in it the whole blueprint of
your life” (quoted in Jays 2017, paragraph 2) and, as such, shapes and in some senses
predicts future possibilities. This approach connects to somatic theories, including
Feldenkrais ([1949] 1996, [1972] 1977, 1981, 1985) and Conrad (2007, 2010a, 2010b),
and body therapists such as Woodman (1980, 1982, 1990, 1992, 1993; Woodman and
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Bly 1998), as well as recent work in neuroscience that confirms the coexistent tenacity
and contextual pliability of body memory over time to shape interaction with the world
(see Damasio 1999; van der Kolk 2014).
Mirror Neurons and House of Mirrors
Entrance into my body/bodies-as-archive included accessing or paying attention
to the occurrence of the residual, resonant, and material muscular firings (the twitches,
tingling, vibrations, tiny movements barely begun, and impulses to join myself in doing
whatever I was doing on the screen) that occur in my body when thinking about or
watching recorded versions of Blackbird, plus the emotions and bodily sensations related
to them that were both recalled through watching, or inspired by watching in what was at
the time the present moment. Accessing my body memory through sustained engagement
with video, in particular, I imagine mirror neurons (see Calvo-Merino et al. 2012)
working to produce a kind of house of mirrors effect on my experience. The presence of
mirror neurons is a discovery made in the 1990s that has been applied to human relating,
especially in theorizing the development of infants’ response to parental cues. In short,
mirror neurons are activated when seeing a movement performed stimulates the areas of
the brain associated with mimicking or following through on the observed movement
(Siegel 2010). For example, if I see someone reach for a cup of tea and lift the cup to
their mouth, my impulse to drink and my awareness of thirst are triggered. Or, when
listening to a sad story, the listener’s face might mimic the pained facial movements of
the teller.
My experience of watching myself in Blackbird created a kind of off-kilter
feedback loop in which I began to experience my movement via what I interpret as a
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skewed mirror neuronal process, where I was stimulated in relationship to the movements
I watched, and simultaneously reminded that it was/is my body that initiated those
movements. Neuroscientist Giuseppe Riva (2018) articulates two questions prompted by
mirror neuronal activation within a human being, which infants must confront when
developing a sense of self and other. I wonder if my responses to those questions were
complicated by being both the initiator and observer of the movement. The first question,
according to Riva, determines spatial contingency: “do the representations come from my
body or not?” (246). In viewing myself on Blackbird’s video recordings, this could only
be answered “both:” the representation came from both my body (in the past) and notmy-body (the video I was watching in the present of my past body).
The second question determines “spatio-temporal contingency” or agency: “do
the representations activate the movement of my body or not” (Riva 2018, 246). My
response to this question ranged, as I describe above, from confusion, judgment, and a
desire to reject, judge, or turn away from the image, to one of gradually feeling resonance
with the movement, even a sense of nostalgia, compassion for the mover, and desire to
relive the movement. I came to see the shift from discomfort to compassion as an
example of dysmorphic data, which I described in Chapter 3.

Timeline for Building the Archive
Discourses of emancipation are usually in a major key, positive,
sometimes celebratory, even joyous, always engaged and committed,
rarely if ever ironic. Such writings, however, for all their positivity, harbor
within them a deep-seated negativity that should remind us of freedom's
own questionable duality. (Peters 2009, 21)
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The following enumerates my steps to building the archive, and narrates my
engagement with the materials. In particular I chart the course from what improvisation
philosopher Peters (2009), above, describes as “discourses of emancipation” to viewing
Blackbird through a more complex lens, complicated by experiences of buried trauma
and recurrent challenges of body dysmorphia and disordered eating.
August–October 2015: I defended the dissertation proposal in fall 2015. I began
compiling documentation materials, receiving the stored collection of video tapes from
the Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak office in Chicago, and retrieving handwritten journals
from personal storage and digital journals from old hard drives both in Philadelphia and
Chicago. I viewed and transcribed the text from Oussenko’s 50-minute documentary
dance-for-the-camera during this stage.
As a form of bracketing, I did not view archival material while preparing the
dissertation proposal so that when I began archival review I would be seeing footage with
fresh eyes (to the extent this is possible). Sheets-Johnstone ([1966] 2015) captures my
intentions to set aside my existing beliefs about Blackbird, which further situates the
study as informed by phenomenological process:
A phenomenological methodology requires first of all a bracketing or
putting out of gear any and all preconceptions about whatever it is one is
investigating such that one experiences it for the first time. This initial step
is commonly described as ‘making the familiar strange.’ (xxiv)
October 2015–August 2016: During this phase I transcribed the abovementioned materials. This phase resulted in a cumbersome 889-page document, including
all the transcriptions, plus an initial layer of note reflecting on the materials, coded with
year and offset from the transcribed text to identify these notes as “new.” This version
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retains typos and, errors notwithstanding, the verbatim, unedited version of all the
transcribed material.
An earlier glimpse of the archival materials while writing "My Name is a
Blackbird: Release, Transparency, and Agency” (Shanahan 2015) inspired my initial
sense of the extent to which I had idealized the project as a "narrative of emancipation,"
referencing Peters’ (2009, 21) quote at the top of this chapter. During this phase of
building the Archive I could see that Blackbird was full of ambiguities that might harbor
“within them a deep-seated negativity” (21) associated with sexual abuse/assault, and
with continued experiences of body hatred and a desire to erase my flesh. My experiences
of body dysmorphia and disordered eating had not vanished as a result of Blackbird,
through that had appeared to vanish during the project proper, thus I began to rethink my
previous conflation of transmogrification with a transcendent-like transformation awayfrom previous struggles.
In Interpretive Autoethnography Norman Denzin (2014) refers to the "sting of
memory," in which the moment a researcher revisits "is then surrounded by those cultural
representations and voices that define the experience in question. These representations
are contested, challenged…" (32), and researcher, in visiting to the past, is stung by an
onslaught of memories that contributed to the depicted phenomena but might not have
been part of the original telling. This phase of transcription and reflection was halting and
difficult.
September 2016–December 2016: During this phase I printed the 889-page
document and made typographical edits by hand, slashed content that seemed at that time
to be irrelevant, and supplemented reflective text with refinements to what I had written
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in the first stage or added new reflections. I indicated all additional text with the code
“MS” followed by the year in which the layer of commentary was written (MS16, MS15,
etc.).
At this stage I began to consider in the background how the material might
eventually be shaped to form a narrative. However, I tried to keep any self-assured
response to the question, “what is the narrative?” at bay; I wanted to stay available for
shifts in my perspective. I was curious about how the initial extant sources I had worked
with thus far (those who carried over from Blackbird, and those I had been exposed to
during coursework and the lead up to dissertation) might be influencing my interpretation
of materials. For example, how committed was I to my narrative of emancipation and
focusing on the release of my abdominal musculature? Could I let it go? What would
remain? How would I translate narratives I was only beginning to understand, but did not
yet have a ‘place’ in my life overall?
Additionally, I observed current events in the microcosm of my personal life set
against the macrocosm of the chaotic political environment in the United States in 2016. I
considered during this stage how these were affecting my read of the archives. Both of
the logistical lenses I was looking through—an intention to shorten the Archive and an
intention to bracket out and/or bring into greater conscious awareness the effects of
personal and political events—destabilized my original narrative. This destabilization
produced cracks and in those cracks I began to wonder about the mingling of personal,
micro events in my life with political, macro events affecting the country. For example, at
this stage I wrote a series of narratives just prior to and just after the 2016 presidential
election. One such narrative, which I do not include here but feels important to reference,
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was written just after Trump’s Access Hollywood tapes (Makela 2016) were released to
the public. The audio from the tapes brought my experience with sexual abuse/assault to
the foreground, and prompted me to look more closely at the ways those experiences
were buried in my experience of Blackbird and evidenced in the Archive.
Here, Page’s (2017) thoughts on vulnerable writing introduced above are helpful
in affirming my hesitation to ascribe causal links, for example, between the micro and
macro resonances of what I was uncovering in my delve into the Archive, while also
allowing them to sit in relationship. This meant making time and space in my research to
recognize and reflect on my strong reaction to Trump’s Access Hollywood tapes, and to
heed the “pull backwards” to look at my experiences of sexual trauma. For me the
resonant relationship between micro and macro was forming a back and forth movement
through which I could engage with that resonance as a form of not-knowing, and which
necessitated resisting the temptation to “cast aside the past” even though it was not part
of my acknowledged content or assumed temporal boundary for writing about Blackbird.
Page asks how researchers can remain with “discordant elements of narratives and
subjectivity that point to the instability” (21) of related elements. I adapted this question
to ask how I could allow these elements to “remain in focus, without being resolved by
tracing a linear cause and effect” (21) to Blackbird.
January 17–July 2017: I incorporated the handwritten edits referenced above,
deleted large sections of text that I determined were not relevant to the dissertation (such
as extended interviews with the three composers who wrote scores for Blackbird, for
example) and added another layer of reflective text or clarification to existing reflection
where appropriate. This resulted in a 478-page document.
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August 2017–January 2018: I continued to toggle between paring down the
Archive, and reviewing, editing, and clarifying reflective texts, and only expanding them
where necessary. My hope was to shorten and focus the Archive, and at the end of this
phase the working document was 279 pages.
Questions arose at this stage. What makes me so sure, for example, that this and
not that detail, anecdote, conversation, or disclosure should be discarded? What
seemingly unimportant content stays with me—bothers me—even when I have deleted
it? What unacknowledged intentions—for example, a desire to create a linear or uplifting,
hopeful narrative—might be influencing my decision to keep some materials and not
others? What if discarded material held the keys to a more truthful narrative? I felt
sobered by these questions, and frequently sad. This stage echoed Lather’s (2001) call for
“recognition that we often do not know what we are seeing, how much we are missing,
what we are not understanding, or even how to locate those lacks” (217). Even though I
was the subject of my own study, at this stage of working with the Archive I was acutely
aware that getting comfortable with a lack of certainty would be essential were I to work
against “erasures performed by linear narratives striving for coherence” (Page 2017,
page).
January 2018–May 2018: I re-read the current Archive, which was now a more
manageable length, slowly and methodically. I continued to delete material and make
minimal additions. At the end of this phase the working archival document was 150
pages, and I established a boundary, focusing on only paring down content and
suspended writing additional reflective texts, in anticipation that a narrative was
emerging for the dissertation (content and structure) that would guide my engagement
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with extant sources. Perhaps naively, I still hoped that a clear narrative, even a non-linear
one, would effectively “appear” from the culled text, as if revealed by my edits like a
sculpture from a block of clay. I also hoped that establishing temporary closure on data
collection, transcription, and contemporaneous reflection would offer me a new vantage
point from which to ‘recognize’ that narrative and write the dissertation proper.
When I paused at this stage of the research, however, the original 889-page
compilation of transcribed archives remained open on my computer desktop, and the
original printed and spiral-bound version of the latter 478-page version remained open on
my desk. While writing the dissertation (through to completion) I returned to both
regularly, and then eventually all versions, to search for keywords or phrases. Sometimes
simply flipping through the printed copy reminded me of an element that was missing in
the more refined version, yet seemed newly important. Frequently, elements that I had
discarded at one stage re-emerged as relevant to the dissertation.
In retrospect, I connect my engagement with the Archive overall as an experiment
with “altering the tempo of writing” (Page 2017, 22) by not only revisiting materials
repeatedly over time, but also by adding to and deleting from them. The process produced
a kind of porous textual web with blended temporal nodes (stories with specific
timeframes paired with other stories that jostle the sense I had going into the process of
Blackbird as a bounded process) that, coalescing, strengthen the nodes themselves
without asserting a clear sense of beginning, middle, and end, neither for an archive
documenting Blackbird nor for the dissertation. Vulnerable writing, asserts Page, means
that “we might need to sit with these complications and contradictions” inherent in
slowly repeating engagement with materials, and to “move them backwards and
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forwards, and to allow these elements and layers to form without attempting to foreclose
on the continued emergence of alternatives.” Tolerating this discomfort leads “both to
new insights and ongoing failures in understanding” (22). In many ways this describes
the process of researching the movement in Blackbird, which involved exploring new
vocabularies in modes for disrupting my presumed logic for my body and my body
dancing, and devoting myself to that process over time and with a rigorousness
previously associated with the production of something repeatable, without arriving at a
catalog of established movement connections (phrases) or a precise lexicon. In hindsight,
just as in Blackbird I hoped that my body was doing the work to archive the movement of
the process described, so too was I hoping in working with the Archive that the web of
words, memories, ideas, and reflections forming would be a trustworthy source for the
production of the dissertation.
My interpretation of some of the "old" sources (such as Conrad, Feldenkrais,
Woodman) remained consistent at times and at others was challenged or recontextualized
by new influences and reflection over time. My sense of the array of perspectives I might
take in looking at both Blackbird and the dissertation expanded and contracted
frequently, another manifestation of dysmorphic data. St. Pierre (1997) writes of the
shifting nature of data when it reaches the “verge of intelligibility” (176), when the
researcher realizes that no clear solution is in sight.
We must learn to live in the middle of things, in the tension of conflict and
confusion and possibility; and we must become adept at making do with
the messiness of that condition and at finding agency within rather than
assuming it in advance of the ambiguity of language and cultural practice.
(176)
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Ultimately, in writing the dissertation proper, which began in May 2018 and continued
through February 2019, I consulted and wove selections from all four versions (889
pages, 478 pages, 279 pages, and 151 pages). All four, taken together, comprise the
Blackbird Archive.

Further Engagement With the Archive
During summer 2018 I delved into a more complex weave of voices beyond my
own, which allowed for some distance—a reprieve, really—from my multivalent voice
textualized in the Archive. Once wholeheartedly engaged with extant sources,
particularly Deleuze and Guattari, I began to return improvisationally to the full Archive.
To restate, sometimes I consulted the same passage of text in two or three versions of the
Archive, for example reviewing first the original longer version with the original text, or
in a later version where the same original text might be accompanied by one or more
reflective comments made in the years between 2015–18. This allowed me to track (and
reconsider) the evolution of my thinking over time, supplemented across the three-year
process by reflective commentary added through subsequent reads. During the phases
referenced above I accepted two separate guest-faculty positions, temporarily moving
house twice, once returning to live in Canada for the academic year while working across
the Canada-United States border in a university in Detroit. These larger shifts of
environment, community, and country, coinciding with Trump’s election and
inauguration, echoed the ongoingness of upheaving internal shifts to my perspective on
the material in the Archive and renewed engagement with extant scholarship.
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Through a scholarly personal narrative lens, the transition to infuse extant sources
within the personal narrative is meant to “shift the reader’s lens from ‘this is the writer’s
narrative’” to the possibility of a shared narrative (109). This step echoes the transition in
Blackbird from the contained, liminal space of rehearsal practice to the public audience,
who have even in their absence from the contained liminality of rehearsal asserted an
invisible but palpable presence as unseen collaborators in the milieu of meaning evolving
in rehearsals. But this step to engage extant sources also meant—for me—returning from
that phase of outward proliferation (2010–12) to an inward place of contemplation where
engagement with those sources, simply by introducing ideas that recontextualized my
experiences or that put language to experiences I considered too difficult to put into
words, rendered my existing narrative, already on shaky ground, less fixed, less selfassured, and more amenable to rupture and reconfiguration.
Within the evolving scholarly personal narrative tradition, the details of this
transition spring from the question: “What are the implications for my profession that can
be extracted from my personal narrative and from my research?” (Nash and LaSha
Bradley 2011, 106). Teaching dance in multiple locations and with differing student
populations gave me a rich ecology in which to ask these questions. Though the
dissertation does not deal explicitly with teaching, the students I engaged while writing
the dissertation “show up” like the invisible presence of audiences in Blackbird.
However, unlike Nash and LaSha Bradley’s (2011) intention that this phase will make
clear the potential wider applications of the personal narrative, I experienced this
transition as another “space of vulnerability,” one in which it was neither possible nor did
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it serve my evolving grasp of the methodological milieu I was traversing, “to predict in
advance how and in what directions the research will progress” (Page 2017, 20).
This dynamic of moving back and forth into multiple versions of the archive, and
then in incorporating extant sources has contributed to what creative geographer Clare
Madge (2017) describes, using language evoking rhizomes, as a “roving writing strategy
that allows for multiple entry points and connectivities surrounding the complex
meshworks” (245) of material. In terms of Blackbird this meant reflection on the mesh
comprised of Archive, both the digital documentation of Blackbird and my embodied
recollections of the live dance, lived experience recollections of non-Blackbird-related
events sparked by watching Blackbird, and illuminations made possible by extant
theories that further complicate that mesh. My experience connects to what Melrose
(2018) describes as “the relationality of dance in performance terms,” which means that
“any attempt to account for ‘dance’, needs to be diagrammatic, multidimensional, in at
least two places at once” (30), such as, in the case of the Blackbird Archive, reflecting
across time and across an array of modes for re/capturing the experience in the time of
creation as well as in the time of writing. Melrose continues: writing about dance will
defy “writerly” convention, in part because “‘dance’ is regulated by a pulse that writing
cannot capture” (30).
My engagement with the Archive reveals a paradox that is characteristic of
autobiographical writing: self-reflection champions multiple and sometimes conflicting
voices emerging from a single individual (Cuming 2006; Madge 2017). The process of
engaging with the Archive as described upended my expectations around linear
storytelling with a beginning, middle, and end, even before connecting with Deleuze and
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Guattari’s work. The process meant navigating a shifting relationship with my memory,
with myself as an unfixed subject, multiple bodies-as-archive, and with the evolving
nature of the narratives about Blackbird that I constructed in the years between the
project and writing the dissertation.
Repeated engagement with the footage—first by pausing and re-starting the tapes
multiple times during the transcription process and as a result listening to sections
repeated in various configurations several times, and thereafter through reading and rereading the transcribed texts in the stages mentioned above—meant that I experienced the
material in a layered and repetitive, but also non-linear, fashion. This combination of
inexact repetitions provided a simulacrum of familiar choreographic/rehearsal
experiences through which I became an invested "expert-spectator" (Melrose 2007a) of
Blackbird and also a student of the Archive’s content. Borrowing language from Melrose
(2018), I was able to see “the other side of the dancer at work” (2, italics original) on the
reviewed videos through my status as both expert-practitioner and expert-spectator.
Viewing Myself and Suppressing Responses
In spite of my status as expert-practitioner and expert-spectator, viewing video
footage of myself dancing was complicated by vulnerabilities, perhaps those inspired by
attempts to find if not a more objective perspective, then at least a more stable one. As
mentioned previously, self-judgment has sometimes prompted me to look away or pause
during an otherwise straightforward transcription process. The practice of translating
spoken word to the page unfixed stored cognitive memories. Those memories inspired
considering disparate data from the eight years between premiering Blackbird and
beginning my review of documentation. Put another way: my body re-remembers the
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movement upon seeing it, but the memory is not solely or reliably visual. In watching
myself I am returned to the place and time of the conversations I see on video that
precede and follow my dancing. What I remember is not watching myself dance, but
rather the dancing itself. Therefore as I watch I am in many cases seeing for the first time
something that I experienced firsthand from a perspective quite different from the one I
had while watching the documentation several years later.
Vulnerability is an element of my process overall, in Blackbird, as a dancemaker
in general, and perhaps especially when watching my image on video while building the
Archive. As my research for Blackbird brought into sharp relief, however, I like most
humans am capable of temporarily overriding felt-sensation, or kinesthesia (SheetsJohnstone [1966] 2015) inspired by positive and negative memories alike. Quoting
neuroscientist Marc Jeannerod, Sheets-Johnstone writes that it is ultimately impossible to
ignore kinesthetic sensations, "'in the sense that they can only conceivably arise from the
self’ … [t]here are no reliable methods for suppressing kinesthetic information arising
during the execution of movement" (xxiii).
I agree that methods to suppress kinesthetic information are not reliable on a
permanent basis. Another way of stating this: I am not and cannot be an objective viewer
of myself. How I feel about watching myself on video, or what I see and can describe,
does not necessarily correspond with the experience of the dancing in the first place, or
even with how I feel in my body while watching a previous self. The kinesthetic
information underlying (and interrupting) my existing narratives about Blackbird have
been paradoxically insistent (recurrent, increasingly urgent to heed) and elusive (difficult
to stay with for long stretches of time). I attribute this difficulty to the variety of
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embodied registers inspired: 1) looking at the video image of myself, 2) recalling the felt
sense of the movement as a kind of nostalgia, and 3) feeling the movement
contemporaneous to viewing it.
My pre-doctoral text-based sources (Conrad, Feldenkrais, and Woodman) might
agree that though methods of suppression are not ultimately reliable, they can function
sufficiently for periods to occlude aspects of experience (see also van der Kolk 2014).
My experience of trying to suppress information that didn’t “fit” my existing Blackbird
narrative is characterized by a muscular lock-down (literally as though I am pressing
down slightly on my body), tension in my face, jaw, and brow, shallow breathing, a
grabbing sensation in the back of my neck and upper arms, and a burning sensation
around my shoulders. In brief, suppression is characterized by an uncomfortable lack of
ease. I have come to notice the distinction between 1) the sensations accompanying
suppression, and 2) the sensations accompanying comparative ease when, experiencing
the discomfort of suppression as sufficiently strong, I have surrendered to a deeper body
listening, accompanied by a dropping of my shoulders, the intentional release of some
muscles groups and an acceptance that I cannot (in that moment) release others.
Sometimes this happens through consciously deepening breathing or deciding to change
my body state by moving (dancing, swimming, or rebounding), or some other change of
state (like showering or bathing), in order to intuitively locate and attend to the original,
suppressed kinesthetic sense.12

12

My description calls forth the restricted body motility of young women in Iris Marion Young’s
([1980] 2005) “Throwing Like a Girl,” which I discuss in Chapter 8.
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Listening to Sensation
Listening to internal sensation is fundamental to many dancers’ life processes,
especially those dancers, like me, who are trained in somatics, which emphasizes attuning
with cues from the internal body to inspire greater self-awareness and sometimes healing.
Whereas Blackbird allowed me to practice attuning to internal sensation, intuiting the
meaning, significance, and history of those sensations has been part of the dissertation
process more so than analyzing the particular nature of external, visible movement in
Blackbird.
Moustakas’s (1990) depiction of intuition as it plays a role in heuristic
methodology describes my experiences of developing self-trust during all phases of the
dissertation. The final phase of writing has been more intuition-based than I anticipated.
It has involved synthesizing, without over-categorizing, years of engagement with
multiple archives, including the Blackbird Archive and my body as archive, which
continue to shift as I reflect on them. Specifically, Moustakas captures my use of the
Archive as “a kind of bridge” formed between memories that were both readily available
and buried, and the intention to translate Blackbird to the page.
From the tacit dimension, a kind of bridge is formed between the implicit
knowledge inherent in the tacit and the explicit knowledge which is
observable and describable. The bridge between the explicit and the tacit
is the realm of the between, or the intuitive. In intuition, from the
subsidiary or observable factors one utilizes an internal capacity to make
inferences and arrive at a knowledge of underlying structures or dynamics.
Intuition makes immediate knowledge possible without the intervening
steps of logic and reasoning. While the tacit is pure mystery in its focal
nature—ineffable and unspecifiable—in the intuitive process one draws on
clues; one senses a pattern or underlying condition that enables one to
imagine and then characterize the reality, state of mind, or condition. In
intuition we perceive something, observe it, and look and look again from
clue to clue until we surmise the truth. (25)
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Shifting Narrative/s
As previously mentioned, the narrative about Blackbird that I told myself and
others in the years immediately following the official project activities centered around
my embodied transformation through release of my abdominals and related shifts in my
approaches to the observer-observed relationship. That narrative focused on aspects of
the project that were most positive (as in uplifting and inspiring), creatively and
professionally productive, and that were publicly-lauded and professionally-rewarded
(for example through grants, awards, and job opportunities) in the years following
Blackbird’s premiere.
At the heart of this strand of the narrative was my work to release, re-educate, and
repurpose my abdominal muscles and compulsive muscular overuse of my core or center
body. This process made possible a new, idiosyncratic, and signature movement
vocabulary involving a value of physical ease and an ethic of no-harm, qualitative flow,
increased dynamic range, and more expressive articulation of the coordinated movement
of my spine, ribcage, and the spiralic connectivity of my arms and legs outward into
space and inward to my interior body. I also experienced a dramatic reduction in the
chronic back pain I had experienced since university and over the course of my early
career. Both of these factors influenced my practice and my career, with several new
funding and performance possibilities, abundant local teaching opportunities, and
affirming press and audience response to my work.
During doctoral study, and especially during the three years described above, the
stability of this narrative was challenged by both subtle and abrupt contextual shifts in my
life. It was also complicated by access to scholarly perspectives that my early research
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did not address. While that original narrative remains true—I did experience a
transformation of personal and professional perspectives resulting from my release and
re-education of compulsive use of my abdominal musculature—it has transformed into a
more complex narrative that is both illuminating and painful to work with.
My current narrative, and the one pulsing underneath the dissertation, is
characterized by pondering Blackbird after-the-fact as part healing ritual and part creative
laboratory, shared with collaborators and audiences, which involved living with the
following components: 1) the day-to-day reality of body dysmorphia (and related
disordered approaches to eating and exercise); 2) exploring doubt, hesitation, indecision,
and ambivalence in action; 3) proposing movement, dance, and performance as imperfect
but viable spaces for exploring adaptation to change and loss; and 4) personal and
theoretical reflection on my conflictual relationship with my body, especially my pelvis,
related to the ongoing reverberations of sexual trauma experienced twenty years prior to
beginning Blackbird. This last component was renewed as significant through: 1)
reflection on the Archive, which included Blackbird-era comments on sexual trauma; 2)
returning through invited professional engagements to the two locations where the sexual
abuse/assault occurred; and 3) the charged cultural and political backdrop to my
experience writing this dissertation in 2016–18 when sexual abuse, harassment, and
violence dominated headline news.
From the preceding description of the Blackbird Archive I turn in the next chapter
to a detailed description of the project My Name is a Blackbird.
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CHAPTER 5
CREST: DISCUSSION OF THE PROJECT MY NAME IS A BLACKBIRD
(BLACKBIRD)

In this chapter I describe the project My Name is a Blackbird from multiple
perspectives with an intention to bring the reader into the project as I viewed it during the
time of creation woven with reflection on the project during the years of writing the
dissertation through the present. I draw on excerpts from the Blackbird Archive and press
response to the piece.
1) I begin with a discussion of the life-work context characterizing my
life before and during Blackbird.
2) Following a press quote describing the project I continue with a
narrative description of a short snippet of a performance.
3) I describe the multiple collaborations I engaged during the project,
weaving in contextualizing perspective on my motivations for the
terms and bounds of select collaborations.
4) I then return to continued and fluid engagement with Blackbird’s
questions introduced in Chapter 1, focusing a bit more on gender as it
related to Blackbird and my earlier education in Dance.
5) From there I explore more about transmogrification in Blackbird,
including early exploration into shapeshifting, looking at the concept
of transmogrification with Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987)
becoming-animal, related to dysmorphia, and how Blackbird’s title
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functioned as a reminder of transmogrification’s cues to imagine
change beyond existing understandings of form and identity.
6) I then describe my vision for Blackbird as a space for exploring
transparency in process and body, and non-aggression, as informed by
Chögyam Trungpa’s ([1974] 1996) short piece “Dharma Art”.
7) I share three extended excerpts to bring the reader into my language
for describing Blackbird to the project’s documentarian. I summarize
key takeaways from each excerpt.
8) I close the chapter with a discussion of the ways I grappled and
continue to grapple with the blurring of healing and professional
dancemaking.

Blurring Work-Life Distinctions: Context for Blackbird
The performance—the “product” of a creative process—is typically seen as the
end result when the rehearsal process is made public “as” performance, even if the work
is still evolving (as was the intention for Blackbird). This detail signals a disjuncture in
my experience of time and productivity within Blackbird. I think of this disjuncture as
affined with what dance researcher Stefan Apostolou-Hölscher (2014) identifies as a gap
between what the artist perceives as the demand of the market and what the artist
considers “a potential artistic experience” (174). In my case the “market” was
contemporary dance in Chicago, a community and scene I had been involved in since
1994.
Apostolou-Hölscher (2014) sheds light on the absence of divide or boundary
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between an artist’s sense of work life and non-work life. This absence applied to me both
in general and as I approached Blackbird. He writes that for many independent artists
there is little difference
between life and work, and no real leisure time outside of work. The daily
activities of these artists are usually wrapped up in the projects they are
creating at a specific moment. Then they spend most of their time in the
studio, alone or with others. The work and labor they invest, certain ways
of operating, making, and creating are shared neither with the public, nor
with their colleagues. (174)
Whereas Apostolou-Hölscher’s concerns with work-life imbalance relate to definitions of
work and art within a marketplace of exchange, Kneale (2010) celebrates this imbalance
as with language that better reflects my experience. She writes:
I am not separate, in my work, to the self that inhabits any other part of my
life. What I find in physical exploration, I find everywhere else…It is from
a place of embodiment that I am able to fully meet all aspects of the
physical and emotional world, of which I am simply a part. (213)
In my experience this lack of separation is neither good nor bad yet it pushes
against conventional notions of professionalism-as-distance and prompts questions about
the risks and rewards of what is often a continuous sharing of deeply personal material
within artistic material, whether or not it is attributed to the sources from which it stems.
Kneale’s assertion, for example, that she can “fully meet all aspects” of her life in her
work, connotes an idealization that ended for me when my family left Canada,
coincidental to my experience of puberty. I have wondered cyclically for years if the
blurring of dancemaking and its concerns with the rest of my life has evolved as a shield
to keep trauma from informing both. My approach to dance has in this way been dually a
boundary and an opening up of boundaries. But I have wondered if it also protects me
from the effects of trauma and yet provides space for the reiteration of traumatic patterns.
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My desire to deepen embodied explorations in Blackbird was suspended between
an increasing awareness of the role of my personal history, especially that unrelated to
formal dance training or practice, and the financial and logistical realities of making a life
in dance in the early 21st century in Chicago. I implemented Blackbird with the support
of my then almost fifteen year-old dance company Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak, as well as
enough funding and organizational partners to allow us to increase our annual budget,
which was typically well under $75,000, to almost $90,000 during the year of Blackbird’s
premiere. This boon resulted from synchronous one-time funding sources, such as a
commissioning grant that allowed us to hire three composers to score the work for fees of
$5000 apiece, and a Chicago Dancemaker’s Forum Lab Artist Award to me individually,
which allowed me to increase my modest Artistic Director’s fee through the structure of a
non-profit organization and to conduct research trips to Italy and Canada. In spite of these
enhancements to the company’s and my budgets, my income came from disparate
sources beyond professional dancemaking and company leadership, including teaching
up to ten distinct classes weekly, sometimes more, at Northwestern University and for
dance companies and professional schools throughout Chicago.
The professional milieu I was operating in was similar to many of my peers and
defined my life for almost twenty years prior to doctoral study.13 I include this

13

The work-life “imbalance” I experienced during and after Blackbird and as an integral part of
company direction was such a common and for many a destabilizing phenomenon in Chicago
dance (and likely elsewhere) that I became co-initiated into a temporary consortium of female
artistic directors of Chicago dance companies. Together we convened a series of meetings with
the Arts Work Fund, a local agency funding organizational development for small organizations.
This resulted in the short lived FlySpace, an initiative intended to leverage partnerships among
this network to address systemic inequities. One of the unofficial outcomes of the initiating
gatherings, however, was the opportunity to share experiences and bring funders in on the
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information to honor realities sometimes glossed over in formal writing, even about
creative work.
[O]ften in scholarly writing about performance history and theory, artistic
content and form are extracted from the business practices that enable the
artistic events to occur. Though theatrical productions are often described
in specific social contexts, rarely is information provided about the
mundane details of how the artists financially found the time and space in
which to create the work. (Buxbaum-Danzig 2007, 20)
This context also informs my reading of Apostolou-Hölscher (2014), whose work flags
the gap mentioned above, whereby,
[W]hat goes on stage at the end of those processes, the pieces that result
from them, even if they might be called “works in progress,” are
considered art, but usually only as separate from a previous investment
that took place in private work spaces, not publicly. Therefore certain
divisions of labor, work, and responsibility enable and restrict the
production of choreography in various respects. (174)
Important here is that the autobiographical context informing Blackbird was
layered with the very lack of differentiation between life and work described above. In
responding to my concerns about neglecting solo work prior to Blackbird by prioritizing
ensemble work, I hoped to carve out the time and space, by leveraging increased financial
resources, to engage the deep embodied research I craved and that was required for the
work I wanted to do. This meant making space from within the Sisyphean14 structure and
economy of scarcity characterizing dance production in Chicago and the Midwest. I felt
the impact of the national backdrop of the controversial proposed National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA) funding cuts under President Reagan that coincided with my

challenges (and in some cases inequities) facing women-led dance companies in the growing
dance community.
14

The term “Sisyphean” is used frequently by me and my peers to describe the process of
annually repeating all of the funding applications and legal steps to verify compliance with nonprofit policy.
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graduation from college and entering the field.15 It was foreboding news when the
agency proposed severe cuts to their performing arts budget on the heels of a series of
high profile museum cancellations (notably in Central Ohio, where I was in college) of
performance artists whose work was seen as challenging vague yet ubiquitous “moral
standards.”
All of these forces both challenged and vivified my work. Choreographer Liz
Lerman (2011) describes the practice and sustained imagination required for staying with
questions and not “turning our attention to something else” (26), calling up Bill T. Jones’
assertion that an artist’s job is not to become distracted (quoted in Moyers and Grubin
1997). Lerman (2011) equates choreographic imagination (her antidote to distraction)
with “the perfect computer” for its ability “to work on no battery for a long period of
time” (26). For me this last sentiment captures the feeling of continually pushing-through
that accompanied my exhaustion with body dysmorphia, prompting the decision to seek
help and the resolve to create work that tacitly or explicitly nurtured healing.
From this entanglement between the personal and politically-tinged cultural
marketplace I envisioned Blackbird quickly, as a kind of daydream. I dashed off a poem,
which became a guide to more formal plans to develop the work, one rainy afternoon
when I sat looking out a window at a pile of autumn leaves decaying in a stone birdbath
in the overgrown garden next to my Chicago apartment. The poem reads:
My name is a blackbird
my answer is yes.
My call is a fifty-cent piece
translated into something you will hear
15

For further discussion of NEA funding during this time period, see Andy Horwitz’s (2016)
“Who Should Pay for the Arts in America?”
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in the morning
calling something like hello
but more like I need I wish
I will I will I will
beneath my feet like leaves
left from last fall when the leaves fell
prematurely without reprieve
the grey was overpowering
a relief of cold and wet
I saw it all but stayed quiet until March
when pieces came together to form words
and then just one word
yes (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, October 2005)
I planned Blackbird methodically as a complex, collaborative, multi-year
endeavor. The scope of Blackbird (described in this chapter) allowed me to leverage the
professional support I received and mine the personal insights gleaned from eating
disorder treatment. The latter especially made clear to me that my choreographic work
and my professional milieu, along with my perceptions of body, in terms of value,
appearance, function, and aesthetics, were intimately tied.
While Blackbird’s original timeline was approximately two years, the full project
from start to finish spanned over twelve years, from poetic inception through its 2007
premiere and subsequent performances to writing the dissertation. In this sense Blackbird
provided what Münker (2010) calls a “connective field of knowledge,” or, alternatively, a
“long-term learning frame” that fostered and framed immersion into a “creation that
enables sensuous sense-making and embodied communication, experience, knowledge,
and reflection” (163). While making Blackbird I shared many of Münker’s desires for
change through and within my work, which she describes as potential that is
based on the active, playful and serious use of imagination and
improvisation. All its layers—the personal, the artistic, and the political—
are visionary, unconventional, and ultimately successful by virtue of
creating a strong frame to experience learning and change. (175)
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Knowing and Not-Knowing
Reflecting shifts in my perspective, connection to scholarship, and modes of solo
and group inquiry over the last decade that have formed my understanding of dance as a
laboratory-like space for attending to radical difference,16 I align with Münker’s (2010)
view that, “[I]n the end I am interested in the social relevance of this kind of art and
aesthetics” (164). The results of Blackbird are ongoing and continue to evolve,
sometimes dramatically, through the dissertation, which reflects, following Münker
(2010), a “continuative result” of Blackbird and, simultaneously, attempts a
“retrospective reflection on it” (165).
From the contexts informing Blackbird a quasi and morphable distinction
emerged for me between not-knowing as a creative aspiration and knowing as sometimes
an impediment to the risk-taking, failure-welcoming approach that not-knowing
engendered. First, I pursued not-knowing early in Blackbird and related questions about
ego, form/lessness, and mutable identity became part of the Blackbird narrative for
several years and led me to pursue a doctoral degree. Second, later curiosities around
knowing and not-knowing emerged during doctoral coursework, including, as stated,
around dissertative expectations. I frequently felt conflict when encountering texts and
what I assumed to be their superior capacity (over, for example, my body knowledge) to
produce meaning and represent knowledge. I was simultaneously attracted to and

16

Throughout my teaching and choreographic experiences since Blackbird, I have often
articulated my vision for dance in this way. In 2016, I returned to my alma mater Denison
University to give an artist talk, much of which centered around bodily perception and acceptance
through the lens of dance. In that talk, I specifically refer to dance as a laboratory for exploring
difference rooted in the subtleties of bodily comportment, size, posture, and the relationship of
these factors to cultural value (Delgross 2016).
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troubled by the need to present proof in scholarship or to assert an argument, both of
which seemed contradictory to not-knowing.
Like Hay’s (2000) description of herself in My Body, The Buddhist, Blackbird is
“the work of a dancer/choreographer not schooled in theory, analysis, poetry, or
criticism” (xxv). I notice that I reject schooling at the same moment I pursue it. Hay’s
language connects with my understanding of the role transmogrification played in
Blackbird when she describes her modes of accessing the unknowables she encounters in
her work, and how she intentionally undoes body’s process toward knowing:
I study riddles, some of which are ‘what ifs’ that arise when I am
dancing…The manner in which these ‘what ifs’ can thrill and annihilate
the body’s reasoning process, overwhelming it with self-reflection, is
similar to the experience of beginner’s mind in Zen Buddhism. (xxv)
Hay’s idea that her prompts can “thrill and annihilate the body’s reasoning
process” turns me to Woodman’s (1982) Addiction to Perfection. I am reminded of my
habit of falling back on binary thinking—for example, the binary I am flirting with just
now between knowing and not-knowing. In this set-up knowing is cast as hierarchically
superior and related to mind, text, and traditional conceptions of thinking. Not-knowing
is inferior and related to body, movement, and thinking-as-embodied, where body tissues
are credited with a form of intelligence that is nonetheless undervalued, and which
Woodman (1993) suggests becomes “slow, stupid, and irrational” when separated from
what she considers the “majesty of the feminine” (74). By idealizing not-knowing and
rejecting knowing, I am paradoxically placing a greater creative value on the very
processes I also habitually (almost unconsciously) credit as intellectually inferior.
Woodman (1993) might see this conundrum as connected to an addictive process.
Perfection addicts (most of Woodman’s clients lived with body dysmorphia/disordered
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eating) turn to ritual and obsess over material substances, for example, the consumption
or avoidance of food, alcohol, or drugs. These destructive rituals “annihilate” the addict’s
“ego and drive them into meaningless unconsciousness” that leaves them, post-ritual,
feeling “duped” (74) by the failure of that matter to respond to the underlying need. (It
was this word “annihilate” that took me from Hay to Woodman.)
I sometimes wonder if I treated Blackbird as a creative ritual that might replace
the rituals of starvation and food and fitness obsession that preceded the project and have
recurred to a lesser extent, periodically, since. Woodman writes that the basic addictive
impulse is spurred by a positive desire “to find another dimension,” but that “the more we
try to transcend ourselves the more we are unconsciously trapped in our own
materialism” (74). For Woodman matter—body—is denied through strict affiliation with
“the patriarchal demand for perfection” (74). The pursuit of perfection becomes
obsession with external matter, fueling a materialism that destroys body and, macrocosmically, appears as a “rape of Earth” (74) through abuse of the environment. I see that
the struggle to value my material body and movement while sometimes conceiving of
split-off mind and thought as superior creates tensions that recur in this project.
Woodman writes: “If we look into the silver mirror and hate what we see, we are
hating our own reality. We are setting up a split between our inner and outer worlds”
(111). This passage captures my experience of a split and fraught relationship between
my inner and outer worlds. I will try to unravel it without hastening to or forcing a
resolve. I associate my inner world with cognition and intellect and with it the superiority
I habitually place on that mode of thinking. My outer world is what I can see, including
the material evidence of my body as physique, shape, and the flesh I can see, touch, and
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hold. In Blackbird I wanted to honor this matter—I wanted it to matter—to increase its
value including by confronting the ways I tacitly and habitually afforded it inferior status
even with a desire to do otherwise. I wanted my flesh to be the thinking part of me that I
deemed superior, yet I also wanted my outer flesh to become, or to function as if it were,
transparent to allow what I considered a deeper, richer inner world of continuous change
to be seen.
Aharoni (movement coach and Feldenkrais practitioner I worked with in
Blackbird) commented after watching one of my pre-performance warm-ups that it
looked like I wasn’t “thinking the movement anymore,” adding “that’s probably why it
feels more honest” (Blackbird Archive, April 2007). Further, Chremos (2007b) wrote that
Blackbird represented my “stepping away from intellectually driven ways of putting a
dance together and delving into the nonlinear realms of body-based expressiveness” (24).
I read these commentaries as evidence of shared suspicion around conceptions of
thinking and its impact on the depth or honesty of movement.
In the Blackbird Archive I wrote that I had a “fear of leaving the familiar” and a
“need to identify something external and invisible” to help ground me, such as a
landscape beyond my material experience of the world, the expanse beyond the visible
horizon, the imagined center of Earth from my dream of being a deer, or my perception
of the relationship the Capoeira dancer had with gravity. I was also “in pursuit of
something internal and invisible” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, June 2006). I expressed
my need “to trust that that will occur” in performance. I hoped that by identifying
something invisible and external to me, such as a blackbird as a placeholder for that
external anything, I might also find access to a corresponding invisible internality within
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me. Perhaps this was my mode for connecting my perception of the binary represented by
internal and external, body and mind, to the invisibility of material phenomena beyond
my immediate view.
Grosz (1994) lauds Deleuze and Guattari’s critique of binarism, which she writes
“poses a striking alternative: rather than the either-or choice imposed by binarisms, they
posit a both-and relation” (181). However, it is not that Deleuze and Guattari deny the
usefulness of binaries. They, Grosz writes, “acknowledge that one must pass by way of or
through binaries, not in order to reproduce them but to find terms and modes that
befuddle their operations” (181). Borrowing from Grosz’s language, Blackbird offered a
framework through which to temporarily befuddle the habitual operations of the binaries
I identified as problematic in my life, even if through this befuddling I encountered new
opportunities for struggling with and demonstrating and encountering those binarizations.

The Project Itself
Each performance of Blackbird is an improvisation and is so processoriented, yet so rigorous, that watching the piece at its best is like
watching the artist living—witnessing the human mind at its most intent
with all the failures and transcendences that come with complete
commitment. Blackbird from conception to its current state, is Shanahan’s
big, cumbersome, epic novel: sloppy moments and flashes of the diving
are united together under the greater thesis. (Hoyer 2010, paragraph 4)
Description of Performance17
I walk a circular path on a white-painted dance floor framed by four white
columns. Half garage, half loft, the performance space is a hybrid of
elegance—the white floor, warm lighting—and underbelly—high
industrial ceilings, dusty corners stacked with ragtag theatrical
equipment. The hard texture and warm coloring of the upstage brick wall
17

A version of this description was developed for publication in Shanahan (2015).
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lends the space a fireplace-like intimacy. The audience of about seventyfive, roughly the space's capacity, are seated in a broad semi-circle of
chairs beginning at floor level and extending up three tiers of handmade
wooden risers.
I begin the hour-long spontaneously-composed performance after walking
this simple half circle. I begin to dance on a diagonal path. My movement
is an interplay between darting, abrupt gestures into space, and round
movement that seems to pass through my torso and ripple through my
limbs. I carve the space with my arms and then wrap my body with them,
spiraling, like curling ribbons on an unsecured Maypole that takes me off
the vertical axis. My fingers furl and unfurl like animated filigree, their
tips pursing in to suggest bird-like bodies. Are my hands communicating
something that is arising from an intrinsic bodily source? Are they having
a conversation with that source? With the audience? I remember this into-out sensation of conversation in my body and articulated in the space
between me and my witnesses. I recall it as if I were receiving a code-less
sign-language traveling between my hands, sternum, and unseen but
sensed intrinsic source.
Now, I see an anxious quality in my movement, which I remember only
upon watching myself on video almost seven years later. In my memory,
which is attenuated by time and filtered by what I want to remember, the
movement had more instances of calm. What I see now is an urgent
internal-external seeking interrupted by bursts of fluid and spiraling
movement. I recall slowing down in performance to listen for deep
internal sensation without relying on the familiar symbolism of shape or
form. I recall allowing the shapes and forms to emerge from the intrinsic
sensations in my body, rather than from ideas or assumptions about what
the shape might look like to an observer. I recall wanting to make intrinsic
movement visible for the witness, and to let myself be seen, without
pretense, in the oddity of found physical forms before they become treated,
improved, or attenuated by my choreographic ego, training, or
expectations. Long strands of fast, grounded movement are punctuated by
slow sections in which my attention moves further inward—my eyes close,
eyelids flutter, and the vocabulary becomes more subtly sourced through
my torso and gut. Sometimes my neck strains forward and out, as if to
make sure the audience still knows that I know they are there. (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, December 2014)
I wrote the preceding description in 2014 while reviewing the playback of a
performance video of Blackbird. The project proceeded formally through a collaborative
and multi-faceted creative process between January 2006 and April 2007. In April 2007 I
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performed the resultant work, a 60-minute spontaneously-composed solo, in a series of
twelve performances presented over three weeks at The Building Stage in Chicago, with
subsequent performances in 2009 and 2010 in Chicago and New York.18 Chicago- and
Philadelphia-based improvisor and dance writer Chremos (2007a) described the work
when it premiered:
There are many layers to Blackbird, choreographer-performer Molly
Shanahan’s much-anticipated new project, appearing onstage for the first
time Thursday [April] 12. The dance itself, a solo for Shanahan, is nestled
in a multimedia framework that includes contributions from eight other
talented artists in lighting design, video, movement coaching, and stage
direction. (92)

My Name is a Blackbird Project Organization and Collaborators19
I assembled collaborators in response to my desire for:
•

movement coaching and research support in rehearsal;

•

dramaturgical feedback;

•

three original musical scores that were distinct from one another,
created from minimal verbal discussion about themes;

•

documentation of the project at all stages of the process; and

•

outsourced management and coordination of production, marketing,
and front-of-house elements.

18

Subsequent performances of Blackbird occurred in New York at Joyce SoHo and in Chicago at
Epiphany Episcopal Church Performance Space. Additionally, I premiered a follow-up response
to the original Blackbird in a work called Blackbird’s Ventriloquy at Chicago’s Links Hall in
September, 2017.
19

Beyond introducing the collaborators, I do not attempt to balance (give equal space to)
discussion of collaborators/collaborations.
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I contracted a project-based production manager and public relations coordinator to
manage the tasks that would typically have been absorbed by me and the company’s
current part-time administrative support collaborator, Kristina Fluty, who handled much
of Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak’s day to day operations and communications. Below I
briefly introduce each of the project’s six creative collaborators.
Leslie Danzig (dramaturg) was at the time the Director of 500 Clown, a popular
and critically-regarded Chicago-based physical theater company. I had seen Leslie’s
original work (unaffiliated with 500 Clown) presented the year prior at the PAC/Edge
Performance Festival in Chicago and was impressed with the blend of humor,
intelligence, and what read to me as the uncontrived embodiment of the performers she
worked with. In an early interview with the project’s documentarian, Danzig spoke about
her role in Blackbird:
I don't know that there's a fixed definition for what a dramaturg is for
dance.20 Molly and I are negotiating what that position is through the
practice of doing it. I think the key ideas are that I am here to serve the
piece as Molly's creative advocate for her process as she creates the
piece. She probably has all of the answers for what Blackbird will become,
and sometimes it takes the right question, which can provoke more clarity
about what the project will become. (Danzig, Blackbird Archive, January
2007)
Kathleen Aharoni (movement coach and Feldenkrais practitioner) had been
my Feldenkrais teacher for the previous year through our affiliations with Northwestern
University’s Dance Program. Kathleen taught Pilates and Feldenkrais Awareness through
Movement classes in the department and I frequently attended. I had been exposed to
Feldenkrais as both an undergraduate at Denison University and a masters student at The

20

See also Katherine Profeta’s (2015) Dramaturgy in Motion: At Work on Dance and Movement
Performance.
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Ohio State University. In this early exposure I found the work challenging in its subtleties
and the instructor’s prompts confusing. When I met Kathleen I had been an advanced
Pilates student, taking from an instructor who was immersed in Feldenkrais training and
as a result shifting away from Pilates, which focused on training the “core,” to
Feldenkrais, which eschewed unnecessary muscular use, including the use of muscle to
shape one’s body to conform to current fitness and aesthetic trends. In Kathleen’s class
my previous exposure to Feldenkrais began to “click,” and I rediscovered his writing with
enthusiasm.
Blackbird provided an opportunity and framework for me to delve into the
Feldenkrais Method one-on-one with Kathleen, and to adapt and personalize that work
through Kathleen’s observations of my rehearsal process. In her review of Blackbird,
Chremos (2007a) wrote,
Shanahan and Aharoni’s mutual exploration of Shanahan’s instrument (her
body/mind) has yielded some very special dancing. Audience members
commented on sensing that Shanahan’s movement was welling up from
deep within her core. I venture to say that the Shanahan/Aharoni
collaboration is in fact the most creatively potent relationship among all of
those Shanahan cultivated in the Blackbird project. (Paragraphs 4 and 5)
Note that while I refer to collaborative experiences with Aharoni, they are not
emphasized in the dissertation. Our work together was influential and, as Chremos wrote,
a potent collaborative relationship. This was particularly so in connecting my reengagement with Feldenkrais’s ([1949] 1996, [1972] 1977, 1981, 1984, 1985, 2010) texts
with movement practice. However beyond these connections, a close depiction of the
collaboration did not rise to the surface of that which was translatable or within the scope
of the dissertation.
Nadia Oussenko (dance for the camera artist) had the role of video
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documenting as much of the project as she wanted to during the first year of Blackbird. In
addition to rehearsal footage, Oussenko conducted two interviews each with project
collaborators. From the footage she amassed, Oussenko created a 50-minute dance-forthe-camera film, which premiered in a fundraising event in fall 2007, approximately six
months after Blackbird’s premiere.
Heidi Dakter (costume designer) and my collaboration was unique in that I did
not commission the creation of garments that I would wear in performance. Instead, I
proposed that during our year-long collaboration she explore the creation of fantastical
garments, both implemented, and those that were imagined, sketched, or in non-garment
form, that could be worn by non-human entities, or other imagined, chimeric creatures
not necessarily bound by human form. In a TimeOut Chicago preview Chremos (2007a)
wrote:
The costumes are inspired by the numerous themes of Blackbird, which
delves into the semi-penetrable, mysterious conglomeration of ideas,
symbols, and images ranging from transmogrification (shape shifting) to
Jungian psychological theory, masculine vs feminine, alchemy and
superheroes…
Dakter and Shanahan are taking the conventional costume
designer/choreographer roles to another level. Shanahan refers to Dakter
as a textile artist; she values Dakter’s imagination and skills as a
collaborator, peer and colleague. Their shared project goes beyond simply
dressing the dance once it’s been conceived; their dialogue about costume
is a powerful tool for navigating the creative process. (92)
Rather than showcase her designs on my body in performance, Molly
Shanahan/Mad Shak held a public event—we called it a “trunk show”—showcasing her
work for Blackbird in our dedicated attic studio at Berger Park six weeks before the
premiere, and then displayed in the lobby of The Building Stage during the performance
run. Dakter transformed the Berger studio space into a small museum featuring a
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collection of garments (such as a cape with an embroidered rendering of Tom Cruise’s
face, dresses designed for birds, and an elaborate necklace made from old keys, chains,
and feathers), objects (such as a dozen hollowed-out dyed black eggs, a collection of
extracted teeth, and a trunk filled with talcum powder covering a submerged antique
doll), and Oussenko’s video short (not the full documentary mentioned above) capturing
what Dakter called a “happening,” which occurred spontaneously when she brought a
preview of the collection to a rehearsal three weeks prior to the trunk show. Chicago
dance writer (now filmmaker) Lucia Mauro (2007) wrote:
This exhibition—exploring the themes of birth, death, and marriage—also
gave insight into Shanahan’s choreographic process. In this show, cargo
trunks stood like sentries around a decomposing Victorian lounging dress,
a yellowing bridal veil, and an unsettling collection of extracted wisdom
teeth, baby shoes, skeleton keys, and a moldy 18th Century child’s dress
form. (Paragraph 7)
With support from Commissioning Music/USA, Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak
commissioned original scores from each of Blackbird’s three composers: Andrew Bird,
Mark Booth, and David Pavkovic. Their task was to respond in a 30-45-minute score to
a tiered box I created that was filled with writing and a curated collection of objects,
including a homemade jigsaw puzzle, photos, rocks, and a custom scent.
Shanahan gave each music writer an identical Joseph Cornell-style box
filled with objects, text, and scents to provoke a score that would match
her dance’s mood. (Mauro, paragraph 12)
In an early interview with Oussenko, I described my use of the boxes as a
substitute for lengthy explanatory conversation with the composers. I include an excerpt
from the interview here because it illuminates my orientation to the rhizomatic
possibilities of the collaborations with the composers through de-emphasizing verbal
forms of communication to rely instead on the play of images sparked by the boxes in the
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hands of three distinct artists, working alone and without any obligation for their scores
to “go together.”
Oussenko: What about the boxes?
Shanahan: I'm not sure where the idea came from. I wanted to give the
composers and me a chance to communicate without sitting down and
having to agree on the meaning of the dance, or to have the exact same
definition for each qualitative term we might be using to describe our
work. The boxes came from my desire to communicate with them so that
they could interpret that communication rather than being always in
conversation using words. I was exhausted from that kind of
communication. I didn’t want to describe the poetic atmosphere of what I
was going for in the piece but instead to actually show them examples.
Think of when you go on vacation and you come back and assess what you
picked up on the way. The shells you pick at the shore, the pictures you
took, and the things that struck you from that environment; in a lot of ways
the boxes were that for me, a collection of memories and images.
I really got into making them. I planned for three months making note
after note about what could be included. I wanted to use invisible ink and
secret phone calls, messages, and codes. I wanted them [the composers] to
be led into an adventure. In the end the boxes look and feel a lot like
miniature version of my apartment. There's a miniature window, for
example, and a tiny buddha figure, and a doll’s chair that resembles a
child’s chair I use to hold plants in my front room.
The boxes are a way of bringing my space to the composers. Making them
was a way of having some control without being "controlling" about the
outcome. (Oussenko and Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, June 2006)
In one of the post-show discussions during Blackbird’s initial twelve-show
performance run, one of the composers responded to an audience question about the
impact of working with the box.
The boxes effectively replaced the conversation that you have at the start
of every piece which is “what’s the piece about?” This is often an
unsuccessful conversation. It’s one of the places where language fails, at
least for me. I’m not a fan of narratives in general and that initial
conversation of trying to understand a narrative (or not-a-narrative)
never works for me. The box replaced that, and it made me question my
palette as a composer: What am I doing and how am I going to do it in a
way I haven’t been challenged to do in a long time? I just dug through the
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contents of the box, and ultimately I connected to a DVD of Molly dancing
at home. That video combined with my sense-memory of seeing Molly in
performance, and I worked from there. (Pavkovic in Shanahan, Blackbird
Archive, April 2007)
Blackbird’s Questions
Blackbird was inspired by questions about form, identity, gender, and naming. I
asked the following questions, put in a variety of ways: How would I move, and how
would I think of myself, if I were not bound by my perceptions of what it means to be
human or “female”? Additional questions grew from this starting point, especially: What
would happen to my body and my sense of identity if I called myself something other
than human?
Approaching Blackbird I wondered about my identification as a woman
specifically and more generally I wondered about the possible embodiment of gender
beyond binary representations or identity, and beyond the concept of gender at all. This
orientation connects to my use of Deleuze and Guattari, whose work, “resuscitate[d] the
concept of difference from the grip of identity politics” through their development of a
“concept of difference that dismantled the hierarchical character of dualisms such as
being/nonbeing, man/woman, human/animal, white/black and so on” (Parr 2015,
paragraph 3). Eric Eatherly’s (2007) review of Blackbird following the premiere affirms
these goals as evident in the work itself:
In Blackbird, Shanahan excavates her own psyche to explore universal
themes, such as gender roles and stereotypes… How does gender role
influence movement? And how, through movement, can a dancer enter a
deeper level of physical awareness? Shanahan's last work explored light,
but Blackbird explores darkness—physical and psychological, literal and
metaphorical. (16)
At the beginning of Blackbird’s process I was not aware of relevant recent
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scholarship on gender in dance.21 However I had exposure as an undergraduate and
graduate student in the late 1980s and early 1990s to writings on gender that identified
the field of contemporary dance as a space of inquiry and boundary-pushing.22 This early
understanding of dance as a viable space for gender inquiry23 helped lay the ground for
questions that arose as I envisioned Blackbird.
Two of those early influences that stand out include the work of Johanna Boyce
(see Boyce et al. 1988), whose dances explored weighted movement that defied
conventions of the female dancer as light, small, and ephemeral, and Joe Goode’s 29
Effeminate Gestures, which I saw at the Wexner Center in Columbus, Ohio in 1988. The
performance featured Goode in a mechanic’s jumpsuit and wielding a buzz saw while
repeating the phrase “I’m a good guy” in a stuttering, mantra-like rhythm. Dropping both
saw and spoken text, Goode performed luscious fluid movement emblematic of his
evolving (and now iconic) style (see Whited 2014). These examples and others played
with my conception of a gender binary as an undergraduate dance student and
exemplified dance as a space for renegotiating gender. Underlying these external
influences was also my experience of dancing with mostly women throughout college
and graduate school, and receiving instruction from mostly female-identified professors.
Thus I experienced dance as both a space open to negotiating gender and as a female-
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See chapter one of Oliver and Risner’s (2017) Dance and Gender (1-19) for reviews of
relevant literature on the subject.
22

See also Adair (1992); Daly (1987, 1991); Hanna (1987, 1988); Stinson, Blumenfeld-Jones;
and Van Dyke (1992).
23

Judith Butler’s ([1990] 1999) Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity
posited the concept of the normativity of gender performance by the sexes.
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dominated space.

Transmogrification in Blackbird
As I envisioned Blackbird I latched onto the concept of transmogrification as a
way to play with my perceptions of form and identity beyond my habits.
Transmogrification typically signals the transformation from human to animal, however
my interest was first around shifts of both matter and identity within, whether to animal
or human or other forms, and second I pondered the role of transmogrification in the
fictional life of superheroes whose “flaws” evolved to become alter-egoic sources of
power and sometimes to foster social justice and healing.24 Behnke (2008) advocates for
“fieldwork in actual as well as imagined intersubjective contexts” (151), which places in
context the fantastical elements of transmogrification, shape shifting, and concomitant
drag-like presentation of superheroes that infused my questions about human and nonhuman form, identity, and naming in Blackbird. I want to gently remind the reader here
that the creative research into concepts in Blackbird was purely to fuel a creative agenda,
and existed outside the realm of academia. Put another way, a little research into
transmogrification goes a long way to fuel imagination.
Transmogrification and Shapeshifting
Animated by the idea of transmogrification I perused texts on the practice of
shapeshifting (see Perkins 1997), and I connected the idea of shapeshifting with
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See, for example Schroll and Polansky’s (2017) “Bridging Transpersonal Ecosophical
Concerns with the Hero’s Journey and Superheroes Through Comicbook Lore: Implications for
Personal and Cultural Transformation.”
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Woodman’s (1999) writing about the frequent appearance of animals in her analysands’
dreams and drawings, and the metaphor of body-as-animal used by analysands to
describe their experiences. Transmogrification was also salient to Woodman’s (1993)
focus on dreams and the imaginal realm to inspire, among other things, healing of what
she considered the feminine-masculine split and negative mother concept that for her and
others is at the heart of anorexia.25
Woodman’s views align with what shamanic researcher John Perkins (1997)
refers to as the most destructive shapeshift in history: “[T]he shift away from the
feminine” (41). Perkins writes about his journey from dismissing as trickery instances of
shapeshifting that he witnessed on research trips to the Andes, for example by shamans
“suddenly taking on the form of a jaguar” (21), to one of increasing understanding that
shapeshifting is not about one entity becoming other, but rather of the expression of an
inherent and abiding oneness between all species. An elder tells him, referencing the
shamanic shapeshifting Perkins witnessed: “they don’t really become this other at all,
because all along they were this other. They and it are the same” (24). Fundamental to
practicing shapeshifting, the elder teaches, is belief in this oneness and a willingness and
an ability to imagine oneself as another entity. He describes shapeshifting as emerging
from the dream to “transport you into a whole new realm” (21).
The dream is everything—the waking dream as well as the sleeping
dream, our visions of who we are, where we want to go. It affects all
aspects of our lives, whether we admit it or not. Once you understand this,
then you’re in a position to start moving energy around. That’s when
shapeshifting begins to happen. (21)
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See also Kim Chernin’s (1985) The Hungry Self: Women, Eating, and Identity.
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Echoing Perkins’ explorations into shapeshifting, in The Spell of the Sensuous
David Abram (1996) writes about an Inuit tradition in which humans and animals shared
a language. Abram includes the response by Nalungiac, an Inuit woman, interviewed by
Knud Rasmussen in the early 1900s:26
In the very earliest times
when both people and animals lived on earth,
a person could become an animal if he wanted to
and an animal could become a human being.
Sometimes they were people
and sometimes animals
and there was no difference.
All spoke the same language. (87)
Abram characterizes his own experience with shapeshifting as magic rooted in the
ordinary. He writes:
There was nothing extraordinary about it, not in the least. It was not the
encounter with a supernatural dimension that unfurls somewhere beyond
my everyday awareness, into which I might elevate myself now and then,
but with a dimension always operable beneath my conventional
consciousness, a carnal realm wherein my animal body was engaged with
this ongoing interchange with the animate earth. (224)
The sources above include those accessed during Blackbird and those accessed
during the dissertation process. My research into shape shifting was in both cases linked
to a desire to enrich my understanding of how I viewed transmogrification during
Blackbird and how that understanding bleeds into the dissertation. During Blackbird, and
stemming from my initial questions about transmogrification, form, and identity other
questions emerged: what if I called myself something other than Molly? Other than
woman? Other than dancer? Other than bipedal? Other than vertically-oriented? How
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Translated from original Inuit by Edward Field.
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would such shifts in perspective change my perception of myself, my stories about my
life and identity, and how would such shifts change my taken for granted assumptions
about how to live my life? Would thinking differently free me in areas where I felt
constrained?
Revisiting these questions repeatedly in the dissertation I think of Deleuze and
Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) comments on name and identity: “The proper name does not
indicate a subject, nor does a noun take on the value of a proper name as a function of a
form or a species” (291). They go on to describe naming (the proper name) as outside the
taxonomies of identity that I was reimagining in Blackbird. In other words, the proper
name “Molly” (or “a blackbird,” or any other proper name) does not classify the named
entity within a category (“a function of a form or species”) but rather exists in the realm
of “becoming or the haecceity” (291). They refer to the proper name as an “agent of an
infinitive” marking “a longitude and a latitude” (291) related to the continuous event of
becoming” (291). Deleuze and Guattari use the example of a name being given to a storm
system (usually by a meteorologist). This mode of naming (for example, Hurricane
Theodore, Tropical Storm Huey) succeeds in their eyes in doing what a name should do,
which is to mark or signify a process of becoming and change.
Transmogrification and Becoming-Animal
Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) concept of becoming-animal (included in
Appendix A), both resonates and conflicts with Abram’s and Perkins’ referenced above.
For Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) becoming-animal is not about an imagined
transformation into an animal. “Becoming-animal does not occur in the imagination”
(238), Deleuze specifies, for example at the level theorized by Carl Jung, whose work
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influenced Woodman, or Gaston Bachelard, who depicts a kind of transmogrification
through deep engagement with the imagination. For Deleuze and Guattari what is
important is not the outcome, or the transition from one species or form to another but
rather the process of becoming itself, “not the supposedly fixed terms through which that
which becomes passes” such as woman, Caucasian, dancer, or other ways that I identified
with form and that were my identities-of-concern in Blackbird. Rather becoming “can
and should be qualified as becoming-animal even in the absence of a term that would be
the animal become” (238).
In other words, I don’t move from being Molly to being a blackbird, I am (you
are) becoming: becoming-a-blackbird; becoming-rain; becoming-movement; becominglake; becoming-superhero; becoming-dissertation. Through this understanding, and if the
linguistic structure of becoming-animal is to be taken literally, it might be more accurate
to signify a Deleuzian-Guattarian becoming with the hyphen (-) that is in process in the
in-between, which is where becoming occurs not through “progress or regress along a
series” (238) but rather by forming what they call “a block” from one entity to another.
Further, it is the becoming that is real, whether or not the “thing” one becomes is real.
Along with Abram’s and Perkins’ embracing of imagination and dreaming to
inspire change, Deleuze and Guattari’s perspective retroactively illuminates my concept
of transmogrification in Blackbird. The point was not to become something else but to
dwell in the internal potential that would enable shifts in my relationship to identity and
form. To restate, I described this in the Archive as “discovering new identities within”
(Blackbird Archive, June 2006). Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write: “The
becoming-animal of the human being is real, even if the animal the human being
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becomes is not; and the becoming-other of the animal is real, even if that something other
it becomes is not” (238).
Transmogrification as Seeing and Trusting Internal Body
Underlying my curiosity during Blackbird was a sense of disconnection between
my visible, outer body, and the ways I felt encouraged to value the shape of my body
more than my intrinsic experiences. Reminiscent of phenomenological discussions of
kinesthesia (Behnke 1997, 2009b; Sheets-Johnstone [1966] 2015), I wondered: if I could
grow to trust the movement inside me, including the movements of sensation and
emotion, would this newfound trust influence my experience of my form? Would trusting
intrinsic movement foster healing from the harmful effects of engaging with my
interpretation of others’ impressions of me and my perception of value judgments based
on my appearance and outer, visible body?
How much or to what extent I was consciously aware of others’ perceptions of
me, in a day to day context or a dance context, remains a question for me. Behnke (1997,
2001, 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2011) and Melrose (2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2011, 2018) provide
helpful anchors in a relay begun years ago through engagement with Feldenkrais, Conrad,
and Woodman, each of whom view body as wholly interactive with different emphases.
Feldenkrais ([1949] 1996, 1985) emphasizes integration of whole and adaptability to the
inseparable but distinct environment; Conrad (2007) prioritizes resonance between all
fluids, all the time, extending from the personal, enskinned fluids to those of other human
and non-human creatures, to the fluid element from earth to ocean; and Woodman (1982,
1990, 1993) foregrounds reclaiming and integrating the material body (with material
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connoting mater or mother) with psyche through contact with imagery, particularly dream
imagery and that emerging from creative expression.
In her project to place phenomenological practice in conversation with
somatics,27 Behnke (2009b) contests Husserl's conception of body as a “thing” and turns
instead to his notion of “kinesthetic consciousness,” which she describes as “the founding
dimension of experience to be addressed by the discipline of somatics in general and by
somatic practice in particular” (17). She goes on to expand the notion of body as a thing
to a “living kinaesthetic consciousness,” which is what “transformative somatic practices
work with” (17). A “living kinaesthetic consciousness” resonates with becoming through
a Deleuzian-Guattarian lens.
Melrose (2006), coming from a practice as research perspective, critiques
unqualified use of the term “the body” (and, beyond that, “the performer”) as “lazy” and
“nonsense,” as it objectifies expert practices. She writes:
[W]hat those who use the term ‘the body’ in the context of performing arts
are actually dealing with is neither ‘the body,’ or ‘a body,’ but rather
‘some body observed’, or, more specifically, ‘somebody’s expert
bodywork, expertly observed”. As spectators what we are watching, in
other words, is (‘always already’) watched: we are watching an event of
expert observation. (1)
Throughout the dissertation the reader will note my use of the terms body, my body, or
their/her/his body, but not the terms a body or the body, unless embedded in an extant
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Behnke (2009b) notes that somatics and phenomenology emerged within approximately the
historical period in which the lifespans of several key somatics and phenomenological pioneers
overlapped, between 1859 and 1995. She notes additionally that the term somatics, though
attributed to early practitioners such as Feldenkrais and F. M. Alexander (Behnke acknowledges
the theoretical aspect of these somaticians’ work, though their main emphasis was on practice)
was introduced much later by Thomas Hanna (1970) and further championed by Don Hanlon
Johnson (1977).
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source. In doing so, I attempt to particularize body, addressing Bond’s long-standing
questions, “Who is (the) body?” and “Whose body is ‘the body’?” (Bond 1993; Bond,
Bingham, and Shanahan 2016).
Melrose’s (2006) comments encompass aspects of Behnke, Sheets-Johnstone, and
Feldenkrais in her highlighting of awareness of a self-spectating that transcends simply
looking at the parts of oneself visible to the eyes or through a mirror’s reflection. She
theorizes looking as “quiet attention to attention itself, as the means to a particular and
heightened experience” (18) that retains an awareness of an “eventual, and unknown,
onlooker” (11). Melrose complicates kinesthesia to include a multiplicity of awarenesses
(in her case in the performing arts), a multiplicity I experienced in Blackbird and the
dissertation where layers of observation (observing myself in multiple formats over a
period of twelve years) catalyze a productive though sometimes maddening jostling in the
interstices between knowing and not-knowing and where a sense of stable identity
merges with the sense of near-constant change, the latter being at least partially congruent
with transmogrification.
Knowing and not-knowing might be kinesthetic states that alter in the
intersectionality of one’s own “expert” gaze webbed to outgoing tides of not-knowing in
concert with the not-knowing but kinesthetically invested spectator28 that create the

28

To some degree, and largely associated with her critique of the concept of mirror neurons,
Sheets-Johnstone ([1966] 2015) separates the kinesthesia of dancer with the visual sense of
spectator—the former feels and the latter sees. On this point I align with Behnke: for example
when I hear a person, whether a stranger or someone I know well and whose body is near to me,
describe leaping over a fence and severing ligaments in both knees, my own knees buckle. I
cringe. In imagining the movement, given as a memory by the person who experienced it
kinesthetically, I have a strong kinesthetic response. So strong, in fact, that it overshadows the
visual image-making associated with seeing. My experience is that this is often true in dance,
with both dancer and witness available or unavailable on an interdependent continuum. Behnke
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conditions where the “elaborative expert practices practise the performer, as much as vice
versa” (Melrose 2011, paragraph 17), as quoted previously. Here lies a key
methodological intersection between this dissertation and Blackbird, in the sense that
entering an appreciative orientation for not-knowing undergirded my inquiry and
progress in both projects and endured as an ontological value.
The questions referenced above and others that grew from these were guides for
reconsidering my body from the inside out. This reconsideration generated more specific
questions as related lines of flight: How would I move if I stopped holding in my gut?
Prizing a taut belly? Valorizing and longing for weight loss, even as a secret desire long
after I was regarded by students and peers as a dancer with a “non-traditional” body?
What if I stopped feeling guilty about my shape and began to dance it rather than engage
muscles to hold it in place, hide it, or minimize it and only then dance. How do I feel
about my sexual and digestive organs, both internal and external, as parts of my body? As
aspects of my dancing-self?
Transmogrification and Body Dysmorphia
Transmogrification appealed to my curiosity for change as well as to my evolving
understandings of my disordered eating, body dysmorphia, and recent exposure to
conventional medical modes of treatment in the recovery program I attended the year
before starting Blackbird. All of these factors dealt generally with change. However
playing with transmogrification as a concept that relied on my imagination reformulated
my fantasy of disappearance into what I considered an actionable creative experiment

(2011) writes of the “fuzzy borders of the somaesthetic field” as “occasions for the affective
permeability through which I can sense, say, the other’s shock as it ripples through my own body.
In such an experience I am vulnerable to events in an interkinaesthetic field of which I am, as it
were, a local, transpassable intensification” (96-97).
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(somewhere to put my drive to change) responding to underlying fantasies of change,
going back or returning to an idealized smaller body, and controlled disappearance.
Through the self-reflection the dissertation has prompted, I perceive that the seeds for this
line of curiosity were planted in my transition from childhood, when fantasy around form
and identity are an inherent part of play, to adolescence, when my body changed
dramatically and suddenly. I share an autobiographical narrative below that captures a
period of experiencing these changes.
It is 1977. I am nine, and I am at lunch in Birmingham, Michigan with my mom
and my aunt and a cousin who is a few years older than me. We have been
shopping at Saks Fifth Avenue. We all tried on a few things. After shopping we sit
down for lunch at a restaurant with dark wood and tall plants; it is darker and
fancier than what I am used to. When it’s my turn to order I ask the waitress for a
hamburger, French fries, and a 7-Up. My cousin orders a Diet Coke with a salad.
I barely contain a laugh as she finishes ordering; I think she is teasing; I think
that ordering a Diet Coke is designed specifically to get me to laugh. A Diet Coke
seems like something an older relative would order, not my cousin and not even
my mom. I see from her face that she is serious and I quickly make myself quiet; I
look down at my hands resting in my lap. I notice the delicate quality of my
cousin’s hands, and the manicured nails of my aunt as she takes a sip of her water
with lemon. I feel odd and clumsy.
Suddenly my stomach feels queasy and the back of my neck becomes hot
and I struggle to breathe normally; I feel my heart pounding in my chest. I am
ashamed of my order.
I want to rush back in time and order a salad and a diet soda, but I can’t
bring myself to speak up. My head feels heavy and the ache in the back of my
shoulders is acute. I’m still not sure how I feel about the Diet Coke; it still seems
funny and yet I don’t feel like laughing anymore. I look down at my bare white
legs, knowing they will make a slick peeling sound, like suction, if I try to get up
from the sticky maroon banquette seat.
A few months later, during the summer, I start my period. I HATE IT.
Before that, I learned that I hated wearing a bra—the constriction. I hate my
breasts, too, but my experience of them is so conflated with the requirement of the
bra that I hardly notice them. I want them to go away and at least the bra makes
the flesh of my breasts less mobile.
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But now that I’ve started my period I worry about whether it will arrive at
a time when I want to be active and free—which previously had been much of the
time—for running, jumping, playing, riding my bike, climbing trees and hills, and
swimming. I wonder if I will ever feel comfortable at a slumber party again, or
running fast and racing the boys in the grades above me. I cannot imagine
laughing now.
A few months later I announce to my mom and my sister that I am going on a diet.
I feel proud. I think I will be congratulated. My mom looks worried. Her brow
furrows and her hands are occupied with the makings of dinner for me, my sister
and brother. She asks, “Why?"
"To lose weight. Because I need to. Because I'm fat." She tells me I’m not
fat. I feel confused.
Dwelling in the sheer possibility of alchemical flesh transformation, but one not
rooted in the pursuit of thinness or of a former, younger body, the idea of
transmogrification allowed me to play with imagining my body as non-human, and,
importantly, to revisit the power of language in my life to suggest that the naming of
something, me, could be wild, non-sensical, and untethered from expectations for myself
that I understood to be both learned and constructed. I wanted to “undo” these
expectations in some positive manner that did not involve starvation or using dance as a
form of exhausting and often punishing exercise. This was unlike what I had done
previously, when I prized working through pain, continued movement and restrictive
eating past the point of comfort.
Transmogrification and Blackbird’s Title
Poetically indicating my orientation to morphability, the illogical grammatical
structure of the title of the piece is intentional. My Name is a Blackbird is meant to signal
that anything might be replaced for a Blackbird. Yet in spite of the “anythingness” I
wanted to suggest—for example a table, a flower, another person, a tornado, a tree
branch, a cotton field—Blackbird was the word, and name, that I chose. That intuitive
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choice provided rich imagery emerging of my Blackbird questions. I have since reflected,
for example, that birds’ shapes generally feature a long, forward-sloping belly. I observe
this just now looking out the window from my desk, and, turning to the many drawings of
birds I did as I was preparing for Blackbird. Reflection on the intuitive choice of the word
“blackbird” in 2006 and the realization twelve years later that the shape of a bird
emphasizes its belly is one example of how the passage of time nurtures perspectival
shifts.
However, what seems important here is the braiding of the imagery of bird with
the underlying wish to undermine my identification with human form that I intuited was
woven into my unhealthy compulsions around body. In Rebecca Coleman’s (2011)
unpacking of Deleuze’s and Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts of being and becoming,
being frames transformation as “identifying with or imitating something else in order to
become like it,” whereas becoming is “not a derivative process” but a “force of
transformation in itself” (151). This distinction elevates body as central to becoming.
This relates to my wishes to reconsider human identification in Blackbird and in the
mutability of the subject of the dissertation title in that Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of
body is not limited to human. Coleman asserts that theirs does not rely on Western
philosophy’s binarized treatment of, for example, “subjects as human and active, objects
as artificial and passive” (151).
Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) address naming in A Thousand Plateaus,
which for them is not a function of identity: “[t]he proper name does not indicate a
subject” (264), but rather of movement and becoming. For Deleuze and Guattari names
mark “a longitude and a latitude” that is not the “subject of a tense but the agent of an
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infinitive” (264). The idea of names acting as processes of becoming, without being tied
to a specific subject, retroactively contextualizes my intuition that fundamental to
exploring change in my body would be allowing for change in my concept of taken for
granted markers of identity. These markers include my name and, beyond that, any name
indicating my participation within a human milieu of proper names where, according to
phenomenologist Peter Willis (2001), “the act of naming stands between the knower and
the ‘things themselves’ (4).
Willis (2001) cautions that it “is never possible to use the kind of thinking and
knowing which is linked to language to get behind language to a direct intuiting of the
world outside the mind” (4). Here it is helpful to remember Deleuze and Guattari’s
([1980] 1987) overall project to think differently, their assertion that “thought is not
arborescent,” and their critique of the idea that thought moves from singular, stable roots,
which has “made us suffer too much” (15). Following Deleuze’s assertion that intuition
is “the movement by which we emerge from our own duration” (quoted in Manning
2016, 47), which I interpret to mean the interconnectedness of my sense of time,
regularity or habit, and identity. Erin Manning (2016) proposes that “[i]ntuition is the
relational movement through which the present begins to coexist with its futurity, with
the quality or manner of the not-yet that lurks at the edges of experience” (47). In the
mundane gesture of naming a dance, I wanted to propose (within the structure of the
title’s language) the morphability I hoped to explore through the concept of
transmogrification.
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Blackbird’s Movement
Aside from the extended descriptive passage earlier in this chapter that describes
the beginning of a Blackbird performance I have intentionally minimized self-generated
descriptions of my rehearsals or performances of Blackbird, or at least what my
movement “looked like.” In part I have wanted to focus more on the internal experiences,
the “back story,” and to value those experiences as much and in some ways more than the
outward, visible shapes, forms, and relationships formed in my body while dancing. I
have not wanted to objectify my own dancing or become caught up in self-judgment or
evaluations of quality that I might be compelled to engage internally but not share with
the reader. Rather, I have wanted to think “about and … through the processes by which I
came to create the work” (Nuding 2017, 69).
With that said, I appreciate that description of my movement in Blackbird is
important, particularly given my emphasis on translating from dance to text. The
emphasized description of the “back stories” referenced above are important, but so is
some description of what I did, what it looked like, and how it might be described by
watching it, whether live or on video. The reader is already aware that the dissertation
includes audience and press responses, some of which do some of the work of describing
the movement from a perspective other than my own. In particular, I have chosen those
excerpts when they capture the movement in descriptive language or reveal something
about the process relevant to a particular discussion. As stated, I have attempted to leave
in description without emphasizing particular praise or evaluative judgement. To flesh
out descriptions of what Blackbird looked like or felt like for a view watching the work, I
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asked my friend and colleague Kristina Fluty, a movement analyst,29 to generate two
brief descriptions30 based on the video of performance linked earlier in the document. I
include those descriptions below along with a hyperlink to the corresponding video clip
cued to the starting point for the ten- and thirty-second video clips that served as the basis
for her description. Fluty chose these sections because for her they capture an array of
characteristic movement in Blackbird, and because these sections involve a kind of
searching-for-movement that was characteristic of both the process (described more fully
in Chapter 8) and the performed work.
Description #1
3:10-3:20 - Molly moves her arms and hands quickly through the space
closest to her body; she moves them up and down like she is painting a
wall as close as her nose. She fills that same space with filigreed hand
gestures, articulating her fingers into shapes like "OK" symbols turned
sideways and spiraling around her head. This gives way to movement that
has full-bodied weightiness and she drops her pelvis closer to the floor,
gliding back and forth, front and back of her own rooted vertical axis, her
hands now like jellyfish in ether-water as she slows down slightly to spiral
into her back space with her head leading. She finds a lower, wider stance
that allows her to breathe deeply and play with her undulating belly - once,
twice, before she is on to the next body-thought. In this section breath
always punctuates action, and her face dances along with body.
Description #2
34:30-35:00 - Molly crouches/sits on her forelegs, undulating up from the
floor through her spine, her torso available for gentle expression unfolding
into soft arms. Her hands remain free yet slightly shaped as if she is giving
us a soft something or asking for something that doesn't enliven her need
to reach to her edges. Her mouth opens and closes in small beginnings of
speech without forming words. Her focus oscillates from her hands to us
to the space close to her as if she is having an absurd conversation with an
29

Kristina Fluty is a Graduate Laban Certified Movement Analyst (G-LMA) as well as a
Registered Movement Pattern Analyst (R-MPA).
30

Kristina Fluty, email message to author, December 11, 2018.
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unexpected person. Her head drops and rises as she seems to study the
hinge of her neck/head/jaw for the first time, all while pulses of buoyancy
from the pelvic floor send shiver-like movement up her spine to her eyes.
Transparency and Non-Aggression
Transparency
During the process of creating and premiering Blackbird I was guided by a value
of sharing with audiences not only the performed work but also some of the less
developed aspects of my creative process. This value was spurred by a trend in
independent contemporary dance in the late 1990s and early 2000s, and specifically
within my milieu in Chicago. I was also encouraged by my company’s affiliation with
Links Hall, a small, influential space for experimental performance on Chicago’s
northside. The executive director of Links Hall was at that time CJ Mitchell, who during
and for years after Blackbird served as Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak’s Board Treasurer.
Mitchell encouraged my thinking about and implementing ancillary programs that
might open up my creative process for audiences at earlier stages of the process. This
early programing focused on details, idiosyncrasies, or particularities of the process that
might not be evident, revealed, or highlighted in the performed work. I had already
established a pattern of offering this type of corollary programing during the development
of Eye Cycle (2003-05), which involved several audience enrichment events along with
the self-publication of a graphic and narrative booklet documenting the project with an
accompanying music CD (Gordon and Shanahan 2005). This experience informed the
following supplementary programming for Blackbird:
•

a series of six public work-in-progress showings;
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•

a fundraising event in October 2006 introducing audiences to the
project with performance by me and Andrew Bird;31

•

pre-show discussions focused on topic areas (such as the musical
collaboration with Mark Booth) and post-show discussions following
every performance hosted by peer artists, local presenters, and former
Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak collaborators;

•

public conversations focusing on specific collaborations such as an
event focused on dramaturgy for dance with Danzig, and the “trunk
show” featuring Dakter’s costumes mentioned above;

•

an enhanced promotional and marketing campaign (compared to my
previous and subsequent work) featuring a fold-out brochure detailing
the themes of work, and lobby displays showcasing costume designs
and the composers’ boxes;

•

a fully-produced music CD of the three original scores for the project,
written by Bird, Booth, and Pavkovic; and

•

the creation and premiere of a 50-minute documentary dance-for-thecamera by Oussenko that charted one year of the creation process,
which premiered in a fundraising event six-months after the close of
the first run of twelve live performances of Blackbird.

31

Andrew Bird is a popular multi-instrumentalist singer-songwriter. He was among my close
circle of friends in the early days of Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak, and he was gearing up for the
release of his most widely-distributed album to date, Armchair Apocrypha (2007), as he was
working on his score for Blackbird. The raw materials for that score are included in his
subsequent album Useless Creatures (2009).
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Later iterations of the work involved less of this type of programming, though
each of the six subsequent performances of Blackbird in New York in 2009 and Chicago
in 2010 involved a post-performance discussion with audiences.
The value of sharing work with audiences at all stages of creation was congruent
with my more personal value of transparency with myself and for audiences. This interest
in transparency, however, was not solely focused on opening up aspects of the process as
it unfolded, but rather in attending to and honing my embodiment and expression of the
minute, subtle details of the movement process in my body as it unfolded moment by
moment. My goal was to do this at an enhanced and advanced level compared to my
previous movement practices, which to an extent had been more focused on the shapes
my body made and the visual relationships produced by the choreography rather than on
the sensations that accompanied whatever shape emerged.
I supported this goal with a range of practices: meditation, authentic movement,
exposure to the Danis Bois method,32 Feldenkrais group and private sessions, and oneon-one movement coaching with Aharoni along with dramaturgical collaboration in
rehearsals with Danzig. Further, I completed a five-week self-designed retreat to Ontario,
Canada to explore Blackbird by reconnecting with my childhood town and related
influences. I also read books by Woodman (1980, 1982, 1990, 1993), and re-read
Feldenkrais ([1949] 1996; 1984) texts I had been exposed to during college. These
practices were in addition to ten-months of approximately 15-20 private rehearsal hours
each week.

32

The Danis Bois method is an eponymous hands-on somatic healing modality developed by a
French osteopath and physical therapist. It is not widely practiced in the United States.
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My goal was to be transparent with myself, and through my movement with
observers, about as many of the underlying movement and emotional events within my
body as I could become aware of—even those I did not understand but could feel through
sensation and change in my body tissues. I hoped to allow sensation and awareness to
wash through me and to allow myself to be seen navigating the translation of that into
performance. Here I connect again with Deleuze’s distinction between being and
becoming, where “the relations between a body and the world are mutually constitutive”
(Coleman 2011, 151), and where bodies, unlike subjects and objects, belong to the world
of becoming. Coleman writes that for Deleuze, “bodies and the world are immanent to
each other” (151). I hoped that a panorama of my felt-sensation would feel present,
evident, or palpable for audiences, even if these transparencies were not explicitly visual
events resulting in or from traditional shape-making or virtuosic dancing.
A key element of transparency was my intention to compose the choreography
and structure of Blackbird spontaneously over the hour-long run-time: I wanted to
become as skilled as possible in responding to the impulses arising in me, and the
responsiveness of the audience and of myself to the audience who functioned as a
wordless influence. I wanted to develop expertise in my ability to find, allow, or gently
craft a compositional through-line from the raw materials of improvisation in which the
only score would be devotion to the previous two values, grounded by what I hoped
would be a readiness in my body and mind to be present and available to myself and
observers.
I used the term spontaneous composition to describe my improvisational
movement creation and performance method in Blackbird. This approach is echoed in my
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process of writing the dissertation. In Blackbird spontaneous composition required trust
that my body’s stored and of-the-moment somatic intelligence is a system sufficiently
skillful to create a dance that coheres as spontaneous, legible, and rigorously composed in
the moment—not predetermined or dictated by a score beyond the time, space, and
logistical constraints of the performance setting and the individuals gathered. I viewed
the twelve months of movement research leading up to performance as an opportunity to
explore, alone and with a dramaturg, movement coach, and invited audiences, the release
of former habits of movement and dance making and to practice spontaneously
composing in varied increments of time to understand how I sensed and used time toward
the live creation of a dance, gradually building to a full 60-minute performance.
I described the shift from previous modes of creating work in a conversation with
Chremos (2006): “For a long time I made work that had an emphasis on strategic
compositional structures…For Blackbird, I’m working toward a mode of cultivated
spontaneity, based on internal investigation” (24). Similarly, I described my intentions to
Mary Houlihan (2007) who quotes me in the Chicago Sun-Times:
I’m working toward a piece that naturally includes all the established
vocabulary [of the research] but is performed with a minimum of
conscious planning…I’m challenging my memory and my curiosity rather
than making something that fulfills my previous ideas of what
composition should be. (15)
In this quoted text above, the phrase “existing vocabulary” refers to the movement
language that emerged as new habit over the year of researching Blackbird, and the
movement that might emerge as I became more skillful at risking exploring unknown
movement patterns in front of an audience. Danzig (Blackbird’s dramaturg) described my
movement goals to Nadia in an interview before one of our rehearsals.
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Molly is in a constant and continual state of research about how her body
moves and about integrating that information into composing movement.
And you see it. When I saw her perform at an event I noticed the shift
between the rehearsal performance energy and the performanceperformance energy. I said to myself, "Oh, there it is." Just like I know
how it is in the work I do in theater. I can see the depths to which she's
working, and the complete integration of her body where movement of the
toe affects the movement of the elbow, for example. There's a knowledge
there and an experience that's palpable. I feel it when I watch her move.
We’ve been working on composing spontaneously in front of a viewer. So
whether it’s just me watching or with invited guests I'm watching her
compose in the moment. I notice that there can be continual movement
and then repetition of that movement, with a sense of timing and
punctuation. Or sometimes she instantly makes a shape and is fully in that
shape and then has an outside awareness to mentally step out and to
know, "I've just made a shape" that she wants to keep, and then she hits
that shape again moments later. Being inside that moment, and that way of
repetition and spontaneity, I think is a real skill. It's not something anyone
would just know. (Danzig quoted in Shanahan, Blackbird Archive,
February 2007)
In addition to wanting to set aside my ideas about how a dance “should” be made,
I wanted to suspend my assumptions about the aesthetics of bodily appearance. Departing
from former habits of evaluating my external shape, I wanted to make choreographic
decisions based more on internal sensation and the ways those phenomena directed my
movement. These goals connect with Münker’s (2010) long term mode of choreographic
research in her project Transploration,33 which focuses on “the act of decision-making in
choreographic processes that operate neither with set movement material nor with set
aesthetics” (163).
Münker bases movement exploration on somatic principles of building embodied
awareness, slowing down habitual response, and cultivating what she aptly terms

33

Münker’s Transploration project occurred contemporaneously with Blackbird’s premiere,
beginning in 2007.
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“tolerance for and the investigation of different states, their impermanence and
indescribability” (168). This depiction resonates with choreographer Nachbar’s (2012)
discussion of what he marks as a historical shift in dance training during the second half
of the 20th Century:
[T]echnique was understood no longer as the repetition of situations in
order to form bodies within a certain movement repertory (in other words
establishing certain movement habits), but as the production of corporeal
sensations and perceptions. The body was no longer a style-fulfilling
machine to be trained but an instrument of sensations to be tuned. (6)
Green (2014) situates the kind of somatically-infused research captured above by
Münker and Nachbar, and shared in Blackbird, as one that “enables researchers to
develop systems of reflexivity and ‘decenter’ uncritical assumptions and perceived
notions of a found and static reality” (74). She suggests further that somatically informed
dance and the sensitivity and practice it requires and cultivates, including and especially
in encountering inner conflicts, “may resonate with a postmodern turn away from a clear
certainty or universal truth” (74). Instead, somatic movement research “embraces
multiple personalities, diverse perspectives, and an inner physical struggle with emerging
ideas and issues” (74).
Non-Aggression
As previously stated, a major influence going into Blackbird was Trungpa’s
([1974] 1996) concept of dharma art, which guided my approach to spontaneous
composition and my paradigm for dancing, body, and audience. Trungpa described
dharma art as “simply the activity of non-aggression” (13), signifying an approach to
artmaking that springs from a kind of meditative state, and, according to Trungpa,
provides a directness in the encounter between artist and art, and artist and audience. I
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interpreted this to mean that whatever unaddressed emotional issues, or unclear
emotional, psychological, or physical clutter from my past or present—grief, denial, or
unacknowledged but significant buried emotion I might try to hide or hide behind in or
with my dancing or previous approaches to expertise—would threaten my ability to be
transparent with an audience. Following Trungpa, I saw a potential lack of transparency
as not simply a veil covering the innards of the work, which I felt were more important
than the visual elements of the work, but more so as a potential act of aggression against
myself and, through unconscious engagement with that dynamic, against the audience in
performance.
For example, if I tacitly wanted my belly to be or be seen as flat, or to experience
it as flat to avoid experiencing its curves, softness, fleshiness, and weight, I believed that
I would be committing an act of aggression directed first at myself, then outward toward
the audience, and more broadly through the project itself as a creative offering to the
world. This act of aggression would show up in at least two ways. First, it would show up
in any unnecessary muscular effort to pull in my abdominals. I would tighten, grip,
constrict, or compartmentalize parts of my body from the whole. Second, aggression
would show up as unacknowledged dogma; if, for example, I subscribed to an unspoken
but embodied value that “flat (or thin, long, light, slender, ethereal) is better,” I would
project that value onto the audience and inflect their perception of me and the work.34

34

See Schippers et al. (2010) and van der Kolk (2014, 58-59) for more thorough descriptions of
this phenomenon.
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Transparency as Non-Aggression
Further, I suspected that any projection of wanting to appear to be other than I
was would undermine transparency, my ability to be present, and access to the connected
nature of body. My concept of transparency took root during the year leading up to
Blackbird, as an intention to cultivate tolerance for and the skills to remain present with
the influxes of bodily sensation and mental information that accompany my experience of
dancing. I hoped to not shut down, to negate, or try to “overcome” those sensations,
thoughts, and images but to use them as cues signaling potential opportunities to delve
more deeply into bodily experience and to ask, “what is here, within or adjacent to this
sensation, that wants to move?” I hoped that by dropping into sensations of micromovement in my body, and by practicing to face the fears I knew I was hiding of
appearing fat, weak, ugly, or unskilled, I could allow aspects of my moving internal self
to be more evident and to palpably influence the performance.
I began with myself in hopes that becoming a more benevolent, non-aggressive
self-witness would foster an environment where the audience might see themselves with
more benevolence. I did not want to project onto the audience my impression that they
were there to judge or critique me, even if some degree of judgement or critique took
place. I explained to Oussenko in our first interview:
One of the things that happens sometimes in performance and I have felt
this and I also see it is that the work of art becomes the barrier between
the artist and the audience. The artist is hiding behind the work of art and
the audience is trying through the work of art to access the artist. But the
one thing that unifies everyone in a performance setting is the humanity;
we're all humans, we're all there, and we're gathered to experience
something.
My hope is that observing dance can be an opportunity for an audience
member to drop into their body, or to drop into their imagination, and go
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somewhere with that. It’s an honor to be part of that potential. It's not
about them sitting there thinking how great I am or how interesting it is
that I can do that move and not that move. Whether I am “good” at this
dance is so irrelevant to life, and so irrelevant to movement. I want the
audience to be able to identify with me as conveying something that’s
meaningful to them, beyond me. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, April
2006)
I knew I needed to face my self-judgment and I used the promise of an audience
as inspiration, coupled with a wish to not harm them with any projections of judgment,
and the motivation to heal patterns of self-loathing. At least, I told myself, I might take
one step in that direction during the project.
Even if audiences could not see my felt-sensations of internal bodily movement
(the micro-movements referred to above), I hoped they would be felt, and that that feeling
would wordlessly encourage audiences to, as I said to Oussenko in the passage above,
“drop into their imagination and go somewhere with that.” I did not have ideal language
for this at the time, but I trusted that a feeling of mutual, unscripted resonance could be
conveyed in the briefest moment of honesty with self and honesty between self and other.
I want to honor this trust as a fundamental element of my desire to dance and an
underlying reason an audience wants to watch me, or anyone, dance.

Extended Excerpts From the Archive
When I began Blackbird I was interested in stripping away my preconceived
notions of what it meant/means to “have” a body, and what it meant/means to make a
dance, to perform a dance, and to perform a dance for other humans to see and
experience. I wanted to go “as far from the familiar shores” of my dancemaking as
possible (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, April 2007). In retrospect I wonder if my
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impulse to reconsider body was a creative response to a pervasive sense of bodily
mistrust borne of experiences of body dysmorphia and sexual abuse/assault. I wonder if I
felt that if I cannot trust my body, then perhaps I cannot trust my conception of body.
And so, overwhelmed by the impossibility of changing my body, I turned my energy to
changing my concept of body itself. To bring the reader into my “real-time” depictions of
Blackbird I include below three extended passages of transcribed text from formal
interviews and informal conversations with Oussenko. These transcriptions were video
recorded by Oussenko between June 2006 and July 2007.
I share these transcribed segments in particular as a way of bringing the reader
into my orienting ideas and concerns for the work contemporaneous to the project itself.
The first was recorded at the beginning of the project in June 2006, the second at a midway point in January 2007, and the third during the initial 12-performance 3-week run of
Blackbird in April 2007. I have lightly edited the text for clarity. Now, in 2019 and
thirteen years after these conversations took place, I do not “agree” with everything I said
about Blackbird at the time. However, these segments serve the following four functions.
1) They authentically represent my outlook at the time of making Blackbird. As
such they are not filtered by a desire to prove, assert, position, or even to articulate the
value of Blackbird as a dissertation topic (a PhD was not something I considered at the
time). Instead, I share them verbatim, and only lightly edited for readability.
2) They provide a glimpse into the language I used to outwardly describe the
piece and process as I was making it. As such they function as a kind of time-capsule
captured prior to the self-reflection that has been integral to the dissertation.
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3) The excerpts do the work of quasi-triangulating my perspectives on
Feldenkrais’s work, absent the attempt to frame Feldenkrais’s relevance to, for example,
Deleuze and Guattari.
4) Finally, I view the excerpts as introductory touchstones (as in both an object of
focus to ground the reader in the “past” of Blackbird and as a baseline of sorts that allows
both the strengths and naivete of my creative vision for Blackbird to be reflected). I also
want to illuminate for the reader the ways my outward description of the project
sometimes became inadvertently buried in more intimate influences that have since
emerged as central to the dissertation, but were secondary or only part of my private
articulations of why the project was important to me at the time. Also, having noted a
shift in my narrative of the project I want to honor and make explicitly present the words
of an earlier version of myself who could not have predicted the scrutiny with which I
have viewed these words after the fact.
Excerpt #1
The following was recorded by Oussenko in my living room in Chicago, during
June 2006.
I set out for this project to find out what is movement, not what is
movement invention. I want to experience my body moving rather than (as
in the past) experiencing my body creating movement and then doing it for
an observer.
It's been a quest of mine to transcend body, and to use movement as a way
of leaving my body. In some of the materials for this project I talk about
recovering from an eating disorder. Before I started recovery my
emphasis and priority in life was to be light. That doesn't mean I was
[light], but I so prized and was so obsessed with being bone thin that I
believed it was the only way to have a body. I believed that it was
honorable and pure and transcendent. And I believed that the lighter I
could become the more I would transcend my body, and the more my spirit
would be free and open.
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I was afraid of the darkness in my body for a lot of my life, but now in this
process I think that [my] desire to transcend my body is turning into a
desire to enter my body more deeply, which is what is dark about the
piece. I'm intrigued by that darkness and I'm less afraid of the darkness in
myself. I guess what that means for me in terms of movement is entering
more honestly the truth and reality of my material body without the
compulsion to be light. To really be in my body as a mover and to give up
my desire for lightness. I know that lightness is part of life, but so is
darkness.
I’m focusing on the movement of my ribcage and pelvis. I’m finding more
movement in the joints within the pelvis that move. Most of my dance
training and my physical orientation in general has been to hold those
joints stable and to move around them. Rediscovering that there's
movement in them is like finding a whole new world.
I can't describe yet what the movement is going to look like for Blackbird.
I know from playing around in the studio that there's an emphasis on my
experience of anger and bound strength. My last few years of work have
been so much about softness, ease, and effortlessness but with Blackbird I
feel more assertiveness coming out, and the movement reflects that. [It is]
more angular, stronger, and less “pretty” in the ways that I grew up
thinking about pretty. I’m not sure what I mean, but I think I mean: dainty
but strong, elongated and slender, representing femininity in a universally
appealing way.
I’m experiencing a transformation to how I experience being a woman.
I'm asking myself a lot of questions about the assumptions I have made
and how those have manifest in my body. I’m reading work by Marion
Woodman, the Canadian Jungian analyst and author. She writes about
women and body with an emphasis on eating disorders and addictive
processes. She also writes about masculinity and femininity and the
balance of those identities within an individual, and the need, in her terms,
for a differentiated masculine and feminine. I feel lucky that I came
across her writing because it correlates with a lot of what I'm thinking
about.
35

35

While much of Woodman’s work in practice with analysands focused on healing what she
considered a split between masculine and feminine energies, her vision for a new paradigm for
gender relations was a coming together of the masculine and feminine rather than a reification of
the binary. Woodman “advocated not only for women’s rights but for a fluid, dynamic conception
of gender,” and “an independence of mind and spirit free from the fetters of patriarchal
constraints” (Bogdan 2008, 114).
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I'm shining a light on my assumptions about what it means to me to be a
woman, and I hope that I can shed some of my assumptions that aren’t
really me. I want to honor the masculine parts of me. [When I say
masculine] I don't mean "male." I am talking about archetypes, not
stereotypes and not biologically male and female humans. I'm only
beginning to understand this. I think I've been ashamed of the parts of
myself that I see as masculine, even if I’m rewarded for those aspects. For
example the parts of me that are strong, articulate, driven, and a hard
worker. Maybe those aren’t truly stereotypically male or masculine
qualities. But I think I’ve lived with a lack of self-consciousness that I'm
starting to experiment with that's new for me.
I'm [also] studying Feldenkrais. For me Feldenkrais work is all about
convincing my nervous system that there are more options than I currently
have or believe in. And not just convincing myself once, but being in an
ongoing process of engaging with my nervous system and remembering
that I don't always have or know the best way of doing something.
Feldenkrais work happens through the lens of body and within body. I
mean, sure, I access my body when I dance, but I am constantly engaged
with my mental concepts of what is right, what is best, and I think that
limits my sense of what is possible. Feldenkrais cuts through my mental
concepts and it has expanded my sense of potential in my body. I’ve
started to realize that if change is possible in one area then change is
possible in all areas.
And then there’s this idea of transmogrification, which is a concept, a
mythical concept, of transforming, usually from human form to animal
form. For me both Feldenkrais and transmogrification are about having
options to express more of the self. Transmogrification is not so much
about transforming from one thing to another, but transforming within
and recognizing new potential within, and new identities within.
So, I’ve got these different lenses [for approaching this project]. But I also
want to be honest that I think I came to dance because I did not know what
else to do. I felt lost and with dance I felt found. That sounds hokey but I
think it's true. I felt I had a community and a set of challenges to work
with. Also, I was able to engage my obsessions, compulsions, and
neuroses in dance. Another choice might have forced me to deal with
those in a different way. In dance I was able to deal with them through
expression and I was able to indulge the parts of myself that are interested
in looking at the self, in one way or another.
Part of looking at myself is wanting to explore ugliness. There is
something “inner” that happens with ugliness in my opinion and
juxtaposition of body parts in ways that feel ugly, grotesque,
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inappropriate, and monstrous. I am so excited about that. Think of all the
ways you and I have been taught ways of maintaining uprightness. It
wasn’t enough that our skeletons are vertical. We also have to work to
maintain that [posture]. It’s almost like we’re so afraid that if we don’t
maintain it we’re going to go back to being apes. Because we work very
hard to maintain it and, according to Feldenkrais and other somatics
folks, we don’t have to. We are given this incredible vertical gift, but we
act like we have to hold onto it for our lives. We have to do this super
uprightness [I model upright chest, lift my sternum up and out].
Nadia: Military stance.
Mol: Yes, military stance.36 It’s how I think we as a culture show pride,
confidence, and presence. It’s how I learned to show that I’m present. [I
inch forward and sit up taller in my chair.] And how I learned to assert
myself. Movement-wise that posture of being lifted in-and-up, chest
forward, is so ingrained. I experience it as a default in myself and I see it
in the students I teach. In Blackbird I’m trying to “let out” some of that
body, and ask what is there; [what becomes available] for movement when
I don’t hold onto my verticality but just allow it to be there? As contorted
as I can be when I get up the next day I’m still going to stand up straight,
because it’s not within my power to change that: I’m human, and lucky to
be healthy, and so I stand up straight. (Shanahan with Oussenko,
Blackbird Archive, June 2006)
The excerpt above capture the paradoxes around knowing and notknowing, as follows:
● Blackbird was about exploring movement as a fundamental
phenomenon, not necessarily equal to movement invention as I
understood it as a younger choreographer, which was more about the
development and investigation of “original” “moves” to be attributed
to me (or whomever) as a “good artist.” I did not know precisely what

36

See Shanahan’s (2015) further exploration of military stance through a discussion of Foucault
(1979) on surveillance and the machine of the soldier's body: “the machine required can be
constructed; posture is gradually corrected; a calculated constraint runs slowly through each part
of the body, mastering it, making it pliable…” (135). See also Green (2002) for a discussion of
Foucault’s articulation of docile bodies as it relates to teaching dance.
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I meant by movement, but I had a sense that movement came/comes
from a source including and importantly beyond me. The latter
characteristic bumped up against my then-understandings of the
importance of pursuing greater options through choice as espoused in
part by the Feldenkrais Method, and by interpretations of healing (such
as Woodman’s) that focused on increasing subjective agency.
● Related, I am aware now of making a distinction in the excerpt above
between transcending my body and entering my body more deeply.
This connects to my articulation of darkness—as in the spaces of my
internal body that I cannot see—and lightness—as connected to my
pursuit (one I wanted to question) of weightlessness. This also
connects to discussions of the concept of immanence as continuous
becoming versus transcendence as getting-somewhere-else in Deleuze
and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) work.
● In the excerpt I express assumptions that are both clear to me and
those that are less clear but that inform what I think it means to be a
woman. I want to explore these and possibly set them aside.
● Working with Feldenkrais was about not-knowing (including not
knowing what is good, right, correct, or preferable) and embracing
experiences of not-knowing as generative of learning and change.
● I “introduce” transmogrification to Oussenko as being about internal
transformation and discovering new potential and new identities
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within, which marks a turn away from looking outside myself for
identity or confirmation of identity.
● I acknowledge that dance is a space in which some of my behaviors,
characteristics, or curiosities might in another context be pathologized.
● In the excerpt above I question the viability of viewing uprightness
(long, erect spine and at-attention posture) as synonymous with
beauty. I critique the conflation of upright posture and the compulsive
use of stabilizing postural muscles (for example “military stance”) on
two registers. 1) I describe the control and rigidity as militaristic and,
2) I claim a curiosity about “ugliness” as a placeholder term for
undermining my own unconscious participation in the conflation of
long, straight, pulled in-and-up with beauty.
Excerpt #2
The following was recorded while driving in my Honda Civic on a commute
between the north side Edgewater neighborhood of Chicago, where Nadia and I both
lived, and the Lou Conte Dance Studio in the South Loop in January, 2007.
Movement is a state of instability. And, according to Feldenkrais, it's an
ideal state.37 Ponder that for one second: that the ideal, most potent state
is a state of instability. And allowing the body or trusting the body with a
minimum of effort to handle its equilibrium in a state of instability…As a
human that's an incredibly powerful thought to me; as a dancer, what else
37

I am referring here somewhat simplistically to Feldenkrais’s (1949) writing on unstable
balance or dynamic instability. He explains that a body that is not holding onto stability by
muscular gripping, held breath, or other stabilizing efforts “can initiate movement in any
direction with the same ease…it can start any movement without a preliminary adjustment…the
movement is performed with the minimum of work, i.e., with the maximum of efficiency” (104).
I was very excited about the idea of loosening patterns of holding during Blackbird, but
Feldenkrais’s aim was cultivating the capacity for humans to adapt to changing conditions in the
environment through both stabilizing and destabilizing the musculoskeletal system.
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would you need to know? That's a lifetime of research, exploring that the
most efficient movement requires the least amount of muscular effort.
The possibilities [for movement] become endless when I think about my
job being to dial back the amount of effort to get the most movement from
within a state of instability, and to challenge the classical notion [that] it
is stability that is the ideal state. That's life-changing for me. And, it plays
out [in my experience] that when too much effort is placed on the pursuit
of stability it produces anxiety. It produces anxiety in the body and it
produces anxiety culturally. Look at us. We're nuts. We all want to have
our little house, and our yards, and our 401K, and a lot isn't working
about that. A lot isn't working about how we define stability. I wouldn't
even say that [one should engage in a] pursuit of instability, but to really
consider it as a state. As children we know this: we can't sit still, and
there's something so biologically “right” about not being able to sit still.
And we learn to sit still and we learn that there's a reward (for sitting still)
from our parents, on whom we are entirely dependent.
All of this gets so interesting because I experience so much overemphasis
in dance on this notion of stability and core strength, and all of these
practices that are in effect building up muscles in order to inhibit
movement. It's laughable to me that there’s an entire art form about
movement, but really it’s about the refined ability to inhibit movement.
I feel like the message I received from the dance field is to ask, how can I
work more? What should I work on? Not what should I work less on, or
where should I be learning how to tweak this control? And yet, the
question, "how do I work less?" is hard to ask. It's hard and it's painful,
because it requires unlearning the dependence I have on those who give
me approval, and I am wired to seek approval by restricting movement.
I don’t think I’m alone in equating restriction with approval. I am thinking
of myself but also my students. At the age of 20, 21, 25, 40 to suddenly be
presented with the idea that it might actually be better for you to turn that
restrictive control dial down, change it, or replace it with another choice
[is very hard.] It rattles my sense of identity. My mind starts to construct
reasons why I shouldn't do it with more ease, because I’m addicted to
doing it the habitual way. My cells believe that restriction will give me
approval.
I'm becoming impassioned about what my body's actually capable of when
I remove the impediments of what habit tells me I’m capable of. This
process is taking me so far from how I consider or classify dance. I'm
questioning all this stuff. It's not right or wrong; I don't want to be in a
position as an artist to be proving something. I get excited about it. This is
just my experience, though, and I need to remember that. But my
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experience of watching so many dancers in class and so many dancers on
stage is that we [the field] have become conditioned to be watching and
appreciating the artifice of restriction as opposed to the expression of
movement. And we are so conditioned in [the] way that we value it; we've
constructed entire hierarchies and value systems in the art form around
not constraints but compulsive restrictions.38 And I'm passionate about it
because even this initial journey has opened up possibilities for me not
just as a performer, but as a person; it's affected my whole life. (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, January 2007)
The excerpt above represents further development of what I introduce in the first
excerpt as curiosity around the controlling postures of, for example, “military stance.”
● I express excitement at this stage in Blackbird about the concept of
instability as a state of potency. I have begun to release some of the
compulsive musculature and can feel the “rewards” of falling without
fear of physical harm.
● Reflecting on this excerpt now I see the dangers of advocating for an
“ideal” state. At the time, I was excited about flipping the language of
control-as-ideal for one of freedom and change. I believe that the word
“ideal” was functioning as a temporary space-holder term for desired,
positive, generative, powerful, and pleasurable.
● In the passage above I assert my critique of dance, which is to say my
experiences of European/Western contemporary concert dance.
Integral to this critique was a shift away from previous notions of
work, as stated, and concepts of discipline tied up in pain and

38

Here I'm making a distinction between how Aharoni framed Feldenkrais’s use of the concept
of movement constraints as ways to counter compulsively-held restrictions and constraints as
synonymous with those compulsive restrictions that I associate with muscular overuse and an
effort to contain, minimize, and tighten flesh.
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punishment, to a paradigm for discipline that was about discovery,
release, and relinquishment of control as inherently organizing, stableenough, and pleasurable. In reading the above excerpt I am reminded
that I was really excited about all of these ideas.
Excerpt #3
The following was recorded during the original Blackbird performance run in
April 2007 while we were driving between the performance space in Chicago’s West
Loop and to our home neighborhood on the north side.
Oussenko: So how are you feeling?
Shanahan: Well it's been a rough few days. I've been in a pretty dark
place, and I'm starting to feel more grounded in that dark place. [Pause]
I realized that I had a fantasy about how I would feel about tech week and
production weeks [in The Building Stage], and [I have] this ritualized
fantasy about what I was going to do with myself to prepare. And yet I was
behaving as though I was preparing for a diet. When you're preparing for
a diet you spend the time you're not eating 'battening down the hatches' on
the diet, making sure that your 'plan' is in place. And I was kind of doing
that with the behaviors around preparing for the performance. Then I had
a movement session with Kathleen today and we talked about [it]. She
helped me with re-identifying what the values of this project have been.
They have completely changed my paradigm for making work and for
performance that that level of planning is not important. She asked me to
consider how it is that I move throughout my day and [how I] enter this
research on a day-to-day basis. And [my response to her was that it's
happened] in a very casual way. By casual I don't mean it's not important,
but it's happened in a way that relinquishes the preciousness of it and it
relinquishes the [idea of] perfect preparation. It just is.
I am learning that the process is not the preparation. The process is what
happens live, always. A lot of my old habits are rearing their heads, and
they are anxiety producing. I don't want to do that anymore, and yet this
will be the first time [for me] that this new process and new paradigm is
enacted in something that nevertheless is called a “performance.”
My hope with this performance is two-fold. One is that I can be as
vulnerable to myself as possible, as non-judgmental, as present as possible
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to myself, which means not judging even the parts of myself that are
judging. But [my hope is] to do that publicly, not simply to research how it
feels for me in private but, also, because I'm evangelical about the power
of the experience of the body to provoke transformation and change, I
really believe in settling down and observing.39 I have so much fear that
that [the] awe [of just observing something] can't withstand the pressure
of our cultural ambition to move forward. So, I'm just aware of those
goals and the worries. They're very powerful and they're there all the time.
I think my worry comes from feeling that I'm missing something, that I'm
not doing enough. When I articulate that [feeling] I realize that that's not
the point: the point is not to do more. And it's also not to discover the
foolproof method for preparing for a dance. That's been the Holy Grail to
me, to ask what are the foolproof ways that I can enter my body. And when
I ask that question I've already run back to a paradigm that I am leaving.
(Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, April 2007)
In the passage above I am working through anxiety around wanting to be
prepared versus wanting to trust myself to be ready.
● I express my anxiety about perfectionism, and a realization that I had a
fantasy of what “it” or what I would be like in Blackbird.
● I share with Nadia that with Aharoni’s help I can see more clearly that
my attitudes about preparing for Blackbird mirror to some extent my
attitudes about dieting, as in I am grappling with the ingrained belief
that I can prepare for every eventuality and therefore I will be
protected from the vulnerability I feel.
● I affirm that I am moving into a new paradigm that is about liveness,
and that the worries I am experiencing and sharing with Oussenko are
part of an old paradigm.

39

Here I note the paradox I am expressing of championing body as a space where transformation
and change can happen and simultaneously asserting a belief in settling down. I think I am
proposing that transformation occurs when the pursuit of transformation can also be set aside.
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Following Delight and Connecting with Audiences Through Transparency
Fifteen years after college, twelve years into my work in Chicago, and in the
winter following completion of the eating disorder treatment program, I took a
contemplative dance and meditation workshop with Dilley. Dilley is a former Judson
Church-era dancer who was asked by Trungpa, whose concept was to start a dance
program at Naropa Institute in the 1970's. The 2006 workshop sparked two lines of
inquiry that had a profound effect on me. First, in a guided improvisation Barbara
instructed us to “follow delight.” This simple instruction astonished me—having just
completed an eating disorder treatment program, and becoming more aware of how split
off from my body I was, I was just beginning to rediscover delight. Dilley’s prompt
sparked my realization that the lived experience of delight had become practically foreign
to my dancing. It was as if the part of me that taught and spoke to my students about joy,
pleasure, and listening to rather than valorizing pain was disconnected from another part
of me that felt my own dancing satisfaction had to be earned through pain, punishment,
and discipline. Sparked by Barbara’s prompt, I began to create a distinction between
punishment and discipline.
Further, audiences who identify as being new to dance frequently notice and give
voice to the concealed (yet, for them, obvious) dynamics of separateness conveyed
through this tacit hiding. For example, in my experience as a teacher and audience
member sometimes dancers don’t directly look at each other even when they are doing
complicated partnering that requires careful contact of each other's bodies; their gazes
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pass over one another into the space beyond. After watching a piece where this occurred,
Danzig (a theater and clown artist whose work in dance was minimal until Blackbird)
turned to me and said, incredulously: “It seems like that piece was about people not
looking at each other.” I was struck. Her comments revealed a dynamic that, until she
voiced it, I felt complicit in upholding. Suddenly, I became skeptical about the ways that
I might be hiding while not aware of it.
What struck me in the above-described exchange with my friend was that the
relationship between the audience and the artist was not based in transparency, and that I
was denying what I, a seasoned dance-goer, also noticed in order to “see” through an
engrained obscuring lens that clouded what was right in front of me. Trungpa ([1974]
1996) states: “The basic problem in artistic endeavor is the tendency to split the artist
from the audience and then try to send a message from one to the other” (13). This
registered with me as an issue in my work and my life, manifest as the creation of
distance, often rooted in hoping to appear one way when feeling another, and
simultaneously hoping that distance could be bridged as if through an unspoken
transmission that might cut through the cues I was giving and receiving in my body.
By contrast, I remembered that some of my most transformative performance
experiences have occurred improvising for audiences in galleries, homes, and alternative
settings where there was an element of shared discovery. In such settings I felt a
connection with the audience stemming neither from presentation of a perfect body or
technique or effusive emotion, nor transacted from a desire for approval or accolades, but
from my sense of shared vulnerability and openness. I related this shared availability to
the value of not-knowing that improvisation potentiates.
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Trungpa ([1974] 1996) captures what I experienced in those performances,
writing about “dharma art”: “We give up aggression, both toward ourselves, that we have
to make a special effort to impress people, and toward others, that we can put something
over on them” (2). These words inspired me to tend differently to my own tacit forms of
aggression, including an aggressive approach to perfecting my work and my body. I
wanted to adopt a “beginner’s mind,” to soften, and to “give up” the anxiety I felt and
also misused as fuel for perfectionism. Blackbird began to emerge as a space where I
could catch up with my desire to defuse aggression and surrender to the entrancing while
discomfiting notion of not-knowing.
I told myself that discipline could serve creative freedom and self-discovery as
well as gentleness and tenderness toward self and other (Blackbird Archive, September
2006). This distinction helped me become increasingly aware of the punishing self-talk I
engaged in (and sometimes still do)40 and to reframe those messages to more accepting
and productive registers. Punishing self-talk was woven into my adoption (and critique
of) the “military stance” I refer to in the extended excerpts from the Blackbird Archive
above. The internal voice insisting upon upright, at-attention postures is akin to my
impression of a drill sergeant's unforgiving tone when training recruits. When I returned
from an Authentic Movement retreat in Italy, one of the Blackbird activities funded by
the Chicago Dancemakers Forum Lab Artist award, I wrote a journal entry that alludes to

40

Though not the focus of this dissertation I want to note that variations on the wish to combat
“negative self-talk” are the most common objective students write when I ask them to submit
three personal objectives to add to those I articulate in my syllabus. This has been true since I
began this practice 10 years ago and has borne out with hundreds of students’ self-identified
objectives.
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increasing awareness that my bodily patterns and my equation of discipline with
harshness could be untangled:
[O]ne of the treasures I brought with me from Italy is a commitment to
caring for myself and my left sacroiliac joint. And the thing I left behind is
rigid silence. They seem to go hand in hand. (Shanahan, Blackbird
Archive, August 2006)
More recent writings on desire and pleasure by dance philosopher Kimerer
LaMothe (2009) pick up on Dilley's instruction by focusing on desire for food, sex, and
spirit and the struggles that ensue when individual desire meets with engrained social and
ideological pressures to control, stifle, and monitor desire, another linkage with
Feldenkrais and Woodman. Woodman (1982) writes about her own recovery from an
eating disorder and her extensive practice with analysands and research related to body
dysmorphia and disordered eating, and related, the interaction between masculine and
feminine energies. I was influenced by all of Woodman’s work, but especially by
Addiction to Perfection (1982), which deals most explicitly with eating disorders.
The triad LaMothe (2009) invokes above—food, sex, and spirit—connects to the
backdrop of personal experience I brought to Blackbird: a history of body
dysmorphia/disordered eating, sexual assault/abuse, and, related, a spirit-matter conflict
that prompted questions about form. Linking the first two calls to mind both the desire to
disappear through starvation and my decision to “leave” the scene during the first clear
memory I have of sexual abuse/assault described in Chapter 8. To refresh the reader,
those questions took form in Blackbird as imagining form beyond identification as
human, which I intuited was necessary to gain a broader perspective to re-enter,
reconceive, and re-experience my body.
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Previewing Blackbird for Time Out Chicago, Chremos (2006) referenced my
intentions that the work delve into the dark parts of myself and my goal to “move beyond
any known dance vocabulary whatsoever” (81). “Paradoxically,” and given the stated
personal depth I hoped to reach with the work, Chremos writes, “she’s exposing the
research phase of Blackbird to the light of day, inviting the public to attend…you’ll be let
in on some of her secrets as she searches for a new dance that is in alignment with the
occluded and unknown” (81). In this sense Blackbird, in spite of its private incubatory
mode, was also laboratory-like within the Chicago community of several dozen dancers I
taught regularly, and the dozens who work closely with me in intensive workshops or
over long periods.
From the combination of incubative solo process and prolific self-directed
teaching arose a tension that, in terms of Jungian psychological memes, I thought of as a
struggle between my introverted and extraverted natures. Put less simplistically, however,
the tension I describe stemmed from ambivalence, hesitation, and doubt concerning
ownership of myself and my body, and related questions around agency, authority, and
choice, such as whether or not I am “allowed” to move, which I detail in Chapter 8. I see
this tension as a thread woven through both Blackbird and my career writ large and
summarized by the following line of questioning: How can I explore movement deeply
using my body as my primary source, and also contribute through sharing my discoveries
with the field? How can I honor the introversion necessary for solo work and the drive to
share my work more broadly in ways that challenge and destabilize the “mine-ness” or
subjectivity of that solo work? Beyond that, might focus on solo process shift some of the
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engrained hierarchies of the dance studio environment, in both teaching and the creation
and rehearsal of work, even work by a single choreographer?
Both complicating and supporting my inquiry, I continue to find evidence in the
writings of Conrad (2007) and Woodman (1980, 1982, 1990, 1993), as well as sensory
ethnographers Abram (1996), Sarah Pink (2009, 2011) and Paul Stoller (1997),
interpersonal neurobiologist Siegel (2007, 2017), and dance phenomenologist Bond
(2001, 2018) that affirms my sense of the connectivity between human beings and nonhuman beings. Independent scholar Adam Krause (2015) writes about the need for
interdependence in his “Toward an Economy of Repair,” lending strength to my
conviction that attending anew to my part in the observer-observed relationship, which I
needed to address as a connection that is more fundamental than the social connection
between humans, as intangible as it felt to me, had to be a priority in Blackbird.
In other words the observer-observed relationship was not simply a matter of
humans creating energy that would shape a dance onstage. More was at stake for me. In
thinking about how my identity could be re-experienced by setting aside, even
imaginatively, my human markers of identity I was hoping to tap into the kind of radical
solution that Krause (2015) references below. He traces the word radical to its
etymological history in both root and radish, going on to suggest that we are “not so
different from radishes” (89). For me this quote does three things that align with my goals
in Blackbird: 1) it identifies an urgent need for change; 2) it suggests that change must
involve delving or connecting beneath the surface or visual space of process; and 3) it
honors what Conrad (2007) would call the bio-inclusivity of all life forms, in Krause’s
case humans and radishes.
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We cannot go on like this, but many of our fellow humans seem
determined to go on exactly like this. And those with the most interest in
perpetuating our present patterns are those with the most power to do the
perpetuating. The preservation of our planet will require total
determination and stubborn perseverance in the presence of such
entrenched power.
We need truly radical solutions. And I mean “radical” in the radical sense
of the word—tracing its etymology back to the Latin radix, meaning
“root.” And also radish, or the foot of a hill, or a base, foundation, or
origin. We should remember and remain aware of the physical and
biological roots of our being….We’re not so different from radishes,
really….We should put our roots back down. (Krause 2015, 89)
As if connecting Krause’s sense of urgency with her own work in
phenomenological practice and somatics, Behnke (2009b) writes that “a specifically
somatological empathy that is already at work prior to the level of the ‘psyche’ per se has
important implications for the phenomenology of interspecies experience encompassing
all animate beings” (12).
The point I hope to make is that questions pertaining to the interactivity and
im/permeability of perceived material boundaries (of flesh, for example, which appears to
distinguish one discrete, individual entity from another) between myself, however I
define self, and any human or non-human other continues to recur in all aspects of my
work, including the present project of writing the dissertation.41 In the process of
dancing, for example, I increasingly experience myself in relationship with a complex
web of human and non-human environments: those materially present (the room, studio,
or theatre and its identifying features, and outdoor environments); and those dwelling in
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Siegel (2017) coins the word “mwe” (paragraph 17) to describe the self as an interactive
process in which one is both an individual and the process of interaction with others.
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the virtual realm of my memory or imagination, invented as a product of that
imagination, or recalled from my somatic encoding.
The latter category includes environments such as the Goderich, Ontario shores of
Lake Huron I write about in Chapter 6 and reference further in future chapters, which I
see as materially shaping my very concept of interior landscape and intrinsic topography.
This interior geography inevitably informs my understanding—at a material though
mostly unseen level—of body, movement, choreography, space, time, and structure.42
Moreover, this intrinsic sense captures the temperament43 for my material-conceptual44
understandings of choreography, space, time, and structure. Material-conceptual is a term
borrowed from environmental history’s definition of a feedback loop inherent in the
blurring of material and conceptual notions of land (Sluyter 2003), and indicates here for
me the lived experienced resonance between matter and concept.
These understandings of underlying material and immaterial impulses link to the
Blackbird Archive and to the sense of my body as groove-worn and itself an archive (see
Lepecki 2010). This sense of my body as shifting beneath my gaze when working with
the Archive increased my resolve to articulate the ebb and flow between personal agency
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Recent research to advance understanding of the embodied nature of trauma affirms that
material changes in body patterning recur when memories of significant events are triggered. See
Bessel A. Van der Kolk’s (2014) The Body Keeps the Score.
43

I use the term temperament here following its etymological roots in medieval theory, meaning
the combined qualities (hot, cold, moist, dry) that determine the nature of an organism; or that
make up “a person's characteristic disposition."
Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “temperament,” by Douglas Harper, accessed September 15,
2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/temperament.
44

This idea echoes George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s ([1980] 2008, 1999) writing on the
physicality of linguistic metaphor in Metaphors We Live By and Philosophy in the Flesh: The
Embodied Mind and its Challenge to Western Thought.
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and an increasing sense of relational connectivity with observers that was enlivened in
me through Blackbird.
My goal in Blackbird was transparency, and engaging with questions of how it
would be possible to articulate without dramatic representation the innermost sensations I
felt during Blackbird, those that accompanied both organized thought and the less
organized play of images, colors, metaphors, and impressions that occurred to me as I
danced. Chicago dance writer Laura Molzahn (2007) refers to the transparency of my
embodiment and attitude in Blackbird performance as being visible on my face—as a
“parade” of “whatever informs” my dancing. This reminds me of Münker’s (2010)
description of the role of imagination in her work: to “further stimulation of perception
and thereby of experience” (169). Münker captures the nature of imagination, writing, “In
imagination everything is possible. It can be extended into the unimaginable and lead into
the unknown…imagination can change the world through our relation with it and
perception of it” (169). Molzahn’s (2007) review highlights both the openness to
spontaneous response that I hoped to achieve and the vulnerability this inspired in
observers:
The rounded shapes and rolling motions of Molly Shanahan's new solo
piece, My Name Is a Blackbird, remind me of Merce Cunningham—
though they bear no resemblance to his spiky, tense forms. Both
choreographers create a dreamy, trancelike state, allowing the viewer to
zone in and out of the performance, switching between focused perception
and meditation. Shanahan's hour-long piece is improvised, and she allows
the parade of thoughts, feelings—whatever it is that informs her
dancing—to cross her face, opening herself up completely to the process.
She invites you to look at her yet is so vulnerable you feel you should look
away. By dropping the usual performative mask—a mask that annihilates
emotion or acts it out—Shanahan makes you uncomfortably aware of your
own acting in everyday life. As focused as a martial artist but seemingly as
unselfconscious as a baby, she proves the power of the body to guide and
communicate. (37)
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Münker (2010) also captures the ways that the openness of imagination does more
than yield chaos; imagination, when “attuned to thinking, acting and perceiving creates
precision and presence by detecting and bridging unconscious gaps between intention,
imagination, and actual doing” (169). These included problems inherent in the dominance
of the visual sense in performance dance and, related ones associated with my response in
adolescence to the sudden and ongoing bodily changes that initiated a new relationship
with the outside world by, among other things, drawing unwanted attention to my
appearance within the context of my transition into womanhood.

Healing in Blackbird and the Dissertation
Strands of my study in Blackbird align with the early stages of the work of
somatics pioneers, including Feldenkrais and Conrad, whose work influenced my
Blackbird and post-Blackbird processes leading up to doctoral study and recur as
touchstones for engagement with additional extant theories. Like many somatics
pioneers,45 both Feldenkrais's and Conrad's first step toward the development of distinct
methodologies, approaches, and written work began with the need to construct
movement- and awareness-based modes of self-healing from injury and trauma, both
physical and psychological,46 and that, once developed in their bodies, extended outward
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Martha Eddy (2009) summarizes and contextualizes the environment of somatics practitioners
and, in some cases, their interconnected lineages.
46

Feldenkrais's successful experiments of self-healing from a debilitating knee injury were the
beginning steps in the development of his method, both through movement exploration and
through his "interest in auto-suggestion, self-imagery and the workings of the unconscious
mind" (Eddy 2009, 13). In her autobiography Life on Land, Conrad (2007) depicts a horrific
series of major health crises and hospitalizations stemming from a burst appendix in her early
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into work with others and variously codified techniques for training others (Conrad 2007;
Eddy 2009; Feldenkrais 2010).
Healing was an underlying impetus in Blackbird and is highlighted in the
Blackbird Archive. Wondering how to thread not just the impetus for healing but the
conscious goal of healing into the dance itself translated almost a decade later in the
dissertation process into wondering how to thread intentions for healing into writing.
These questions are part of the weave of the dissertation that remain unresolved. My
courage to claim healing as an important thread to communicate about Blackbird and to
acknowledge in the dissertation was galvanized in large part by Behar’s (1996)
experiences of healing from an accident and, related, of embracing the syntactical
occlusions and difficult-to-trace logic of her child-self’s bodily encoding of the trauma.
Behar (1996) narrates her terror in finding that she distrusted her ability to stand
when the original childhood trauma of a catastrophic car accident was triggered as
“prisoner syndrome” (129) in adulthood. Following this debilitating experience and with
reflection, Behar experienced a sudden, cathartic, and empathic response to a child
version of herself that had been buried through most of her life amidst pressures she felt
to downplay the impact of and to transcend the trauma without fully acknowledging its
effects. This catharsis, and the new perspective it gave her on her child self, prompted her
to assert that “the woman has to throw an anchor back to the girl she left behind, the girl
who’s just barely treading water” (134).

adolescence. Later she describes an abusive, humiliating marriage; after leaving, she began
"receiving" through visions, hallucinations, and voices the information that would lead her to
develop the Continuum Method.
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The process of delving into myself over time—as documented through memory,
renewed contact with place, and the intentionally-documented archives of Blackbird—has
allowed disparate impressions to come into dialogue with each other. These impressions
have informed my methodological journey, allowing my dance practice (a domain where
I am, borrowing language from Melrose [2007b], an expert-practitioner), and writing
practice (a domain where I have less experience and less confidence), to shift, overlap,
and inform each other, and to gradually orient me to a more complex sense of instability
and change than I experienced, for example, prior to doctoral work when my career was
buoyed by Blackbird’s outward success.
Part of this process also involved reconciling inherited dispositions that dismissed
healing as less “artful” than “performance worthy” dance.47 Indeed, when I made
Blackbird I was under the impression that dance and healing needed to be separate
endeavors,48 and so my desires to heal were relegated to a background whose presence I
hoped to justify through the aesthetic value of the work. Danzig saw, for example, the
potential in the movements I did as part of the “yes” and “no” explorations that I explore
in Chapter 8 as generating movement that was, in her words, “performance worthy”
(Blackbird Archive, January 2007) even though they could be seen potentially as
communicating embodied doubt and hesitation.

47

See Croce (1994).

48

The field of and training for a career in dance/movement therapy by and large focuses on
modes for researching and educating around dance and movement as therapy, to be employed in
expressly therapeutic contexts, rather than being concerned with performance as therapeutic, or
looking at the potential intersections of professional dance performance and healing. However,
the field acknowledges and honors artists who have represented their artistic practice as
therapeutic; see, for example, Anna Halprin (1995).
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Finally, in upholding my value of surrendering to not-knowing as fundamental to
both transformation and healing, I consider Blackbird an example of what Melrose
(2007a) terms “expert/creative meta-practice” (paragraph 1) in which one criterion of
expertise is “disciplined unknowing”, what Melrose describes as:
[A]n apparently curious and fragile knowledge state, except perhaps to the
extent that research itself is [here she references sociologist Karin Knorr
Cetina (2001)] always characterized by a quasi-unknowing. This quasiunknowing operates effectively as a ‘model of intelligibility,’ or a way of
knowing and understanding, that the expert practitioner recognizes. It
renders the researcher’s investment relatively fragile, and, in Knorr
Cetina’s own terms, it is thus ‘affectively-undergirded.’ (Paragraph 12)
Repetition of the word fragile in the quotation above is important, reminding me to push
beyond abstraction of not-knowing (an abstraction that effectively spins not-knowing as a
creative strength that then operates in exchanges of cultural capital). This spin can in my
experience limit the power of fragility as a mode of making by recasting it with the
rhetoric of familiar modes of artistic production.
Threading not-knowing into scholarly production, Melrose (2007a) argues that
"expert/creative meta-practices" (paragraph 1) should be identified in the academy as
“complex internally differentiated theoretical practices” (paragraph 10) that are equal to
academic writing. She asserts further that as a form, academic writing is perhaps equally
vulnerable to spin jobs that increase cultural capital in a milieu designed, at least
theoretically, to nurture the goal of thinking differently that Deleuze and Guattari ([1980]
1987) advance.
Nash and LaSha Bradley (2011) refer to the emerging presence of “dominant life
themes” that come into focus when writing scholarly personal narrative. These themes,
they write, are often “incredibly complex and contradictory” (97). Their observation
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reflects my experience of writing about Blackbird and the negotiation of healing in the
project and through the dissertation. Throughout both processes and especially the latter,
latent memories whose rhizomatic threads extend into but do not begin with Blackbird
called forth even earlier memories from childhood and formative experiences from
college and early adulthood. Additionally and as stated, dreams and otherwise mundane
quotidian life events that—because of their tenacity, recurrence, and the tone of urgency
they carried in my body—lit up as more vital both to my life and to telling the story of
Blackbird than I had realized. These phenomena became thematic to thinking about the
dissertation and beginning to grapple with the nonlinear reconstruction of events
informing it.
van Manen’s (1990) articulation of theme invokes the fragility Melrose (2007a)
cites above. Beyond providing focus, van Manen (1990) writes, a theme always falls
short. This is the sense I had when the memories and dreams I write about recurred as
vital, yet I frequently resisted them. van Manen writes that we have the sense that a theme
is a simplification of something more (87), which is suggested by a “process of insightful
invention, discovery, disclosure” (88). From the triad of research nodes that van Manen
identifies—invention, discovery, and disclosure—I emphasize disclosure as a process of
becoming increasingly transparent with myself about what was emerging within the
dissertation process. van Manen’s language around the ungraspability of the underlying
ethos of theme illuminates the anxieties stirred through moving and writing amidst a sea
of unknowables and ungraspables. He explains, “[n]o thematic formulation can
completely unlock the deep meaning, the full mystery, the enigmatic aspects of the
experiential meaning of a notion” (88).
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This extended chapter has provided a description of and rhizomatic elaboration on
the project My Name is a Blackbird. The following areas are covered:
● I begin with a discussion of the blurred work-life distinctions I
experienced during the time of creating Blackbird, including the
rewards and challenges of such a blurring. I also described the timeline
for Blackbird as inclusive of the project itself, the years of gestation
leading up to doctoral study, and then the process of writing the
dissertation.
● I describe my fascination with not-knowing as a welcome shift
approaching Blackbird, facilitated in part by Woodman’s (1982) work
on perfectionism, which I related to having just finished eating
disorder treatment.
● I describe the project itself: descriptive narrative of a video excerpt,
introduction and discussion of the collaborators with excerpts from the
Archive, the questions I was asking, and transmogrification through a
number of lenses, including concepts of shapeshifting, trust in intrinsic
movement, dysmorphia and early recollections of wanting to diet and
lose weight, and the title of the dance as a cue to reconsider the
fixedness of form and subjectivity.
● I describe my approach to observing and writing about the visual
movement of Blackbird and offer two brief descriptions provided by
Fluty, a movement analyst and collaborator.
● My approach to transparency in artistic programming and in terms of
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body are described in more detail, including my practice of
spontaneous composition as a choreographic and improvisational
research and performance modality.
● I describe more about non-aggression, including how I conceived of
transparency as a form of non-aggression in performance.
● I provide three extended excerpts from the Archive; these edited
transcriptions from recordings made contemporaneous to Blackbird’s
creation provide a “time capsule” to my framing of the project at the
time. I summarize key takeaways from each excerpt.
● I return to Trungpa’s ([1974] 1996) concept of dharma art to elaborate
on desire, pleasure, and shifting paradigms from punishing approaches
to discipline to modes of discipline in service to creative vitality.
● I close the chapter with a brief discussion of my grappling during
Blackbird with the harmony and disharmony I perceived in the
relationship between artmaking and healing.
The next section of the dissertation (Part III) explores subjective experiences of
time in and around Blackbird. Part III begins with Chapter 6, “Revisiting and
Remembering Place,” where I delve into memories of my childhood home and time spent
on Lake Huron. I use this as a diving off place to explore the impact of water on my
perceptions of surface and depth, movement consistency and change, and
transmogrification as a blurring of boundaries between self and other and between self
and environments.
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PART III:
Subjective Experiences of Time and Body
Before/During/After Blackbird
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CHAPTER 6
TROUGH: REVISITING AND REMEMBERING PLACE

Each one of us speaks, moves, thinks, and feels in a different way, each
according to the image of [her]self that has been built up over the years. In
order to change our mode of action we must change the image of
ourselves that we carry within us. What is involved here, of course, is a
change in the dynamics of our reactions, and not the mere replacing of one
action by another. Such a change involves not only a change in our selfimage, but a change in the nature of our motivations, and the mobilization
of all the parts of the body concerned. (Feldenkrais [1972] 1977, 10)
To me, believing we can create a new world is the epitome of freedom.
(St. Pierre 2017, 688)
[A] bone-deep attachment to one landscape in particular…which is the
literal ground of our knowing. (St. Pierre 1997, 183)
This chapter follows lines of flight emanating from an autobiographical narrative
describing a research trip taken during Blackbird to my hometown of Goderich, Ontario,
Canada. I begin with the autobiographical narrative of my desire and decision to return to
Goderich, focusing on a multi-sensory description of my encounters with memory,
environment, and complicated feelings of nostalgia related to leaving Goderich as a
young girl. I reflect on the shaping influences of these childhood environments,
personally and in dialogue with extant sources whose work captures the importance of
place in shaping experience. In particular I wonder about the impact of experiences of
water on my perception of consistency and change, both in Goderich and later as a
choreographer in Chicago. In particular I play with Sara Ahmed’s (2006, 2007) writing
on orientation and disorientation, and I weave in observations of the role of trauma in
experiences of disorientation and non-linear memories.
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Returning to Goderich, Ontario, Canada
I completed the eating disorder treatment program a few months ago, and
am lying awake in bed in my Chicago apartment. It’s just before 3:00 in
the morning, mid-December, just after the end of fall semester at
Northwestern University. I’d already turned my attention to an upcoming
deadline for a large grant for my work, and it was now occupying my
mind in the middle of the night. Suddenly, my response to the funder’s
question, "Molly, what do you really want to do?" occurs to me.
“I want to go to Goderich, Ontario,” I write, the small Canadian town on
Lake Huron where I lived between ages three and nine. I write that I want
to go there on a self-directed retreat to dance, write, read, and draw. But I
know my desire is simply to return to a place I consider my lost home, and
to remember myself in the space of my past…and hopefully bring it into
my present. I have wondered since if I hoped to restart my life anew from
that space.
I arrive in Goderich several months later after a long drive from Chicago.
The apartment I have rented for six weeks is the front section of the second
story of a historic home across the street from the bluff. When I look out
just to the north I see the regionally-famous Goderich lighthouse, with its
stout, white-painted body and bright red roof above the eponymous
lighting fixture. A half-mile down the banked edge of the bluff the
Goderich Grain Elevator and Sifto Salt Mine purr with three-shift work all
day and all night.
Curving south in the other direction toward Grand Bend, the Huron shore,
rocks and trees and beach, is gently bordered by Southwestern Ontario’s
foliage of silver maples and fragrant pines. I look at the expanse of
rippling blue water, sand bars’ contours lightening and darkening the
hues to mark variations of the lake’s depth. The water receives the late
afternoon sun as if millions of pieces of soft broken glass bob gently
toward the shore. I exhale. I am surprised by the sound of my relief. I want
to be everywhere in Goderich, now; I imagine that I can disappear into
invisible breath that dissipates yet fills space all at once. Tears weight the
backs of my eyes. I tell myself that I have time. I inhale and my nostrils fill
with the aroma of clay-rich soil.
The late August leaves brush against one another, beginning their dryingthen-falling into autumn. I am stunned by what feels like decades of the
memory of this sound. I think, “my body is made of this sound.” I sit on
the dirt and grass as close as I can get to the edge and jut my heels into
the hill to keep from slipping down. I imagine the bending maple tree is
the same exact tree that was here almost thirty years before. I convince
myself that the park benches, with their grey concrete bases and red-
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painted thick wooden slat seating and backing, are the same as the ones I
jumped off as a child. The rough-hewn wooden steps to the lake haven’t
yet been replaced by the updated and even wooden stairs that will appear
the following summer.
At night I crawl into the queen bed in the small bedroom off the living
room. I listen to the clanging drifting up from the mine and grain elevator
midnight shift. I want to fill my body with this familiar lullaby to make up
for lost years. I think, "I've come home," and then, quickly, "this isn't
yours.” I feel happy, and then immediately stricken with grief.
The next day I ride my bike toward my old house on Essex and Caley. The
heat from the afternoon sun bubbles the black tar of the road; I crush the
bubbles as I had as a child, aiming my tire over the tar domes, and wait
for the subtle drop and airy "pop" followed by the phft, phft, phft as the tar
sticks and pulls with each rotation of the wheels.
I pass the block of houses along Essex and note which ones have been
replaced by big, modern homes. My skin feels prickly. I get to the corner
of Caley and stand against my bike in front of the house for a few moments
before noticing the round-bodied older man in a short-sleeved plaid shirt
and suspenders sitting on a rocking chair on the covered front porch. I say
hi and walk closer and introduce myself. I tell him that I lived in the house
when I was young. He remembers our family. I learn that his daughter
bought the two-bedroom cottage from my parents when they separated,
and he was now living there in his retirement.
Back at my temporary apartment, a late summer rain starts. I lie on the
floor, prop my feet on the sofa, and click “on” the "fire" in the fake
fireplace. I open a book and fall into a reverie; my body tingles with a
familiar and calm sensation, like my weight is dropping into itself like
internal rain. I hear the sound of hard rain on the roof, and am soothed by
the regularity of the words on the yellowed pages of the book, propped on
my belly. I feel weighted and lightened at the same time: all-encompassing
internal effervescence.
I am unnerved by the deep comfort in my body. I notice my urge to jump
up and push myself into doing something more active, like exercise or
dancing that would tire me out; I feel guilty that I am not doing something
more “productive.” The tone of the feeling is hard and focused. The book
I am reading is Marion Woodman’s Addiction to Perfection. I exhale. I
feel like I’m being held and stretched beyond myself at the same time. I set
aside the urge to get up. Later, I think. I feel a coursing of pleasure under
my skin, a tingly quality of my flesh gently vibrating. Parts of me feel cool,
then warm, then cool again as if my body is filled with clouds saturated
with varying levels of water. I continue reading and listening to the
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sensations of my body without pushing them into movement. (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, October 2015)

Reflections on Place and Return
Echoing Alice Miller’s sentiment that revisiting one’s childhood includes “giving
up the illusion of the ‘happy’ childhood” (quoted in Behar 1996, 126), I was reminded in
writing the above narrative of the recurrent realization that my parent’s divorce prompted
abrupt change in my and my family’s life. The knowledge that my whole system—
including physical, emotional, and developmental aspects—experienced those changes as
traumatic and consequential was not new to me during the time referenced above, but it
was reintroduced and foregrounded during my process of eating disorder recovery in
2005.
From within that experience I began to address what had become lifelong patterns
of bodily and related self-hatred and the overwhelm and confusion that accompanied
those patterns. I am reminded of Elizabeth Smears’ (2009) account of the impact of a
bicycle accident on her somatic experience and professional life:
It is an ontological insecurity that places me in the midst of our poststructural and postmodern world. And yet this grief, which is an
experience that gathers momentum drawing in the losses of a lifetime, is a
life process. This loss of ‘my world’ is a transformative opportunity, for it
allows for the emergence of a reconstituted self; the purging process that
grieving presents can find resolution in a realignment of oneself with a
‘voice’ that reclaims afresh one’s sense of agency. (108)
Approaching Blackbird I looked anew at the impact of those early familial
changes, both ones brought about as a result of my parent’s divorce (especially our
subsequent move from Goderich, Ontario, Canada to Detroit, Michigan) and ones that
coincided with their divorce (such as my changing body shape, menarche and
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menstruation beginning at age 9, and the new responses I experienced from the external
world. These included unwanted attention from boys and men expressed in honking
horns, whistles and catcalls, the stares and sometimes taunts of my classmates, the teasing
by girls and boys alike, boys touching my breasts and bum in hallways of our elementary
and middle schools and stealthily following me home with threats of unwanted contact.)
Behar (1996), whose traumatic car accident I reference above and in Chapter 8,
cites feminist Carol Gilligan’s work as helping her to identify that “the threshold between
girlhood and womanhood is a time when girls are pressured to become disconnected from
their bodies, their anger, and their knowledge” (130). She writes that, according to
Gilligan, during this transitional time girls receive countless tacit and direct lessons about
what they can and cannot do, say, or know and that many “girls choose to not know what
they know” (Gilligan quoted in Behar 1996, 130).
I reflect on my own responses to adolescence and my formation of perceptions of
what it means to know something as woven with literal horizons that discouraged
perception of fixed limits. I am struck by the enduring impact of the Great Lakes on my
sense of identity, time, organization, and body. Indeed, the experience of change as a
grounding rather than disruptive force was best reflected to me and sustained through the
recurrence of change outside of myself, my sense of evolving agency within that
landscape, and my familial and social worlds, in the moving water down the bluff from
our small house on Lake Huron.
Proximity to Water
I now view the impact of living in almost-immediate proximity to the Great Lakes
as an experiential motif within my sense of self. This motif recurred two decades later in
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Chicago, where I situated the organizational home of my dance company Molly
Shanahan/Mad Shak in a repurposed mansion on the grounds of Berger Park, a small
patch of public land on Lake Michigan. Our third-floor accommodations, for which we
“paid” in free dance programming for the community, included a makeshift office (a
former closet on the east/lake side of the building) with an old latch-style window with
unfettered views of the lake. As part of our arrangement with the park we had sole access
to the adjacent former ballroom studio whose wood-framed window panes vibrated when
winds coming off the lake gusted.
This arrangement meant that during the fifteen years Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak
was based at Berger Park, I worked—dancing and writing and administrating—at the
shore of Lake Michigan almost daily, often all day. My experience of building the
company as well as rehearsing alone and with others in the cozy studio—was saturated
with the presence, sight, and sounds of changing water. This body of change was the
constant in my early childhood and again as a young professional, albeit in two radically
different environments, small-town Goderich, Ontario, Canada and bustling Chicago,
Illinois, which themselves embodied the more subtle differences distinguishing my
experiences of Canada and the United States.
As I review the autobiographical narratives that emerged in response to and while
building the Blackbird Archive, including those that appear at first glance to be disparate
in terms of time, context, or clear relationship to Blackbird, I wonder whether the lake
functioned for me (as a child in Goderich and a choreographer in Chicago) as a shaping
symbol around phenomena of change and around the relationship between what is visible
and invisible to the eye. For example, the symbol of the lake suggests a surface, like
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human skin, implying unseen depth and a flow that paradoxically and simultaneously
asserts continuous change in patterns of predictability that are interrupted by yet more
unseen forces like freshwater tides, climate shifts, and the mostly-unseeable interior of
body.
This calls up the paradox of my pursuit in Blackbird of both greater agency and
choice while longing for a body state that would allow me to be moved by a force that
was neither internal nor external to me but some combination of these. In this way the
lake’s material multiplicities also remind me of the valuable fluidity and change inherent
in my own body, a body that I knew as distinct and apart from the water while materially
related to it, including experiences of tactile contact—submersion, floating, and
swimming. Through contact with Lake Huron as a young girl I developed an internal
understanding that even dramatic constant change could be related to or woven into the
matter of apparent stability, repetition, or consistency. Perhaps the tissues of my belly
lodged the movement of water as part of me, nurtured by the hours I spent at the shore or
on the bluff transfixed by coexistent sameness and change of the water.
Independent artist Kneale’s (2010) work on physical philosophy, referenced also
in Chapter 6, charts her observations on the impact of water, one of the “muses” of her
life. She credits water with inspiring a “subtle awareness” indicating “the great depths of
earth and rock beneath me where the memories that lay in these ancient layers hold the
story of the earth” (206). She continues, in language that captures my curiosity about
form and the interstitial dance between knowing and not knowing. Attending to water,
she writes, “my interest lies in a transmogrification of experiential and intuitive
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information of aspects of my physical home, the earth, into art through my personal
home, my body” (206).
Deleuzian scholar John Protevi (2007) writes that “following water is a great way
to think in a Deleuzian manner” (paragraph 4) in part because water can be measured
both extensively (in terms of its form as liquid, solid, or gas) and intensively as the subtle
changes in flow caused by differences in density. Additionally, he writes, water can be
conceived of virtually, as comprised of the varied systems that shift water’s properties,
such as “that which governs the hydrological cycle: linked rates of change of differencedriven intensive processes of evaporation, precipitation, runoff with singularities marking
phase transitions as events” (paragraph 7). All these factors, and in particular considering
the virtual registers of water, illustrate the Deleuzian-Guattarian concept of becoming as
proliferative change: “all its points of transition, we see the ‘becoming’ of water”
(paragraph 7).
Importantly, though, Protevi (2007) cautions against the simplified translation of
Deleuzian thought to models of representation or comparison. Even looking at water
through the frameworks mentioned (extensive, intensive, and virtual) misses the
continuous interaction of water in all states with other organisms, whose interaction is
itself is “composed of immensely complex nested sets of coupled cycles at many scales”
(paragraph 8). This complexity carries forward the Deleuzian-Guattarian concept of
becoming as multiplicity, where “each multiplicity is symbiotic; its becoming ties
together animals, plants, microorganisms, mad particles, a whole galaxy” (250). There is
no logical order to becoming.
The reason is simple. It is because no one, not even God, can say in
advance whether two borderlines will string together or form a fiber,
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whether a given multiplicity will or will not cross over into another given
multiplicity, or even if given heterogeneous elements will enter symbiosis,
will form a symbiosis, will for a consistent, or cofunctioning, multiplicity
susceptible to transformation. No one can say where the line of flight will
pass. (250)
Transmogrification as Blurring Boundaries
Kneale’s (2010) writing referenced above in combination with Protevi’s (2007)
comments on water as Deleuzian flow harmonizes with two related elements of my
philosophy for Blackbird. First, like Kneale, the concept of transmogrification nurtured
long term potential for internal (as much as if not more than external) shape-shifting,
including imagining myself beyond physical human form. Second, I now believe that my
perception of self became submerged in a sense into the actual and imagined landscapes
that contain and support that sense of self as connected with, for example, Lake Huron,
yet also blur some of my sense of a stable subjectivity. My connection with Lake Huron
as a child provided a visual and experiential reminder of my oneness with fluid, and
reinforced the sense of surface, as a metaphor for skin perhaps, having an integral
connection with the fluid beneath the surface yet also a material reminder that I was more
than my surface skin indicated. Like water, the surface of my skin sometimes
communicated something different to external observers than what I experienced
internally, such as particular markers of identity (woman, Molly, dancer, etc.).
While Kneale, a cross-disciplinary independent artist working with shamanism,
movement and fine art, practices in the outdoors, and the majority of my work for
Blackbird happened in a studio and performance space, her language captures the tone of
my sustained sense of connectivity with a larger world, and the complexities of my
relationship with it, while, for example, sitting against a tree and watching Lake Huron in
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its ceaselessly-consistent variations. She writes of the “hidden places” she encounters in
her exploration of outdoor environments, and I translate this sense of invisible space to
my interior body:
From deep below, roots pull in water and minerals claim fuel from the
earth that slowly transmogrifies into wood, tree flesh. I shift slowly
through the site, watching my weight, muscle, bone and breath unfold me
into practice. Sounds, shimmers and scents are released around me. I
wallow in the hidden places, the edges of my body meet each new
pressure and substance as I continue to move and shift my perspective.
(206)
Julie Fotheringham’s (2009) review connecting a performance of Blackbird to
water sparked me to dig deeper into extant sources commenting on Blackbird.49 I was
struck by the writer’s unknowing evocation of the influence of Lakes Huron and
Michigan on my movement:
[Shanahan’s] movement, for the most part, follows a continuous path of
wavelike phrasing. The experience is like looking out at the ocean. Within
this sea of fluid movement, there are little idiosyncrasies. Finger vibrations
and foot squiggles are amplified by their fluid surroundings. In this
context, stillness is magical. Following a continuous length of full-body
movement, she stands still. Her hand on her chest draws focus to her
breath, which is not intentionally exaggerated, but the natural result of
prolonged physicality. (Paragraph 5)
I reflect on space and memory, body and imagination, change and possibility, and
the interaction of what is seen and directly experienced with what is unseen but may be
called forward into direct experience. I pull Bachelard’s (1958) The Poetics of Space
from a bookshelf, a gift from one of Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak’s board members based
on his intuitive sense that Bachelard could be a partner, however minor, in my analysis of
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I did not revisit press previews or reviews of Blackbird until completing an exhaustive review
of the archival material I transcribed between 2015 and 2017, and I returned to them only in the
final six months of synthesizing material for the dissertation.
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Blackbird. Bachelard examines the experience of underwater diver Philippe Diolé,
quoting his writing extensively to illuminate a “phenomenology of the imagination”
(222) and its power to alter experiences of body (and time) so deeply as to, without a
change of location, “permit us to be elsewhere, in an absolute elsewhere that bars the way
to the forces that hold us imprisoned in the ‘here’” (223).
Diolé writes about an experience of traveling in the desert and dreaming of
immersion in water to relieve his discomfort, desolation, and sense of isolation in the
Sahara:
In my imagination I flooded the space around while walking through it. I
lived in a sort of invented immersion in which I moved about in the heart
of fluid, luminous, beneficent, dense matter, which was sea water, or
rather the memory of seawater. This artifice sufficed to humanize me a
world that was dishearteningly dry, reconciling me with its rocks, its
silence, its solitude, its sheet of sun gold hanging from the sky. Even my
weariness was lessened by it. I dreamed that my bodily weight reposed on
this imagined water. (Diolé quoted in Bachelard 1958, 207)
Diolé’s experience, captured by Bachelard, affirms my sense that my body’s interior is
malleable and responsive to the cues of imagination including, as my depiction of
Goderich suggests, the longevity of childhood experiences of sitting with water and
contemplating in the background of the experience my relatedness to both surface and
depth.
St. Pierre (1997) supports my sense of Lake Huron’s indelibility in my life and
creative research in her work on transgressive post-qualitative data, which I discuss in
Chapter 2. St. Pierre cites Australian scholar Jill Ker Conway’s reflection on the impact
of place on her own development as forming “the ground of my consciousness” (quoted
in St. Pierre 1997, 183). The landscape, she continues, “shaped what I saw and influenced
the way a scene was organized in my mental imagery” (183). Merging my experience and
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Conway’s as framed by St. Pierre, I appreciate anew the shaping influence of the lake not
only on my body tissues but also on the “mental imagery” that I engage when I dance,
emphasizing both the differentiation and merging of surface and depth, or what a former
student Jen G. described in Glance as the “separate pathways and channels” (quoted in
Gordon and Shanahan 2005, 23) that overlap between and connect bodies but remain
distinct and separate. Kneale’s (2010) work bridges movement, text, and collaborations
with visual artists, and I share her sense (echoed by Jen G. in Glance) that “seemingly
disparate threads and passions have woven their way together through my body,” creating
autobiographical touchstones of “physical, sensory and intuitive knowledge that are now
the depth and colour of the tapestry that is my work” (206).
I quote St. Pierre (1997) below at length. The quoted passage captures the
intertwined nature of body, memory, and place and connects to my discussion of
Blackbird as haecceity (Chapters 7 and 11), Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987)
elaboration of Duns Scotus’ concept of “thisness” or the immaterial matter underlying all
things. St. Pierre’s (1997, 2017, 2018) work overall, however, also helps to affirm the
role of autobiographical narrative as influential to the more formal, contextual, or
temporal bounds of Blackbird:
If our understanding of the world has been and is influenced by the earth
itself, then my question is whether we can ignore those effects on our
bodies and, in turn, on our mental mappings? I don’t believe we should,
yet how do we account for the sensual effects of our responses, for
example, to the soft rolling fertility of the stream-laden Piedmont, to a
field of tobacco turning golden in hot September afternoons, to the sharp
and musty scent of pines and azaleas growing in shady red clay, to a
fitting angle of the sun to which our bodies happily turn, to the rhythm of
southern September days so very different from the same days in Yankee
country, to a bone-deep attachment to one landscape in particular…which
is the literal ground of our knowing. (183)
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My entry into the Blackbird process in 2006 involved an extended return to my
childhood home where I believe my sense of movement and ability to organize change
was forged and nurtured. At the opening night of Blackbird in Chicago I shared with
collaborators my sense of how experiences of observation of the world around me shaped
my motivations in dance.
Some of my most moving experiences as a person, before I ever
understood art to be something one could make a career out of were
moments of observation when I found myself observing the world around
me and noticing my part in it as an observer, and ultimately as a
composer of that experience. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, April 2007)

Disorientations and Reorientations
For all the ways that returning to Goderich in 2006 put me in touch with the
formative and orienting influences50 of the lake along with experiences of contemplation
and reflection, the lines of flight sparked by that return also functioned as and produced
dysmorphic data (introduced in Chapter 3), creating shifts in my reflection on how these
early childhood experiences threaded through both Blackbird and the dissertation.
Nursing theorist and phenomenologist Sally Gadow (1980) might describe my
relationship to water as one of “primary immediacy” (72), her term for an experience of
body-self as two parts of oneself that exist in harmony and, from that harmony, extend
into relationship with a world that acts upon body-self (74). According to Gadow, this
sense of body-self unity, typically experienced in childhood, is disrupted by the chaos of
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Sara Ahmed (2006) describes orientations as being “about how we begin, how we proceed
from here” (545).
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puberty and other significant life events that draw body-self into two parts, where self
becomes the dominant agent acting upon the lesser partner, body.
With Gadow’s (1980) comments in mind I began to see my childhood experiences
as prompting both orientation and discovery (a sense of oneness with the lake, an
orientation to change and perceptions of surface and depth as distinct and interactive),
and setting the stage for disorientation and loss (leaving Goderich, the disruption of
puberty and unanticipated changes to my perceptions of surface, depth, and oneness to
environment). Through both registers I encountered the complexities inherent in
experiences of, borrowing from Ahmed (2006) “the ‘here’ of the body and the ‘where’ of
its dwelling” in the unfolding, changing world (8). This encounter included the following:
1) leaving Goderich and confronting the grief that I experienced in leaving; 2) coming to
terms with those experiences by developing a relationship with myself through the
disorientation of place and space that they prompted and the simultaneous occurrence of
early puberty; 3) the ways that separating from that early influence of water prompted
disorientation, which in turn prompted an urgent desire to then reconnect to that influence
in early adulthood; and 4) experiences with sexual abuse/assault during late adolescence,
which sparked further disorientation that braided through early adulthood, Blackbird, and
the dissertation.
The cyclical recurrence of memories of sexual abuse/assault form what could be
considered a “queering” of the space of my memory in that those memories are off-kilter,
they do not always remain in focus, and they (both the content of the memories and their
tendency to emerge and recede) “disturb the order of things” (Ahmed 2006, 62).
Reminding me of van der Kolk’s (2014) discussion of the dissociation and splitting from
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self that trauma frequently prompts, the out-of-order quality of traumatic memories
(Levine 2015), and an experience of floating above the bed during an episode of sexual
abuse/assault that I describe in Chapter 8, these memories are dysmorphic (and queer) in
the sense that one of the ways they “disturb the order of things” is that they are
simultaneously always-with-me and always-not-quite-reachable, and yet have come into
the foreground of my life’s narrative. The dysmorphic characteristics of the data (most of
the data are the memories, and the confirmation of elements of that period) of sexual
abuse/sexual assault are disorienting, as is the manner in which their elements recur,
often surprisingly and causing disruption. These memories are available to me in the
background but are challenged within a personal, social, and cultural framework that
relies on an illusion of their absence—a domain I describe as a slippery doubleinvisibilizing of hiding, secrecy, and confusion about the disclosure of sexual
abuse/assault.
Ahmed (2006) describes disorientation as “vital” moments in one’s experience of
life, occurring as
bodily experiences that throw the world up, or throw the world from its
ground. Disorientation as a bodily feeling can be unsettling, and it can
shatter one’s sense of confidence in the ground or one’s belief that the
ground on which we reside can support the actions that make a life feel
livable. (Ahmed 2006,155)
Ahmed’s framing of disorientation has implications for what constitutes a “safe space,” a
meme in academic and cultural contexts (see Gayle, Cortez, and Preiss 2013) that
describes spaces or pedagogic efforts to minimize or provide alternatives for encounters
with potentially triggering content. As a kind of original “safe space” in my life,
Goderich remained a beacon for me. Evoking the Deleuzian ([1988] 1993) concept of the
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fold (Chapters 3 and 11) as an interior shaped by continuous engagement with the
exterior, Goderich was an exterior environment that affected my sense of my interior,
with the town and especially the lakeshore representing, “a second skin that unfolds in
the folds of the body” (Ahmed 2006, 9).
Upon reflection, Blackbird functioned as a second “safe space” in which I
engaged various creative research processes to attempt a re-orientation to my body. As
stated these include returning to Goderich to re-experience the significance of the place
overall and especially proximity to a shaping body of water, and rigorous but open-ended
movement practices alone, supported by Danzig and Aharoni, and in performance in the
presence of observers. Paradoxically, Blackbird also prompted renewed disorientation
when it became the subject of the dissertation. Looking at the project again, over time,
and through the lens of the Archive, meant losing my orientation to the project as one
captured within my narratives of transformation, transcendence, and freedom.
I returned to Goderich with an intuitive sense of urgency at the beginning of
Blackbird, in response to my question quoted in the narrative that opens this chapter,
“what do I really want to do?” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December 2015). I think I
was longing for a re-orientation to my sense of self, one that would allow me to explore
how my “background affects what it is that comes into view, as well as how the
background is what allows what comes into view to be viewed” (Ahmed 2006, 547). The
need for reorientation followed eating disorder treatment, which sparked my yearning to
reconsider as an adult the forces, places, and perceptions that had influenced my
experiences of and with my body. In a sense I wanted to touch base with the places and
spaces affiliated with disorientation as well—having taken a deep dive into disorientation
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from my body in the several months leading up to pursuing treatment I was curious about
the familiarity of that disorientation—by returning to a place that had grown unfamiliar
and yet retained traces, accessible through sensory cues that might spark implicit
memories (Levine 2015).
According to Ahmed (2006), disorientations both take us away from ourselves
and create new frames for orientation through repeated contact with the unfamiliar. She
writes that “bodies do not dwell in spaces that are exterior but rather are shaped by their
dwellings and take shape by dwelling” (9). Memories of sexual abuse and sexual assault
shaped my process during Blackbird, in ways I was moving back and forth in relationship
with, and how I experience myself at middle age in ways that have come more into the
familiar terrain of my sense of self. These memories orient me to my body, my
personality, my responses to an array of stimuli directly and indirectly related to the
experiences themselves.
Only now do I feel and reflect on these experiences—Goderich and the
lake/water, perceptions of surface and depth, movement back and forth between
experiences of orientation and reorientation, and the coming together of memories of
sexual abuse/assault to form more holistic understandings of disparate and sometimes
distant-feeling events—as woven into my bodily tissues, and having been woven in me
all along in gradual increments whose presence recurs and recedes. Those increments and
my awareness of them now function as dysmorphic data—creating doubt as much as
illumination, disrupting and elaborating existing narratives, and facilitating and skewing
attempts at clarity. In this sense, experience, once owned as part of a haecceitic
phenomenon of near-continuous change, becomes fodder for a painstaking process of
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reorientation to the space of my body, a body familiar to me in its ebbs and flows of
becoming, and, for long stretches of time, unfamiliar and in its unfamiliarity both
disorienting and orienting.
What is queer about the space of my memory that contains experiences of sexual
abuse might be, then, an adaptation to the feelings of being lost in disorientation, which,
as Ahmed (2006) writes, can “become a familiar feeling” (9). Yet the touchstones of this
familiarity—departure from Goderich (losing the familiarity of place or, borrowing from
Gadow [1980) and, perhaps more traumatically, sexual abuse/sexual assault (losing a
sense of agency to change the outcome)—are a part of life whose impact I have
repeatedly and for three decades tried to deny, or have acknowledged but lacked the
words to describe. Blackbird functioned in some ways as a processual interlocutor for
that translation into movement, rather than words.
Nonlinearity and Memories
van der Kolk (2014) affirms the difficulty of finding language to describe
traumatic experiences. He writes, “[a]ll trauma is preverbal” (43). Even after many years,
trauma “drives us to the edge of comprehension, cutting us from language based on
common experience or an imaginable past” (43). Yet, as reflected in Blackbird and
during the twelve years following, including the intention to delve into and articulate my
experiences in writing the dissertation, van der Kolk (2014) suggests that eventually
many trauma survivors arrive at a story they can tolerate. The dissertation has pushed at
the edges of my tolerance for articulating these stories, especially before landing on
Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) rhizomatic logic and philosophy of becoming, St.
Pierre’s (1997, 2017) post-qualitative research sensibility, which affirmed that my
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experience of rhizomatic movement in my creative and writing processes, and the
rhizomatic spread and disruption of memories of sexual assault/abuse, had some
relationship that could be connected to a larger theoretical and scholarly framework
accommodating change, which could frame my research without definitively ascribing
causal values to the trauma or causal linkages between the trauma and Blackbird. These
help me begin to craft a “coherent account” that gets closer to “the inner truth of the
experience” (van der Kolk 2014, 43), which is not a “truth” that follows a linear narrative
with beginning, middle, and end. Rather it is one that expands to accommodate, among
multiple other factors, the trauma and Blackbird within an ontology of change,
differences, and moving back and forth across and between experiences, including those
that do not make “sense” for extended periods.
Part of my process of constructing a narrative out of these memories has been
leaving-be their non-linear nature, and paying attention when life events, conversations,
memories, and the cues provided about space and place help me to form temporal links
between disparate memories. I share a story that illustrates this process below, depicting
an experience in the final year of writing the dissertation, as memories of sexual trauma
were pervading my interpretations of Blackbird and the dissertation.
I am on the phone with a high school friend. She is recollecting the time
she visited me at _____, arriving to my distraught roommate gesturing
towards a dismembered teddy bear on my bed. X had shortly before
barged in and cut off the bear’s stuffed head with a pair of craft scissors I
kept in my desk. Listening to my friend’s voice on the other end of the line,
and hearing the same tone of voice I heard thirty years prior, I suddenly
remember picking up the bear with head dangling by strands of batting. I
recall turning to my apologetic roommate, and my startled visiting friend,
her eyes wide with surprise. I remember my own reaction to the bear and
my hope, one that only now do I question, to dispel the tension in the
room. I dismissed the impact of the severed teddy bear—I might even have
laughed—but now, recounting the story, my heart starts to race, the
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tension in my right shoulder flares, and I remind myself to breathe.
(Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, March 2018)
This recalled story helped connect me to a time (and place) in my implicit
memory (Levine 2105) and in that reconnection the bodily responses I had dismissed
recur. Even now, writing in 2019, the same pounding heart, tense upper back, and
conscious reminders to breathe ground me in a time that I experience as both now and
then, present and past in which I am woman and girl, whole and split. My friend’s
perspective made the situation more real and supported by the connectivity of familiar
relationship. The story also validated the “reality” of the web of memories and made
them harder to dismiss.
Until 2016, when engagement with the Archive merged with the political turmoil
surrounding the American presidential election cycle, I took the impact of sexual trauma
seriously only when experiencing despair, most of which I tried to hide in my external
presentation as someone more “put together” (see Tamas 2009, 2012). The sense that
what I presented to the world was out of harmony with formative internal experiences,
much like the conundrum of body dysmorphia/disordered eating, might have infused my
awareness approaching Blackbird that there was something I was partially hiding from
myself that, through its presence and my denial of it, influenced my performance of
movement and ability to be transparent with audiences and with myself. This pattern of
cyclically acknowledging the abuse tentatively and then retreating away from that
acknowledgement might have contributed to a sense of moving back and forth between
an internal self and an external one.
As stated, the play between interior and exterior was suggested to me as a child
(and then again in visiting Goderich at the beginning of Blackbird) by the lake’s
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relationship to surface, depth, consistency, and change. Later, the concept of
transmogrification at the outset of Blackbird set in place a framework through which to
rediscover my internal body and renegotiate my relationship to change. This
renegotiation happened not merely by reaching back in time to memories of Goderich or
of X, but by digging below the surface of my understanding of who I was and the
experiences that had shaped me. This allowed me to consider my body as a source of
continuous change that could co-exist productively with surface appearances, and to
befriend hidden aspects of myself, especially those parts I could not see but began to
sense, as generative of choreographic material.
Liz Lerman (2011) writes: “If you want to understand the beginning, you should
not go backward, but inward” (17). Indeed, during Blackbird when I began to attune my
awareness to the interior of my body and its cues, sensations, and movement my sense of
change expanded to begin to include but not be overpowered by memories of trauma.
Attunement to inner sensation opened nascent awareness of time as a morphable
phenomenon, or at least one that I experienced in vastly different ways. In the next
chapter I take this up—autobiographical experiences of time in and around Blackbird—
with Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) and with Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) discussions
of Lewis Carroll’s fictional Alice from Alice in Wonderland.
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CHAPTER 7
CREST: TIME IN BLACKBIRD, WITH DELEUZE AND GUATTARI

In this chapter I continue to explore haecceity and Blackbird through a discussion
of my relationship to time through the lens of Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) that
expands on what uniquely constitutes the Deleuzian-Guattarian subject. I begin with an
articulation of my orientation to time through the lenses of Movement Pattern Analysis
(MPA). I go on to articulate my experience in Blackbird with help from Deleuze and
Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) discussion of two modes of time:
● Aeon is the time of haecceity, or “the indefinite time of the event.”
Deleuze and Guattari characterize Aeon as a floating line that “divides
that which transpires into an already-there that is at the same time notyet here, a simultaneous too-late and too-early, a something that is
both going to happen and has just happened” (262).
● Chronos, or conventional clock time, is “the time of measure that
situates things and persons, develops a form, and determines a subject”
(262).
Finally, I discuss Blackbird as a haecceity and share an extended excerpt from the
Archive, written in 2014 as I was viewing video of Blackbird in performance.

Quick Time and Movement Pattern Analysis51
Movement Pattern Analysis (MPA) is a framework for observing, analyzing, and
notating movement behavior and correlating it to decision-making cognitive processes (as
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This subsection of this chapter of the dissertation was developed in consultation with
dancer and movement analyst Kristina Fluty, GL-CMA, R-MPA in November, 2018 via
email and telephone correspondence.
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defined by the framework). It was developed by Warren Lamb (2012) and influenced by
his work with Rudolf Laban ([1950] 1988). Lamb utilizes Laban’s basic Effort and Shape
terminology to assert that an individual’s movement patterns are unique, established by
adulthood, and change little over time without the kinds of mindful repatterning
characteristic of dance, physical, and somatic practice.52 He developed MPA as a
grounded theory while doing movement profiles for people working in sedentary jobs for
the majority of their days. In spite of skepticism that these patterns are not readily
changeable, and identifying with the former category of subjects rather than the later, I
relate many of the characteristics interpreted from receiving a movement profile through
this framework in 2013.
Through this framework I discovered (and was validated to learn that) I have a
propensity for what is considered through the framework as quick time, in general. In
brief, this means that I experience the sensation that I must “fight against” the passage of
clock time; I am driven to fit many tasks into short amounts of time, and sometimes
succeed. This propensity for quick time also means that I find myself recuperating from
the bursts of exertion of that process (the drive to condense many tasks and the sense of
fighting time) by completely “dropping out” of clock time, for example “daydreaming,”
not paying attention to time at all, and/or falling into reverie. This mode is also referred to
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There is debate in the MPA community about the changeability of patterns, as Lamb’s
initial assertions were that they do not change over a lifespan. Fluty recounts a personal
conversation with Lamb in which he confirms that the fixedness of patterns applies to the
sedentary population he worked with in the initial formulation of his method and that the
patterns become negotiable for those engaged in conscious movement practices.
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as “Spell Drive,” a state wherein I attend to the Laban ([1950] 1988) Effort Elements of
weight, space, and flow, but time is not a factor in my actions.
The discrete quality of time is just a small part of the MPA profile. However a
brief summary of the complex profiling is needed to convey the phenomenon of quick
time. If an individual were balanced across their unique MPA profile in spending an
equal amount of time and energy in each of the “Action Motivations” (this balance never
happens), one would spend 1/6 of their time and energy focused on the actions of
accelerating and/or decelerating their process in order to commit to a task. I spend 1/3 of
my time and energy in this particular motivation; it is a significant characteristic of my
individual profile.
Patterns, such as being identified as quick time, are shaped by environments and
relationships (Laban [1950] 1988, 1966; Bartenieff and Lewis 1980), so this framework
reflects on preferences and habits, but might not reflect the ideal or intrinsic desire. Fluty
explained to me that this particular heightened propensity for quick time translates
frequently (for me) to states of exhaustion, in part related to my expenditure of a lot of
physical energy to accelerate to complete a task. (By comparison, someone who is not
motivated in this way relative to time might work more evenly, gradually, and
methodically.) Examples of this in Blackbird manifest in performance as urgency,
moving with a sudden outburst of energy, or experiencing a drive to articulate something
in fast, sequential gestures, like an unspooling. In performance, as in my life in general,
these periods are followed by recuperative stages characterized by slowing down and/or
moving into Spell Drive, where there is neither urgency nor leisure, but rather a feeling of
no-time.
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This nascent self-understanding provided by an MPA profile afforded me clues
(and perspective on years-long struggles) to understand the flurries of organizing
impulses (dancemaking, grant writing, teaching) followed by periods of extreme
exhaustion and a sensation that time ceases to exist. Experience has shown that a
resurgence of urgency will cycle back in. This is an important perspective to keep in
mind as we progress through this chapter. In addition to the glimpse into MPA provided
above, Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) and Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) articulation of
time, discussed below and in relationship to Blackbird, bolster and supplement these
understandings through a theoretical lens. My particular time “signature” through the
MPA lens is offered, in part, as a rationale for the relevance of Deleuze and Guattari’s
work on time to Blackbird.

Exploring Time in Blackbird with Deleuze and Guattari
I searched for the word “time” in the longest version of the Archive (the 889-page
version). One of the passages I located reads as a set of observations into my experience
of time and queries that later led me to Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987). In part
because my own experience of time in Blackbird (as well as other contexts) did not make
“sense” to me, I then turn to Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) depiction of nonsense and sense in
Alice in Wonderland. Deleuze’s use of Alice as a literary mode for unpacking his theories
of time helps me understand the complexities inherent in my desire for achieving balance
between what in Blackbird I called “amorphous exploration,” which I now see as
affiliated with my experience of aeonic time, or what I previously called Spell Drive, and
“conscious composition” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, November 2006), which
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corresponds to dance that has a temporal affiliation with chronological time. My desire
for a sense of balance regarding these two modes of choreographic exploration was
connected to larger questions related to gaining a more stable sense of identity (on
Deleuze and Guattari’s plane of organization) while paradoxically releasing my sense of
a stable identity through transmogrification (on Deleuze and Guattari’s plane of
immanence/consistency) and through movement that communicated and utilized the
quality of hesitation through moving back and forth in time (as introduced in Chapter 1).
Pulling forward my introduction of the Deleuzian-Guattarian subject in Chapter 2,
this line of inquiry finds a partner in Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) framing of
individuation as a distinct yet overlapping phenomenon that occurs 1) in the realm of
“life” on the plane of immanence/consistency, and 2) in the realm of what is commonly
understood as “subjects,” or the individuation of an individual person, for example, on
the plan of organization. In other words, individuation for Deleuze and Guattari is 1) not
a distinctly human phenomenon, and 2) occurs on both planes, to different effect.
To restate, haecceities are rhizomes (Deleuze and Guattari [1980] 1987).
Haecceities participate in the temporal realm through “relations of movement and rest
between molecules or particles, capacities to affect and be affected” (261) on/within the
plane of immanence/consistency. By contrast, the plane of organization is “the altogether
different plane of forms, substances, and subjects” (262). The distinction between the two
planes can, in part, be described through their different orientations to time, orientations
which further indicate the ways individuation occurs. In summary, Aeon, the time of the
plane of immanence/consistency, haecceities, and rhizomes, is the time of becoming;
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Chronos, the time of the plane of organization, law, rules, habits, and subjects, is the time
of being.
Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) clarify that “we can conceive of an abstract
time that is equal” (261) for the plane of immanence/consistency (haecceities) and the
plane of organization (forms, subjects). For example, I intellectually understand that the
sixty minutes that pass in performing Blackbird is the same amount of time it takes me to
walk one hour on a treadmill, even though my experience of those metrically analogous
blocks of time is qualitatively different enough to call into question my perception that
one hour (or any numerically-indicated block of time) is a stable concept, at least
abstractly if not experientially. Simply put, many societies function, in part, because
members agree, for example, that the passage of time from 6:00pm to 7:00pm is sixty
minutes, one hour. In spite of this, experiences of time are deeply contextual and
subjective. Sometimes, while performing Blackbird, chronological time seemed
irrelevant, as it dropped out of my conscious awareness and returned based on external
cues. For example, I began the piece and finished it using cues given verbally by the
stage manager at the top of the show and audibly through the sound score to signal its
ending. This is different, for example, from most of my experiences on a treadmill, when
I am keenly aware of each second of time and anticipate its passing.
Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) wrote that phenomena occurring on the
planes of immanence/consistency and organization are empirically distinct in that “the
individuation of a life is not the same as the individuation of a subject that leads it [the
life] or serves as its support” (261). The duo see individuation as both a feature of life
(plane of immanence) and a feature (or set of features) comprising an individual subject
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(plane of consistency). Individuation as a phenomenon of all life and occurring on the
plane of immanence/consistency, and subjectivity as a phenomenon of the plane of
organization, are not one and the same. The difference between the planes, they write, “is
not at all between the ephemeral and the durable, nor even between the regular and the
irregular, but between two modes of individuation, two modes of temporality” (262,
emphasis mine).
Freed from adherence to chronological time, haecceities relate to time via Aeon,
the “floating, non-pulsed” time that is ineffable and independent of “the chronometric or
chronological values that time assumes in the other modes” (263). With this
understanding, I situate my experience of time falling-away while performing Blackbird
as tapping into an aeonic experience of time. Chronos, however, the mode of clock time
that organizes and gives form to what arises on the plane of immanence, “cannot [itself]
be given as such.” Examples include the planes of life, music, and writing, modes that
“can only be inferred,” and the experience of movement impulse that has no affiliation
with an organized sense of action outcome or discernible vocabulary, whereas the plane
of organization and the time of Chronos “can always be described” (266).
Thus, when I say that one hour has passed on the treadmill, I am describing my
experience of chronological time on the plane of organization. When I reflect that
dancing for sixty minutes sometimes felt timeless, as if not occurring in clock time at all,
and sometimes interminable, as if time were not passing, I am describing aeonic time on
the plane of immanence/consistency. This distinction articulates a framework for
negotiating experiences in Blackbird that I cannot (or can barely) put into words, and yet
can be in relationship with a framework of expression that includes words, such as the
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hybrid form of rhizomatic communication that I describe as endemic to dance practice in
Chapter 1, or one where words come to stand in experience in ways that accommodate,
conceptualize, and elaborate ineffability.53
Aeon: Thrown Against the Sky
In Deleuze’s ([1968] 1994) Difference and Repetition, he refers to Aeon (spelled
Aion in that text) as “the fracture or hinge” denoting “empty time.” This discussion is a
prime example of Deleuze inviting readers to think differently. He describes Aeon as the
time through which action passes. using a metaphor of dice being thrown “against the
sky”) (284). Taking this further, if Aeon is the time through which the action of throwing
dice against the sky passes, the “surface” the dice pass through (or collide-with or
rebound-from if we are to follow Deleuze’s use of the word “against,” as in throwing a
tennis ball against a wall) is neither fixed nor bounded. Instead sky, as surface, is
infinitely vast, rendering the notion of throwing anything “against” the sky absurd.
Moreover, this paradoxically reliable space (reliable in so far as the metaphor allows for
something to be thrown against it) that is not-a-surface delivers to both the dice and the
thrower (by virtue of the law of gravity) the predictability of the dice’s return, which
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Though the dissertation does not emphasize a Laban framework, it is worth noting that it is one
of scant few existing frameworks that dancers use to notate and describe movement. Prior to
discovering Chronos/Aeon and the Deleuzian-Guattarian theories explored here, Laban’s concept
of time, and how one may or may not focus one’s energy towards the function of time, was the
most readily available concept that related to my experience. When placing the Laban concept in
comparison to, or perhaps within the boundaries of, the Chronos/Aeon framework, one might
assert that Laban time is bound by chronological time (the time of Chronos). Even though Laban
time addresses an inner attitude toward the passage of time and goes beyond typical
considerations of speed/tempo, it is still confined by the existence of a metric measurement of
time, in general, and thus bound by the concept of Chronos. Thus, I have discovered in
Aeon/aeonic time an even more fitting description of my experience of time in Blackbird, and
movement in general.
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Deleuze characterizes as a fracture or hinge. According to Deleuze and Guattari ([1980]
1987) that fracture or hinge is Aeon, and Aeon’s movement is variably contingent upon
the force of the throw (for example the thrower’s strength and intention), environmental
factors influencing the force of the throw, and the gravitational pull that dictates the dice
will, upon meeting the surface, fracture, or hinge, reverse course to return earthbound.
All of this is relevant to Blackbird as it facilitates a conceptual understanding of
the paradox of experiencing chronological time and aeonic time simultaneously, in a kind
of back and forth action that is reliable and repeatable if not wholly predictable or
rhythmically/temporally stable. Questions arise. Is there a hinge (again, also referred to as
a fracture) around or through which movement, conceiving of movement as a kind of
temporary object, changes course directionally? Might this hinge/fracture be both
conceptual and material when I consider my body as simultaneously a more-permanent
object than the temporary-object of movement, one with habits, patterns, rules, and
systems formed on the plane of organization, than, for example, the movement I produce?
Further, could my movement perhaps be conceived as: 1) produced variably on
the plane of immanence/consistency, and 2) becoming formed on the plane of
organization, while sharing a measure of temporariness in its movement? In other words,
was the movement of Blackbird a means to experience the following:
● the precise articulation of movement and its relationship to
chronological time on the plane of organization;
● the dissolution or unfixing of movement around or through the fracture
or the hinge of aeonic time; and
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● a way for me to integrate experiences of anxiety and trauma that might
have been related to the dissonance I felt between the two planes and
my perceived obligation to unite them, when in fact they did not need
to be, and/or I was simply responding to cultural expectations of
unification and/or appropriateness (will I lose funding if I claim
healing as a goal in artistic practice; will I damage my credibility as a
scholar if I claim healing as a goal of a dissertation project)?
Ultimately, however, I was privately seeking “healing” in the context
of my environment/s.
These questions are complicated by a concept of movement as being thrown, which is not
to say discarded or thrown away,54 but “sent into” a space that is not-a-surface in the
same way that Deleuze ([1968] 1994) refers to throwing dice against the sky.
I will keep the idea of time as a hinge/fracture in mind in reference to Deleuze’s
discussion of Alice in Wonderland later in this chapter, where more questions arise. This
discussion helps to enrich my understanding of time through Deleuze, and in relationship
with Blackbird particularly around an emergent theory of becoming-in-decision. Could
Alice’s reversals (stemming from her repeated query “Which way? Which way?”) be
actions occurring around or on the hinge/fracture of Aeos that Deleuze describes? Might
Alice’s reversals help me understand better both the productive explorations of hesitation
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Etymologically the word throw’s earliest meanings are both to propel (sometimes with force)
and to twist or rub. Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “throw,” by Douglas Harper, accessed
December 10, 2018. https://www.etymonline.com/word/throw#etymonline_v_13276.
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in Blackbird and my frequent sense of time when dancing as suspended across past,
present, and future?

Blackbird as Haecceity
Before getting to Alice, however, I want to note that Deleuze and Guattari’s
([1980] 1987) treatment of time provides a fluid distinction for looking at Blackbird
through two frameworks. First, I view Blackbird as a concrete dance “product” existing
on the plane of organization and functioning within the cultural marketplace (funders,
press, audiences, presenters) of Chicago concert dance. Second I view Blackbird as a
haecceity in which the project is, borrowing language from Deleuze and Guattari,
“reducible neither to the One [sic]” (in other words, not reducible to the recognizable
form or product of Blackbird just mentioned) “nor the multiple” (21)—the composite or
sum of its parts. In negotiating these two framings for Blackbird I borrow from Deleuze
and Guattari to think of Blackbird as a series of reversals, in which the project is
fractured or hinged around its status as a cultural product (the recognizable thing called
My Name is a Blackbird) to the complexity of its inherent multiplicity and the
multiplicity of its innumerable influences and unknown relationships (Blackbird as a
haecceity).
Further, I view the movement in Blackbird using a similar distinction: Blackbird’s
movement (vocabulary, research, performed iterations) was organized on the plane of
organization as distinct, articulate shapes, visible gestures, and sometimes-repeated
sequences, while also reflecting the constant becoming and seemingly infinite
possibilities, often present in my experience of dancing, even when interpreted internally
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as overwhelm, on the plane of immanence/consistency. Viewed as a haecceity Blackbird
is part of a whole in which it achieves individuation of one type, while also functioning
within an indefinable system where it loses its individuation as a concrete product.

Excerpt from the Blackbird Archive on Time
In 2014 I was beginning to explore, transcribe, and review the Archive for
Blackbird. I paused while watching a video of myself to do a self-interview/free-write on
how regret, loss, and guilt play a role in my dancing. I ended up writing about time. I
observed that as movement disappears upon its materialization, its disappearance sparks
my curiosity about invisibility, decay, and death. When in 2018 I started exploring
Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) depiction of Aeon and Chronos and returned to the
Archive to see what I had written about time, I was led by the sense that through Deleuze
and Guattari “I at last had language to describe a problem” (describing experiences of
movement that) “I had lived but not labeled” (St. Pierre 2004, 289). With those tools to
broaden the context for reading the free-write from 2014, I could see my writing as
affined with their concepts of time in relation to haecceities and the plane of immanence.
As soon as I do something I know it's gone. I also know that I have to let it
go and move onto the next thing. So there is a practice for me of learning
how to move on to the next thing.
Just now watching myself on video I feel constrained by a reverie. I
experience a sense of loss or regret as time passes, as I watch the me
dancing on the screen, and I have a feeling that I'm caught in a past.
I experience time differently in Blackbird compared to in other work. My
experience of time was about what I'm doing now while pulling me into
worry about what is happening next. My relationship with what just
occurred gets disrupted by feeling that I haven't done it “well."
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In Blackbird, however, I feel like I am in the past, the present, and the
future simultaneously. My sense of time is bigger than the present, but also
it is only in the present that I can hold these three experiences of time. It
feels like a paradox. This makes me wonder if the present is a concept. In
other words I wonder if the idea of the present jumps ahead of the
experience of the present. I wonder if it becomes an ungraspable virtual
marker in time and paradoxically a kind of stultifying force that leads to
regret. What I mean to say is that the experience of "trying to remain
present" becomes an experience of ping-ponging between past and future,
but never really being anywhere. Blackbird is teaching me that the
experience of being present is a simultaneity of all time.
And I wonder if my experience of time as this converging trinity of past,
present, and future, when those three are held loosely together as concepts
in my mind, becomes a gateway to what I would call authentic presence,
which includes this ungraspable simultaneity. In Blackbird I felt I was in
material relationship with what had already happened (in the past, in that
however I moved in that moment changed my material body) and how
what was happening (in the present, which was changing my body) was a
material gateway into what came next (the future, in which my changed,
changing body would change again). Both past and present gave me
choices, choices that I could register in my body and, then, let my body
choose in the future.
It comes down to a question: If I allow each choice to be registered in my
body, will my body organize those things for me? Is it through presence or
through the absence of particular time and the experience of timelessness,
that that phenomenon occurs? How is time influenced by the allowance of
body to be in a motion-cycle like the one I describe above that recognizes
the allness of time, an allness that softens the distinctions between past,
present, and future?
I don't have an adequate translation for what I'm trying to express. Maybe
the word is immanence. Is there a way to take time out of the equation as a
temporary exercise in order to think about present as a phenomenon of
movement and therefore of change? Is my identity so overdetermined by
my engrained idea of time as a clock-like function that continually moves
forward and refers back only in historical relationship to that forwardgoing?
When I think of the pulsations of measured time, I wonder how sound,
even imagined sound, helps us "tell" "time”? Yes, we have a heartbeat,
but body makes other sounds if we listen closely; there are other pulses
and flows of energy, heat, change, and sensation that are not so regular;
and even my heart beats irregularly at times. For example, I think of rain
falling; it can be consistent and at the same time irregular if I listen
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closely for the ways it falls onto various surfaces within earshot. With
waves, too, there is regularity and consistency, and also constant change.
One aspect has to do with not hurting, and actually recalibrating to a
value of not causing pain. Of being in state in which the animal that you
are is allowed to be that animal, to have hunger and thirst and need to pee
and function and sleep and even to make mistakes… I wonder if pain is
part of past and if I hold onto it and become accustomed to the pain as a
safety, as a place of reliving over and over again in hopes of getting it
right. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, March 2014)
Navigating Sense and Nonsense With Deleuzian Time
Referring to Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) The Logic of Sense, Bogard (1998) writes
that for Deleuze: “Time itself becomes unhinged…time escapes the present and flies into
the future and the past at the ‘same time,’ simultaneously—before and after get mixed
together” (60). This calls up Deleuze’s ([1962] 1983) earlier writing about the movement
of time as becoming and my discussion above of Blackbird as haecceitic.
The present moment is not a moment of being or of present ‘in the strict
sense,’ that it [the present] is the passing moment forces us to think of
becoming, but to think of it precisely as what could not have started, and
cannot finish, becoming. (48)
The statement “the moment must be simultaneously present and past, present and yet-tocome” (45) captures much of my sense of time in Blackbird, and informs my reading of
the above as follows: since the present moment is always passing, the movement of that
continuous passage forces me to confront the present as a continuously moving portal to
access the phenomena of my incompleteness, or becoming. Transmogrification, then, can
be viewed as a concept informing or infusing becoming with imaginative possibility.
Looping back to Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) discussion of arborescent
syntactical structures of language and the hierarchies they assert, Deleuze ([1969] 1990)
understood the movement of the verb as “not an image of external action, but a process of
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reaction internal to language” that “envelops the internality of language” (184). His use
of the word “envelops” suggests to me the all-ness of time that I write about above.
(Moreover, this is another articulation of the fold, where the movement of the external
both affects and is part of the movement of the internal.) He goes on to interpret the
movement of the verb as an oscillation between the present and the infinite, one that
conveys a relationship of “two poles” comprised of:
the present, which indicates its relation to a denotable state of affairs in
view of a physical time characterized by succession; and the infinitive,
which indicates its relation to sense or the event in view of the internal
time which it envelops. (184)
Deleuze and Guattari’s statements on time are keys that unlock my perception of
time in Blackbird. I experienced the present moment through a felt physicality
“characterized by succession” (Deleuze [1969] 1990, 184), as a pulsing between whatcomes-next and my memory of what-comes-before, and where the present is a
phenomenon of “passing.” For me this pulse between senses of before and after nurtures
a paradoxical experience of being enveloped within the non-fixedness of Aeonic time, a
state that I described during and after Blackbird as “reverie” (and refer to earlier through
Laban’s ([1950] 1988) construct of Spell Drive) in the extended excerpt from the
Blackbird Archive above.
The sense of hovering, being suspended in time, along with the circularity implied
by the term enveloping (as in embracing, wrapping, enfolding) might function as
liminality, following Victor Turner’s (1967) framing of the liminal as a threshold where
through a ritual process an individual occupies an in-between state. Noting Turner’s
definition, the liminality I propose comes from blending my time in Blackbird with
Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) comments on time expressed in three ways: 1)
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symbolically, by the symbol of the circle manifest as embracing; 2) temporally, as an
experience of being wrapped by the passage of time; and 3) as a passageway (or portal)
through which transmogrification occurs not only in relationship to time, but also through
body as a dynamic of incompleteness suggesting matter’s inescapable-for-even-amoment capacity for change/changing/changeability.
In The Logic of Sense, Deleuze ([1969] 1990) examines the fictional Alice’s
bodily changes, as she becomes larger than she was in the past and smaller than she will
become in the future. According to Deleuze Alice’s morphable size exemplifies the
simultaneity of becoming whose characteristic is to elude the present. Insofar as it eludes
the present, becoming does not tolerate the separation or the distinction of before or after,
or of past and future. It pertains to the essence of becoming to move and to pull in both
directions at once. Deleuze tells us that Alice’s capture (a word implying holding, even
against one’s will) between the past and the future paradoxically eludes the present. The
image of capture that eludes the present offers context for the tensions, and the sense of
needing to move back and forth, that arose in me during Blackbird when I began
exploring micromovements of sensation through more conscious engagement with small
shifts in muscular engagement and release.
Moving back and forth involved paying attention to sensations of “letting go” of
unneeded muscular engagement, which, in part, meant becoming more available to being
moved by a source other than choreographic strategy or intention (see Ölme 2017).
Perhaps that source of movement was aeonic time—a hinge around which my movement,
especially what I considered effortful or imbued with familiar choreographic intent—fell,
like dice. In this framing the word capture reflects a series of reversals, as articulated by
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my search for “one true start” (see Chapter 8), as if one is caught between or within the
back and forth of reversal. Related, in the section below Alice’s capture shifts from stasis
(as grasping, seizing, or taking)55 into the relentless movement of constant reversal in
which she asks, “Which way? Which way?”

Becoming, Disappearing, and Body as Change: Which Way? Which Way?
To underscore the relationship between time and individuation as conceived by
Deleuze ([1969] 1990) and Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) and echoed in my
experience of dancing alone and with audiences during Blackbird, I return again to the
title of the dance My Name is a Blackbird. Recalling my intention that the words “a
blackbird” could be replaced by any entity, suggesting a morphability of identity,
Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) quote below on “the paradoxes of pure becoming” (3) reflects
my orientation to the title My Name is a Blackbird as a kind of ontological micro-poem
signaling the loss of a/my “proper name” (3) and inhering as a poetically-expressed
philosophical inquiry into change. For me this is conveyed by the paradoxical gesture of
naming (My Name is…) and a kind of nonsensical replacement of my given name Molly
Shanahan with the name “a blackbird.”
Part of my experience in Blackbird writ large relates to sensorial feedback
inherent in living in a day to day, ongoing sense with the questions I began with in 2005.
Doing so over a span of more than a decade and through multiple changes of context—
personal, professional, and environmental—calls up Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) description
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Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “capture,” by Douglas Harper, accessed October 30, 2018,
https://www.etymonline.com/word/capture#etymonline_v_722.
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of Alice’s panicky overwhelm, when she repeats, “which way, which way?” (3) in her
surreal adventures in Wonderland. Alice’s query and the indecision it communicates
reflect the ontological paradoxes that Blackbird unearthed in my own bodily experience,
characterized by: 1) desire for bodily change; 2) an expanded ontological perspective that
does not rely on effortful outer-bodily change or participation in aesthetic hierarchies of
physical improvement including minimizing, reduction, smoothing, or effortful
strengthening of my visible body; and 3) obstacles I have experienced and continue to
experience negotiating those changes.
Challenges of Negotiating Change
Challenges of negotiating change beyond the rarified context of Blackbird’s
original space-time bounds of a discrete creative project (2006–10) include:
1) the shaping forces of my personal history, in particular a history of
a) body dysmorphia, and
b) the recurrent and cyclical encroachment of the effects of sexual
abuse/assault, which play out:
i)

microcosmically as ingrained patterns of physical trauma, and

ii)

macrocosmically on the political stage contemporaneous with
producing the dissertation;56
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In 2016 then-Presidential candidate Donald Trump was heard on tape admitting to sexually
predatory behavior toward women. In 2017 the Me Too movement, initiated in 2006 by Tarana
Burke, was reignited and entered the mainstream through social media when Hollywood producer
Harvey Weinstein was accused of multiple counts of sexual assault, followed by multiple
allegations levied against men in varied positions of power in an array of cultural, political, and
corporate institutions internationally. In 2018 then-Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination to the
United States Supreme Court was delayed when three credible allegations of sexual assault were
made against him, prompting an upswell of sexual assaults reported to advocacy and support
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2) my (related) and sometimes hidden (not shared with others) desire for bodily
change, specifically for being smaller, thinner, lighter;
3) the hybrid fermentations of resistance and surrender that I embody in relation
to social and cultural influences that:
a) define and/or defeat my sense of a stable identity, or, alternatively,
b) define and/or defeat an affirmative sense of identity that is
nevertheless constantly shifting.
Which Way?
With these factors in mind I return to and expand on Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990)
passage on Alice, which simultaneously lends power to the multiplicities enumerated
above and eradicates the ground they stand on as elements of “my” life, by “contesting”
my “personal identity and the loss” of my “proper name” (3). Deleuze writes:
The paradox of this pure becoming, with its capacity to elude the present,
is the paradox of infinite identity (the infinite identity of body directions or
senses at the same time—of future and past, of the day before and the day
after, of more and less, of too much and not enough, of active and passive,
and of cause and effect). It is language which fixes the limits (the moment,
for example, at which the excess begins), but it is language as well which
transcends the limits and restores them to the infinite equivalence of an
unlimited becoming…“which way, which way?” asks Alice, sensing that
it is always in both directions at the same time, so that for once she stays
the same, through an optical illusion; the reversal of the day before and the
day after, the present always being eluded…All these reversals as they
appear in infinite identity have one consequence: the contesting of Alice’s
personal identity and the loss of her proper name. (3)
Deleuze’s use of the phrase “all these reversals” and his explanation that Alice senses that
“for once she stays the same” because “it is always in both directions at the same time”

organizations, protests, publications, and bitter political acrimony surrounding his eventual
confirmation to the Court in October 2018.
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that she must go, suggests to me that Alice maintains subjective stability because of the
“unlimited becoming” potentiated by the co-occurrence of “future and past, of the day
before and the day after, of more or less…” (3).
Also from the extended quote above, Alice’s anxious query, “which way, which
way?” is answered by the optical illusion of sameness, an illusion that is formed in the
reversal—her capture in the query “which way? which way?” Important here is Deleuze’s
reference to the illusory quality of the visual sense captured in the statement “for once
she stays the same, through an optical illusion” (3). In this formulation optics determine
the space of illusion manifest as reversals, the appearance of sameness that this
potentiates, and movement across time that, as evidenced by Alice, morphs her
perception of size. Braiding my reading of Deleuze’s articulation of the illusive quality of
what can be seen with my experience in Blackbird, I wonder whether Aeon, or infinite
time—functioning in disruptive coexistence with chronological time—is the “hinge” he
refers to above and around which the illusory world of the visual temporarily drops away
to reveal the pure event of becoming, which is Aeon.
Münker’s (2010) articulation of time centers on intentionality and on experiencing
her work “as a process of change” that is precise and rigorous, where “[u]nderstanding
comes from a deep bodily, almost cellular knowing. Non-verbal thinking cannot be goaloriented, but it can follow an intention” (166). While intentionality does not
automatically inspire thoughts about time, or distinctions between the segmented time of
Chronos and the expansive time of Aeon, the temporal location of intention in the before
and moving toward an after or later time enriches my understanding of time and intention
as I experienced it performing Blackbird. This is particularly so where intention is linked
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to subjectivity, as in the hopes, desires, wishes, and plans of an agentic person to create
an anticipated future.
Like pulling up a rhizomatic root structure in a garden and hoping to reach the
point of origin, I sense it is impossible to “get to the bottom” of the paradoxical
subjectivity/loss of subjectivity that Deleuze and Guattari theorize (and that Feldenkrais
grappled with through the actions and awareness involved in changing ingrained habits).
My experience of embodiment in Blackbird included a sense of being immersed in while
also subject to an overwhelming potential of overlapping possible movements, such as
expressed in Alice’s query, “which way, which way?” (Deleuze [1969] 1990, 3).
For example, in Blackbird, rather than narrowing my focus on the single or “best”
movement choice I might make, I tried to ensure that my visible physique or any callingattention-to the outline of my form in space through shapes, gestures, or modes of
comportment that might mark my body as valued on a particular register, did not
overshadow the palpability for me or for observers of all the movement that was not
visible but that I could sense as a vibratory presence within present, past, and future time.
This negotiation influenced the channel of exchange I describe in Chapter 10. The term
vibration (here, the vibratory presence of past-present-future) is important as it connects
with Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) depiction of Alice’s perpetual reversals, as conveyed in the
extended quote above depicting indecision in her repeated asking, “Which way? Which
way?” I imagine Alice getting caught in this indecision, and repeatedly sped up, to
become a vibration—a repeated back and forth around a point of equilibrium. Especially,
I view this vibration in alignment with aspects of my movement process in Blackbird,
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which I envision as getting smaller and smaller to become a subtle, micro-modulation of
direction.

More on the Non/Sense of Time and Morphability
What is the connection between creation of identity and its surrender within the
paradoxical relation of time and body that I experienced in Blackbird, that Deleuze
([1969] 1990) describes through Alice, and that Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987)
explore through their discussion of the time of Chronos versus the time of Aeon? Taking
a cue from The Logic of Sense’s Alice (Deleuze, [1969] 1990), I look to the author’s
formulations on nonsense, which help to articulate aspects of Blackbird that match or
mirror my experience of time as continuous embracing of a non-existent present through
the ongoing tensions between past and future.
I wonder, too, if nonsense might be framed as the sense resulting from capture, or
being caught, held, or contained within not a fixed space, but within the vibrating
reversals referenced above, particularly when going back and forth reveals the moment
(or hinge) when one’s perceptions of subjectivity fade into awareness of one’s
recognizable subjectivity’s absence. This is captured in the “contesting” of Alice’s
identity and “the loss of her proper name” that Deleuze references in the block quote
above. For me this suggests a present absence (or, in reversal, an absent presence) where
neither a familiar “I” nor a familiar experience of time exist.
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I wonder if nonsense (etymologically57 from the prefix non meaning “not”-sense
or “sham”-sense)58 captures the lived experience where familiar modes of sensing
become unreliable indicators of chronological time, space, and named subjectivity (Alice,
a blackbird, Molly). A closer look at the etymology of sham turns up “meant to be
mistaken for something else.”59 Might nonsense, in stripping away the familiarity of
sense to perceive or find one’s way, potentiate becoming precisely because the orienting
assurances of familiar time, space, and subjectivity are called into question?
Deleuze’s treatment of nonsense offers an alternative to what feminist body
scholar Susan Bordo (1988) refers to as philosophy’s privileging of the “revered”
identities associated with “reason, mind, spirit, the white race, the male sex, and so forth”
and its rendering inferior those othered identities of “body, matter, practical activity,
woman, African” (627). Bordo goes on to assert that philosophy’s conflation of women
“with the bodily arena of ‘unreason’” creates an ideological imperative for “keeping
women in their ‘material’ place” (627). I have expanded my understanding of both body
dysmorphia and the disappearance/leaving fantasy that is tied up with my experiences of
both body dysmorphia and sexual abuse through the combination of Blackbird’s focus on
transmogrification, the multiple instances of shapeshifting in Alice and Wonderland, and
Deleuze’s taking up of Alice to explore the viability of nonsense.

57

I make use of the Online Etymology Dictionary multiple times throughout the dissertation in

order to dig deeper into the usage and meaning of language.
58

Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “nonsense,” by Douglas Harper, accessed November 15,
2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/nonsense#etymonline_v_9777.
59

Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “sham,” by Douglas Harper, accessed November 20, 2018,
https://www.etymonline.com/word/sham#etymonline_v_23333.
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Bogard (1998) views what he calls Deleuze’s project to overturn Platonic reliance
on reason as a marker of sense, as in “good sense” or “common sense.” The dominant
perception of sense as rooted in logic and reason stems, Bogard writes, from Plato’s fear
of madness, and “of the sensible world collapsing into uncontrolled flows and
paradoxical becomings” (60). Etymologically the association of sense with bodily
perception postdates sense’s association with healthy or sane mental function.60
Uncontrolled (or barely-controlled) flows (of movement) and paradoxical becomings (in
terms of transmogrification to potentiate the discovery of “new identities within”
[Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, June 2006]) were central to my goals in Blackbird.
Paradoxical becomings in Blackbird sometimes mirrored Alice’s indecision and related
overwhelm, as when I found myself caught in hesitation, indecision, a desire to return to
a “one true start,” or a decision to allow overwhelm to inform stillness rather than view
stillness or overwhelm as spaces to be filled with familiar, habitual, or aggressive
movement. The productive movement explorations with Danzig that explored moving
back and forth between knowing and not-knowing, and mining the movements associated
with being caught between “yes” and “no” (in Chapter 8) combine with Deleuze’s
exploration of Alice to move me toward a theorization of becoming-in-decision.

60

Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “sense,” by Douglas Harper, accessed November 4, 2018,
https://www.etymonline.com/word/sense#etymonline_v_23212.
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Dysmorphia Through Transmogrification, With Superheroes
In the following transcription from an early rehearsal with Blackbird dramaturg Danzig, I
share some questions stemming from curiosity about superheroes and how they function
as paradoxical entities affiliated with questions of transmogrification:
When I think of superheroes I think about a creature that is burdened and
blessed with qualities resulting from an accident or malformation. The
superhero embodies societal struggles. They intend to do good yet fear
exposing their non-normativity.
I am also fascinated by the notion of imaginatively projecting the
movement of one creature onto another creature, like Spiderman’s webbed
wrists, or the idea that you can “try on” the movement of another entity. I
am thinking human projection of freedom onto the flight of birds. So when
I talk about superheroes I don't just mean ones that exist in comic books
or other literature, but rather how the concept of mutating by intention or
accident in ways that inspire the intention to do good and the fear of being
found out as having non-human characteristics lives in our minds.
Superheroes suggest dichotomies and hybridities, and their stories point to
how subjectively they are viewed. That's kind of where transmogrification
lives for me, in the dichotomies, hybridities, and subjective interpretation.
And when I trust myself to move freely sometimes my movement evokes
animal and sometimes it evokes human, whether or not it’s a specific,
named human or a specific type of animal. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive,
June 2006)
In the text above I refer to transmogrification connected with curiosity around hybridities
and dichotomies, which includes nonsense elements like the temporary chimeric beings
rendered possible through transmogrification or envisioned in the mutated characteristics
of superheroes.
Unlike Plato, nonsense held positive value for Deleuze. Bogard (1998) suggests
that Deleuze’s view contrasts Plato’s fear of nonsense as a marker of Western
philosophy’s project to “fix the limits of things” (60). This turn of phrase calls up
experiences of body dysmorphia, in which bodily changeability is both ensured and
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feared as a condition of life, and of disordered eating, which for me meant fetishizing and
ritualizing control over my body’s metabolic function and its resulting size and shape
(see Woodman 1980, 1983). Further, the phrase calls up retentions of sexual abuse/sexual
assault, including imagined doubling and splitting off from self to create a potential for
imagined escape, and the simultaneous concretization—or fixing—of the trauma in my
tissues (see van der Kolk 2014).
In my experience rigid practical control manifests as restriction, diets, and
starvation, originating in magical thinking about controlling both matter and the
properties of food. With Deleuze to help me think through this, I also wonder if magical
thinking extended to a desire to dictate the direction of the “reversals” Deleuze explores
in order to move—instead of vibrating back and forth—always backwards, down, awayfrom, and into, or alternatively, by perfecting the reversals, through a back and forth that
might reveal an exit in order to escape or author a different outcome with X.
In The Logic of Sense, Deleuze ([1969] 1990) specifies that the Platonic dualism
he seeks to overturn underlies, but is not the more commonly addressed Cartesian
“dualism of the intelligible and the sensible, of Idea and matter, or of Ideas and bodies”
(2). Platonic dualism is, for Deleuze, “a more profound and secret dualism hidden in
sensible and material bodies themselves” (2). This feels crucial to my understanding of
Deleuze’s project, which although articulated through words and concepts, I understand
as ultimately though not exclusively concerned with movement and matter. Deleuze’s
“subterranean dualism” operates “between that which receives the action of the Idea and
that which eludes the action” (2). This provides a framework for the example from
Blackbird provided above where the form my body takes in any given shaped movement
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(or in Deleuze’s language, receives the “action of the Idea”) is approached such that the
shape does not overshadow the felt presence of invisible movement that has “eluded” the
“action of the Idea” (2).
Magical Thinking and Body
Deleuze’s articulation of subterranean dualism and my earlier comment about
experiencing time as if in a reverie lead me to consider magical thinking as an element of
Deleuze’s interpretation of Alice’s experiences in Wonderland, as a component of
dreaming myself into “the wild physicality” (Abram 2010, 239) of transmogrifying, and
as a feature of body dysmorphia and eating disorders. For example, when I was
considering treatment, I was informed that one marker of disordered eating is the belief
that certain foods are imbued with magical powers to trigger unwanted weight gain or
weight loss. Similarly, I am reminded of my magical thinking as a child entering puberty,
when I willed my body to return to its childlike form. While magical thinking is
frequently connected with assessments of cognitive function,61 for me it merges with a
host of less pathologizing terms circulating with and around transmogrification (for
example, imagination, St. Pierre’s [2017] dream data, and becoming-animal).
Art therapist Mary Levens (1995) looks at the dual nature of magical thinking in
relation to body dysmorphia and eating disorders, which have been viewed from both
pathological and potentially curative perspectives. The pathology of magical thinking
centers largely around an individual’s inability to effectively distinguish between external
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Psychologist Jean Piaget ([1928] 2001) developed the concept of magical thinking as an error
of cognition, an understanding that held for decades and became attached to psychological and
psychiatric diagnoses that enforced pathologization of the “thinking differently” that Deleuze and
Guattari call for. More recent scholarship looks at magical thinking as a potentially adaptive trait.
See Markle (2010), Nemeroff and Rozin (2000), and Vyse (1997).
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and internal influences, including matter (such as food). Dysfunction arises, according to
Levens, when an individual uses either the denial of food through anorexia or the
obsessive taking in of food through bulimia to negotiate a fundamental struggle to
identify the boundary between self and others. Boundaries are threatened in relationships
with other people, and the struggle to create healthy autonomy and distinctiveness of self
and body manifests as desires to control food (see also Woodman 1980, 1982).
Food, then, for the person experiencing body dysmorphia/disordered eating,
alternately represents a threat that mustn't breach the barrier of body, or an object of
desire that exceeds/transcends what is considered healthy or normative use of food. In
terms of the latter perspective, Levens (1995) cites anthropologist and folklorist James
George Frazer, whose work advocated for the productive use of magic and magical
thinking (see also Abram 1997, 2010) to ease suffering or dispel fear by externalizing
suffering into/onto another body or object that then carries (holds, contains) the healing
process and relieves the burden for the sufferer. Bringing together the concepts of
imagination and magical thinking helps me to tether the prompt of wanting to think
differently, including especially about body, that fueled Blackbird and coalesced in the
concept of transmogrification, with: 1) the inspiration of the MCA capoeira dancer
depicted in Chapter 9 whose movement inspired me to reconsider my relationship to
gravity; 2) experiencing body dysmorphia/disordered eating, including the fantasy of
magically altering food’s impact on my body; and 3) getting closer to a personal
understanding of dysmorphia that accommodates what is considered alimentary and what
is considered pathological within a larger framework that privileges change as
fundamental to body, movement, and life.
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Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) term “subterranean dualism” (2) noted above reminds
me of Bachelard’s (1958) depiction in Chapter 6 of Diolé’s “psychological machinery”
(207) as an efficient function of his imagination that allowed him to be soothed and
supported by the lived experience of immersion in water while he was traversing the
parched Sahara. Far from calling this imagination-based thinking “magical,” Bachelard
affirms the real—both physical and material—inherent in Diolé’s somatic experience,
claiming that the “great, lasting realities that correspond to fundamental, material
images” are “at the basis of all imagination” (223).
This materiality, he goes on, is not “chimerical or illusory” (223); phenomena of
the imagination place “both time and space under the domination of the image” (223),
where being present (Bachelard terms this “being-here”) “is maintained by a being from
elsewhere” (224). When he affirms that “space, vast space, is the friend of being” (224), I
add to this friendship the movement of time and the unique potential of imagination to
merge with both space and time to create actual, not virtual, change. Related, in A
Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write of body in a way that
connects with text from the Blackbird Archive where I suggest that the outward and
visible shape of body can “mislead us to believing that our physical form—that which we
can “see”—is our body or even our self in total” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, August
2008).
Deleuze and Guattari on Body Not Defined by Form
The following Deleuzian-Guattarian ([1980] 1987) text reads to me as an
extension of Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) writing on Alice’s reversal in The Logic of Sense:
A body is not defined by the form that determines it nor as a determinate
substance or subject nor by the organs it possesses nor the functions it
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fulfills. On the plane of consistency, a body is defined only by a longitude
and a latitude: in other words the sum total of the material elements
belonging to it under given relations of movement and rest, speed and
slowness (longitude); the sum total of the intensive affects it is capable of
at a given power or degree of potential (latitude). (260)
The above passage inspires a sense of epiphany. For me Deleuze is describing a
microscopic space where the kind of change I sought through transmogrification is
possible. This microcosm is immeasurable space through a traditional definition of
measurement, yet it is palpable and, importantly, measured by sense in the nonchronology of Aeon and on the plane of immanence. In Blackbird the limits I hoped to
unfix—and, borrowing from Deleuze’s language, my experience of body’s “subterranean
dualism” when dancing—included my sense of the bound areas in my material body and
perceptions and related tensions around time, which, lacking at the time a larger context
for understanding, I frequently experience/d as unnerving and overwhelming, especially
in non-dance environments. I have variously described the experience to collaborators
and friends as “no-time,” spell drive,” and “dream state;” 62 and in the Blackbird Archive
text quoted below I describe it as both a “reverie” and “the imaginal realm.”
During 2009 and just after performing Blackbird in New York I experienced
upheaval around the changes I was feeling in my sense of self and body. I wrote about
this upheaval:
The energy and information inside me is intense and ungrounding. I feel
like I am in a state of near constant change. My perception of my body, my
ability to focus, and what I focus on in any given moment shift quickly and
dramatically.
I wonder if time spent in the imaginal realm is all about these shifts, about
transition. Transition between what? Between knowing and not-knowing?
62

Spell Drive and Dream State are terms coined by Laban ([1950] 1988).
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Between experiences of identity as they shift? I am noting the hand in
hand quality of improvisation and diligent review of precise, set phrase
work. Both processes seem to ask me: can I trust myself with knowing and
can I trust myself with not knowing? How can I navigate “set” movement
terrain but retain a sense of liveness? I am thinking now of the structure of
Blackbird or any dance as nothing more than a frame that comes in and
out of focus, and through which I can sometimes see and relate to
observers. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, April 2009)
Later, as I was reviewing archival video of Blackbird and writing about my experience of
time based on both what I was looking at on the screen (watching-remembering-dancing
Blackbird) and the subsequent decade of creating, teaching, and performing, I wrote the
passage below, which I feel captures something akin to the paradoxes that Deleuze
([1969] 1990) theorized in The Logic of Sense:
When I dance the chaos and disorganization of a past and present moment
fuse, but even so there coexists in that fusing the presence of an anxiety
that the future will not be the outcome of the past as I have planned for it
to be…and with each moment of the dancing, I am humbled into the ‘right
now’ in my whole self, which includes not ‘just’ the sequence of events
that I will do, or have planned to do, or am doing, but also includes the
awareness that any attempt to fixate on "being here" will disable me from
being in the moment. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December 2015)
This chapter has explored Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) and Deleuze and Guattari’s
([1980] 1987) framework for chronological and aeonic time on the planes of
immanence/consistency and organization. I began with autobiographical depiction of my
propensity toward quick time through Lamb’s (2012) MPA, a system for analyzing
movement that contributes to decision-making, as a way “in” to Deleuze and Guattari’s
discussion of time as a hinge. I played with Deleuze’s image of time as dice thrown
against the sky, his discussion of Alice’s indecision in Alice in Wonderland, and related
questions around movement experiences in Blackbird, the relation of sense and nonsense
to becoming. I explored dysmorphia through transmogrification, with brief discussion of
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superheroes and magical thinking, concluding with Deleuze and Guattari’s framing of
body as not defined by form.
I turn in the next chapter to an exploration of, broadly stated, inhibited movement
(also referred to as hesitation, moving back and forth, and the search for “one true start”)
in Blackbird’s creative research.
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CHAPTER 8
TROUGH: EXPLORING INHIBITED MOVEMENT AND MEMORY

In this chapter I discuss Blackbird movement research as a back and forth
movement in space, time, and in relationship to my interior body and exterior, visible
movement.
1) I begin with a discussion of the question of allowance (“Am I
allowed?”) to move freely, or in ways that differ from those I have
learned, observed, or that have been encoded in my tissues.
2) I discuss feminist phenomenologist Iris Marion Young’s ([1980] 2005)
concept of “inhibited intentionality” (37), one of three female body
patterns she identified that result in girls minimizing the amount of
space taken up when performing an action that is intended to have
reach, like throwing a ball.
3) Related, I discuss my own relationship to micro-movements of
hesitation, doubt, and uncertain action within Blackbird research,
including the collaborative explorations of new movement potential
for performance that I conceptualize as happening in the space inbetween movement’s full restriction and full expression.
4) I provide three examples of working on movement with Danzig
(Blackbird’s dramaturg) in which I explored movement in a groove
between the tiny, microscopic, barely-perceived impulse to move and
a given movement impulse’s more-fulfilled (larger, more spatial)
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action. This research afforded construction of a new movement
vocabulary and approach to mining my body for movement in
performance. It also contributes to my theorization of becoming-indecision.
5) I present my experiences of leaving in dance practice and in life
narratives, related to a sense of multiplying/multiple bodies, in part
related to splitting off from traumatic experiences in late adolescence.
I share an autobiographical narrative depicting such an experience.
6) I then turn to the concept of hyperobjects as a way to advance
discussion of vulnerability, vulnerable writing, and experiences of
shifting between versions of self as liminal.
7) I conclude the chapter with depictions of the ungraspable nature of
memory, specifically traumatic memory, related to writing through
trauma.

Asking, “Am I Allowed?”
When I began Blackbird I was asking a version of Melrose’s (2007a) question
from Chapter 2: “Do we need to write differently”? My iteration reflected the terms of
my movement research: Do I need (and desire) to be able to move differently? In addition
to moving differently I wanted to explore conceiving of movement differently related to
my desire to release compulsive habits of holding, restriction, and constraint, which I felt
would advance my desires for and transparency with self and other.
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Implicit in my question is the presence, both seen and unseen, of inhibitory
impulses restricting the release and transparency I sought. Rooted in bodily patterns
through education and upbringing, training in dance, and my body’s stored response to
trauma, these inhibitory impulses, when sparked, might suggest it is “better” (for example
more convenient, desirable, efficient, strategic, safe, or appropriate to a particular
environment) to repress expressions of difference rather than allow them, whether on the
page or the stage. Noting that during Blackbird I had little recent or formal education in
cultural studies, critical theoretical, or human science approaches, I wondered: Are these
inhibitory impulses I experience figments of my imagination or realities? Are they
outward projections of internal suppression that I have invented? Are they real?63
One answer during Blackbird became, both. When my sense of agency was/is
usurped by the question “am I allowed?” for example, the seemingly more pressing
questions of how, where, and if agency, authority, and ownership-of-voice might assert
themselves, along with questions surrounding the pursuit of academic and scholarly
excellence, my perception of established or mature competencies fades. The potency of
competency fades, for example, when caught in the translation between the ineffable
bodily knowledge of Blackbird on one hand and verbal articulations of that knowledge in
the dissertation on the other. The question “Am I allowed?” can lodge in my body as

63

A major contribution made during Foucault’s ([1961] 1965, [1963] 1973, [1971] 1977) early
and middle periods of work was the idea that disciplinary systems function both from “top down”
and “bottom up,” whereby internalized systems of control begin to function as effectively as
disciplinary institutions like the church, educational systems, the law, and medical and
psychological power structures. Feldenkrais (1949, 1985) complements Foucault in his belief that
learning (inclusive of discipline, punishment, and conformity) becomes incorporated into habits
that then impede or limit full human potential. His practice—and though he published numerous
books, practice was the emphasis of his work—was on the reeducation of those patterns through
the reeducation of body.
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restrictive anxiety characterized by jaw tension, a sensation of grabbing in my neck and
upper shoulders, and shortened breath.64
The lived experience of asking “am I allowed?” even before it takes verbal form
or is provisionally or temporarily answered “yes,” is for me the more relevant question
than the first: do I need and desire to move differently? My response makes me aware of
the anxiety I describe above, a quality of movement characterized by wanting to move
and simultaneously feeling general muscular tension holding me back from moving. This
feeling, which I characterize as a kind of catatonia, and teasing out the possibilities for
approaching it, became an area of productive creative and movement research in
Blackbird.
A quick look at the etymological roots of catatonia65 indicates a movement
change rather than an absence of movement: cata as “down,” “downward,” and
“through” and tonos as “tone.” This perspective brings together my experience of
Blackbird and of writing, and touches upon a thread from the more intimate experience of
processing sexual abuse/assault during Blackbird and in writing the dissertation. This
thread counters the narrative of liberation, transcendence, and transformation I had
constructed in the years between completing Blackbird and beginning doctoral study.

64

Feldenkrais ([1949] 1996, 1981) wrote extensively about the body pattern of anxiety,
characterized by “contraction of the flexor muscles, especially in the abdominal region, a halt in
breathing, soon followed by a whole series of vasomotor disturbances” (1981, 56). Additionally,
the pattern I describe matches common physical response to trauma (see Payne, Levine, and
Crane-Godreau 2015.)
65

Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “catatonia,” by Douglas Harper, accessed January 20, 2019,
https://www.etymonline.com/word/catatonia#etymonline_v_27791.
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Questions of being-allowed and seeking permission functioned as the wellhead
for deeper inquiry than I had originally planned for my dive into Blackbird. The sparked
inquiry necessitated delving into theories during the dissertation, especially Deleuze and
Guattari’s, that productively unravel the notions of choice, agency, and subjectivity that
prior to Blackbird had characterized my lived understanding of what it means to be
human, mature, agentic, and strong. Those notions—or expectations—however, failed to
meet my experience. They seemed to exist just out of reach. From a body and movement
standpoint, Feldenkrais work, for example, frequently involved feeling a movement
pattern as just out of reach and then, through repeating the pattern and slowing down to
perform microscopically small movements envisioned from within my body rather than
in creating shapes that might be externally validated, enacting the desired pattern.
My question “Am I allowed?” implies a reach for new or reclaimed measures of
freedom and yet experientially holds tight to restrictive patterns of embodiment. Even
now, I write through the ebb and flow of negotiating these patterns of 1) longing for flow
and 2) feeling hampered, held back, and held down. These patterns, pain in my shoulders,
upper back, and a tightening in my jaw, recur and recede cyclically like the ripples,
waves, and tides of the bodies of water that have been so formative to me as non-human
collaborators in Blackbird, the dissertation, and my life thus far.
The conundrum—longing for flow and feeling hampered by both unseen and
identifiable constraints—marks one of the ways that researching the movement
vocabulary of Blackbird and writing this dissertation mirror each other. In the transcribed
texts in this chapter I describe the movement of Blackbird as a back-and-forth
relationship to time, less frequently to space, and movement awareness that shifts back
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and forth between my internal searching for impulse and the external manifestation of
that searching. I sometimes assert an awareness that the back and forth quality might
appear as hesitation, doubt, uncertainty, and tentative action. In Chapter 8, I take my
exploration of back and forth movement patterns further to describe my encounter with
“false starts” in movement research, and the ways this back and forth process represented
my “search for the real or unobstructed start” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December
2006).

Young66 and Feldenkrais
Young ([1980] 2005) describes a phenomenon that relates to my further
description of “false starts” later in this chapter. She identifies a characteristic of feminine
embodiment as “inhibited intentionality,” where the intention to fulfill an action coexists
with embodied resistance to the completion of the intended action. She writes:
By repressing or withholding its own motile energy, feminine bodily
existence frequently projects an ‘I can’ and ‘I cannot’ with respect to the
very same end. When the woman enters a task with inhibited intentionality,
she projects the possibilities of that task—thus projects an ‘I can’—but
projects that merely as the possibilities of “someone,” and not truly her
possibilities—and thus projects an ‘I cannot.’ (37)
In repeated reviewing of Blackbird footage, I interpret my movement through
Young’s description. I see instances of simultaneous intention to move and resistance to
fulfill action in the intricate hand and arm gestures that occur in my close kinesphere
(Laban 1966), or near-reach space, about a foot away from my body, and in gestures in
which I seem to pull space or an invisible object toward me as if I am gathering objects
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Portions of this chapter were initially developed for Shanahan (2015).
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with which to weave a tapestry in my near- to mid-kinesphere.67 I see this pattern in
larger, more spacious movements, too, which sometimes involve a pulling back-and-in
through my torso and ribs, as though I am simultaneously 1) extending my reach and 2)
pulling into myself away from the extension. I feel this sense in my body now, too, in the
ways my muscles tense at the computer keyboard. It is as if I am continuously pushing
against something wrapping my body with varying degrees of force, that then serve to
enwrap me with more force.
Connected, Feldenkrais (1949) delves into the phenomenon of desiring to move in
a particular way yet feeling or behaving like one cannot. He suggests that hesitation in
action indicates a compulsive inhibition of the full motile and spatial capacities of an
otherwise able human (83). Feldenkrais’ (1972) Awareness Through Movement or
Functional Integration lessons involve slow, repetitive, back and forth movements
characterized by first beginning an action, returning to a kind of neutral or resting
posture, and then beginning the action again. These steps are repeated many times,
sometimes with minor variation. Students are typically instructed to move gradually and
incrementally (sometimes doing nothing more than thinking about the intended action)
toward completion of the goal or task by repeating the intermediary actions through as
many micro-repetitions as are necessary for the individual. By paying attention to how
other areas of the body respond to these repetitions, patterns of seemingly unrelated
restriction and inhibition can come into awareness. For example, one possibility might
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Laban (1966) described the kinesphere as “the sphere around the body whose periphery can be
reached by easily extended limbs without stepping away from that place which is the point of
support when standing on one foot” (10).
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include becoming aware of a habit of holding the chest in one immovable piece while
focusing on prompts to move the legs in a particular pattern, rather than allowing the full
torso to move in relationship with and response to the instructed or guided movement,
thereby including more of one’s available movement capacities.
Once patterns of habitual restriction become part of the mover’s awareness they
might gradually be released by the mover until full completion of the desired action
becomes possible. I have experienced this process hundreds of times in Feldenkrais
lessons. The frustrating experience of not understanding how a suggested or instructed
action can be achieved gives way to a feeling of not only accomplishing the given action
but, for example, upon standing up from a lying-down position, feeling that a new array
of microscopic actions have become possible. Frequently I have felt safer moving
between levels or falling as part of an improvised movement sequence after making a
discovery in a Feldenkrais lesson. Most importantly, however, Feldenkrais lessons create
opportunity for noticing when a pattern of restriction is a choice that was previously
made unconsciously. Bringing the pattern into conscious awareness changes the
paradigm from one of compulsivity to agency.
Though immersed in study of Feldenkrais I was not familiar with Young’s
theories when I made Blackbird. In particular, I did not have a formal or academic
context for understanding how both tacit and direct gender constraints might be
influencing my sense of movement possibility overall. Though I wanted to use Blackbird
to explore my preconceptions about gender and their impact on my movement, I did not
at the time consider how my movement experience of what I described as “false starts”
might be associated with overall movement patterning as a woman, specifically. Nor was
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I interested at the time in looking at gender as a subject of scholarship through the lens of
feminist cultural studies, for example. I was intentionally using the framework of body
research and public performance to be transparent about my movement research of
looking for what I was seeking as “the one, true start” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive,
November 2006) for movement.
I reflect now that when I made Blackbird I believed there was value in the idea of
a pure starting place, or tabula rasa, for my movement and to some extent for my
identity, as if by finding this “one, true start” I would be freed from hesitations and the
sense of truncation, dissatisfaction, or lack of fulfillment I experienced, through that
initial lens, in my experiences of “false starts.” Over time and in collaboration with
Danzig I embraced the “false starts” as generative of their own, productive, and
performance-worthy movement language. This perspectival shift jibes with Deleuze and
Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) framing of becoming as rhizomatic, proliferative change,
immanent and never arriving at a fixed state of being. Shifting from a pursuit of “one,
true start” to my articulation of becoming-in-decision that the dissertation proposes is
also emblematic of Blackbird as both creative process and product and as a framework
for ontological explorations beyond the studio, stage, or page.
In footage of Blackbird, I see that my movement involved both the trial-and-error
of live discovery in performance and simultaneously a continuously reinitiated,
discernible dropping of the embodied or emotive armoring that had, I believe, been one
strategy for masking the anxiety I experienced previously when being witnessed in the
crosshairs of choosing between fulfilled intentional action and doubt, restriction, or
hesitation. Researching this dynamic in performance manifest as intricate hand, wrist, and
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arm gestures alternating with larger-kinesphere and traveling movement that sculpts the
space with spirals intersected by lines.
Later, during doctoral coursework (2012–14), Young’s ([1980] 2005) work
catalyzed new questions about the role gender plays in my movement choices,
underscoring the ways cultural inscription can periodically slip from and be brought back
into a mover’s conscious awareness. During Blackbird I wanted to move beyond
gender—this was wrapped up in my concept of transmogrification—or, I wonder now,
did I want to discover a place of “one, true start” that was genderless, or pre-gender? This
is not an answerable question, but rather a thread that I see connecting the pursuit of
“one, true start,” transmogrification, and my questions around identification as a woman
and/or with my physical form.
Self-awareness is key; yet, as my comments above indicate, sometimes that
awareness itself is elusive and appears as curiosity rather than certain awareness. SheetsJohnstone (2008) advocates for meditational practices (and meditation was a consistent
practice during Blackbird) that increase self-knowing through deep self-observation,
following Jung’s emphasis on the importance of engaging with and incorporating the
shadow side of the psyche (see Bly 1988). She refers to the shadow—the part that must
become known—as “the stranger” whose presence, whether confronted or repressed,
affects lives in private, social, and political domains (18). Sheets-Johnstone proposes that
humans inherently “desire to make transparent the nature of our humanness. In contrast,
then, to our spontaneous outward openness toward the world, self-knowledge requires a
diligent effort toward inner openness” (21). These ideas cohere with my own desire for
transparency with self and observers.
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Initially, I appropriated Young’s ([1980] 2005) pairing of “I can” and “I cannot”
as a lived binary in feminine bodily movement. In Blackbird I navigated this perceived
binary through movement research, first aided by exposure to Feldenkrais and later
Conrad’s Continuum Method, and through my collaborations with supportive observers
such as Aharoni (movement coach), Danzig (dramaturg), and Oussenko (videographer),
and the self-investigative approaches in and beyond the studio and formal rehearsal
periods, characterized by attuning to the sensations of tiny movement impulses.

Just Say What You Want to Say
Exploration with Danzig #1
In Blackbird much of my movement came from exploring the space between my
perception of the alternating and often competing experiences I mention above—fluidity
and restriction, “I can” and “I cannot,” and my inner-directed seeking for movement
impulse and its external expression. Metaphorically, I thought of this space as an
interstitial yet expansive well or groove situated between two perceived poles where
outward drive and intention (one pole), inward relating, hesitation, doubt (the other) and
the desire to move co-mingled to produce idiosyncratic movement characterized by an
exploration of ambivalent intention where indecision becomes in-decision—active,
movement-oriented, and productive.
Danzig and I explored variations on movement that reframed my experiences and
embodiment of hesitation, doubt, and truncated intentionality early in the rehearsal
process for Blackbird. I came to rehearsal with the phrase “just say what you want to say”
as a movement prompt. We improvised with the prompt through both spoken-word and
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movement. Though identifiable, spoken word was not a part of my performance in
Blackbird, the research below was influential. It set a course for becoming increasingly
aware of micro-impulses to move and exploring-in-performance the back and forth
quality I describe above. Following is a transcription of the recorded rehearsal, with my
description of what I’m doing in brackets interspersed with conversation with Danzig.
[I'm sitting in a chair facing a wall. There are about two inches between
my knees and the wall. I am playing with saying the words "just say what
you want to say." I get into a groove with the rhythm of the text, as if
incanting. . Danzig asks me to explore all the words and sounds available
and to include the microscopic sonic elements in the palette of my mouth,
not just the complete organization of a word. For example, the word
“just” might be deconstructed into “j” sounds, all the parts of the “usss”
sound, or the “t” and then scrambled so that the original established
meaning of the word becomes something new. I repeat variations of “just
say what you want to say” in different configurations inspired by Danzig’s
coaching. Then we discuss it.]
Danzig: The thing that's cool about the exercise is that, and this is
something that's always a struggle in theater, it treats language and
matter, or movement, the same.
[We continue with her coaching me to pay attention to the movement I do
when I play with the language. I begin to notice tiny, microscopic details,
those I might typically try to smooth out or erase as awkward, incomplete,
or unintended. Danzig asks me to consider sounds that happen that seem
unaffiliated to the words or meanings of the words themselves, and with
the movement, she to try not to interpret or judge its meaning or
importance. The process heightens my awareness of a panorama of tiny
movements that are related to an impulse, in this case the impulse to
repeat the sentence and/or to explore its components.]
[We shift gears. I stand in the center of the studio, facing Danzig who sits
on the periphery. She asks me to practice saying “yes” and “no” out loud,
with little forethought about which word will come out. Then she asks me
to repeat that process in my movement, as if I am saying either yes or no
to completing a particular movement. We do this last task both with and
without verbalizing “yes” and “no” with the movement.]
[I try a version where I start to say “no” and interrupt myself with “yes”
but don’t quite get the yes out before interrupting myself to say “no”
again. This goes on for a while.]
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Danzig: What you did became a version of what “yes” looks like. It's a
good tool to have to play with the almost throw-away energy that happens
when you are caught between two impulses. That energy and movement
might typically be discarded. What you're already doing with language is
treating it as matter.
Shanahan: This idea of the back and forth keeps recurring; the suggestion
of a conversation and also a suggestion of disagreement.
(Shanahan and Danzig, Blackbird Archive, December 2006)
The research depicted above brought the internal and microscopic movements of
Feldenkrais—what I could sense and “see” internally, but that barely affected my
outward movement beyond subtle shifts in weight, such as the tiny dropping of the
sternum or the very beginnings of movement just beyond the relative stillness of
“thinking” the movement, into the realm of identifiable dance vocabulary that might
show up in performance. The yes/no exercise depicted above illuminated that the
attending-to microscopic impulse and choice in Feldenkrais could be translated to
performance, and thus opened a new channel for exploring micro-impulse in
performance. Paying attention to the tiniest impulses also diverted me from my familiar
modes of improvising where attending to “what comes next” encroached into my goal of
spontaneous composition.
On reflection I see that welcoming idiosyncratic movement patterns in Blackbird,
many of them sourced through attending to subtle internal sensation, created space for
negotiating and embodying my experience of restriction, including perhaps restriction
rooted in response to trauma (van der Kolk 2014), as a generative creative force. My
encounter with the space I perceived between “I can” and “I cannot” in working alone
and with Danzig, in addition to Feldenkrais work, afforded a productive entry to new
dance making in Blackbird that nurtured a decade of creative practice.
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Sexual Trauma and Occluded Memories
My experience of sexual trauma in late adolescence and its influence on my
movement research were evidenced in private documentation, and more or less occluded
from the extant narrative of Blackbird, including in a 2015 article focusing on embodied
transformation (Shanahan 2015). Early in the Blackbird process I scrawled in the margins
of a handwritten journal that one of my hopes was to reclaim “my sexual energy without
the old paradigm of relationships with men” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, July 2006).
This note reads now as a missive to myself that was practically buried within the more
frequently and publicly acknowledged curiosities and outcomes of Blackbird.
My dig through the Blackbird Archive unearthed other indicators that I was
dealing with (or avoiding) traumatic memory of sexual abuse/sexual assault. When
reading them as I built the Archive, these indicators sparked more elaborate memories of
conversations where I shared the trauma of sexual abuse/assault. For example, an
ordinary encounter at a somatic workshop at Omega Institute inadvertently triggered
traumatic memories of being pinned to a bed, which I later described in a small group of
Chicago Dancemakers Forum consortium members and the dance artists who were part
of my cohort of grantees.68
Latent memories surfaced while transcribing and reviewing the Archive. I wrote a
series of phenomenological descriptions during a final review, before starting to engage
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The Chicago Dancemakers Forum (CDF) is a consortium of several Chicago-based presenting
organizations (the consortium organizations have fluctuated during CDF’s fifteen-year existence)
and an independent artist. CDF makes four to six five-figure grants annually to a cohort of
choreographers through their Lab Artist Award. Artists have completed a competitive two-stage
process, and have proposed specific projects for the award period of one year. My Name is a
Blackbird was my proposed project. Beyond the financial support offered by the grant, the
consortium members mentor the artists, who also engage in peer to peer support.
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with extant theory and write the dissertation. I share one of these descriptions later in this
chapter (in the subsection titled “Leaving and Multiplying Body”) to orient the reader to
what I consider an important thread of Blackbird that is stitched into the dissertation. I
weave reflection on experiences of sexual abuse/assault in much the same way that those
experiences remain woven through not just Blackbird, then and now, but the whole of my
life since.
The thread of sexual abuse/assault, and its impact on any narrative I might craft,
emerges sometimes ghost-like and sometimes fully opaque, back and forth and in and out
of focus, persistently and cyclically. Borrowing from bricolage methodology’s capacity
to work with what is immediately present and available (Roberts 2018) with postqualitative developments to allow what is hidden or discarded to be counted (St. Pierre
1997, 2017), supports me to include the shifting comes-and-goes nature of this thread of
experience and its presence here. Its effects are embedded in the tissues of my body (van
der Kolk 2014).
In the past my capacity to attend to this trauma has been overshadowed by a
desire to “rise above,” “move beyond,” or put my memory “in its place.” Now, I am
considering where and how the experience of sexual abuse/assault belongs as an orienting
factor for Blackbird, the dissertation, and my life. This means suspending the fantasy of a
pat conclusion or prescriptive salve in response to it, which calls to mind pioneer
researcher Claude Lévi-Strauss, who affirmed the unbounded work of methodological
bricolage, whereby the bricoleur generates poetry by not confining efforts to
accomplishment and execution. The bricoleur “may not ever complete his purpose but he
always puts something of himself into it” (quoted in Roberts 2018, 2).
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The thread of having experienced sexual abuse/assault embeds a tension in my
body and in my dance work, whether or not it is explicitly acknowledged. Sometimes, my
desire to look away from this element of my life has been a barrier to self-honesty. The
indelible element of sexual abuse/assault that flows through my work complicates the
earlier, “cleaner” narrative claiming transformation rooted in abdominal release. In
Blackbird, muscular retraining through release of compulsively-held abdominals indeed
expanded my sense of an embodied freedom that indeed became increasingly connected
to body acceptance (Shanahan 2015). This is an incomplete narrative, however, that, over
time, glossed over complicated re-emergences of body shame, hatred, and tacit wishes to
lose weight. By queering (Ahmed 2006) the narrative of liberation through the
dissertation, new conditions for self-honesty are created, whereby more holistic
transformation might be approached.
Complicating Change
Ahmed (2006) articulates the co-implications of orientation and disorientation,
and their shifting relationship to an individual and to each other: “[B]ringing what is
‘behind to the front, we might queer phenomenology by creating a new angle, in part by
reading for the angle of the writing, in the ‘what’ that appears” (4). The transformation I
was after through Blackbird was not about minimizing my size, reducing my weight,
changing the shape of my body or somehow “improving” upon my physique, meeting
external ideas of fitness, or practicing a particular learned movement technique. In
Deleuze and the Body Coleman (2011) theorizes the ways that transformation and selfimprovement have been conflated. She cites as examples televised makeover programs
focused on diet and exercise, wardrobe improvements, and other before-and-after
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journeys depicting dramatic changes to outward physical appearance. Yet I recognize the
slipperiness of the distinction between internal and external transformation, especially as
a performer. My desires for Blackbird were similar to Jackie Stacey’s, who describes
how change is promised to participants in makeover programs if they are “willing to take
the risk, face the truth, and understand themselves” (quoted in Coleman 2011, 146).
Indeed I viewed Blackbird as a risk through which I needed to risk discomfort to be more
truthful with myself.
According to Coleman and others, this orientation to risk might cast
transformation, even when framed as a “celebration” of body undergoing “pleasurable”
change, as justifying “a renewed objectification of female bodies” (Banet-Weiser and
Stacer quoted in Coleman, 146). Coleman frames her concept of transformation through a
Deleuzian perspective that “emphasizes transformation as becoming” (145), and
describes becoming as a confirmation of body’s constancy of change. This view casts
becoming in much the way I viewed transmogrification: a process involving subtle
micro-modifications of awareness that could open up microscopic potential for new
experiences of self, such as those described earlier in this chapter, and reference
throughout in stories of movement and quotidian research. Deleuze and Guattari ([1980]
1987) explain becoming:
[S]tarting from the forms one has, the subject one is, the organs one has,
or the functions one fulfills, becoming is to extract participles between
which one establishes the relationship of movement and rest, speed and
slowness that are closest to what one is becoming, and through which one
becomes. (272)
This calls to mind my reflections on transmogrification early in Blackbird, which
I extract here from the extended text from the Blackbird Archive provided in Chapter 4:
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And then there’s this idea of transmogrification, which is a concept, a
mythical concept, of transforming, usually from human form to animal
form. These methods are about expressing more of the self and having
options to express more of the self. [For me] it’s not so much about
transformation from one thing to another, but transforming within and
recognizing new potential within, and in fact new identities within.
(Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, June 2006)
Body as Darkness
To refresh the reader, just before starting Blackbird I completed an eating disorder
treatment program, a process that put me in touch with formal processes for reflecting on,
challenging, and reframing the self-denial and covert self-loathing of body dysmorphia
and disordered eating. Though I was not yet openly addressing sexual trauma, I held with
fervor the vision that change was possible in an alternative domain of bodily experience
than self-denial and self-loathing. I hoped I could access potential for change that was
more expansive than my experience of obsession with my physical shape or compulsive
comparisons to cultural norms of femininity, fitness, and beauty. I viewed this potential
as existing in the “dark spaces” of my body. In a journal entry I wrote “well equals
darkness” referring to an image of a deep well in my body, and asked: “Dark places: is
there joy in places other than the expected?” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, July 2006). I
saw the dark spaces of my body as holding the variations of “movement and rest, speed
and slowness that are closest to what one is becoming, and through which one becomes”
(Deleuze and Guattari [1980] 1987, 272). If I could go into those spaces, with my
attention, imagination, and curiosity, I might be able to change, transmogrify, transform,
not into a “better” self, but an entity capable of multiple, ongoing change: “I’m intrigued
by the darkness and I’m less afraid of the darkness in myself” (Shanahan, Blackbird
Archive, June 2006).
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I conveyed Blackbird’s orientation to darkness in early press releases, which was
picked up by Chicago dance writers and critics, who described the solo as exploring
“darkness—physical and psychological, literal and metaphorical” (Eatherly 2007, 16),
and as a “dark and mysterious” dance through which I entered “territory that lies within
the body itself” (Chremos 2006, 81). In an interview with Mauro (2007) for the Chicago
Tribune I addressed the boundaries Blackbird was traversing, listing them as, “old/new,
found/hidden, creepy/magical, decay/brightness” (20). Elsewhere, I framed this
navigation of boundaries as uncovering where and how “[o]ur darkest secrets contain a
source of power” (Shanahan in Chremos 2007b, 24).
In 2016 as I reviewed and supplemented the Archive I began to note the
prevalence of references to hesitation, the back and forth movement that arose in the
explorations depicted earlier in this chapter with Danzig, and also the instability of my
narrative of transformation. Reflecting on my own binary thinking about moribund rest
and decisive action, I wrote the following as I was coming to terms with the more
complex narratives emerging.
I wonder if "freedom" and "restriction" or “constraint” might become
immersed in a larger non-binary paradigm of inclusive movementbetween, or movement that contextualizes the push-pull energy of the
polarized continuum as just one of many energies of movement possible.
In this sense freedom and restriction might not be an experience of
either/or, but rather an engagement within an energy, albeit one that
sometimes is called a struggle when viewed from either side.
In a system in which freedom and restriction are seen, respectively, as
manifestations of "good" and "bad" (or vice versa) there might be a
conscious or less-than-conscious pull/push to achieve freedom and depart
from restriction. This sentiment is captured in the common Nike slogan,
"Just do it." Implied in this iconic ad campaign is the value of overcoming
the restrictions of malaise to “just do” the physical activity that, in the
ad’s universe, signals freedom. However, within the framework of
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Blackbird repetition and even rumination became part of a movement
process. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December 2016)
Stopping and Restarting
Exploration with Danzig #2
Blackbird framed a space where I could play with following the movement
impulses suggested by a newly awakened internal sense—listen for the signals of “yes”
and “no” in my body and, notably, the spaces between those clear markers of desire.
Notably, this research encouraged me to enter the “no” impulses with curiosity and as a
form of experimentation with micro-assertions of agency that welcomed moments of
embodied ambivalence, hesitations in choosing, truncated flow, and movements of
harnessed spontaneity, rather than purely as definitive rejections. While this back and
forth might appear to indicate a conflicted relationship of self to self, self to perceived
other, habit to freedom, or restriction to liberation, I view it as part of a liminal process of
negotiating retentions of body dysmorphia and the trauma of sexual abuse/assault. I
accomplished this in part through devotion to a solitary yet shared creative process, and
containment of that process within the trusted sphere of choreographic and performance
experimentation within my particular milieu for contemporary dance.
One True Start
One afternoon I explained to Danzig that I was looking for the “one true start”69
(Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December 2006) in my improvisations. My fantasy was
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See Lepecki 2018 for a critique of flow, represented by Shiller’s image of freedom as
“represented by dancers performing and sustaining unimpeded, free-flowing, fluid movement”
(297).
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that from an idealized “pure” starting place would flow moments of unrestricted
movement. I wanted to experience unimpeded flow for prolonged periods. During this
rehearsal I played with returning to start over/begin again (usually indicated by returning
to a location in space or dropping whatever movement I was doing to return to a quasineutral body). Each time I felt that my potential for what I considered “pure” movement
flow was interrupted, usually by self-judgment or the imposition of an evaluative
choreographic strategy telling me what would be a better or a worse choice.
This process resulted in a series of improvisations whose movements had an
indecisive, stop-start quality, but were not framed in the workshopping depicted earlier in
this chapter of alternately saying “yes” and “no” to movement impulses. I acknowledged
that these might “come across sometimes as self-doubt and self-editing” but explained to
Danzig that they were really about “excavating for the clear channel. False starts, in
search of the real start or the unobstructed start” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive,
December 2006). Danzig replied:
There's a different vulnerability that comes out, which is the vulnerability
of your subjectivity, and of your experience doing it. There's obviously the
fatigue of doing it which is a “real” vulnerability. And then I was thinking
about the constant disruption of flow. I keep asking, ‘why does this feel
different than watching someone rehearse something where they're
actually trying to put something together’? I was mulling it over and
finally realized that it's that you're never marking through anything and I
think of marking through as a rehearsal technique for going through the
motions of something. But everything [in this] is fully experienced and
fully present.
There was one moment when you did a completely false start. You went in
one direction then shifted direction, and I got more and more interested in
the residue of the movement especially when there was something undancelike in the motion. There was one moment here when you were on
this diagonal, stopping and starting, and I was thinking that this is the
moment in theater when someone would cry. You as the performer would
have emotions and the performances would become about emotion. But
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you’re not doing that, you just go right back to the movement. There was
emotion there and it was personal but it was telling a story rather than
showing the emotion.
Then I started to think, ‘where is joy in this piece’? Of course there's joy
in the artistic endeavor of it, but it seems like it's a piece about anxiety,
perfectionism, and judgment. And I started to wonder if there was
something beyond that. I started to imagine what that would look like and
then I started to wonder is it the flow of the movement that we equate with
joy, and disruption that we equate with anxiety?
I appreciated Danzig’s willingness to question her conflation of joy with flow and
anxiety with disrupted flow. I began to embrace the movement of hesitation as being in a
fluid partnership with my more confident-appearing or fluid movements—choreography
that I trusted myself to “know” without pre-planning. I began to employ the “restartmark” mode I had been using choreographically (with and without the spoken words
“restart” and “mark”) as a way to recognize repetition as a compositional method
embodying progressions/progression that move backward and forward/back and forth as
active creative potential and viable performance material in and of itself. I write “in and
of itself” to identify that I was not exploring a back and forth quality of movement merely
as a means of discovering or inventing movement for performance, nor was I hoping to
champion hesitation by representing characteristically “hesitant” movement qualities in
my dancing. I saw this research as a way to move into the darkness of my body, into the
well and closer to what I fantasized as uninhibited movement, without presuming that the
process would be smooth or that I could (or wanted to) “clean” any of the movement’s or
the process’s inherently jagged edges, particularly with an observer present.
In The Logic of Sense Deleuze ([1969] 1990) wrote that bodily development
proceeds in “fits and starts” and that “[i]t is possible to say that the animal body
‘hesitates,’ and that it proceeds by way of dilemmas” (280), or problems, which for
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Deleuze are the spark for new concepts. In Blackbird I was exploring the dilemma that
my desires for transparency and not pre-planning movement would mean, especially
when an observer was present, investigating 1) tacit and sometimes insidious attempts to
hide movement impulses that are effectively en route to more discernible movements
recognizable as dance and, related, 2) subtle and often microscopic preliminary
movements (“fits and starts”) of quasi-preparation.
Exploring these back and forth modes helped me to recognize and set aside my
assumptions about the value or lack of value I placed on stopping, re-starting, and
hesitating in general in speech and in movement. I began to play, and to pay attention to
the movement within these stop-start, back and forth patterns—particularly the
movement of sensation, such as the sometimes sudden shifts of body temperature that
seem to stem from deep within body, or the sensations of air contacting body differently
based on the rate of movement through space. I began to view them as generative modes
of thinking through movement, live, and as tools for being transparent with observers and
with my thinking body as it responds to observers.
On reflection I see these back and forth, stop and start modes of movement
research not as an indication of uncertainty, or “not knowing" what I had “to say” or
express, or not having conscious access to more confident-appearing expressions of
knowing or an ability to adopt those expressions, but rather as part of reconsidering the
nature of my self-confidence. In this sense, my pursuit of “one true start,” sitting next to
and in tension with “restart-mark” as a mode of live composition, illuminated something
about the nature of knowing, the nature of my knowing self, and the lived experience of
embodied knowledge. I engaged this query at the level of my intentionally and mindfully
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performed and performing body. I am left with the impression of both my body and my
performance of Blackbird as liminal spaces of inhabiting and experimenting with detailed
not-knowing (incorporating hesitation, tentativeness, ambivalence, doubt, and the
vulnerability of revealing those processes) as active, productive, and performance-worthy
processes that model alternatives to (after Deleuze and Guattari [1980] 1987),
arborescent, forward-going narratives depicting linear progressions through space and
time.
Failure, Forgiveness, and Shame
Notably, the process of exploring stopping and restarting merged the more
obvious purpose of making movement for choreography and performance with a less
overt but equally significant practice of forgiving myself and observers. Forgiveness as
an essential component of the process became clear early in Blackbird as a way to
acknowledge and respond to the phenomenon of forgetting or being temporarily unable to
replicate a movement that I had executed seconds before. In forgiving forgetting, failure
is an inherent and valuable part of the process. Working in this way relies on my
willingness to accept and be seen in the persistent likelihood of failing to meet my ideal
as an intended circumstance. It relies on arriving at a moment and recognizing that I am
“lost,” and naming with my body both the sensation and the transition of being lost,
sometimes even with precision, exactitude, and artfulness.
Within the solo context of Blackbird, each moment of forgetting, and the
continuum of my resistance-or-acceptance to/of it, called my attention to the
perfectionism manifest in my tacit wish—almost functioning as a secret I keep to myself,
a desire I acknowledge with myself but not openly with students or dancers, for
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example—to have a “superhuman” computer-like memory that would allow me to
remember without having to return to the beginning. In writing this narrative I began to
wonder if the fantasy of the always-forward-moving flow asserts allegiance to a linearity
that simultaneously challenges my desire to frame the back-and-forth quality of
Blackbird as productive. Both impulses exist, and forgiveness asks for a voice. In a sense,
my pursuit of “one true start” both reifies and interrupts the fantasy of a never-ending
spiralic flow that continues to move forward and out without needing to go back, begin
again, and layer repeated phenomena.
Thinking about 1) what I describe above as tacit wishes for, broadly stated,
idealized and “superhuman” function, 2) my body as a space I was reorienting to in order
to trust the flow of movement, and 3) returning to Goderich (Chapter 6) as a space of
reorientation to memories of childhood, I am reminded of Elspeth Probyn’s (2005) work
on shame (related to forgiveness and secrecy) and place (related to body as place for both
discovery and maintaining secrecy, and Goderich as a geographic place offering
reconnection to body). Probyn theorizes the “doubleness” of shame. She locates this
doubleness in shame’s capacity to connect one to deeper self-knowing through “the most
intimate of feelings” (41), while at the same time “publicly twist[ing] the very sense of
self” (41). I relate to Probyn’s framing of doubleness as not just a split but, in my reading,
a bridge that connects and expands understandings and experiences of private and public.
Probyn (2005) refers to the doubleness of shame as a promiscuity, a word I
connect to its 17th century meaning of “mixed, indiscriminate, in common, without
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distinction,”70 suggesting the co-mingling of private (such as my tacit desires for
perfection) and public (wishes to set aside perfectionism) that, according to Probyn,
shame engenders. She sees negotiating the doubleness of shame as important to counter
what she considers the academy’s tendency toward culturally contingent theories of
body:
The promiscuity of shame, heightened through its telling, broadens
notions of what is personal and what is social. The body is key here
because it generates and carries so much meaning and in ways that
academics have not really attended to. We have tended to overly privilege
the body’s cultural meanings and have not really tried to tell the
psychosomatic body’s stories. (41)
Restating Probyn’s (2005) words with my interpretation of them woven
throughout, “the promiscuity of shame,” including my shame in maintaining a secret wish
for perfection, “heightened through its telling” here, in the dissertation, “broadens notions
of what is personal and what is social. The body is key here because it generates and
carries so much meaning and in ways that academics have not really attended to” though
I attend to my body’s meanings here. “We have tended to overly privilege the body’s
cultural meanings,” something that dance writing in the academy can counter, “and have
not really tried to tell the psychosomatic body’s stories” (41).
I navigate the co-mingling of the personal process of making Blackbird and this
dissertation and the social exchange of both public dance performance and a dissertation
intended as one step in continued public sharing of my work in the following ways:
•

I acknowledge and reflect on the relevance of experiences of body
dysmorphia/disordered eating and sexual abuse/sexual assault to
meanings of Blackbird, including especially the complex of
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Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “promiscuity,” by Douglas Harper, accessed October 30,
2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/promiscuity#etymonline_v_36550.
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challenging emotions and responses to “triggers” within my day to day
life.
•

I include those stories in the dissertation even as they continue to
evolve through contact with private and public domains.

•

I allow these threads to shift from background to foreground within the
dissertation even as I point to, determine, or predict no clear argument,
position, or endpoint to that navigation.

With the earlier discussion of embodied inhibition and truncated intentionality in
mind, I turn to my earliest clear memory of experiencing sexual abuse/sexual assault,
which I wrote during early review of the Blackbird Archive. With this excerpt I discuss
the phenomenon of leaving my body, which I explored in a creative/research context with
Danzig (reflected in a section further below), and during the dissertation connected to the
experience of leaving my body when confronted with abuse.

Leaving and Multiplying Body
It is October. I am lying in bed, crushing my pale pink plastic hornrimmed prescription eyeglasses in my left hand. I look at the hairless skin
of the inner surface my outstretched forearm. As if my arm is detached
from my body, a discarded object subject to inspection, insertion, and
withdrawal, I am holding the same gripped-fist posture I take when a
nurse draws blood for a routine physical. Now I look away from my arm
and from everything toward the white ceiling, just a few feet above. I hear
the soft crack of one of the lenses popping out of the frame.
I worry I might suffocate. My body aches from pushing against his weight.
He is tall and lanky, and, I now know, much stronger than I am. I have
never thought of him as strong, though we have been dating for over a
year and I can picture him playing football skillfully with his brothers on
Thanksgiving Day or downhill skiing with a grace I envied. I think of him
as coordinated and agile, but not strong. Today he is testing the limits of
my strength.
I strategically relax a part of my body. Maybe this shift in my body tone
might trick him into thinking I am "giving in" so I can get away. For
barely a moment it seems to work. His pressure diminishes. I move as
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quickly as I can to slither free, knowing that once I am in the hall I will be
safe enough, but he is faster and pins me against the bed. I see his sneer
and turn my eyes again to my crumbling glasses. I am barely breathing,
but I can hear myself say out loud, through gritted teeth and clenched jaw,
“No, stop it. Stop,” again and again. I feel my glasses snap in my hand;
breaking them feels like a small victory proving I still have strength.
I decide to “leave,” but not with my body. Instead I imagine myself, or a
new, second version of myself, as invisible. I hear “No” spoken aloud
from my body on the bed. But now another part of me, like a living ghost,
is elevating into an unseen space above and beyond the bed, the room, this
town. And now I hear another voice, much calmer than the one on the bed.
The voice is distant and cold but also mine. She says, vaguely comforting
yet without intonation: “I’m leaving now.” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive,
December 2015)
The experience of “leaving” painful situations by conceiving that a part of myself
exits the scene—as if I am floating above my actual body—remained with me into my
forties. During my forties, and in large part prompted by the experience of inescapable
grief around my mother’s sudden illness and the year leading up to her death, I realized
the habit of leaving, and connected it to my habitual coping strategy employed especially
during painful moments. Until then, the process was accompanied by a silent
announcement to myself, “I am leaving,” as if a part of me were splitting off like a shuttle
departing its mothership. I did not know then, and research in modern neuroscience did
not yet exist that would confirm, that this is a common response in traumatic situations
(van der Kolk 2014), both the experience of floating “above the scene” (286) and the
realization that “I” encompassed more than one distinct identity (see also Gazzaniga
1985).
Early in summer 2006 as I was starting Blackbird I penned in a handwritten
journal, “I am always leaving places.” This note was fueled by an irrational panic that I
would not be able to return home, prompting me to end scheduled travel several days
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earlier than planned, at the cost of almost fifteen hundred dollars, after the authentic
movement workshop I participated in as research for Blackbird (Blackbird Archive, June
2006). Months before that I had written a journal entry on my office desktop computer,
longingly remembering childhood experiences on the shores of Lake Huron in Goderich,
Ontario. There, as a child of seven and eight, I daydreamed about setting off alone,
surviving on what I could find at the water’s edge and walking beyond the bend of the
visible landscape. I thought of myself as a nomad. Queer theorist Hilary Malatino (2014)
writes that nomadology is “the study of wandering subjectivities, of beings that drift from
predetermined or normative paths” (138). Nomadism for Deleuze and Guattari, she goes
on, “is a form of life that is shaped by continual embarkation on lines of flight—that is,
modes of escape, moments of transformation, ways of becoming other-than-normative,
and ways of acting in excess of, or insubordinately in relationship to, repressive forces”
(138).
I was entranced as a child by the idea of venturing alone into territory that the
bending shoreline suggested by its outline but beyond what I could see from my perch on
the bluff: “I was possessed with an absurd notion that I would live a perfectly natural life,
independent of the whole world” (Walsh quoted in Weiner 1994, 230). Admitting my
tendency to idealize memories of Goderich and the fantasies of self-sufficiency I held as
a child, in hindsight I read hope and conviction that this younger version of me had
confidence—albeit untested in the real world—to leave.
That is what I wanted, to leave with the clothes on my back and to figure it
out as I went. I had a confidence that is still inside me. Isn’t it? The
confidence of leaving. The confidence of finding a way other than this one,
the one I feel a victim of. Is that what contrivance is? To feel oneself a
victim of present choices and present circumstances? (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, August 2006)
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Exploration with Danzig #3
I partner the memories above with the following transcription from a Blackbird
rehearsal in late 2006 at Berger Park with dramaturg Danzig. We discuss Danzig’s
perception that there are times when I “drop out” of my dancing (Danzig in Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, November 2006), that I mentally leave and then at some later time in
the dancing I re-enter. Danzig supported my desire to be open with observers, and to not
withhold the very impulses I hoped would be transparent, and that with exercises like the
“yes” and “no” activity described earlier in this chapter were increasingly subtle. During
our movement session preceding the conversation below she coached me to “check in
about hiding” (Blackbird Archive, November 2006). After, Danzig asks:
What was your experience?
Shanahan: I'm starting from a place of tension in my body. This is the first
thing I've done today, and one of my default patterns is to enter a bodily
conversation with physical anxiety. So I'm asking myself: What are the
other body experiences that might be happening in place of this anxiety? I
struggle with what I'm calling amorphous exploration of movement on one
hand and conscious composition of identifiable nuggets that can be
remembered on the other. It would be good for me to experiment with truly
letting go of compositional intention even if only to discover that that’s not
possible.
The predominant internal experience I have of dancing is of being in a
horrible fairy tale that I'm inexplicably excited to be in. It's like a dream
where I’m always lost in the woods. There is no clear path.
Danzig: When you talk about your conversation with physical anxiety I
connect that to our earlier conversation about setting up the
circumstances for vulnerability. What if every time you come in front of an
audience, you deal with the fact that the first movements you do will be a
conversation with your anxiety about being watched by that particular
group of people? I don't know if anxiety is the right word. It might be
ecstasy, excitement, or some other word. But this might be something to
know: that the first movement exploration in the dance will be this
conversation with an energy you’re calling anxiety. What would it be like
to start from that place?
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Shanahan: When you talk about cultivating the circumstances for
vulnerability I think about what it’s like to return to those circumstances
after leaving (mentally), or noticing that I am guarding against feeling
vulnerable. I think of this dynamic as a cycle where I enter, leave, and reenter the experience of dancing. Being in that cycle has that dream-like
quality: it feels real and surreal at the same time. So I'm going to pay
more attention to that quality in the moments when I leave, to try to
explore more about what [leaving] is for me. For example, where do I go?
The decision to just drop a movement or leave something I’m working on
in order to start something new is often a decision to metaphorically
‘wake up’ in the moment, as if from a dream. Then the decision to go back
into my body is like going back into ‘the woods,’ getting lost again, and
that’s what has a dream-like quality.
I don't always trust being in the woods, but when I am in the woods I feel
unity with the observer, as though we are sharing something. (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, November 2006)
I wonder now if in the background of my desire to be open was a fear of what
openness might make me vulnerable to, particularly given that within Blackbird,
vulnerability—especially the “vulnerability” of my “subjectivity” (Danzig in Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, December 2007)—was framed as a positive dynamic for
performance. A decade after the above conversation with Danzig, I added a section of
stream-of-consciousness writing to the Blackbird Archive. I wrote it while in the studio
above the horse barn at Silo in Bucks County, PA, a residency space where I was
working on a new version of Blackbird (called Blackbird’s Ventriloquy) for a
presentation in Chicago. I have distilled the text from its longer stream-of-consciousness
form to what I consider its most poetic elements and those most relevant to this
discussion.
I want to write about disappearance and invisibility: the experience or the
perceived experience of dying in the moment; the loss of self in the
moment; the dropping into the act so that what appears is the
disappearance of the act.
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I have the feeling that I was doing the dancing, and, alternately, like the
dance was doing me.
I am thinking about death. I am thinking about the loss when a movement
is over, and my sense of leaving body for an invisible space. Movement
comes from an invisible space inside me and travels to an invisible space
outside of me.
My body constructs its own invisibility. I release my visibility.
My shape is not the point; I dance to move away from form, through form.
I rely on flesh. I accept the foreshadowing of my death in the shedding of
those forms, that matter, and my flesh.
I wonder: what is the difference between matter and form? Is there a
difference? How does the outline of form make my brain, make my
body?71
I am implicated and I implicate myself as the object and the viewer as the
object and vice versa; this is why it might be useful to see dance as a
space that lives within the subject object divide, that is neither subject nor
object…that exceeds its capacity to know itself.
I want to hold onto bits of movement even as I let them go. I think, “I can
have this. I can control this.” I enter those movements slowly,
deliberately, and secretly. I tell myself to organize those movements but I
fail and I (also secretly) delight in my failure.
Here is a split I’m making between brain and body. I equate slow and
deliberate with my brain’s ability to remember, and I equate fast and
from-the-gut with my body’s capacity to remember. There's that sense of
the doing bumping into the done-to.
But is this a mark of privilege? The ability to surrender making choices
and to allow body in its order-making capacity to “make those choices.”
Conrad called it a choreographic partnership, which she defined as
receiving information from a source other than oneself, or “sourcing
oneself.” How do I know if trusting my body will take me somewhere I
want to be? What has dictated what I believe I can trust?
I am thinking about my fear that the initial impulse for movement is
always lost. A trace remains, though, and the process of looking for the
initial impulse becomes the archive of the process. Both the process and
the archive reveal something about what is lost along the way.
71

See Doidge 2015.
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Others affect me, though: the inter-subjective exchange, the hyperobject.

Hyperobjects and Vulnerability
Hyperobjects
Not knowing what a hyperobject was at the time I wrote the term in 2016 in the
journal entry excerpted just above. I wrote it playfully—as an experiment with words in
the midst of a movement process and as part of the dissertation—while searching for
ways to articulate experiences of body and movement in Blackbird. Specifically, I was
thinking about the idea of body as a hyperobject. In my mind this meant an object that
both defines and exceeds itself through the process of constant irrevocable and
unavoidable change. I was thinking that I can see my body as an object and can feel it as
matter through touch, weight, and other senses. But, I thought at the time, I can only
experience the constancy of change in and of my body by tapping into movement without
trying to fix the experience of movement into particular shapes. When dancing my sense
of body as a material object has to accommodate changes based in all the internal
functions related to movement. Then I began to think about movement rather than
material body as a hyperobject: an extension of body and also the means through which
body loses itself or part of itself in the change that movement potentiates.
Timothy Morton’s (2013) Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology after the End of
the World captures some of these aspects of my relationship to movement in Blackbird,
to the materials that comprise the Blackbird Archive, and to the trauma of sexual
abuse/sexual assault that was my silent partner in this dissertation until I decided to
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unmute it. Morton writes, “[W]hen you approach an object, more and more objects
emerge…Hyperobjects envelope us, yet they are so massively distributed in time that
they seem to taper off, like a strong street stretched into the distance” (55). Hyperobjects,
writes blogger Levi R. Bryant (2010), are like the experience of water while swimming;
the water is everywhere and all around us, and yet we experience ourselves as distinct:
“We produce effects in the water like diffraction patterns, causing it to ripple in particular
ways, and it produces effects in us, causing our skin to get goosebumps” (paragraph 10).
The concept of the hyperboject captures my sense of both body and movement as
phenomena that are constantly producing change and changing further in response to that
production.
Vulnerability/Vulnerable Writing
Behar (1996) discusses how she gained perspective on and began to incorporate
components of her life in what she calls vulnerable writing. Her story echoes my
experience of simultaneous urgency (this is important) and hesitation (I don’t know how
to write about this) about including memories of sexual abuse/sexual assault in this
dissertation. I experienced anxiety about how, when, and what to tell. I also experienced
the sensation of pushing through myriad forms of resistance to telling intimate and
formative stories (123).
According to Behar (1996), stories that inspire vulnerable writing include
especially those that have left one feeling “disempowered, disembodied, lacking the
language to clarify” what are often still painful experiences, or to achieve a semblance of
cognitive clarity by distancing oneself from the events (130). All of these characteristics
were/are present in my memories of sexual trauma. Behar depicts her hesitation and
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ultimately conviction to write about a harrowing childhood car accident that shaped her
life, specifically after being confronted in adulthood with memories of the event that
rendered her agoraphobic for a period of time and wondering “why?” Reflecting later on
the phobic episode, she realized her hesitation stemmed from loyalty to what she calls the
“adult injunction not to make too much of the whole thing,” and to a received insistence
from older family members and medical personnel that the accident “could have been
much worse” (125). I hear this statement (it could have been worse) repeated in my mind
and by women in my life who have recounted stories of sexual abuse/assault.
Shifting and Liminal Selves
I have stated that immersion in the Blackbird Archive meant interacting with
myriad versions of myself over time. Reading across different versions of myself across
time meant paying closer attention than I had previously to events that shaped me but
whose details were hard to look at. Similarly, in order to reconnect with the trauma of the
car accident Behar had to embrace a younger version of herself. Behar’s child self had
experienced the “dread of having to stand on” her own two feet after confinement to bed
following the accident (126), which she later connected to her agoraphobia as an adult.
While her tale includes fear of literally standing on her feet, I also read the passage as a
metaphor for owning one's experiences, especially those that are painful. Indeed, as
Behar asserts, “the body doesn’t forget” (118), a perspective affirmed by contemporary
neuroscience (Levine 2015, 2016; Ogden 2015; van der Kolk 2014).
Writing this document and creating Blackbird have functioned as “thresholds of
perception” (Deleuze and Guattari [1980] 1987) in which I was continually thrust back in
time to encounter memories and then back into a present that was further changed by the
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memories encountered. As choreographer Emily Johnson (2018) writes, “time does fold
in on itself” (110). By re-entering and dwelling within the Blackbird Archive I accessed
occluded and/or denied threads of my life that from their places of occlusion had
influenced the documentation that comprises that archive (in the first place) and yet
became clearer over time. In the process, I experienced time as frequently disorienting
and increasingly as an area for contemplation and inquiry (as I explored in more detail in
Chapter 7) in relation to Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) and Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980]
1987) concepts of time.
Echoing Behar’s (1996) dread of standing after her delve into childhood traumatic
memory, straddling these dual thresholds (the dance and the dissertation) proposed a
liminal space wherein there was risk involved in going back and yet a temporary hold/ing
before moving forward. Turner’s (1967, 1974) term,72 addressed earlier to describe the
embracing of multiple timeframes, is used here to connote a phase of ritualized
containment of space, energy, and time. Liminality is an active limbo state after departure
from ordinary or familiar life and before entrance or re-emergence, often in a transformed
state.
Now, I imagine straddling two thresholds. I sense my body’s response as similar
to moments of deep immersion in performing Blackbird, when, while dancing, a part of
me was waiting for an impulse to arise that did not feel like an old habit. I chose to wait
for it, even if that meant feeling lost in the woods, or temporarily held back from more
familiar movement pathways. Within a framework of liminality, and riffing on the
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Turner expanded on van Gennep’s ([1909] 1960) research of liminal ritual in his work The
Rites of Passage.
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metaphor of being lost in a woods, I view Blackbird and the dissertation process as
infused with ungraspability (van Manen 2006), a quality that prompted new movement
possibilities and also characterizes my sense of new movement experiences, which
ultimately and over time thrust me into more honest interaction with traumatic memories.

Un/Graspability and Writing Through Trauma
Staying with the image of ungraspability for a moment, throughout both
Blackbird and early stages of the dissertation my predominant sense was that something
important was just out of reach. I felt this something as a presence that I could not see or
grasp. Late in the process I began to identify a sense of urgency and a halting restriction
whenever I thought about including my experiences of sexual abuse/assault, which had
by then become central to understanding myself as a dance artist and to understanding
Blackbird. At that point I had accumulated copious reflective writings inspired by notes I
found almost hidden in documentation contemporaneous to Blackbird.
Yet in spite of recognizing the centrality of this aspect of my life internally and in
preliminary conversations with my dissertation advisor, close friends, and family, and
beginning to incorporate it in my professional artist statement, written in 2016, which I
include below:
When I dance I am water. I am the shame my mother held and harbored. I
am my vaudevillian grandparents' resentful stardom. I am failed
starvation. I am the wily escapee of sexual abuse. I am the salvager of
photoshopped flesh. I am the amateur magician disappearing into the
rabbit hole beneath my skin.
In my work I try to locate places in my body where I hold onto engrained
ideas of how I believe I should look or move. I ask if these parts might let
go of that holding, even temporarily. I do this over and over again, live.
My practice of looking-for and undoing—which becomes new doing—
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results in movement that is by turns fluid, spiraling, and free, and jagged,
punctuated by stops, starts, and hesitations.
There is always a "me" in my movement—I am not neutral. I have
reactions and responses to both the holding patterns that I find and to
their release. These reactions show up on my face and body. They create a
mood that shifts as often as the movement shifts—between a delving-in to
move out and a hawk-like pursuit of what is holding me. The mood is often
melancholy, wistful, or ambivalent.
My body is my primary medium. Unavoidably subjective (about me) and
relational (about you) my body is a conduit of resonance with others and a
subtle process of political activism. I make solo, duet, and ensemble work,
primarily evening-length projects. I often work over extended periods and
create works that both stand alone and fold into omnibus projects.
My work offers an intimate laboratory-made-visible in which I'm asking:
"how can I be more free?" I ask this question in performance to propose
that a possible location for freedom is all bodies—distinct, personal, you
as much as me. I champion that possibility. I champion that possibility
even and especially within the fragile and momentary truce that it makes
with the forces that shape me.
In spite of including it in the above text, I experienced resistance—my own and
what I interpreted as others’—around including this detail of my life in a formal piece of
academic writing. Still, its presence continued through almost every engagement with the
Blackbird Archive and in reflection across the twelve year span of first creating
Blackbird and then this dissertation: from journal archives to reflective narratives written
during the 2016 presidential election cycle, to the return of the Me Too movement in
2017 (first initiated by Tarana Burke in 2006), to watching media coverage of legal and
political battles that have dominated news cycles throughout the three year process of
compiling, transcribing, and reviewing the Blackbird Archive.
The dynamic of moving between recognizing the centrality of experiences of
sexual abuse/assault to Blackbird and the sense of restricting myself from including it
within the dissertation became especially intense during now-Supreme Court Justice Brett
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Kavanaugh’s confirmation hearings in fall 2018. I was overwhelmed by what I
increasingly experienced as an intertwining of decades-old personal experience with the
political moment. This intertwinement seemed to be virtually everywhere during that late
phase of dissertation writing, and I ultimately decided that including narratives related to
sexual trauma was not only important to Blackbird and the dissertation, but a thread that
connected, or at the very least proposed, an invisible through line to my descriptions of
movement and orientation to Deleuze and Guattari.
Engagement with Deleuze and Guattari inspired new ways of thinking about my
impulses in Blackbird to reconsider identity, form, gender, and naming, and pulled that
thinking into conversation with philosophies of change, movement, and non-linearity that
helped place traumatic memories and my responses to them in a context that champions
the ongoingness of change as immanence. Rather than framed by transcendence, with
focus on being someone or something else, such as those transcendences related to
dieting, starvation, obsessive exercise, and wishes to rise above the flesh of my body,
Deleuze and Guattari helped me connect experiences in Blackbird, and the deeper,
sometimes hidden body memories of sexual trauma, with the changeability of
immanence, change-as-becoming, and becoming-as-change.
This larger framework accommodates the instability I experienced in moments of
bodily change, such as in early puberty when my body began to rapidly change, and the
instability I felt in response to trauma. A Deleuzian-Guattarian framework helps me
understand my excitement in understanding Feldenkrais to be proclaiming that
“instability is the ideal, most potent state” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, June 2006).
While I now reflect that the notion of ideal states for body brush up against an idealized
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body, I also see that I was striving for a way to value experiences of instability as not just
creatively viable but potent states through which change, framed in Blackbird as
transmogrification and manifest as a recurrent movement dynamic of moving back and
forth, could occur. This is becoming-in-decision.
In 2006 I wrote in a handwritten journal about memories that resurfaced when I
was lying on a massage table at Omega Institute during the workshop I referred to in the
previous subsection. I wrote: “The memories [of feeling held down] forced me to realize
and accept the full impact of my early experiences and how shaped I've been by them.”
Until recently, this was one of few times I had admitted to myself that “the memories,
and coming to terms with the abuse, have become foreground to the dance concerns that I
thought were the priority in this project” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, July 2006).
Some piece of an unsolvable puzzle that had been submerged and obscured was reemerging as though I were discovering it for the first time.
Connecting this narrative back to methodological considerations, van Manen
(2006) evokes both ungraspability and its relationship with time in the myth of Orpheus’s
descent to the underworld to retrieve Eurydice and his ultimate failure to succeed.
Orpheus glances back, against Hades’ specific warning not to. Inspired by Maurice
Blanchot’s essay “The Gaze of Orpheus,” van Manen resists a typical interpretation of
the myth: that Orpheus was driven by an egoic anxious drive to confirm Eurydice’s
existence, and because of that drive forgot Hades’ sole instruction. Instead, he casts
Orpheus as motivated by desire for awareness of Eurydice’s “immediacy of presence,”
noting that the search for immediacy of presence is a common drive among
phenomenologists:
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This description is uncannily close to the ambition of any
phenomenologist motivated by the desire to bring to nearness that which
constantly eludes our grasp—a human truth. To grasp the naked now and
rescue it from the just now. (717)
Searching for immediacy of presence and first grappling with and then leveraging
my failure to move with unimpeded flow had multiple meanings in Blackbird. One is
centered on my lingering experience of the traumatic effects of sexual abuse/assault and
what I perceive in hindsight as an inarticulable wish to regain a sense of presence in my
body, and also of being present again in the past (an impossibility, somewhat like the
more traditional angle on Eurydice’s failed rescue that, because of the failure of humans
to overcome temptation, her departure from the Underworld was impossible). In step with
contemporary trauma theory (Wilson 2006), I have wondered if in going back again and
again to aspects of the trauma—in mentally and physically re-embodying the event—I
might create a new outcome, such as actually leaving—escaping—with my body.
In Blackbird I also pursued what van Manen (2006) describes as immediacy in
my embodied presence in performance. Sustaining this experience for long eluded me,
with the exception of key and fleeting moments in dancing, especially in performing
Blackbird, when I had the sense that the movement was guiding my body, as if I were
swept along by the movement of water. Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts of time,
addressed in Chapter 7, lend new perspective and philosophical context to my experience
of seeking a presence of time and self that “always” seemed outside my capacity to grasp.
Perhaps reflecting engrained tensions between arborescent and rhizomatic
writing, one of the ungraspable aspects of the dissertation project has been the persistent
sense that I could begin from multiple starting points, and that a clearly marked
beginning remained elusive. Even prior to researching rhizomatic processes, I shared
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Behnke’s (2009a) perspective that “the starting point from which one embarks on
phenomenological practice will affect not only the direction of but the very materials
used to enter the process into which the artist embarks” (186). The anti-teleology she
expresses here, following Husserl, set the stage for me to articulate my sense of moving
backward and forward during both Blackbird and the dissertation, and also that
beginnings and endings can be understood as arbitrary entrance and exit points to and
from ongoing processes. Both in creating dance (and in writing the dissertation) multiple
potential starting points comprise a multiplicity, and my response to what feels like stable
content morphs when placed in new relationships, affording a rhizomatic spreading.
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PART IV:
Subjective Experiences of Form and Bodily Identity
Before/During/After Blackbird
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CHAPTER 9
TROUGH: SHIFTING PERCEPTIONS OF BODY THROUGH MEMORY AND
DREAM

Memory of a Capoeira Dancer
I trace the beginning of Blackbird to a Friday evening in 2004 when a friend
persuaded me to attend a post-work social event for young professionals at the Museum
of Contemporary Art Chicago (MCA). As part of the evening I observed a brief
performance that shifted my perspective about bodies, perception, and relationship. I had
been creating work for just over ten years in Chicago and was starting to make a name for
my company Molly Shanahan/Mad Shak. I felt out of place standing among the young
professionals in business attire. My jobs at the time knew no separation of “before” or
“after” work, and I had the sensation that I should be doing the work of rehearsing rather
than gathering with an after-work crowd.
As part of the evening, a handful of Chicago artists performed throughout the
open museum spaces. I had learned from doing this type of performance before in similar
settings that this often meant performing for people unfamiliar with the unique energetic
charge and intimacy of informal modes of performance. I had performed in situations
where audience member responses ranged from awkwardly attentive to dismissive
distraction bordering on rude. This evening at the MCA was no different, with the same
blend of attentiveness and distraction; I felt empathy for the performers, many of whom I
knew. I was glad to not be performing.
One of the performers was introduced by the leader of a local Capoeira group as a
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master from Brazil who was visiting to teach at the local company’s dojo. I liked this
group and moved closer to the space designated for the performance. I was familiar with
Capoeira from studying dance history in university and graduate school, from watching
videos, and from live experience taking a few master classes. This experience of
watching the Brazilian master at the MCA was different, however, representing a turning
point in my sense of body, self, and the ways that self-perception affects bodily
movement.
The capoeirista was about 6’5”; he was dressed in loose white pants and a simple
white shirt; his feet were bare and his head bald. As he began to move I immediately
appreciated the groundedness of his weight in relationship to the floor, and the
expansiveness and power of each weight transfer. As he responded to the twang of
berimbau, played by the Chicago artist who had introduced the performance, my focus
stayed on the dancer. As he shifted his weight his arms spiraled in a way that seemed
both offhand and infused with nuance and expertise to counterbalance the weight shifts.
Though his movement took him mostly from side to side the space seemed to open up on
all sides and from all angles.
I was awestruck. Without moving with aggression or force he seemed to both fill
and change the space; he neither resisted against the confined sense of space nor made his
movement smaller in response to the messily gathered audience. And as I anticipated
some audience members were paying close attention and others were chatting loudly with
friends, drinks in hand.
As the capoeirista continued he shifted his weight more and more into his hands,
lifting his feet and pelvis on an angle above the ground and eventually punctuating his
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side to side weight transfers with slow-motion cartwheels. In these moments his feet
seemed to hover above the floor with a weightlessness that astonished me in its
accommodation of space and weight rather than resistance to gravity which I had come to
associate with the in-and-up emphasis of the center body in Classical Ballet.
I began to wonder if his weight shift had more to do with a revolution of his head
and tail around his (also mobile) center than it did the muscular process of shifting and
taking weight in his hands and arms. In other words I began to see the taking of weight as
a result of an internal shift of his head and tail in relation to the universe, rather than a
skillful execution of weight transfer to another part of his body. It was as if his center was
a fractal of the center of earth, and each time he cartwheeled he expressed a fundamental
connectivity to gravity and to the earth’s slow rotation. I saw his motion not as a trick to
“wow” audiences or impress with his strength or agility, but as articulation of a
fundamental relationship to the planet expressing a deeper iteration of oneness between
earth and human bodies than my current notions of body remembered.
I concluded, with a sense of wonder, awe, and newfound hope for re/membering
my own relationship to body, that the Capoeira dancer experienced his body in
relationship to the world in a way that was fundamentally different than the way I
experienced my body and its relationship to the world as a thirty-six year old. The way he
negotiated his weight, and specifically his weight onto and through his hands, struck me.
This bodily negotiation revealed what I saw as the deeper rotation of his body, indicating
a body-earth connectivity that felt at once foreign and familiar to me. His cartwheels
mirrored—or perhaps simply embodied—the rotation of the earth on its axis. In the final
months of writing the dissertation, I realized that this story of the capoeirista’s rotation
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reverberated with a childhood dream about rotating the interior of the earth on its axis as
a member of a superhero team.

Dream of Being a Superhero and a Deer
I am thirteen. I wake from a dream, crying. My face is wet. I hear myself
weeping. The sounds are guttural. I try to stifle the noise from my tears. I
continue to weep as the details of the dream return. I feel like an older
woman, aged by the dream.
The dream: I am one superhero among a band of seven superheroes. I
have a partner, who stands behind me. The team is proud and serious.
Some of us are human and some mutant. My partner and I are human. I
am about thirty years old. I wear a red and blue full-body leotard with
long sleeves and a large seal emblazoned on the front. We are gathered at
a table in an underground room. The room is familiar and I feel a calm
sense of belonging. Our leader is the only one sitting, reading aloud to us
our next assignment.
This assignment is different than most; it is not required. He asks for two
volunteers who will swim through rocks and molten lava to the hot center
that is the outer core of the center of Earth. Once there our assignment is
to turn a lever, which, once turned, will save Earth. Leaning in our leader
lowers his voice. The two superheroes that go into the center will be
exposed to strong toxins completing the assignment and will have only one
year to live after adjusting the lever. But we will have saved Earth.
I know two things: I will go, and my superhero partner will go, too.
We complete the task as directed. After adjusting the lever at the core we
awaken suddenly, as if from sleeping, to a changed world: a lush meadow
inhabited by animals of all types roaming freely and peacefully.
Our bodies have transformed. We are deer now, living among the animals
roaming the greens together. I feel peace in the world and in my body. I
have a baby deer, who lives with us on this peaceful hillside.
We approach the one-year deadline, which is the time of our sacrifice.
Though no one has spoken of it I understand that on the anniversary of
our trip to the center of Earth our lives will expire. There will be no
suffering and no ritual. But we will be gone. My partner is resigned but I
am not ready to die. I feel a deep resolve that I will reject the order by
willing myself to remain alive. I need only to make the choice to live.
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The dream ends unresolved when I wake up weeping. In the final scene I
lay my four-legged deer body over my partner's deer body as he lays down
on the grass resigned to die. I am calm but my sense of urgency builds as
the time of expiration nears. I hope that my choice will seep into him and
save him, yet either way I know I will live. I begin weeping in the dream as
I realize that I cannot control his choice, wishing against reason that my
will might be strong enough to shift the outcome.
I wake up, still weeping, not knowing if we lived or died. (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, April 2018)
This dream—its imagery, the timing of it in my life during early adolescence, and
the power of crossing from the dream realm into waking life as if crossing a threshold
that held the emotion of the dream in ways that I felt changed me irrevocably—remains
one of the most significant events in my life. The dream and waking from it marked a
turning point in my concept of self. It periodically returns in my memory as significant,
usually inspired by life events that remind me of it. Here memory was sparked by the
Capoeira dancer. Separated by more than two decades, these events stand out among a
handful of experiences that fostered both sudden and long-term perspectival shifts in my
relationship to my body and the world.
The dream introduced to me the idea that my physical form could be or become
mutable. It also put me in touch with my mortality, set against images of my choice as a
deer to harness intention and will to live beyond the timeline that was part of my
agreement as a superhero. When I saw the capoeirista dancing I experienced an
externalized embodiment of the dreamt-of experience of turning the center of earth. I saw
another human being embody a belief that was latent in my own body about the power of
resonance between Earth’s liquid outer core and his entire body, as if his own center were
tethered to Earth’s. I came away from that experience at the MCA resolved that if I
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wanted to change or expand the way I moved, I would need to also change and expand
the way I thought about my relationship to the world through and as body. My thinking
would have to be embodied, rather than a force asserted over my body.

Dysmorphia and Change
A few years after the encounter with the Capoeira dancer I realized that I needed
help with my decades-long struggle with body dysmorphia and disordered eating. This
attempt to heal had to include a process that might reset my ideas of body to move
beyond known practices of self-acceptance or, the alternative, continued cyclical and
restrictive dieting. During the six-week treatment process I gradually envisioned the
components of Blackbird as my next project. In the ample time for self-reflection I began
to put elements in place to implement Blackbird in a new way compared to previous
projects. This new way would allow me a larger scope of artistic goals, which were
shifting as I became more honest about and began to address body dysmorphia/disordered
eating.
In some ways the process of confronting bodily self-perceptions in eating disorder
treatment, through Blackbird, and in an ongoing and periodic way since, was similar to
my superhero-deer dream: I hoped to use Blackbird to go into the metaphorical center of
my own body—which I envisioned through the dream as a fluid—and “turn a dial” to
reveal more options for my body in and of the world. The metaphor of turning the dial
was about allowing my flesh to soften, hang, fall, and move, which previously felt like a
tremendous risk. As images, the risk of softening my body felt similar to the risk my
deer-self took in the dream I narrate above. There was an urgency to my decision to seek
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treatment, and a will to live differently, similar to laying my deer-body flesh over my
superhero partner’s body hoping that we would continue to live.
Imagination, Dreams, and Change
Inspired in the background of my thoughts by the Capoeira dancer and my
superhero dream, I delved into Woodman’s (1980, 1982, 1990, 1992, 1993) mythopoetic
work focusing on women with body dysmorphia and disordered eating. She doesn’t
discuss transmogrification specifically, but her work deals directly with imagination,
dreams, and the shifts of form that those realms allow. In Woodman’s (1980) The Owl is
a Baker’s Daughter, she writes of the messages inherent in the morphable forms of
dreams’ characters.
Dreams can reveal the demonic force in the form of serpents or prehistoric
animals, turned demonic because they are so outraged by gross
insensibility to their needs. The serpent, the spirit in the body, reacts
violently to the stress of modern programming. Its rhythm is not the
endless tick-tock, tick-tock, tick-tock, tick-tock of the clock, nor the
relentless work, work, work of the machine, nor the blind go, go, go of
society. (54)
I started daydreaming about the concept of transmogrification, or what I
understood at the time as transformation from one form to another through an
imaginative or alchemical process, as a way of engaging questions about body. Desiring
to go beyond the frame of what I could or could not do or be as a human, I wondered how
I would move if I envisioned my body on a broad continuum that included forms other
than human – a bird, for example, referencing the title of the dance, or a chimeric
creature, half-human, half-beast. Perhaps I would move as—not like—but as a body of
water or a rock—an inanimate entity that might not be infused with the cultural
inscriptions I felt were over-influencing my sense of identity, body, and movement.
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Though I was not familiar with her creative strategies at the time, postmodern
choreographer Hay (2000) employs what she calls “what ifs?” to spark periods of
choreographic inquiry. Hay’s responses to them require what she calls “imagined
conditions, changed periodically” (xxiv) to spark her dancing. Like Hay’s “what ifs?” my
questions launched me into an unknown realm that I hoped would offer new perceptions
of body. As such, Blackbird was not intended to depict narrative content, for example
about blackbirds, or myths, or body image concerns. Instead, I envisioned the whole of
the work as an event through which I could engage questions at the level of my body and,
ultimately, allow those questions to morph in relationship with observers. Though I was
not aware of her strategy during Blackbird, I too I wanted to access layers of sensation
and image that informed my perceptions of body. I wanted to disembark from, challenge,
and reconsider what I had learned or imbibed as the taken for granted truths of body in
fifteen years of dance-making.
The Capoeira dancer was like a totem73 that sparked a kind of “what if?” in me,
which was rooted in an embodied experience, through reverence, of another person’s
body. I suspected that I embodied my beliefs—those I was aware of at the start and those
I might uncover through Blackbird—and that they aggressively if silently communicated
externally and were reiterated in my habitual movement vocabulary and manner of
holding my body when alone, and more dramatically with an observer present. I believed
that these factors played a weightier role in the observer’s experience of the work than
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Totem is an Ojibwan term for an entity that functions as a reminder of connection to a family
or clan. Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “totem,” by Douglas Harper, accessed December 5,
2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/totem.
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the aesthetic, architectural, or dynamic specifics of the choreography did. I saw my selfloathing as a toxin that might infect others, and for this reason I was emboldened to
address it.

An Ambivalent Narrative
At various stages I have wanted Blackbird to represent an opportunity for me to
draft a preferred narrative of body and identity. I reflect now that I wanted the narrative
to also allow me to transcend my body’s responses to the trauma of sexual abuse/assault,
like the transcendence of the phoenix rising from a slain dragon, or like a superhero
turning a lever in the earth’s core. As Leslie Heywood (1996) writes in Dedication to
Hunger: The Anorexic Aesthetic in Modern Culture, I have wanted to construct a
“narrative of ascendance” (80) through which my struggles with bodily peace could be
framed as part of the past, as if to say, “I am over that now.” And I did experience an
increased (though provisional) sense of embodied agency in Blackbird. Scholarly and
personal reflection on extant hegemonies74 defining beauty, fitness, and femininity that I
had internalized through intrinsically-managed and perpetually-engaged systems of
embodied control, have also been influential. Many of these patterns were indeed jostled
loose and renegotiated through new movement patterns during Blackbird.
Yet, some of the hegemonic values that I worked to destabilize in my body during
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Antonio Gramsci (1988) developed a theory of hegemony, which describes a social structure
in which the ruling class dominates over the population through a power structure that authors a
set of normative values and promotes an understanding among the people that supporting the
status quo is an accepted part of life and responsibility to society. Hegemonic systems include
spaces for resistance (like Turner’s liminal spaces), which give ruled populations the illusion of
power when in fact their resistance is woven into the power structure and dynamics supporting
the ruling forces.
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Blackbird tend to recur, such as the tendency to shape my midsection from within (to
suck my flesh in) when entering a new teaching or social context. Noticing recurrent
habits can be painful and conflict with my transcendence narratives. At the same time,
recurrences continue to be reconfigured over time, through reflection, movement
practices, public performance, and theoretical engagement, especially with DeleuzianGuattarian orientations to change. These actions broaden my frame of reference for the
recurrence of patterns I sought to discard, and provide language that bolsters my nascent
articulation of ontological questions formed during childhood and adolescence and that
undergird my autobiographical approach to both dancemaking and scholarship.

Transparency and Intersubjectivity in Blackbird
The new patterns I discovered through Blackbird, including those captured
broadly by the terms sensation and kinesthesia, altered my performance approaches. They
also created new possibilities for practice (and communicating through teaching) that
counter the often-confusing hierarchical power dynamics between observers and
observed that suggest that one (either observers or observed, for example) is in a position
of power over the other. Through both Blackbird and doctoral research I have gained
deeper understandings of how embodied knowledge is formed and functions through selfinquiry and intersubjective exchange, and the ways that the terms of exchange between
observers and observed can be continuously negotiated. For my part, much of that
negotiation involved relinquishing the need for certainty, or the presumed embodiment
and movement of confidence and knowing, and being willing to be seen in not-knowing,
hesitation, doubt, ambivalence, and ambiguous responses to the stimuli of being
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observed.
However Blackbird is framed by time (its initial creation period and premiere,
subsequent performances, and gradual inclusion of scholarly lenses to illuminate the
project), from the start it has been aligned with Lerman’s (2011) concept of an endeavor
that is open-ended and forged through a continual return to “trying-to-understandsomething” (23). Throughout Blackbird imagination played a key role in my practices of
self-observation and also as a mode of engagement to view myself and my relationship
with observers differently. Use of my imagination, largely through the concept of
transmogrification and self-observation that includes imagining internal bodily states and
processes, afforded greater access to my internal sensations as cues for increasing
attunement movement and relationships of exchange (with self and other) within
performance. By internal sensation, again, I refer to the panorama of sensations that my
body experiences and that I can pay attention to, or not: the ongoing plethora of shifts in
muscular engagement and release, familiar and unfamiliar points of tension, holding, and
pain, even microscopic, internal shifts in body temperature that I envision like the
bubbles of a lava lamp manifest as a kind of internal effervescence.
Though my movement in Blackbird was visible, I did not emphasize the visual
aspect of “showing something.” Rather I focused on how to invite observers into an
internal experience that might have been cued, invited, or instigated by my dancing, and
that was framed as “the performance.” Aligning now with Münker’s (2010) description
of her own work as a place for exploring connection with audiences through the lessobvious or apparent (perhaps from a distance) but nonetheless important aspects of
performed movement, I can articulate that I viewed transmogrification as one part of a
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triad of co-existing elements. These included the concept of transmogrification, the
project titled Blackbird, and the movement vocabulary unique to the project. Noting that
the specifics of that movement became possible through a year-long intensive rehearsal
process but without pre-set choreography, I viewed this triad as an assemblage of
elements “for creating conditions in which movement/dance can lead to the experience of
something, maybe even something beyond all yet known ‘somethings’” (171). Notably,
imagination played a role in all parts of this triad, perhaps aggregating in the concept of
transmogrification, which created “an interface within the circular feedback between
action and perception” (168) reminding me to look for opportunities to alter habitual
responses, movements, and shapes. As Münker states, “we are constantly creating images
of ourselves and the world by using our imagination. An unconsidered and passive use of
imagination reinforces the tendency to dwell on familiar
While I was the sole performer and artist who created the work, my hopes that
audience members experience something of themselves were tied to my own experience
of watching the Capoeira dancer at the MCA, which sparked embodied memories of
watching the lake as a child. Both experiences inspired awe, and a sense of deeper
connection with myself through a largely-ineffable but present connection with other. My
intentions were captured in a review by Evan Kuchar (2007) from the first spate of
performances following the premiere, where he describes Blackbird as an “exploration”
and “subversion of typical dance performance.” He elaborates,
After reading more about the process and listening to the postperformance discussion, I was able to parse the movements into three
categories: self-discovery, self-consciousness, and self-interest. Shanahan
is able to communicate these themes directly to each and every audience
member through an intimacy that feels, at times, almost voyeuristic. The
audience witnesses both sides of the dancer: the performer, displaying
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difficult combinations of muscle coordination; and the human, whose
movements cease to be performative and seem exposed, vulnerable.
(Paragraph 3)
Through this triad of elements within Blackbird’s larger structure—the concept of
transmogrification, the project titled Blackbird, and the movement vocabulary—I pursued
transparency, such that I might become more transparent both with myself and with
viewers. I was not interested in strengthening the hierarchies I could identify as part of
my inherited assumptions about contemporary dance performance—for example, placing
either the audience or the artist in the “one up” position in relation to the other as in
giving the audience the power to judge the artist, or succumbing to the trope of the
aggressive artist confronting the unwitting observer. I wanted to soften my muscular and
emotional armoring in order to become more visible, especially in ways that potentially
revealed or made visible my internal, beneath-the-skin experiences.
I hoped that such transparency could counter my own or the audience’s potential
expectations around shape, fitness, or bodily aesthetic through, for example, making a
spectacle of my body, movement, or skill. Related, I had identified pre-Blackbird that my
unacknowledged desires to appear strong, slender, or skillful, for example, tended to leak
out in performance even when not called for by the choreography or its dynamics, such as
hardening my musculature or tightening my grip on doing the choreography “correctly.”
Approaching Blackbird I wanted, instead, to become less emotionally defensive or driven
by the need to prove something in my dancing or performing. I viewed this softening as
affiliated with transparency.
Blackbird provided a laboratory of space, time, support, and audience exchange to
attend to the development of an inwardly-sourced expertise that I hoped would invite
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observers into my lived experience. Part of that lived experience included examining my
assumed postures, some of which connote identity and value, as well as related modes of
holding and presenting myself by adjusting internal musculature. The fixity of subtle
internal holding began to give way through Blackbird to a greater range of movement
rooted in, as I experienced it, the material phenomena of my intrinsic body in relation to
self and other. For example I envisioned that some part of my body I could only imagine
was leading the movement, or could be temporarily made visible for observers, such as
the fascia connecting one rib to another, the fold of skin on my elbow, an imagined area
of my intestines. In one of the post-show discussions that followed every performance of
Blackbird the facilitator of the conversation said the following:
I noticed more than in any other [piece of yours]… there was a lot more
asking and answering questions within the movement. And when you
found the answers I was aware that there was something that was found,
when I was seeking with you, I was looking with you and this one time I
found that you brought it back to yourself and you kind of told us and what
I saw was not so much satisfaction but settling on something and being
aware of it…I wondered if you were having a conversation with yourself,
with one other person, or with a whole history of relationships. There
wasn’t really an answer, but it was an open question that I felt I was a
part of. (Blackbird Archive, April 2007)
Paying attention to the asking and answering referenced in the citation above
presented me with what often seemed like an infinite array of alternate possibilities or
choices for movement. This was true especially when I was certain that my movement
was flowing in a particular direction or toward a specific, potentially-identifiable or
identifiably-familiar shape. In terms of the latter, I was attuned as I moved to the shapes,
postures, and gestures that could be seen as having a familiar cultural meaning that
identified me in a particular way, and in the moment I directed my path away from
ending or settling in those shapes.
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What I am describing here, however, is not the outcome of my movement, which
could be visible or captured on video, but the internal process I experienced as I moved.
It was a process of navigating the internal impulses that I noted as I danced and that I
gently steered away from resulting in the stereotypical movements that, while the
movements themselves might have been different, I associated with habitual use of
muscles similar to the stories of quotidian research I tell of being on my sofa in Chicago
in Chapter 11, or of sitting in the church pew at the Old Town School of Folk Music as
described later in this chapter.
For example, in the process of moving I might notice that my movement pathway
is taking me into a posture that could end up in standing with more weight on one leg,
hand on hip, gazing toward the audience. This posture might suggest a stereotypically
gendered representation: a woman aware of and intentionally employing her form (like a
model about to execute a turn on a runway or a femme fatale beckoning suggestively)
and, importantly, engaging with the possibility of being seen and valued within and
because of her success in achieving that form. Another example is when, in allowing my
sternum to fall in and down so that my body moves toward an inward, collapsed, or
hunched forward posture, I become aware that my body might signify a particular image
of decrepitude, weakness, or advanced age. I wanted to resist such postures that seemed
to me trite, atrophied, and too determined to facilitate the kind of transformation I was
after. When I was aware that I might end up in a kind of trope posture, I veered my
movement away from that potential trope.
One of my clearest memories is of succeeding in navigating such potential shapes
in ways that connected me more to observers and to the questions, rather than the
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answers, that the audience member spoke to in the block quote above. Thus what became
more important were the movements I perceived as hovering around those potential
familiar gestures and shapes. I emphasize around because my perception was that shapes,
once they entered my awareness, took on a billowing energy. I felt as if sensations of
movement in the moment met with sensations of my memories of these and other familiar
images, and when I paid attention to them this billowing grew to include new maps for
potential pathways that would allow me to veer away from the familiar trope. I describe
this in the following observation of a performance video:
When I slow down my movement state becomes more internal, as if I am
listening for the source of movement and waiting for information about it.
For several moments I drop into this deep listening state before looking up
or reaching out to address the observers or the space the observers
occupy. Sometimes my movement quality changes dramatically, for
example slowing to a weighted, liquid-clay-like drip, as if I am slowly
shaping my form and then, just before the form is set like drying clay it
liquifies and shifts into something else.
There is rarely just one thing happening, and rarely is my body in a
neutral state. If anything, I seem to be avoiding neutrality, and now I
remember this moment from performance. I remember feeling familiar
postural shapes begin to emerge [like those mentioned above], and
looking for those impulses in the movement where those shapes "asked" to
be skewed away from the familiar. I looked for any sensation at all that
suggested change or movement, a twitch, a slight increase in muscle
tension or a pull of my weight downward. In one moment of performance
in particular I remember coming to standing and feeling, in that moment,
all of the extra work I was doing to stand that I hadn't been aware of until
I was there, being watched, coming to standing. I began to release the
muscles doing the extra work of standing. I remember wanting to be right
in the middle space between allowing it to happen and controlling it. I
suppose I wanted to even it out. So as the release began I imagined it like
turning the volume down on a stereo and having some minute muscular
control over the dial. When I felt myself rushing or wanting the moment to
be over I would go a little deeper into the movement, perhaps to make that
delving deeper more important than the urge to finish or to make the
moment into something else, something bigger, faster, or more obvious.
(Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December 2016)
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I negotiated allowing the billowing-around to occur without opting for the
habitual or familiar choice of embodiment. I experienced this billowing phenomenon as
energy, movement, and the emergent possibility to make choices from a wider array of
potent energy than habit allowed, including, and without denying or attempting to
control, the sense of potential chaos75 prompted by what was sometimes a sudden
awareness through? this billowing presence of new options growing from familiar
options. I allowed myself: 1) to be seen in the experience of tolerating internal chaos and
not-knowing, 2) to gently direct my expertise as a dancer/mover/performer to choose a
different path than the most obvious, familiar, or habitual one (per Feldenkrais
Method®), and 3) to maintain without pretense or force a baseline of compassion and
benevolence for myself, for the observer, and for my own often charged connection to
some of the movement and images that arose as part of the billowings-around, and the
observer’s potentially charged connection as well.
I experienced this orientation to and with the observer as a third perspective,
invoking Siegel’s (2007) combination of me and we to become the hybrid mwe. The third
view was neither from culturally-entrenched ideas of myself nor my introjection of the
observer’s culturally-entrenched ideas, nor my projection onto the observer. In this plane
of immanence I also experienced close engagement with my body and the sense that I
was tapping into intrinsic movement—internal movements like muscle twitches, a sense
of digestion shifting in my intestines, a sudden subtle pain in the back of my shoulder,
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Following Grosz (2008), Nachbar (2012) describes chaos as not an absence, but “the presence
of everything at once.” He goes on to write, “[a]rt’s task is to claim something from this plethora,
namely heightened perception and sensation” (5).
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sensations of air and sweat on my skin, a twitch in my cheek muscle, the perception that a
change in the movement of my skull sparked awareness in my shin—and a gentle yet
decisive, increasing distance from habitual impressions I held about my body, its shape,
and the way I “looked” to an external observer.

Concerns About the Ways I “Looked”
Concerns about the way I “looked” to observers centered on the binary categories
that were foremost in my mind: the painful ones of fat-thin, fleshy-emaciated, curved-flat
that were central to my experience of body dysmorphia and disordered eating. I was also
affected by the related movement and posture binary of the in-and-up aesthetic of Balletinfluenced Western dance, versus the groundedness, moving, looser, not-taut flesh, and
fluidity of movement that my body craved but I did not yet trust. My movement process
in researching and performing Blackbird, both in and out of the studio, became quickly
geared toward release and gradual retraining of my abdominal musculature, which was
the area I associated most with the desire to control by sucking my flesh in and up. This
included the musculature of my entire torso, though I emphasized gaining more access to
release of my pelvis and low abdominal/belly muscles (both deep and superficial).
My goal was to trust my intuition that by unlocking what I experienced as a
corset-like holding of my midsection and pelvis I would discover untapped movement
potential. This felt like a huge risk. I experienced this holding as tied to, broadly stated,
an obligatory (but unnecessary and unhelpful) comportment related to my identification
as a dancer and a woman. Leading up to Blackbird I was increasingly aware that by
perpetuating this internal, muscular corseting, however subtly, I was upholding and
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modeling limiting cultural values around aesthetics of feminine fitness and beauty.
In the period between Blackbird’s performance activities and assembling the
Blackbird Archive I described my intentions to Chicago dance writer Molzahn (2015) in
an article called “Release the Core!” where she writes that in the last decade, “Shanahan
has gone head to head with a fundamental tenet of classical technique: the need to control
the torso” (paragraph 3). She quotes me:
There is a through line of communication in the body [when it’s] not being
inhibited by a group of muscles organizing to create a shape. Form follows
function: I want to be able to move with as few physical inhibitions as
possible, to let my body shape itself moment to moment out of that
function. (Paragraph 5)
As introduced earlier, like St. Pierre (2017), I had no training in critical theory or
cultural studies, and nor did I have what St. Pierre describes as Deleuze’s “concepts to
think with” (689), which I explore further in Chapter 11. However, I had begun to notice
prior to Blackbird (and have noticed since) my habits of pulling my torso in and up when
I enter a room, for example, and then releasing my belly, sternum, and ribs when alone at
my apartment in Chicago, for example, where I had cleared the furniture from a large
dining room to use as a home studio. Noticing the different ways I moved in that private
studio compared with other contexts for teaching and performing, combined with
increasing delving into Feldenkrais in practice and reading aloud his texts at the end of
almost every day, led me to the not-surprising conclusion that these culturally-inscribed
values inured in insidious and often unspoken ways in the dance studio and onstage.
I enacted this pulling up and sucking in as a ritual of control, one that I hoped
would minimize the appearance of soft, round, or jiggly flesh. I wanted to be “pulled
together.” Training in Feldenkrais, however, made evident that when unchecked these
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habits constrained my ability to discover, perform, and teach new movement and
approaches that might expand the bounds of accepted aesthetics in the environments I
facilitated and foster a greater range of movement and expressive potential. Further, and
importantly, when I risked releasing my taut belly and moving without that engrained
posture, my chronic back pain resolved.
Release, Vulnerability, Shame, and Compassion
The first time I released my abdominals as fully as I could, in public, I was at the
Old Town School of Folk Music in Chicago. I was there with friends watching a
Minnesota rock band in a live performance of their alternative Christmas album.
My friends and I were sitting in the third row in carved wooden pew-like
seats. The theatre was comfortable and warm. I had been working on
Blackbird for several months and focusing on muscular release in general
for most of that time. Sitting in my hard but comfortable wooden seat, I felt
my jaw release first; then my facial muscles went slack; I felt my tongue
heavier and more present and wet with saliva in my mouth. I took a deep
breath and felt my abdominals widen, spread, and drop in response to my
breath.
This sensation of expansion felt pleasurable and almost taboo. It was as if
I suddenly opened a door to another, unused but perfectly good room in a
house. I suddenly felt I had more space, and simultaneously that I was
now occupying territory that had just a moment ago been off limits. At the
top of my next inhale I felt a flood of sensation in my shoulders, neck, and
lower legs. When I exhaled the sensations flowed through my body,
rapidly but gently. I took another breath, this time pushing my belly
outward just a little more at the top of the inhale. I remember thinking that
if I could coax the tissues of my belly to open, release, expand just a little
more that I might feel more of that flood of moving sensation.
The sensation itself felt like a simultaneous melting of my internal matter,
and a flood or rush of new movement and energy. Most remarkable for me
was the sense of that movement and energy as having drive, but not being
connected to my muscular or mechanical “operating” of my bones; in
other words the sense of internal movement that came with fully breathing
into my abdominals gave me a sense of physical activity that was neither
about locomotion in space nor about changing my body’s shape in space.
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Sitting in the pew my attention was in two places simultaneously: on the
space around me, responding to the stimuli of the bodies, sounds, and
sights; and in the felt but unseen space of my body, with all its stimuli of
sensation, pulsation, and vibration. My private intention in the moment
was to experience the sensations as fully as possible; it was not to
organize, interpret, control, guide, or understand them, but rather simply
to notice them and experience them as fully as I could. (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, November 2016)
I remember feeling entranced by the sensations of release, like an internal surge of
water bubbles, that began to emerge in my pelvis when I stopped holding my abdominals.
Feeling my organs and fluids change through the sense that they were dropping
downward, releasing tension, and shifting the makeup of the interior of my body in
relation to gravity was like unlocking a treasure trove of movement information. Paring
down the practice from more complicated dancing to movements as simple as sitting,
standing, lying down, or walking meant that my attention could be on subtle shifts in my
body rather than on my performance of pre-dance or pre-performance movement phrases
or other familiar rituals.
The vulnerability and sadness I felt when I surrendered to the presence of this
back and forth dynamic with myself and the myriad environments I lived in confirmed
for me that my abilities for empathic, unguarded exchange with myself and any particular
dance audience hinged, in part, on my access to or denial of the flesh of my midsection. I
began to really see, for example—with my body as much as my eyes—(see Bond 2018)
rather than turn away from the homeless man who dwelled in the alley just outside my
window. I began to breathe freely, and to not look away or tense my chest or jaw when I
encountered the tall young man crossing Devon Avenue whose obsessive-compulsive
patterns had previously inspired a sense of caution. I began to see all movement as rich,
varied, and resonant in the channel of exchange I hoped to cultivate with observers. By
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turning away I was participating in a world that categorizes and values different bodies
differently. The process of really seeing was less about affirming my softening sternum,
gaze, or abdominals and more about realizing that one of the functions of a hardened
torso was the ability to reject, or turn away from experiencing compassion for, another
human being.
In this phase I also started to soften to my grief around a period of my young
adulthood when my mother had no stable home in Ontario, Canada, and the feelings of
shame, blame, guilt, and unspeakable pathos this situation instilled in me. Remembering
and surrendering to my bodily encoding of shame, in particular, calls up Probyn’s (2005)
work on shame and place. Shame, she writes, if “left unspoken, solidifies as a layer of
intensity that never seems to go away” (47). Probyn also connects shame to fear in ways
that help me locate the feeling of needing to push through hesitation to surrender to
bodily softness with the empathy I gradually found for myself (and others) inspired in
part by the combined influences of eating disorder treatment, Woodman’s writing, and a
decade of performing with a changing body and dysmorphic experience of body. Probyn
notes, “The idea that shame is often connected with fear is instructive. It recognizes the
ways that shame and fear strike deep into our bodies. As many are beginning to argue, the
past is carried somatically, that is, in the body” (47).
Sitting at my writing desk in 2018—a forty-nine year old woman with new
experiences informing my perceptions of body, which include aging, knee injury,
surgery, and multiple changes of home since Blackbird—I admire the thirty-eight yearold who emerged from eating disorder treatment intent on performing a softer belly and
championing her deconstruction of dance composition. I wonder if I can harness that
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courage now, in this moment, as I try unsuccessfully to push aside the Brett Kavanaugh
Supreme Court confirmation, just hours ago completed in an embattled United States
Senate that seems, with horrific macrocosmic precision, to embody the forcefulness of X,
whose frame I pushed against with life-altering inefficacy.
I am not alone in my sense of being simultaneously connected to myself and torn
asunder through the “separate pathways and channels” (quoted in Gordon and Shanahan
2005, 23) that former student Jenn G. writes about in Glance, 2005 publication
documenting my project Eye Cycle. Her words capture my sense of despair and renewed
purpose; I read them now as a poetic depiction of the viperous political rhetoric splitting
open my Blackbird-era courage. I am caught in a wave and an undertow, illogically cooccurring, in realizing suddenly that she is describing my dancing:
All separate, all united…All the parts, so solid. All the bones, so hard. All
the parts and bones transform into fluid. All the things to work on, all the
little bits that form the whole, breaking them down and not wanting to
break them down. How do you do it without feeling overwhelmed by all
the possibilities, all the options, all the things there are to do? Barely
grasping one while reaching out for the other. (Jenn G. quoted in Gordon
and Shanahan 2005, 23)
Even with the increasing tolerance and empathy for my own experiences of shame
and fear, I sensed the career risk in challenging cultural patterns and values as I began
Blackbird. My intuition told me, however, that there was greater risk in failure-tochallenge, for my healing and for my commitment to delve as deeply as possible into
movement research. As Münker (2010) affirms, “For dancing and for learning it is
essential to let go of something and to step into nothing, to let go of knowing and to step
into not-knowing” (164).
With language about surrendering familiar perspectives and entering awareness of
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the “deeper field” and bio-inclusivity of transmogrification, as well as echoing my
fraught relationship with thought-as-text, the passage from Abram (2010) below captures
my growing understanding that my ability to access my intelligence was tightly braided
with my ability to experience empathy beyond normative aesthetics for physical beauty
and for social strata associated with embodiments of despair, such as a sunken torso, the
quivering of uncertain action, or the catatonia of doubt. I explained to Chremos (2006)
that my desire was to explore the parts of my body that seemed least accessible: “Parts…
that are dark [and] murky have their own story to them—a story that provokes a language
all its own that doesn’t give a damn about contemporary dance” (81).
Abram (2010) captures some of what I was, admittedly, indirectly critiquing
about the distance I felt between my work as a contemporary dance artist and its
relevance outside the rarified confines of a studio or performance setting. He refers below
to the “mirrored labyrinth,” his way of expressing the disembodying and time-locked
feedback loop that emerges when language results in both self-talk and an externallydirected “cool and calloused imperviousness to the suffering of other creatures” (178).
Our intelligence struggles to think its way out of the mirrored labyrinth,
but the actual exit is to be found only by turning aside, now and then, from
the churning of thought, dropping beneath the spell of inner speech to
listen into the wordless silence. Only by frequenting that depth, again and
again, can our hearts begin to remember the many voices that inhabit that
silence, the swooping songs and purring rhythms and antler smooth
movements that articulate themselves in the eloquent realm beyond the
words. Only thus do we remember ourselves to the deeper field of
intelligence, to the windblown thinking that is not ours, upon which all our
thought depends. (178)
Abram’s evocation of thinking whose source cannot be attributed to the agentic “I” is in
tension with Feldenkrais’s ([1949] 1996, 1985) emphasis on human maturation as a
process of increasing one's sense of agency and choice. I explore a dissolved subject
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through Deleuze and Guattari and Conrad in Chapter 10, and continue discussion of the
paradoxical pursuit of agency, choice, and relinquishment of self.
Softening my core musculature inspired the embodied vulnerability I mention
above. Though disconcerting in its unfamiliarity at times this somatic letting-go allowed
me to experience more layers of sensation and relationship in the observer-observed
exchange than I had consistently experienced in previous rehearsal or performance
experiences. In prior experiences I would tend to respond to destabilizing sensations,
including those to which I could not assign values of pleasurable or unpleasurable, with
muscular armoring: subtle or more aggressive muscular holding, gripping, or tightening. I
began to see this armoring as an effort to protect myself against the possibility of that
letting-go and thus being seen potentially by observers in imperfect execution of
movement, or in doubt about the sequence and therefore “lost.”
Canadian dance scholar Sylvie Fortin, along with Adriane Vieira and Martyne
Tremblay, (2009) recognizes Foucault’s technologies of the self as modes for humans to
resist dominant discourses and become subjects of their own making. However, Fortin
and colleagues remind us that these transformations are always contingent:
“Technologies of domination and technologies of the self are always interrelated, and
contribute to our constructions, deconstructions and reconstructions of ourselves in the
world” (48). Reflecting on Blackbird more than a decade after beginning the project,
Fortin, Vieira, and Tremblay’s caution rings true. The passage of time and continual
evolution of bodily experience reveal ongoing questions about how I respond to external
influences.
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CHAPTER 10
CREST: SHIFTING SUBJECT, LOOSENING MATTER

In this chapter I look at Deleuze and Guattari’s view of the subject as a way to
articulate my understanding of my relationship with observers in Blackbird. To look
further at the role of ego in the project, I pull forward a thread introduced in Chapter 5,
Trungpa’s ([1974] 1996) concept of dharma art, to describe how questions of ego
percolated and contribute to my understanding of the Deleuzian-Guattarian subject. I
describe what I experienced with observers as a “channel of exchange” in which my
sense of self blurred into an experience of co-creation. I briefly draw from Massumi’s
(2000) comments on open experiences and Michael Peters’ (2014) discussion of
rhizomes in the work of John Cage and Merce Cunningham, and present examples from
the Blackbird Archive that deal with openness and stability as organizing elements in
Blackbird. Finally, I link the idea of a Deleuzian-Guattarian subject to the context of
haecceity.

Ego and the Shifting Subject
Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987, [1972] 2016) rejection of the stand-alone
subject, or what self-study researchers Adrian Martin and Kathryn Strom (2017) refer to
as “the ever-changing, influenced and influencing self” (153) of Deleuzian-Guattarian
becoming, is reflected in my desire to challenge the paradoxical notion of myself as the
sole focus in performing Blackbird, even though I was indeed the sole performing artist
of the project. My intention was to treat the performance as a collaborative co-creation
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with the audience, one that could exist without the explicit written, verbal, or gestural
cues common to such collaborations (what might fall under the heading of audience
participation) that accompany some modes of physical theater, improvisation, or clown,
for example (Buxbaum-Danzig 2007). My hope was for the audience to experience
themselves (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, March 2007), and to soften habitual bodily,
emotional, and psychological parts of myself that I saw as impeding full movement and
my expressive potential to be open to the influences of observers without becoming
overwhelmed.
These wishes connect Blackbird to Trungpa’s ([1974] 1996) concept of dharma
art—the practice of non-aggression endemic to artmaking as one of giving up the effort to
make a particular impression on observers (2). This concept inspired me to reconsider the
role of my ego76 in dancing and performing in Blackbird. However, the goal in Blackbird
was not simply to become “egoless,” or to practice or embody principles of Buddhism
through my performance. Rather, the goal was to experiment with fully accommodating
my body’s materiality as it was at each moment rather than as it might be. At the same
time I hoped to disentangle my identification with my body’s materiality from my
perception of observers’ identification with the material Molly Shanahan as having this or
that characteristic, value, personality, identity, or ongoing, stable aesthetic. I also wanted
to disconnect from the markers of identity I both claimed and resisted and that, as stated
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Though not the explicit focus of the dissertation, Bronwyn Davies (2011) writes about Zen
Buddhism and Deleuzian philosophy sharing an interest in abandoning “self-as-entity or ego,
resisting the pull of binary thinking, and the interconnectedness of being” (28).
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previously, were signaled by acts of naming (for example, Molly, female, woman,
dancer, young, middle-aged, able, strong, etc.).
The influence of Buddhist thought (on a non-Buddhist choreographer) calls up
Hay’s (2000) My Body, The Buddhist in which she quotes Trungpa’s (1991) The Heart of
the Buddha to elucidate her working relationship between imagination, practice, and
discipline. In Trungpa’s quote below the term “daydream” foreshadows the slippery
quality of time and subjectivity that I explored in Chapter 7. Thinking about daydreamas-ego captures my sense of ego as an experience of self that slips in and out of focus as
an object of contemplation or reflection. Trungpa explains, “There has to be a certain
discipline so that we are neither lost in daydream nor missing the freshness and openness
that come from not holding our attention too tightly. This balance is a state of
wakefulness, mindfulness” (quoted in Hay 2000, xxiv).
Moving back and forth between exploration of self on one hand combined with a
curiosity for loss of self on the other is reflected in texts from the Blackbird Archive and
from press reviews of Blackbird. Fotheringham’s (2009) review of a Blackbird
performance at Joyce SoHo in New York captures the paradoxical notion of identity I
was grappling with:
My Name is a Blackbird is a piece questioning identity, form, and
mutation. At the start, the full title is projected on the wall. Later it returns
as just My Name is…, suggesting that the blank is a variable, reminding us
that the idea of self is constantly changing. (Paragraph 1)

Channels of Exchange
My hope in Blackbird was that the work would invite audiences into an
experience of themselves, rather than into a visual spectacle that tacitly encourages
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audiences’ or my own judgement of value around my dancing shape and its success or
failure to meet markers of performative “worth,” fitness, beauty, skill, or movement
vocabulary that suggests a discernible narrative, or the distinctive identity and personality
of Molly Shanahan. My assertion as I began Blackbird was that the work of art, in this
case the performed choreographic work, whether composed or improvised, sometimes
asserts a barrier between the artist and the audience. During Blackbird this barrier
transformed into something more relational to reveal potential for an energetic exchange.
Chremos (2007a) writes that my face was “mobile, expressive” and that I “never donned
the mask-like, distancing visage often adopted by dancers” (paragraph 3). I experienced
this opening, in part, as a channel and began to refer to it that way in conversations,
teaching, and grant proposals as a channel of exchange, signaling channel’s 14th century
etymological roots (“bed of a stream of water”) as well as its later meanings (“to transmit,
convey” and “the body of water connecting two land masses”).77
Being in this channel meant being in not just the literal space between me and the
observer (that is, the open stage space), but energetically and emotionally entering a
space different in nature than my pedestrian body.78 Much like the experience of being in
water, this meant embracing a fluid triplicate role of participant-agent (moving the
water), participant-receiver (being moved by it), and participant-relinquisher (being
continually reminded to give up attempts to control that might feel “normal” on land). It
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Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “channel,” by Douglas Harper, accessed September 12,
2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/channel#etymonline_v_8416.
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Note Conrad’s use of “the pedestrian body” to signal forward-oriented movement that is
typical of functional day-to-day life, further explicated later in this chapter.
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also involved setting aside my previous priority that the dance work, insofar as I saw it as
the product or composite of my dancing and performing, be done “well” or in a manner
that reified my former beliefs about aesthetic quality, value, or success. I understood that
at least some of these predispositions might have been tacitly shared between me and the
audience. While I could not control their value system, I might be able to influence the
environment we jointly occupied by not playing into my own expectations.
Massumi (2000) states that “it’s all about the openness of situations and how we
can live that openness” in recognition that living is “entirely embodied” and never
completely autonomous (paragraph 14). Affect, for Massumi, signifies that “we are never
alone” (paragraph 14), a reminder of my experience of Blackbird even in the introverted,
private, or intense moments of personal practice. In this sense, too, Blackbird was larger
than me and, just as gazing at Lake Huron as a child or standing awestruck at the
different relationship to the world inspired by a Capoeira dancer, instilled in me a “sense
of embeddedness in a larger field of life—a heightened sense of belonging, with other
people and to other places” (paragraph 14).
Martin and Strom’s (2017) comments on affect are also useful in thinking through
the channel of exchange I experienced with observers as co-occupying and coconstructing a reverberant “sphere of influence” (157) in Blackbird. They write:
The concept of affect seeks to reflect more than the emotional resonance
of a situation or circumstance. While the concept does relate to the
physiological response that we experience as embodied beings, it also
denotes the interplay between such responses and productions. Thus,
affect is not solely an examination of feeling and emotion in oneself.
Rather it is the exploration of feeling and emotion as a co-construction,
reverberating or impinged upon through a sphere of influence. (157)
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These words echo dance scholar Michael Peters’ (2014) “Rhizomatic America
and Arborescent Culture: Towards a New Philosophy of Dance,” where the author places
rhizomatic practice in conversation with postmodernist Merce Cunningham’s work
involving exposure of “bare energy,” which the choreographer associates with
potentiating freedom (quoted in Peters 2014, 1492). Peters (2014) cites Cunningham’s
use of aleatory methods, alone and with collaborator and life partner John Cage, as
aligned with Deleuzian-Guattarian concepts of non-hierarchical, non-linear systems of
communication that push at the boundaries of more traditional (arborescent) structures.
One of these deeply-rooted structures inviting transgression is, according to Peters and as
it was for me, the idea of the choreographed dance as a fixed element created in relative
privacy by a single artist and given over to an audience. For me this fixed element could
include, even, the idea of a movement score or set of rules that would determine a
semblance of structure in an otherwise improvised performance. I intuited that even this
minor level of pre-planning specific or sequential movement patterns, dynamics, or
qualities introduced a system of rules that could interrupt or dogmatically conduct
communication in the channel of exchange with observers, which I hoped could become
a more consistent creative presence in performance than my previous work had allowed.
Peters (2014) refers to practices that undermine traditional structures as both
“creative and critical;” they “encourage us to unite ideas that seem most disparate or
incompatible” and “train us actively to desire multiple differences” (1491). In the
panorama of “multiple differences” I include the multiplicity of differences across bodily
sensations I experienced when steeped in uncertainty, and the vulnerability of being seen
navigating uncertainty, in performance. Indeed, in Blackbird I pursued “unpredictable,
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performative, and incomplete” practices that I hoped would cultivate my “empathic and
ethical capabilities” (1491) by entering into “relation with the other” (1492) even as I
surrendered known capacities to comprehend or predict observers’ experience.
Dance critic Eatherly (2007) perceived that my gaze and breath, two areas of body
I explored softening with Aharoni (Blackbird movement coach), functioned as invitations
for observers’ deeper engagement:
In Blackbird, the movement is at times insect-like or reptilian; casually
pedestrian; or even mechanical. But throughout the performance, two
elements remain constant reminders of human fragility: the movement of
Shanahan's eyes and breath. Shanahan seamlessly shifts between a
languorous internal gaze to an expectant outward gaze, sometimes
watching the audience watch her. Shanahan's breathing layers an intimate,
living soundtrack over the dance to create an emotionally rich subtext,
inviting the viewer deeper into the movement experience. (16)
Another reviewer, Al Bresloff (2007) wrote that, “each member of the audience gets the
feeling that she is making direct contact with them, through her eyes, her face, and her
movement. Ms. Shanahan ‘feels’ the audience and thus, every performance will be unlike
the one before” (paragraph 1).
I was consciously and unconsciously working out multiple paradoxes in
Blackbird, including those inherent in being seen, dwelling in, and initiating engagement
with invisible sources of movement within my interior body, including sensation-based
responses to opening to the channel of exchange with observers. This experience was not
always comfortable; sometimes it was fraught with fears of judgement and quick
decisions about whether to defend myself from those judgements, heed impulses to try to
“prove” something about my skill, or, alternatively, to soften to uncomfortable sensations
as sources of connection with rather than distance from the audience. In performance I
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heard myself repeating inaudibly to myself, as if silently incanting the phrases, “I love
you,” “I’m sorry,” and “it’s ok.” I understood that I was “speaking” simultaneously to
everyone, including myself, and also to no particular person.
About paradox: on one hand I wanted to explore softening identification as a
dancer, including letting go of the importance I placed on that identity (even when I tried
to keep this from myself), on being judged as a “good” or “good enough” dancer, so that
I could “enter more honestly the ‘truth and reality’” of my body (Shanahan, Blackbird
Archive, June 2006). On the other hand, engaging with the Archive and memories
sparked by reading and re-reading its contents revealed to me that I was also protective
and sometimes defensive of my role as lead artist in the project.79 I was indeed (tacitly
sometimes) concerned with being seen as a good dancer. This wish is evidenced in a
journal entry containing a list of goals for the piece, wondering on the page if I am just
doing Blackbird to “prove that I’m a good dancer” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, August
2006). I recall reading one of the critical reviews soon after Blackbird’s 2007 premiere
(an arts blog, out of print), and being relieved that the reviewer moderated his more
negative critical comments with an acknowledgment that “she can dance.”
When I revealed to Oussenko in an early interview for the documentary that I
want to be seen as a good dancer she responds to the evident sense of failure in my voice
at admitting to something I considered a superficial concern. She reassures me: “Of
course you want to be seen as a good dancer. You are a dancer” (Oussenko in Shanahan,
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The desire to “protect” my role as lead artist showed up, especially, in conversations with the
dramaturg and the composers around how their scores would or would not be combined, mixed,
or ordered in performance.
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Blackbird Archive, June 2007). I remember feeling guilt and shame about this desire, as
though I was suspicious of the value of my registers of inner confidence as well as the
sources of external assurance that I was admitting to looking to for validation.

Deterritorialization in Blackbird
In sharing the anecdotes above I hope to underscore a fundamental desire in
Blackbird, following a Deleuzian-Guattarian term introduced in Chapter 1, to
deterritorialize my sense of self. In Understanding Deleuze, Colebrook (2002) discusses
the interrelatedness of territorialization, the formation of connections “of forces to
produce distinct wholes” (xxii), and deterritorialization, the process by which “[t]he very
connective forces that allow any form of life to become what it is (territorialise) can also
allow it to become what it is not” (xxii). For me, deterritorialization meant breaching the
boundaries of my sense of self, both internally (how I viewed myself) and externally
(how I sought, resisted, and responded to external feedback), and allowing that process of
connecting with myself through awareness (which could be seen as territorialization) in
order to unhook the assumptions that sustained my sense of identity. I did not have the
term deterritorialize to lean on at the time, and it functions now to help me describe the
experience.
In the Deleuzian-Guattarian ([1980] 1987) realm deterritorialization is what
occurs in the movement toward becoming a body without organs, or a body that has been
dis-organ-ized from its affiliations, identifications, and representations (along with
related values, habits, and hierarchies) with/in the plane of organization. The plane of
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organization is the stratum through which forces of immanence/consistency pass to
become subjected to the rules, laws, systems, and habits that characterize subjectivity.
In their writing on deterritorialization and body, Deleuze and Guattari ([1980]
1987) use the concept of courtly love to illustrate a version of self/non-self that coheres
with my desires in Blackbird. Courtly love, they write, is not about the individual person
but about a concept of love that both transcends the individual and is in itself immanent.
Yet, through the movement of desire—and, to restate, for Deleuze and Guattari the
movement of desire, as opposed to the movement of power, for example, is central to
their philosophy—pleasure becomes attached to affection for a singular person through
which a sense of the bearer’s individuality is reinforced. But, asking whether it is indeed
“necessary to find oneself” (156), or to confirm one’s identity, the duo lay out a concept
that speaks to my experience of the channel of exchange in Blackbird. They write:
Courtly love does not love the self, any more than it loves the whole
universe in a celestial or religious way. It is a question of making a body
without organs upon which intensities pass, self and other—not in the
name of a higher level of generality or a broader extension, but by virtue
of singularities that can no longer be said to be personal, and intensities
that can no longer be said to be extensive. The field of immanence is not
internal to the self, but neither does it come from an external self or
nonself. Rather it is like the absolute outside that knows no selves because
interior and exterior are equally part of the immanence in which they have
fused. (156)
Control and Surrender in Blackbird
I like the articulation in the quote above of immanence as a fusing of interior and
exterior. Especially in the etymological sense of fusing being liquified by heat80 or
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Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “fuse,” by Douglas Harper, accessed December 29, 2018,
https://www.etymonline.com/word/fuse#etymonline_v_14276.
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melted, as opposed to the forced feeling of fusing body parts into a congealed bind. It
helps me frame the paradoxes circulating organization and control on the one hand and
relinquishment of subjectivity on the other. These paradoxes are evident in the following
texts from the Blackbird Archive. In both excerpts I grapple with the methods and
perspectives I draw from to navigate questions in my body during rehearsal.
I begin most Blackbird rehearsals by walking in a circle around the
periphery of the studio. After that initial walk, the first pass of movement
is often the “best” of the day; it feels fresh, creative, complicated, and
easefully embodied; as if it has a history but is not tied to it. But as I write
"best" I realize that that's not exactly what I mean. What I mean is that
this first pass at movement is the one that determines the flow of the rest. It
functions like a spontaneous prelude that includes within it all the “notes”
of what follows, even if only a few of those notes—the apparent sequences
of movement that comprised the visible choreography—are evident in that
first pass.
I like to think that some part of me retains some measure of control over
how those parts, both those that are evident as visual movement
vocabulary, and those that are present but immanent, not-yet-realized, get
organized. At the same time I want to explore relinquishing control and
being moved by my concept of an external movement that exerts a kind of
fundamental force on me, like wind or planetary shifts that catalyze shifts
in my body prior to the shifts/movement created by my desire to move.
I think of control as a process of shifting articulations and subtle
causations existing on a continuum, where the far end of the continuum
(where movement may be experienced as “out of control”) is not exactly
characterized by "loss" of control but rather a giving-over of strategy (to
improve, determine, manage) to powers that include but aren't limited to
oneself. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December 2006)
In the following excerpt from 2015 I reflect on my experience of control versus
relinquishing or surrendering while watching a video of myself dancing:
Dance, for me, is an almost-religious act: it is a commitment to something
within myself and beyond myself, and a willingness to surrender what I
can know or identify as being "good at” to something larger that I am a
part of, and that will organize, with me and sometimes "for" me, the
movement of my body, self, and identity as part of that. Looking back I can
see in my movement during Blackbird, and as watching the movement on
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video sparks memories of the doing of it, that I was anxious about this
aspect of the exploration: I was anxious about the balance between
giving-over and doing. I can feel in reflection that I wanted my work to
somehow “pay off” professionally and creatively, and that a part of me
wanted to demonstrate being “good at” something that also rendered that
the organization of movement would be considered "mine" and placed
within "my" domain as a working choreographer. Simultaneously I
wanted to let go of all of those concerns. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive,
November 2015)
In addition to the sources already mentioned, audience and press response to
Blackbird in general supported my sense that, in part, I achieved my intention to
encourage an experience of self for audiences (rather than a sole focus on me). Chicago
dance writer Mauro (2007) wrote:
Blackbird is Shanahan baring her soul in public without ever hinting at
self-indulgence. A curious and at times uncomfortable experience for the
audience, her dance draws one into a strange psychological place. As
much as Shanahan seems to be imploring viewers to come closer to her
own internal struggle, she is capable of plunging them deeper into their
own discordant memories. The experience can baffle and bore. But it also
prompts intense introspection. (5)
Another reviewer, showing an awareness that Blackbird was a departure from earlier
work and expressing her discomfort with the drift of attention experienced in watching
Blackbird, wrote: “Although I appreciate her honesty and generosity, I wonder if I
wouldn’t prefer Shanahan’s previous work, which is craft and theme driven. Much of this
free-flowing improvisation serves as a backdrop against which my mind performs its own
show” (Fotheringham 2009). Though the writer is expressing preference for a different
style of work—in Lerman’s (2011) terms, they might have “need[ed] a place to park”
(70) their attention—I am struck that they experienced the performances as a “backdrop”
for their own experience.
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Shifting and Unstable Body
My intentions in Blackbird, and in dialogue with Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts
of haecceity and subjectivity, embrace body and self as inherently shifting and unstable.
This view sits in productive tension with Antonio Damasio’s (1999) perspective that the
variations of self from inception to “elaborate autobiographical self” (134) share a quality
of stability. In The Feeling of What Happens Damasio writes: “In all the kinds of self we
can consider one notion always commands center stage: the notion of a bounded, single
individual that changes ever so gently across time but, somehow, seems to stay the same”
(134). Damasio clarifies that this stable self is not an unchangeable cognitive being, but
rather “must possess a remarkable degree of structural invariance so that it can dispense
continuity of reference across long periods of time. Continuity of reference is in effect
what the self needs to offer” (135).
Damasio’s words call to mind a post-show discussion of Blackbird in New York
in 2009, two years after the Chicago premiere. I describe a deceptively simple practice
that I refer to above in excerpts from Blackbird’s Archive—walking a circular path—that
provided me with a stable basis of continuity as an initiating reference for the otherwise
open-frame of Blackbird’s spontaneous composition and movement.
An audience member asked if the work was semi-choreographed or entirely
improvised in performance each night. In responding I refer to both the variability of
vocabulary and simultaneously the role of this one reliable constant that evolved, simply
because it was what I did before I started to dance in rehearsal or when I crossed the
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studio floor on my way to the second floor restroom, as a reference point for rehearsals
and then, organically, for every subsequent performance of the work. Even as the work
morphed, the ritual of walking a circular path around part or all of the perimeter of the
space, which took no more than a few seconds to complete, functioned as a semi-stable
portal into an investigation of difference. This gesture—walking a circular path—
functioned as a quasi “stable self” in Blackbird.
The only completely “set” element is that I walk toward and pass by the
upstage corner, taking a semi-circular path for even just a few steps. My
intention is to transition from the me that talked to you at the beginning of
the dance by crossing an invisible bridge to catch or fall into the first
eruption of movement. Sometimes I call it a “pass” as in passage. And it’s
not that the movement itself is necessarily familiar to me, but it comes
from body- and movement-familiarity of walking that bridges both known
and unknown territory. And then I experience tipping over the edge of that
familiarity; once that tipping occurs both zones (the ones that are familiar
and the ones that are less familiar) swap roles all the time. (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, April 2007)
Deterritorialization Through Haecceity: Loosening Matter and Subjectivity
St. Pierre (2017) writes that the concept of haecceity “help[s] loosen matter
captured on the strata and return[s] it to chaos, to the formless matter of the plane of
immanence and infinite possibility” (696). Here strata refers to the abstract layers
demarcating Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) plane of immanence/consistency, or
pure movement and possibility, and the plane of organization, or rules, systems, subjects,
and laws, which I discussed in the previous chapter in relation to time. These planes
function not as opposites but rather as surfaces across which one “continually passes”
unaware, until, “by unnoticeable degrees” one becomes aware after passing through
(269).
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Looking through the lens of Blackbird I read this description to mean that
concepts such as haecceity destabilize the fixity of objectified bodies or experiences of
body that have become fixed through compulsivity and habit. Restated more generally,
concepts can undo the dominance of the idea and experience that bodies are their shapes.
To use Deleuze’s term borrowed from Joyce, through the concept of haecceity bodies
return to the chaosmos81 from which new ideas, concepts, and bodies might form or
emerge. This emergence occurs through a layer of experience that partially or temporarily
eludes perception and as Deleuze and Guattari tell us above, one is aware of that stratum,
layer, or passage through it “only afterward” (269). My sense of epiphany noted in
Chapter 9 stems from happening upon language that precisely yet poetically describes
(and accommodates, enfolds, and to borrow Deleuze’s term, embraces) my own
experience.
In their description of haecceity, Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) poetically
evoke the movement of both material and immaterial matter: “You have the individuality
of a day, a season, a year, a life (regardless of its duration)—a climate, a wind, a fog, a
swarm, a pack (regardless of its regularity)” (262). It is not that haecceities lack
individuation, recognizability, or matter, but that the individuation of haecceities cannot
be characterized by the subject-orientation of representation, which, as I describe in
Chapter 7, occurs on the plane of organization. Colebrook (2002) refers to the haecceity’s
“unique quality that is not yet grounded in a subject” (14).
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See Alain Beaulieu (2016): “Deleuze’s philosophy is not so much about searching for a unified
cosmology, but rather attempting to experience a ‘chaosmos’ (a neologism borrowed by Deleuze
from Joyce) and this chaosmological experience can never be fully completed as it always takes
place in the midst of things” (201).
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Representation ascribes identity within a cultural context. This context is, in part,
the plane of organization, which over-determines, or territorializes, the deterritorialized
plane of immanence, the chaosmos. The plane of organization reifies the idea of the
stand-alone agentic subject and the plane of immanence/consistency holds individuation,
non-subjectivity, and the multiplicities of haecceity simultaneously. Deleuze and Guattari
([1980] 1987) write, however, that “we must avoid an oversimplified conciliation,”
between the planes and their relationship to individuation, “as though there were on the
one hand formed subjects, of the thing or person type, and on the other hand
spatiotemporal coordinates of the haecceity type.” Haecceities, they continue, “is what
you are, and you are nothing but that” (262).
I Am/You Are Haecceity
I find these ideas among the most satisfying and complex I have come across, and
remarkable in their resonance with my most important experiences in dance and in
Blackbird. In their wish to avoid an “oversimplified conciliation,” I read Deleuze and
Guattari([1980] 1987) to be saying that the constancy of change and difference are
inherent in movement. This constant change and difference involve both visible and
invisible matter, but are absent from the subject-identification that is traditionally
ascribed to the individual person. In writing that a haecceity “is what you are, and you are
nothing but that” (262) they are affirming life as a larger construct for individuation than
subjectivity-as-individuality affords.
This is an interpretation of subjectivity that I welcome, though it stands in contrast
to the ways I thought of both subjectivity and individuation during early Blackbird. My
ideas then were influenced by Feldenkrais’s ([1949] 1996, [1972] 1977, 1984, 1985)
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emphasis on re-education and achieving maturity, and Woodman’s (1980, 1982, 1990,
1992, 1993) emphasis on healing and individuation. Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987)
refer to individuation involving both invisible and visible matter as a feature of the
haecceity and, related, of what they term the event: “[I]t is the wolf itself, and the horse,
and the child, that cease to be subjects to become events.” In other words, through a
haecceitic framework the wolf, horse, and child return to the chaosmos on the plane of
immanence/consistency, “in assemblages that are inseparable from an hour, a season, an
atmosphere, an air, a life” (262).
The becoming of an hour, for example, is inseparable from the becoming of a
person, and the loss of subjectivity is congruent with becoming-event, where event is
synonymous with sense: “the splendor and the magnificence of the event is sense. The
event is not what occurs (an accident), it is rather inside what occurs, the purely
expressed. It signals and awaits us” (Deleuze [1969] 1990, 149). In The Logic of Sense
Deleuze frames the event as a non-objectified pinnacle of becoming, paramount to a kind
of birth; he refers to becoming “the offspring of one’s events and thereby to be reborn, to
have one more birth” (149). This strengthens my understanding of body-as-unfixedsubject or sense-as-individuation, as distinct from identity-as-subject or subject-formedthrough-identity.
Sensation is always experienced intrinsically and directly, whereas identity is a
continuous negotiation between intrinsic and extrinsic experience. The notion of body as
unfixed and sensation as event suggests the dissolution or perforation of the boundaries
of notions of personhood. Parr (2015) writes that Deleuze was “intrigued by the problem
of autonomy,” and that through his work he was asking: “How are the flows of life—
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bodies, commodities, money, finance, matter, ideas, language—socially structured and
unstructured?” (paragraph 7).

Conrad, Deleuze and Guattari, and Dissolving Stuck Patterns
Deleuze’s curiosity about the flows of life, and the concept of “loosening” and
returning matter to the realm of chaos (the chaosmos), as indicated by St. Pierre’s (2017)
interpretation of Deleuze and Guattari, connect with questions in Blackbird about what
constitutes body and what constitutes identity. The connections I make between
Deleuze’s curiosity about the flows of life, as expressed in the Parr quotation above, and
my questions about identity align in part with somatic innovator Conrad’s (2007)
exploration of self-generated sound to dissolve stuck matter, which she saw as allowing
humans opportunity to renegotiate the constraints of cultural conditioning, which she
referred to as the “cultural filters” which operate “like trances” to limit potential (249).
Conrad began each workshop I attended82 by asserting a founding assumption of
her Continuum Method: “We don’t really know what the body is for” (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, June 2010). This fundamental uncertainty led Conrad to explore and
develop approaches for self-generated sound, movement exploration, and healing in
contrast to traditional allopathic approaches that diagnose bodies based on pathological
models of body, health, and wellness. In an online video introduction to the method,
Conrad (2013) describes Continuum as an “ongoing inquiry” into “the fluid element
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I attended four workshops with Conrad: Denison University, OH (2010, single workshop);
Omega Institute, NY (2010, week-long); Moving Body Resources, NYC (2010, four days); and
Omega Institute, NY (2011, week-long). I have also taken private and small-group lessons with a
Philadelphia-based Continuum teacher (2010-2015), and a two-day intensive with a New Yorkbased teacher (2014).
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within the human” (video recording.) As Conrad developed Continuum, she was
particularly interested in ways that humans become self-limiting (Schacter 2015, 31)
which Conrad (2007) believed was rooted in self-protective measures born in adaptations
to trauma that lock a physical system into isolation—she referred to this as a “state of
suspension” (249) born in experiences of shock—cutting the system off from relationship
with the world (Conrad 2013). She was interested in expanding what is possible for
individuals rather than on reifying the challenges faced by a student or client when
viewed from a perspective of normative mobility, and felt that the absence of fluid
movement from the medical community limited the emergence of clear protocols for
spinal paralysis. If a student who could not walk worked with Conrad, for example, she
focused on helping them become adept at crawling or rolling. Such was her willingness
to view human capacity outside the lens of conventional movement patterns associated
with ability, and yet she lamented that fixed categories for human movement (such as the
divide between concepts of abled and disabled) further limited recovery innovations.
Conrad (2007) believed that by reconnecting with the “inner sea” of the “involuting and
invaginating” waves of embryonic spirals and wavelike motion, inspired by the sounds of
Continuum, humans could “dissolve rigid traumatized tissue” (249) to initiate the
emergence of new form, and that beginning with any movement, no matter how small,
was essential for recovery.
Though dealing with body and sound through practical physical modalities, in
both aesthetic and therapeutic settings, Conrad’s goal when viewed through a
philosophical lens was similar to Deleuze and Guattari’s, in particular their concept of
body without organs, or “the body outside any determinate state, poised for any action in
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its repertory; this is the body from the point of view of its potential, or virtuality”
(Massumi 1992, 70). Conrad sought to dissolve patterns of stasis in body tissue, or—
borrowing language from both Conrad and Deleuzian-Guattarian thinking—to return
formed matter to a realm of complexity where form can be renegotiated. Conrad (2007)
believed that by tapping into the fluid system (cerebral spinal fluid, blood, fluid in the
brain, viscera), all the bodily fluids “function as basically one body or organ of
intelligence. It communicates through subtle wave motions, in which form is softened”
(262). Not bound by rigid form, she saw fluid as able to regenerate form. Conrad’s
assertion—though for me this is an unproven imaginary concept—was that all fluid
resonates with all other fluid. So that when I, for example, access my fluid system (the
70-80% of my body that is water) through sound or fluid movement motifs, Conrad
would say that I am also literally tapping into a resonant umbilical-like relationship with
oceanic water or, say, the waters of Lake Huron. Conrad (2007) acknowledged that she
could not provide “all the scientific information” to back up her work in Continuum, yet
she saw it as “bringing another point of view to our understanding of the thriving of life
process” (260).
By exploring the movement inspired by this resonance, the Continuum Method
supports students to find new movement patterns for healing trauma buried in congealed
body tissues. Congealed tissue, according to Conrad (2007), becomes isolated from
efficient interaction with neighboring systems and tissues that bodies depend on for
proper blood flow and proprioception. Conrad wanted to
broaden our conception of paralysis by defining it as any modality of
redundancy—emotional, physical, psychological, or spiritual—that
recycles the same information in an uninterrupted stream, stifling any
variation of movement. (261)
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Conrad’s viewpoint, in part, offers a practical expression of Deleuze and Guattari’s
concepts of matter returning to the chaosmos by passing into the plane of
immanence/consistency, as does my description in Chapter 6 of following water as a way
to understand Deleuze and Guattari.
Conrad's Three Anatomies
Conrad (2007) viewed bodies through a framework she termed the “three
anatomies” as follows.
1) The cultural anatomy is the body through which we move and function
in day-to-day life, through pedestrian “forward thrust” movement,
comportment, and organization.
2) The primordial anatomy taps into the movement of all fluid systems,
described by Continuum master teacher Ellen Cohen (2015) as a body
that moves “much slower and is characterized by the undulating,
oozing flow of amoebas or snakes. Ideally, our entire body becomes
deliciously fluid, both in sensation and movement” (34).
3) The cosmic or celestial anatomy, which Conrad claimed taps into
connections beyond the bounds of the planet, and through which “one
feels as if one’s body is dispersed and weightless, connected to a much
larger context” (Cohen 2015, 34). Conrad wrote, “becoming aware of
the primordial-cosmic flows of information,” which she saw as
available by tapping into fluid resonance, “can be instrumental in
diffusing our cultural inhibitors,” another way of expressing the
systems of rules, law, and organization that overcode life on the
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Deleuzian-Guattarian plane of organization, or the role of habits born
of faulty patterns of education that Feldenkrais sought to dispel.
According to Conrad, this process of diffusing helps “us to move
beyond our stifling, adaptive patterns, ultimately becoming a resource
for health and creativity” (quoted in “Esalen…” 2014, paragraph 7).
During Blackbird, and prior to learning about Continuum, I honed my ability to
direct and deepen my attention on subtle bodily sensation that I had begun to explore
with the Feldenkrais Method®, and to stay with sensations in relative stillness for what
felt like prolonged periods of time before moving again. I had experiences of moving
with a sense of pleasure and ease that was previously unknown to me, as well as
increased feelings of vitality in my body—a kind of mobile aliveness in my body tissues,
a heightened sense of movement inside my skin, and enhanced desire to explore
movement as a complex source of pleasure and delight, especially in spiraling and
undulating patterns. Practicing Continuum, I experience heightened sensation (tingles, a
sense of tissues coming alive, subtle vibrations) throughout my body as a whole as well
as localized in areas I targeted by directing my awareness. Students I introduce to
Continuum83 likewise report a sense of body tingling, inner vibrations, increases in
feelings of relaxation, focus, and an increased sense of their bodies overall.
Similarities Between Conrad and Deleuze and Guattari
Conrad’s philosophy marks out a similarity between Deleuze and Guattari, whose
work, as we have seen, engages non-metaphorical material systems (plants, animals,
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In spring 2019 I began teaching a course in Somatics, through which I introduce Continuum to
undergraduate students.
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wind) to birth theoretical concepts, and the theories of somatic pioneers, including
Conrad, Feldenkrais, and others (see Eddy 2009) whose practice-based research centers
on body as a non-metaphorical phenomenon that alters and morphs in response to
cultural, political, and social frameworks, which often theorize upon rather than through
body. While they did not share the somaticists’ explicit commitment to physical practice
and movement research, Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) proposed a relationship to
matter and sensation that accommodates the specificity of matter (human and non-human,
visible and invisible) as behaviorally-patterned through habit, on the plane of
organization, and simultaneously as possessing an ongoing capacity for change in and
through haecceitic relationships on the plane of immanence/consistency.
This capacity for change—which Deleuze and Guattari also frame as difference—
is expressed in both examples given (Conrad and Deleuze and Guattari) through sense.
The elements shared by Conrad and Deleuze and Guattari are emblematic of the
transcendental empiricism (see Egyed 2008) that characterizes the latter’s philosophy.
Deleuze ([1968] 1994) defines this in Difference and Repetition:
Empiricism truly becomes transcendental, and aesthetics an apodictic
discipline, only when we apprehend directly in the sensible that which can
only be sensed, the very being of the sensible: difference, potential
difference and difference in intensity as the reason behind qualitative
diversity. It is in difference that movement is produced as an "effect," that
phenomena flash their meanings like signs. (56)
Most important to me in this quote is the notion of difference as “the sensible.”
Attending to minute distinctions in bodily sensibility is a value I share with Conrad,
Deleuze and Guattari, and Feldenkrais. Further, I connect with the view that sense and
sensation are the ground from which difference flows and through which difference and
change can be detected. I return to a passage in my notes from her workshop “The
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Continuum Method,” in which Conrad (2010a) emphasizes the importance of sharing our
experiences in doing Continuum because they serve as evidence, albeit anecdotal, of the
work. The anecdotal evidence she referred to was comprised of student’s and workshop
participant’s verbal reporting on their experiences practicing Continuum. She lamented
the lack of credibility she earned in allopathic medical communities. In the workshops I
took with her, Conrad spoke frequently of the challenges to gaining credibility for her
work beyond the realm of dance and somatics (Eddy 2002). She lamented that “there is
very little dialogue between Continuum and the medical and/or therapeutic communities”
(Conrad 2007, 250). Conrad wanted Continuum to be regarded as both an art form and a
therapeutic modality (Wozny 2006, 28), and based the efficacy of her work on anecdotal
movement research with people in workshop settings (such as those I participated in) and
in limited clinical settings (for example through work with neuro-physiologist Dr. Valerie
Hunt at UCLA). While the purpose of the dissertation is not to prove the efficacy of
Conrad’s work, I view Continuum as a somatic philosophy that accommodates
experiences of change rooted in sensation, movement, and attention. Her belief that all
fluid interacts with all other fluid is neither tested nor proven. For my purposes here this
belief acts as a powerful poetic or imaginary touchstone.
Fluid and Becoming-Imperceptible
I see another thread connecting Blackbird, Conrad, and Deleuze and Guattari in
Kneale’s (2010) cross-collaborative work referenced in Chapter 6. Kneale writes that
working with water as a subject of her attention (in collaboration with a photographer)
moved her to look beyond her perception “of the dewdrop and into the very nature of the
element of water, as it travels between the physical realms of the earth’s biosphere and
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into and through” her body and into “every other living thing” (207). Here, as for Conrad,
matter is mutable to the point of disappearing into the earth’s biosphere or into an
individual body.
In her workshops, Conrad (2010a, 2010b) frequently focused her lectures on the
movement of change and potential held within a single cell. Now, this focal point is
helpful to me in grounding some of Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts biologically within
the cell as the basic unit of life. Conrad advocated nourishing the cell through supporting
its continuous return to liquidity, accomplished through the sound making that was part
of Continuum. Conrad’s (2013) belief was that the increased sensation that she and those
she worked with experienced in Continuum, and the shifts of habitual postures of holding
or constraint they reported in workshop and therapeutic teaching contexts, were
expressions of “the intelligence of the organism” to self-correct “when not constrained by
conditioning” (recording of live talk).
In the following quote, referencing the gel-sol phase of a cell in which a solid
form contains liquid within its properties, Conrad (2007) brings together the movement
of form with the movement of dissolved or dissolving form:
At the most basic level of life we show the coagulatio/dissolutio (gel-sol)
motif in our breath. Inhaling is to inspire, to take on form (coagulatio-gel).
Exhaling is to expire, to dissolve form (dissolutio-sol). The inclusion of
“sol” in the word “dissolve” implies that form returns to its fundamental
fluid resonance. The very act of breathing becomes a universal respiration
reflecting the basic motif of organismic life: the circularity of form to
formless, local−non-local, temporal-eternal. The implications of this motif
affect every aspect of our existence. (xxiii)
For me, Conrad’s slant on dissolution of physical form in a manner that potentiates new
movement connects with Grosz’s (1994) description of Deleuze and Guattari moving
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toward a vision for an “acidic dissolution” of form and identity, which Grosz calls a
“clear movement toward imperceptibility” (179).
Performance scholar Laura Cull (2011) offers an interpretation of becomingimperceptible that counters Grosz’s (1994) concern that becoming imperceptible suggests
a literal dissolution of form through a “blowing apart of fragments, elements, intensities
at work in an entity” (179). Cull (2011) holds that “leaping” into Deleuze and Guattari’s
plane of immanence does not represent a blowing apart of elements, but rather “involves
paying attention to our capacity to change and be changed by other material bodies, and
an experience” (91) of growing in the process of that change. This describes my
experience of relationship with observers of Blackbird where my sense of a reliable form
and identity merged with the sense of collaborating with the ineffable yet palpable energy
shared with observers.
Movement’s Death as Vital to Life
The dissolution of form takes me to the dissolution of the firm bounds of an
individual subject and body and to my experience in Blackbird that the movement
disappears, or dies, the moment it is created. In her discussion of Deleuze, feminist
scholar Rosi Braidotti (2006) frames death as “the becoming-imperceptible of the
nomadic” or moving “subject and as such it is part of the cycles of becomings” (147).
Through Braidotti’s lens I equate the death of movement with “yet another form of interconnectedness” with observers. Looking at Deleuze Braidotti frames death as “a vital
relationship that links one with other, multiple forces” (147). For me, Braidotti’s
comments reframe death as an active and generative phenomenon that is “part and
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parcel” of life, “not a failure, or the expression of a structural weakness at the heart of
life” (147) but rather another expression of becoming and relationship.
The dissolution of a keen sense of personal identity and the dissolution or dying
off of movement as it occurs are captured in the following excerpt from the Blackbird
Archive, which I share also in Chapter 8 as a poetic distillation. Following is the full
version in which I question identity, form, death, and dissolution—prior to delving into
Deleuze and Guattari while writing the dissertation.
In Blackbird I had the feeling that I was doing the dancing, but at the
same time, sometimes I wasn’t making the choices. Now I'm reflecting on
the tension between believing I am making the choices and, alternatively,
being in a state in which those choices are being made. In those moments
in Blackbird I remember feeling less and less attachment to being the
person doing the making.
I am also thinking about the death that occurs once a movement is over,
and the experience of the movement leaving the body and being sent into
an invisible space. It’s like it comes from an invisible space within and
travels to an invisible space without. Does body play the role of its
temporary visibility, which depends on the release of visibility? Is this
another way of saying that shape, or my body's shape, is not really the
point in the dancing, a way of moving away from form, which is still
respecting and relying upon matter?
I wonder now about the difference between matter and form. I wonder
about the outline of form that occurs when the brain creates a picture of
something visual,84 versus the material phenomenon of constant change
when movement is happening. There is an expanded sense of space and
form, form that includes the making of its own invisibility or the
participating-with the invisible to create forms that do not achieve
material temporality but are dependent on both the materiality and
temporality of body, of matter and existence in time of the flesh, but that
are not themselves, or itself, comprised of matter and flesh.
Back to death or loss in the moment of dancing. In Blackbird I remember
wanting to hold onto bits of movement even as I let them go. I tended to
think I had more control over the movements that I performed slowly or
more deliberately, yet I also believed that my brain would better organize
84

See Doidge 2015.
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movements that I allowed to happen, rather than attempted to control or
plan. So here again is a split. On the one hand I am equating slow and
deliberate with my ability to remember; on the other I am equating fast
and from the gut with being more tapped into my brain’s capacity to
remember… Again there's that question about the doing of movement and
the "done to" or between the agentic subject and the subject who
surrenders to a subjectivity. So, subjectivity becomes then not just the
ability to make choices, but the ability to surrender making choices and to
allow the body in its order-making capacity to make those choices.
(Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December 2015)
Grappling with dissolution without endeavoring to fix a single definition is
important across several registers for me in Blackbird. These include three categories of
experience that informed my research during (and after) Blackbird.
•

Grappling with the dissolution of movement’s visible, temporal, and
physical trace upon or just following its embodied articulation (in this
case as dance) in space and time;

•

My fantasy of sudden at-will dissolution of body tissue, a fantasy that
characterized my adolescence and is reiterated culturally in multiple
approaches to weight loss that emphasize “burning” fat/flesh through
diet and exercise;85

•

Curiosity about the dissolution of matter that occurs through aging,
decay, and death, and that in my experience becomes conflated with
body postures associated with undervalued social standing,
decrepitude, disability, and despair.

Affect, Becoming, and Transmogrification
Conrad’s work spoke to my desire to consider my body a morphable entity
resonant with a universe beyond the changes that might be achieved through diet and
exercise. During Blackbird and at present, woven through my often-tacit desires to
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Googling “burn fat” will produce an array of diets, supplements, and exercise programs. A
relatively new approach to weight loss is the eponymous Jon Gabriel Method, whose founder
promises weight loss, with himself as a model of the system’s efficacy, through visualization that
convinces one’s body it is “safe to ‘let go’ of the fat.”
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consider diet and exercise is critique of the systems, industries, and cultural patterns that
construct, capitalize upon, and reward those desires. Thus, inspired by the capoerista at
the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, I wanted to shift the terms of those more
compulsive influences operating in me in order to be influenced more so by my wilder,
more improbable imagination (again calling up Deleuze’s discussion of Alice) and my
capacity to consider, imagine, and shape matter beyond my familiar understandings of
human shape. I wanted to create an environment where I could explore the capacity of
imagination to shape matter as being at least as “real” as my perceived and engrained
cultural influences. Conrad’s (2007) writing and speaking about body86 galvanized this
desire for me. Her teaching, lecturing, and writing echo Grosz’s (1994) interpretation of
Deleuze and Guattari’s vision of body as “a discontinuous, non-totalizable series of
processes, organs, flows, energies, corporeal substances and incorporeal events, speeds
and durations” (164).
In the passage below Conrad (2007) explains what it is like to move from the
“survival dominant” (316), forward-thrust movement of the cultural anatomy (the most
traditionally pedestrian of the three anatomies she conceptualizes) into the more inclusive
and complex primordial-cosmic anatomies where she believed changes of tissue structure
could occur.
[T]here is a kaleidoscopic quality to the movements where the feeling of
an arm can be interchangeable with the sense of a fin and then the spread
of a wing. The experience of “mutuality” is dominant in this scene; one
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While my notes from Conrad’s workshop-based lectures are not part of the Blackbird Archive,
please note that between 2010-12 I spent approximately seventy-five hours in workshops with
Conrad, much of which involved her explaining her work in a lecture-like format, setting up a
“dive” (the name for the solo sound-making and movement work of Continuum), or responding
to workshop participants’ questions.
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feels related to all species and all life without a hierarchical chain of
command. (316)
Conrad refers in this passage to the morphability I wanted to foster in myself and in
relationship with observers in performance through the concept of transmogrification. For
me, paraphrasing my conversation with Oussenko from 2007 in the Blackbird Archive
(Chapter 4), transmogrification was less about pursuing a shift to become someone or
something else, and more about occupying a space where movement and change might
supersede the impact of habit and constraining experiences of identity.
Deleuze’s concept of affect is helpful here in thinking about the ways I hoped
Blackbird would be an environment for experimenting with change in myself, or, in the
words of dance and Butoh scholar Fraleigh, explore through transmogrification a
“lexicon of paradoxical imagery” that would inspire “images in states of becoming and
only seldom in states of arrival” (quoted in Cull 2012, 189). According to Cull (2012), for
Deleuze affect is not related to emotion (or its performance or representation) but rather
is a “prepersonal process of ‘becoming,’ change or variation caused by an encounter
between bodies” (189; emphasis mine). I emphasize the word caused above because it
stands out, per Cull’s interpretation, as an example of causality in Deleuze’s work.
Further, it is notable that causation is rooted in “an encounter between bodies,” which is
pre-personal, and thus highlights Deleuze’s distinction between subjects formed on the
plane of immanence/consistency (which would include the pre-personal) and those
formed on the plane of organization (where identity is coded onto the subject, including
that which is commonly considered personhood and therefore personal). It is possible that
a more correct term would be Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) term “quasi-causality” (170),
which refers to the absence of cause and effect, but rather “aggregates of non-causal
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correspondences” a description which aligns with my perceptions of my relationship with
observers in the channel of exchange during Blackbird. These “non-causal
correspondences,” Deleuze continues, “form a system of echoes, or resumptions and
resonances, a system of signs—in short, an expressive quasi-causality, and not at all a
necessitating causality” (170). I read this final distinction as affined with the proliferative
qualities of rhizomes to express without dependence on an arborescent root structure, or,
in Blackbird’s terms, dependence on the potential distraction of assessing whether
observer or observed causes their relationship’s dynamic flows or directions.
Cull’s interpretation is helpful because she looks at Deleuze ([1969] 1990)
through the lens of performance, where the relations between an observed and observing
entity are continually co-created, rather than locked into the “necessitating causality”
(170) dismissed by Deleuze above. In identifying with affect, Cull (2012) writes, the
Deleuzian subject “enfolds the threatening outside into its own internal world” (192). She
expresses a decidedly different schematic around causality than, for example, the concept
of cultural inscription wherein body is “an inscribed surface of events” (Foucault [1971]
1977, 148) or achieves a “determinate form only by being socially inscribed (Grosz 1987,
2). I am thinking here of my experience during puberty, including the sudden late
childhood shift to encountering the intense, objectifying gaze of people across life
contexts, later reinforced in adolescent sexual trauma. I also compared myself to external
models, measuring my alignment or misalignment with normative patterns of body and
movement dictated by the media, by peers in dance, by friends or older relatives; indeed,
the insidious presence of media was a focus of therapeutic conversation in eating disorder
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treatment.87 When I think of my relationship with those forces as a process of enfolding
them into my tissues my perception opens to one accommodating material significance
(simply, matter matters) and also accommodating desires to shed (such as the desire to
lose weight). Cull continues that for Deleuze, “affect acts upon the self like an arrow (or
‘projectile’), forcing us to relate to the forces of chaotic materiality that surround us,
rather than suppressing their heterogeneity through identification” (192). From this
perspective, the forces mentioned above acted as arrows, piercing my sense of self with
influences beyond me but that entered me, not as inscription upon a surface but as a
substance that creates change and difference through intermingling with existing
substance.
Affect and becoming are intertwined concepts for Deleuze, and Cull helps me see
transmogrification as a cue that emerged from the heightened struggles with body
dysmorphia and disordered eating during the year before Blackbird and that triggered my
decision to enter treatment. As a creative cue, transmogrification insisted on a productive
valuing of engagement with the flesh of my material body, internally and externally (both
tactile and visual). Further, the concept of transmogrification cued my imagination to
engage with the inherent difference and the ongoing, inescapable change of body when
released from over-identification with shape and gender, the practice of naming-asidentity, and the panorama of micro-movements and subtle postural holding patterns that
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The reader will note that these “external sources” of media are exponentially more pervasive
vis à vis the internet and social media. See also: Brown and Tiggemann (2016); Fardouly and
Vartanian (2015); Fardouly et al. (2015); Fea and Brannon (2006); Jaffe and Worobey (2006);
Tiggemann and Zaccardo (2015).
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I was hoping to repeatedly jostle loose for renegotiation. Deleuze and Guattari ([1980]
1987) affirm in A Thousand Plateaus that proper names do not indicate a subject.
[T]he proper name is in no way the indicator of a subject: thus it seems
useless to ask whether its operation resembles the nomination of a species,
according to whether the subject is considered to be of another nature than
that of the Form under which it is classified, or only the ultimate act of
that Form, the limit of classification. (264)
Deleuze and Conrad: Body as Change
Further, for Deleuze ([1970] 1988) body itself is an open concept that
encapsulates both multiple discrete human bodies (for example, relations implied by
performance settings like Blackbird with an explicit and mostly-traditional observerobserved set up in terms of the logistics and architecture of the space), and bodies in the
most fundamental, abstract sense (for example, bodies at their most microscopic cellular
level). This is what I believe Grosz (1994) refers to as “the microscopic structures of
matter, the smallest component, the most elementary particle” (179).
Deleuze ([1970] 1988) writes: “A body can be anything…it can be an animal, a
body of sounds, a mind or an idea; it can be a linguistic corpus, a social body, a
collectivity” (127). Though each offers a distinct ontology, Deleuze’s concept of body
aligns with Conrad’s conception of the primordial-cosmic anatomy mentioned above. In
her three anatomies, and the practice of sound as a mode for traversing from one to
another, Conrad’s work offers a framework of bodily becoming that could be related to
individuation on Deleuze’s plane of immanence, the plane of becoming.
Conrad (2007) asserts that, “a healthy plasticity of identity coupled with a
capacity to shift domains approaches what may be called an open system, or possibly the
human body as a “renewable resource” (316). This open system captures my intentions in
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Blackbird and Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) project advocating for a rhizomatic
system that “is composed not of units” (21) such as body parts often fetishized in
contemporary fitness (“the abs,” a more abstracted though still centrally-located “core,”
or discrete arms and legs) and that can be segmented and evaluated separately from the
whole.
A rhizomatic system of becoming à la Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) is
composed of “dimensions, or rather directions in motion” (21), a conception of body that
shares attributes of morphability with Conrad’s primordial-cosmic anatomies. Further,
this framework contextualizes my experience of longing for an increasing experience of
my body as whole, yet bases that search within a wider lexicon of both quotidian and
expressive function that includes form but does not rigidify or overdetermine it (as in the
adage “form follows function”). What results is a broader understanding of function as an
expression of potential that is not limited by the success or failure of bodies to achieve
culturally-determined markers of what it means to be a successful body.
In Blackbird the concept of transmogrification promoted changes in my
sedimented ways of thinking and moving, creating a space to engage questions of form,
identity, and becoming. These were inspired in Blackbird’s early years by Woodman and
Feldenkrais, expanded with exposure to and learning from Conrad in the years
immediately following Blackbird, and more recently expanded into engagement with
Deleuze and Guattari.
I think of my recent performance of a new iteration of Blackbird, called
Blackbird’s Ventriloquy, at Links Hall in Chicago, ten years after
premiering the original Blackbird. My thoughts turn to disappearance. I
have been struggling to articulate that my wish to disappear was not
wholly destructive, even when I wanted my flesh to disappear as a young
girl.
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More recently I have begun to understand disappearance, and my
recurrent pondering of disappearance, as one element of a cycle of
disintegration and re-emergence into form. Though the connection
between my approaches to movement and my experiences of coping with
X’s abuse is not a linear or causal one, I find a connection between this
coping and the ways I experimented with transforming coping mechanisms
into choreographic strategies in Blackbird, like the emphasis on moving
back and forth between assured movement and the hesitant restarts and
micro-movements of exploring impulses to move with no sense of clear
outer direction, shape, or path. My choreographic strategies, and,
perhaps, importantly, the process of transformation tacitly embedded in
the translation from coping with trauma to choreography, contributed to a
sense of renewed possibility for movement, agency, and whole-self
expression.
Gradually this translation built a tolerance to productively resist existing
unproductive constraints. What is harder to write about are the ways that
my movement patterns, including those that helped me author a greater
sense of freedom, also recapitulated/rearticulated the trauma itself. My
sense is that this coexistence of repeating movement patterns that might
have been born of trauma, and the practice of performing them with
increasing and evolving expertise, then begins to form new habit in my
system, creating an interbody liminal space where transformation occurs
through the simultaneous disappearance of form and reappearance of a
form that is much the same, yet changed in ways that might be invisible to
an external gaze and even to my internal “seeing” through selfawareness, at least at first glance.
I experience this cycle of dissipation and reemergence when, through repetition, I
begin to believe that I know a movement phrase so well that it seems as if the
edges of my knowing perforate and change. My perception of what it is to know
loses its familiar boundary marking out known and not-known. This is the form
the knowing takes as an object-of-knowing, as in “I know this movement.” This
boundary is what separates the experience from the previous state of notknowing. Just as the known and repeated phrase is on the verge of being lost, to
fail to be known, or to lose its own tethering to itself as a known sequence, I begin
to feel that I am disappearing with the movement into a portal that is created by
the movement and that will participate in the movement and the parts of my
enacting the movement, which prompt both portal and movement to temporarily
disappear. I envision this portal as a hollowed-out tube inside the innermost
space of the innermost cell in the microscopic networks of my body. I also
envision it as a tubular space, similar to the center of a cyclone, through which
invisible systems of experience move. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, October
2017)
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CHAPTER 11
CREST: TRANSMOGRIFICATION WITH DELEUZIAN-GUATTARIAN
CONCEPT/S

This chapter looks broadly at consistency and change to further illuminate the
concept of transmogrification through engagement with Deleuze and Guattari. The
chapter contains the following eight components:
1. I recap and dig more deeply into the concept of transmogrification as it
related to my goals in Blackbird, especially around improving my
judgmental relationship with my body.
2. I include an excerpt from the Blackbird Archive depicting my
experience of how patterns form within even the most unstructured
movement experiences, as a way to highlight the relationship between
form and structure (the existing identity I wanted to shake-up through
transmogrification, as well as the habit-forming tendencies of body),
spontaneity, freedom, and lack of strategy (which parallels the open
movement vocabulary and structure of the dance).
3. I then discuss the Deleuzian-Guattarian concept of concept to further
illustrate how I now think of transmogrification functioning within
Blackbird particularly insofar as, for Deleuze and Guattari, a concept
orders chaos.
4. I describe an embodied inquiry into order, habit, and gradual release as
an example of quotidian practice in which I brought to awareness
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discrete patterns of holding (ingrained structures influencing my
experience of identity) and gradually softened them through attention
and focused release.
5. I look again at planes of immanence/consistency and organization in
relationship to transmogrification, and the concept of the fold as it
relates to spontaneous composition.
6. I explore impulses to move, body without organs, and multiplicity.
7. I discuss loosening fixedness to rupture, and share an audience
member’s metaphoric response to Blackbird.
8. I close with a discussion of Blackbird as haecceity and with a
metaphor for how I view both Blackbird and the dissertation as
haecceity.

Transmogrification Recap
Transmogrification has etymological roots from the 17th century meaning “to
change completely.”88 To refresh the reader about the role of transmogrification in
Blackbird, after entering treatment for disordered eating I was inspired by the idea that I
might imagine and enact meaningful transformation of my ideas and beliefs about myself
and my material body. Emboldened by the perspective that my thoughts and related
beliefs exert a profound influence on how I move, I wanted to experiment with thinking
differently. I asked versions of the following: ‘Who am I if I relinquish identifying with
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Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “transmogrify,” by Douglas Harper, accessed August 23,
2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/transmogrify.
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names I give myself and have been given by others, including a human who moves in
particular ways that are shaped further by time, family, cultural contexts, and the
interaction of those forces with my evolving beliefs about both myself and those forces?’
I longed to live more peacefully with the constant internal judgment about my
body that dominated my inner life. The anguish I felt privately was only partially quelled
by the traditional allopathically-informed modes of body dysmorphia/disordered eating
treatment I sought in the summer of 2005. Throughout eating disorder treatment I began
to wonder how to expand my healing.
The concept of transmogrification became a catalyst for core creative questions
surrounding form and gender, in particular, and superheroes as a motif for material
mutation and healing power borne of mutation (see Schroll and Polansky 2017). More
recently, and with perspectives gained through building and engaging with the Blackbird
Archive, I have come to see transmogrification as present in every aspect of Blackbird,
including narratives that fall outside of the primary Blackbird time frame (2006–10) to
include key life experiences that I connect with Blackbird. For example, in my
description of Goderich and the importance of returning to the shore of Lake Huron
(Chapter 6) as full of change and yet consistently repetitive, the concept of
transmogrification suggested a paradigm shift that accommodates multiple potential
bodies within a single individual.
The concept of transmogrification in Blackbird also prompted new movement
potential for performance. Beyond this, however, transmogrification introduced a new
paradigm for dance processes and performances in which I could imaginatively rethink
and to some extent re-experience my body and relationship with observers, especially as
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these factors manifest in dance. I hoped the emergent identities inspired by
transmogrification might coexist in me in an ecosystem of movement, change, and new
experiences of identity. I saw that ecosystem as embodying a wide array of movement
variations that included even movements stemming from doubt and hesitation, and
postures culturally associated with loss, age, illness, or weakness, which I explore more
fully as productive energies for composition in Blackbird in Chapter 8. I saw this new
ecosystem for my work as encouraging latent possibilities that might grow from my
relationship with myself, the audience, and both me and the audience in the event of
performance.
I was aware that even were I to succeed in finding what I then described to
Oussenko as “new identities within” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, June 2006) I was
simultaneously constrained by my habits and my fluctuating capacity to be aware of
movement that was new to me versus repeating patterns of learning, both of which might
result in yet more or new constraints. In other words I was aware that I had given myself
a problem that might be impossible to solve, one that suggested potential change and
liberation from habits while at the same time potentiating the formation of new habits.
Emergence of New Movement and Repetition
I spoke about my relationship to the emergence of new movement vocabulary in a
Blackbird post-show discussion after the eleventh performance (out of twelve in the
premiere run) in April 2007. The excerpt below was my response to a question about how
(and whether) pre-planning about the choreographic structure co-exists with being
present in my movement research:
What I’m finding in Blackbird is that things that I value in composed
dances such as repetition, motif, or a particular treatment of space, occur
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naturally within spontaneous motion. On any given day I have the
capacity to repeat that which my body remembers and, with awareness,
that which I can perceive of as new. Even though that seems like an
infinite amount of possible movements, it’s not. It’s a vast number of
possibilities, but not infinite. There are moments when I’m dancing and I
consciously repeat the movement I’m doing through the lens of what feels
congruent with my habits as a choreographer. But those moments of
conscious effort at repetition are the exception in Blackbird. Sometimes
they happen because I decide: "I'm going to do this now," or I decide that
I’m going to strategically insert something I remember from a few minutes
before.
But the most satisfying compositions happen when I trust that the
composition is happening without needing to strategize or consciously
choreograph. In Blackbird repetition just happens. It’s like my body
records the movement on a loop and every now and then an element
repeats. When that occurs early in the performance it’s usually a sign or a
reassurance that I’m in something that’s composed on some level, but only
minimally by me, Molly, the choreographer.
I want to let go of my current ideas of what composition is. One of the
things informing that right now is that there's a whole other thing
happening for me as a performer in front of observers that I could not
have rehearsed, which is the mixing of these invisible energies that I don’t
control but that I can partner with. Letting myself be influenced by that is
a different way of thinking about composition for me. I’m not relying on
structure or planning but am watching structure and composition grow
from the mixing of these energies. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, April
2007)
89

Münker (2010) might refer to the “loop” I mention above in which new
movement gets “recorded” in my body and can reappear in a new form as a state of
aggregation, her term (borrowed from physics) for the shifting states of matter she
perceives within herself:
I never really feel the same. From moment to moment, sensations,
feelings, emotions, thoughts and states are changing…All matter can
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Conrad (2010b) referred to a choreographic partnership between an individual subject of a
Continuum dive and the “fluid choreography” that was freed up within that individual by the
complex structure of self-generated sounds she taught and the communication of that fluid with
all fluid on the planet and in the cosmos.
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change its consistency, which can be used as an image for the
inconsistency in one’s self- and world- experience. (167)
In thinking about transmogrification, mutation, and my pursuit of change I note
that I was not predominantly fueled by a desire to resist stereotypes of body, including
stereotypes I tacitly used and use to judge my own body well into my career as a
dancemaker. I nevertheless understood those stereotypes as both worthy of resistance and
influential to my perspective of an ideal body.90 Entering Blackbird I was tired of
resisting, specifically the energy of resistance I carried in my muscles, and was not yet
fully aware of the connection between experiences of sexual abuse/sexual assault and my
lived experience of bodily resistance. Within the context of personal exhaustion and a
resolve to change, transmogrification named a perspectival shift that I hoped to
experience in my body at the level of matter but without the objectifying emphasis on
surface or appearance, such as the shape of my body as an indicator of my fitness, beauty,
or skill.91 In terms of gender, my concern was with erasing, or making more porous the
binary I experienced between 1) male and female, and 2) classifications of positive and
negative in my primary quotidian identification/identity as woman.
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Eating disorders have been framed as modes resistance that position the subject along a
continuum from passive victim to embattled but agentic fighter. See Bordo (1988, 1989);
Budgeon (2015); and Orbach (2006).
91

See Mulvey (1975) for one of the first articulations of “the male gaze” in film and the
dominance of the visual; both continue to be grappled with in feminist approaches to eating
disorders and body dysmorphia.
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The Deleuzian-Guattarian Concept
I have referred repeatedly to transmogrification as a concept that functioned to
propel experimentation and new movement possibilities in Blackbird. In writing the
dissertation the Deleuzian-Guattarian concept of concept helped me to identify parallels
and resonances between the creative methods I employed in Blackbird and the emergence
of methodological clarity in the dissertation. That clarity, however, is paradoxically
continuously moving; it is not fully graspable in ways that mimic Deleuze and Guattari’s
work. Nevertheless it provides me with a framework for and an increasing understanding
that Blackbird, for all its communicable thematic and creative elements, was a project
rooted in epistemological and ontological seeking to explore and navigate change in a
back and forth between chaos and the concept of transmogrification, which provided a
measure of organization.
In a talk for the Feminist Theory Workshop at Duke University Grosz (2007)
explains Deleuze and Guattari’s use of the term concept, which builds a bridge between
my intuitive use of transmogrification and viewing transmogrification as a concept
through a Deleuzian-Guattarian lens. Grosz advocates for the concept as a way for theory
to return to and address the reality of matter, which she argues has been overshadowed in
philosophy by focus on the text. She describes the Deleuzian concept as emerging from
life in response to chaos:
[L]ife brings order to chaos through concepts…[concepts are] a way of
dealing with unpredictability through creating order and regularity. So
concepts are one of the ways in which the living address and attempt to
deal with chaos. (Recording of live talk)
Through the formulation and use of concepts, as Grosz describes above, life
“extracts” order from chaos. Another response to chaos is habit. This is important in that
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habit functions to organize learning, a key feature of the Feldenkrais Method, which I
return to below, and because habit might be considered the physical corollary for
organization writ large. Transmogrification functioned as a quasi-ordering principle in
Blackbird, yet it was an brand of order whose primary function was to create or foster
imaginative conditions through which I might also undo my physical habits, including
my habits to consider movement as representational of (or in resistance to) particular
categories of identity.
In her more recent chapter “Deleuze and the Plane of Immanence” Grosz (2017)
describes concepts as occurring outside the orders of discursivity, proposition, reference,
or representation (143). Concepts, she writes, “like bodies, are consistent or cohesive
totalities capable of entering into relations with other concepts” (143). This perspective
seems to advance her concern, described in the previous chapter (Chapter 10) that
Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of body proposed an “acidic dissolution” of form and
identity (Grosz 1994, 179), toward one that jibes with Cull’s (2011) articulation that
performance is co-created by a constant interaction between bodies and the growth and
change that result from that interaction (91). This aligns with my experience of Blackbird
in performance as growing from and within the channel of exchange between me and
observers.
Grosz locates concepts (and bodies, noting her quote above) on/within the plane
of immanence/consistency, a plane which she describes as enabling “the concept to orient
and reorient itself” in part because the plane of immanence/consistency pre-exists
concepts. The plane of immanence/consistency “abides, indivisible, without maps or
locations, except for those occupied by concepts.” Concepts are held together by the
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plane, which “is all that holds them together” (144). Through this lens I think of
transmogrification as a concept that held together the chaos and occasional overwhelm of
what felt like infinite movement possibilities in Blackbird.
Deleuze and Guattari (1991) use the metaphor of a desert to describe the
interaction of the concept with the plane; concepts “populate” the plane of
immanence/consistency, as if in a desert, “without dividing it up” (36). These depictions
of the concept resonate with my experience of transmogrification as abiding within the
ecosystem of Blackbird and as functioning as something that had organizing properties
but was distinct from thought, which Grosz (2017) states is “the place of habit” (146).
Rather than taking hold as a particular representation of change (for example through a
discernible shift in identity or form, which might have divided the exploration into
representations of identity) to become something else (transcendence), transmogrification
populated my experience as “an open enticement or provocation” (Grosz 2017, 143) to
spark engagement with other concepts, including those proliferating from
transmogrification as well as those concepts that were part of the less verbalized or public
aspects of Blackbird.
During Blackbird transmogrification allowed me to play within the complexity
and chaos of what seemed like endless potential movement possibilities inherent in my
body, brewing alongside questions about the ways that what occurred to me as viable
movement possibilities had been affected and shaped by learning how to be in and to
shape my body throughout life. The concept of transmogrification brought a measure of
order to the process of unhooking from habit in Blackbird, and fostered change beyond
those modes of change around body type, size, and weight which, sedimented into
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negative habits, had laid the foundation that necessitated eating disorder treatment the
year before I started Blackbird. Transmogrification was born of a problem reflected in a
paradox: an intuition to explore change beyond habit and simultaneously to undermine
the habits of change that were no longer working in my life. Grosz (2017) writes that
concepts “arise from problems that we cannot but think,” and that “in some way address
the intuitions” from which those concepts arise (147). Transmogrification was an
intuitive response to the problems and paradoxes I faced as I envisioned Blackbird.
Going further, Grosz describes Deleuze and Guattari’s insistence that something
must intervene “between the plane of immanence and the concepts that occupy it” (146).
The duo call this intervening feature “conceptual personae” which “are the true agents of
enunciation” (Deleuze and Guattari 1991, 65) by acting as intermediaries that “enable the
plane of immanence to be constructed by extracting a possible consistency from chaos”
(Grosz 2017, 147). With this in mind, I view transmogrification as a concept that sparked
conceptual personae, which remained unfixed by identifiable personalities or
characteristics that might be coded on the plane of organization as personhood, identity,
or subjectivity, for example. Through the concept of transmogrification I could
paradoxically explore myself as “impersonal to the extent that we can liberate a thought,
create a work, understand an experiment and its implications” (160).
Transmogrification’s conceptual personae functioned, rather than as subjectivities, as a
proliferation of movement possibilities and perpetual shifts in imagined and perceived
identities that emerged temporarily in Blackbird to usher the chaos of those possibilities
into mobile and temporary form on the plane of immanence/consistency. Deleuze and
Guattari (1991) describe the plane of immanence/consistency as being “like a section of
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chaos that acts like a sieve” to catch and lend a measure of consistency to chaos “without
losing the infinite” (42).
The relationship between habit and chaos affords a connection with Feldenkrais
([1949] 1996, 1985), whose work focused on learning to reconsider habit through
movement. Reflecting the impact of early familial, social, and cultural shaping,
Feldenkrais (1985) writes, “Theoretically, if we admit that conscious control
distinguishes [hu]man from a purely machinelike organism, the adult stage should bring
with it liberation from all the restrictions imposed by infantile complete dependence”
(41). However, Feldenkrais (1985) continues, echoing my self-observations during eating
disorder treatment and approaching Blackbird, “most of us never really grow out of our
infantile patterns, and we continue to behave in such a way in our social intercourse”
(41), which does not acknowledge the connection between our emotions and ineffective
behavioral patterns, the combination of which come to be labeled instinct or nature, or
through Conrad’s (2007) framework, the cultural anatomy.
Following Grosz’s (1994) read of Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of concepts, the
chaos I experienced in Blackbird as overwhelming movement possibilities could be
summarized in two broad categories. The first contained movement that fell under the
heading of habit, including the movement vocabulary I was familiar with as part of a
growing lexicon of original, but nonetheless habitual-feeling movements. The second
category included movement that was either unknown to me or that I sensed as possible
but ruled out because of a conscious or semiconscious foreclosure that took the form of
muscular binding, stoppage of impulse, or habitual holding (see my discussion of
Young’s ([1980] 2005) depiction of inhibited intentionality in Chapter 6). The following
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section depicts observation of change in an ordinary moment of catching myself offguard. I began to see moments such as these as transmogrification-in-action.

Transmogrification as Quotidian Practice
Engagement with Blackbird’s movement research pervaded every aspect of my
life. Day by day I observed in dance and non-dance activities how I held and shaped my
body. I gradually became aware of how I could consciously release muscular
engagement, an awareness accessed by paying attention to subtle internal sensations like
the feeling of my weight dropping into the ground, or muscle tension generated from
pulling my flesh “in.” From there I began to sense discrete areas of muscular contraction
and release rather than a generalized experience of gripping, binding, or clenching. I
experienced release as a subtle-yet-palpable internal movement event, a cascade-like
dropping, opening, spreading, and making space where there was once density, pain, or
tension. Like so much of Blackbird this process was cyclical and involved paying
attention to micro movements, losing focus, and then recasting attention on a particular
area. For example:
I shift my attention to the gradual release of an area of muscle tension, my
attention drifts, and moments later I notice the muscular gripping has
returned. I repeat this cyclical process until the periods of release
lengthen, my habits of attention undergo a shift to privilege internal
sensation rather than external stimuli. Release gradually becomes the new
habit for my system rather than the previously and unconsciously
maintained pattern of gripping. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December
2015)
During the rehearsal process for Blackbird I became fascinated and comforted by
a meditative process of slowly bringing habitual patterns to awareness. Observing them
during periods of rest prompted insights into the compulsive gripping of my pelvic
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musculature; those insights discovered during rest gradually impacted my experience of
dancing. Slowly, through microscopic changes in my tissues—which I experienced as a
kind of cascade or drop of tension, as if my tissues suddenly liquified and dripped like
water over brick pavers after a heavy rain—I re-learned that gripping was not an essential
or necessary action (especially in moments of rest). It was fascinating to realize in this
quotidian practice that the return of gripping was seemingly outside of my control, yet
over time I discovered that what felt automatic and engrained (what felt like my body)
was mutable and that those mutabilities were within the realm of choice.
At this point I was not yet aware of Conrad’s work in Continuum, but now I see a
connection between my experience of microscopic change in my tissues and her
articulation of micromovements. As Continuum master teacher Batyah Schachter writes,
Conrad describes them as “very tiny movements that are not muscular” and that are
practically invisible to the eye. They are, however, “very coherent,” which for Conrad
meant that the micromovements communicate clearly to the system, aided by practices
(such as Continuum) that emphasize paying attention to sensation (quoted in Cohen 2015,
31). Continuum master teacher Robin Becker describes the process as an intentional
slowing down and “feeling beneath the speed of daily life” that enables one’s body to
return “to a more generalized state in which the fluid systems are able to reorganize
themselves at a higher level” (quoted in Cohen 2015, 33).
As the months of formal Blackbird activities continued I began to notice
increasingly minute shifts in sensation, a progression of self-awareness that Feldenkrais
(1985) attributes to enhanced learning. Yet importantly, my very understanding of body
was also shifting. Though I did not endeavor to describe this shift at the time, sometimes
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I experienced my body as a non-objectified entity of potential change and habit, an
experience that accompanied a kind of reverie. I began to feel how heightened awareness
of the minutiae of intrinsic movement, especially the movement of internal sensation that
I could not attribute to a particular bodily function, such as the feeling of my body
suddenly flushing with gentle, prickly sensations, corresponded with advances in my
capacities92 as a dancer. Notably, I noticed increasing awareness of my body as a whole
while dancing, and an experience of flowing more easily than I had previously within
quicksilver shifts of attention to focus on imagining a precise movement initiation (for
example, the outer edge of my pinkie finger, the top crest of my cheek bone, the root of a
molar tooth), while keeping the whole “in mind” in the background of my awareness, to
focus on specific, precise, and detailed movement articulation. Again, I note that these
experiences pre-dated yet heralded my interest in the Continuum Method. In describing
her own experience with the method, Contact Improvisation innovator Nancy StarkSmith (2015) writes the following about her first experience with Continuum in ways that
echo not only my experiences of Continuum, but the early experiences I had finding
movement in quotidian moments of rest and noticing small but impactful changes in my
interior body. Stark-Smith describes her experiences as the
arising of a deep internal movement in extremely slow tides, swells, flows,
redirections, sinking, pausing, extending… through my tissues, in an
infinite morphing of time and perceived body-shape. It felt very pleasant.
92

I struggled here with whether or not to write “‘technical’ capacities as a dancer.”
Understandings of what constitutes technique for me as it relates to and counters the colloquial
and historical uses of the term to indicate Ballet technique warrants a detailed and lengthy
discussion but is not my focus here. What I mean, however, and within the context of Blackbird,
is that my understanding of my technical capacities to move with expressivity and ease was
enhanced: ability to adapt with agility to falling in particular, and to choose from multiple
alternative pathways in the moment of weight shift, and to be increasingly expressive with the
nuanced sensations I experienced.
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Spacious. Embodied. Open— not only to movement direction but also to
images, sensations, insights. This wasn't about anything, wasn't for
anything; it was just a feeling of engagement, pleasure, and curiosity
throughout my body tissues, one that seemed to connect "me" to an
experience of the body as part of a much bigger system of life and
movement and communication than just my immediate "civilization,"
however I defined that. (3)
Apostolou-Hölscher (2014) writes that moments of sensory engagement with self
can perforate the distinction “between active and passive, between what is considered
work and what is considered art” (176), to which I add what is considered imaginary and
what is considered material. This reminds me of Risner’s (2017) description of reflective
practices as a “radical” process of asking,
What do/did I do? Why do/did I do that? Attempts to answer these
questions lead to more insightful understanding of what these moments
mean to me and to others. Within this process, the singularity of particular
personal experience, in all its complexity and uniqueness, illuminates
important pieces of our collective plurality. The reflective practitioner
believes that not only do our actions frequently speak louder than words,
but that by attending to our actions in the ordinary, mundane events of our
seemingly routine biographies we: (1) come to understand ourselves and
others to a greater degree; (2) recognize our own complicity in oppressive
structures we seek to eliminate; and (3) inform our potential for individual
and collective action for making a better world. (93)
Risner’s (2017) description of reflective practice above resonates with my
experiences not only of the practices inherent in engagement with the Blackbird Archive
toward the dissertation, but also with my experience of noticing the micromovements of
my intrinsic body during the “ordinary, mundane events” of “seemingly routine” (93)
periods of unintended movement research that sprung from moments of rest. These
experiences put me in touch with choices to move differently, which were often buried
under habitual patterns of holding and restriction, making me aware of my “complicity”
in the habits I wanted to reconsider.
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The example below narrates an experience during Blackbird of noticing gradually
increasing embodied agency within observations of the pervasiveness of habit. The
example also stands out as an instance of reflective practice, depicting a renegotiation of
bodily habits that occurred contemporaneous to Blackbird research but outside of my
more formal studio-based movement research. Within this type of quotidian renegotiation
of habit, transmogrification-as-concept provided an open system of inquiry (as in,
unbounded by my assumptions about what my body was supposed to look like or do) for
nevertheless organizing to a sufficient degree, largely with sensation as the primary
guide, my response to new and sometimes disconcertingly unfamiliar sensations.
Narrative of Quotidian Practice
It’s almost 9:30PM. I am sprawled on my yellow floral couch in Chicago
at the end of a long day of teaching. I lift and then drape my right leg on
the back of the couch cushions. I’m watching TV and so happy to be home.
I feel my pelvis sink as if dropping down into the couch cushions. A few
minutes pass. I’m pleasantly distracted by the television. I notice that the
right side of my sacrum has pulled up away from the couch again. My
pelvis is askew, one side is relaxed and sinking into the cushion, and the
other, I now realize, I am holding up slightly as if hovering it above the
yellow fabric of the cushion. My muscles feel tight in that area and I
notice now that I’m clenching my jaw, too. Still, the posture feels
"natural" and “normal.” Now I notice the effort it takes to maintain,
though, effort that I must have disregarded until just now. This feels
important and almost unbelievable. I consciously tell myself to stay calm. I
recognize that I’m in contact with some new potential in myself in this
weird posture and ordinary moment. I begin to slowly release the muscles
surrounding my sacrum as if I’m turning a dial on an old stereo. I feel a
rush of fluid-like sensation flood my right sacrum and buttocks. I exhale
and my jaw unclenches.
Minutes later, my attention back on the television, I notice that my muscles
have clenched again into the familiar pattern. Right sacrum pulling up
away from the couch, it’s as if I am holding myself tight and “together,”
muscles pulling the soft flesh of my buttocks back and in toward the bones
of my pelvis, as if I am made of foam and compressing myself. Once again,
I slowly release my muscles and feel my pelvis drop.
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I feel my tissues change with each release, like bubbles bursting or a flood
of water. It’s uneven, though, and sometimes my buttocks feel like what I
imagine a summer storm cloud does when, billowy and white, it hides fiery
lightning within. I realize on this release that I didn’t really know, or had
forgotten, until this night, how it felt to release a muscle. The next time it
happens I feel the creeping in of muscular tension earlier in the process
and try to notice it as it’s happening, as if I am watching myself from
inside myself. Then I feel the releasing happen just as slowly. I can now
consciously guide the release, as though my hand is more confident on the
imaginary stereo dial directing my muscular firing, slowing down in
between the volume shifts to notice the details. I note that it's no wonder
that my back hurts a lot of the time. The pulling in an up happens just to
the right of my sacrum, which has been prone to go “out” in dramatic,
painful fashion that has meant regular visits to the chiropractor,
sometimes as many as three times a week for long periods, for the fifteen
years since college.
This pattern repeats a dozen or more times over the next hour. Each time I
guide my muscles to release, and the process is more and more
intentional. I am relaxed but focused. I attend to the sensations, but I feel
careful not to disrupt the subtleties. I do not rush to write down my
discovery, or move to the small open studio in the front of my apartment.
(Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December 2015)
Through practices like this I began to notice a window of time (and access to
bodily awareness) in which to release muscles whose engagement I recognized as
familiar and yet were unnecessary for whatever I was doing in that moment. By paying
attention to the back and forth between habit and choice, and by catching myself “offguard” and shifting my attention from the external world to my internal body, I noticed
that I could slowly control my muscles and soften unconscious efforts to uphold postures
or shapes that were habitual but not necessary.
Noticing how I held myself, especially in moments of rest like the one narrated
above, awakened questions about pervasive bodily anxiety patterns, what I eventually
came to call my “trauma reflex” (Blackbird Archive, April 2007) and which Feldenkrais
(1949) referred to as an anxiety reflex. He attributes anxiety to an instinctive fear of
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falling (to which I would add releasing long held bodily tissues, or allowing them to fall)
that results in the contraction of muscles (including the in-and-up patterns of sucking in
the core, for example) to resist the pull of gravity, similar to what I was doing in the
experience of pulling my flesh away from the surface of the couch in the narrative above.
Feldenkrais (1981) hypothesized: “Anxiety, in whatever form it may be present,
must have been formed by successive conditioning from the unconditioned series of
reflexes that constitute the inborn response to falling” (88). The concept of
transmogrification suggested to me that change could be possible at a microscopic level
of sensation and muscular firing, even in the experience of managing bodily anxiety.
While I communicated externally about transmogrification as a mythical concept rooted
in the play of my imagination about form and identity, I was internally building a
relationship with more subtle phenomena of transmogrifying actual tissue through
awareness, in ways that extended my somatic training with an expanding idea that
ordinary life contexts might present as research opportunities.

Planes of Immanence and Organization, With Transmogrification
The above narrative speaks to Cull’s (2011) construction of the “parallel between
philosophy and performance” (80), especially if the concept of performance includes the
process of performing for oneself. Cull examines this parallel in the work of performance
artist Allan Kaprow alongside the philosophies of immanence articulated by Henri
Bergson (1992) and expanded upon by Deleuze (2001). For Deleuze, immanence is a
feature of the plane of immanence (also referred to as the plane of consistency), which
exists in relationship to the plane of organization. The latter emerges from the plane of
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immanence and in relationship with it, primarily in the form of systems of law, rule,
order, and organizing hierarchies.
While a simplification, we can think of immanence as always inherent and always
moving. It has “no outside and nothing other than itself, unlike transcendence which is
“what we imagine is outside” (Colebrook 2002, xxiv), or a state we strive for but have yet
to reach. According to Colebrook, Deleuze resisted western thought’s emphasis on being,
which it then imagines as going through becoming or movement.
Furthermore, it [western thought] has tended to privilege man as the
grounding being; it is man who is the stable knower or subject who views a
world of change and becoming. (xx)
Deleuze ([1968] 1994), by contrast, emphasized becoming, or immanence, with
no fixed position, subject, or point of view. In addition to immanence and becoming,
another of the ways this emphasis on movement and change is articulated in Deleuze and
Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) is through terms such as nomadology, nomad
science, or nomadism. Nomadology is a framework that removes concepts such as the
observer and observed, or internal and external, and “allows thought to wander, to move
beyond any recognised ground or home, to create new territories” (Colebrook 2002,
xxvii).
For Cull (2011), immanence is “indivisible change, or what Kaprow calls
‘constant metamorphosis’” (80). This framing connects with transmogrification’s
etymological root cited earlier in this chapter meaning “complete change.”93 Related, we
can think of Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) plane of organization as that which
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Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “transmogrify,” by Douglas Harper, accessed August 23,
2018, https://www.etymonline.com/word/transmogrify.
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evolves (through the movement of desire) to impose order, structure, and, notably,
identity: “[F]orms develop and subjects form as a function of a plan(e) that can only be
inferred, the plan(e) of organization-development [sic]” (267).94 However it is important
to note that these planes are not opposed to each other; they do not comprise the parts of a
binary or either/or. They function, rather, as two modes of submergence, in which “one
continually passes from one to the other, by unnoticeable degrees and without being
aware of it, or one becomes aware of it only afterward” (269).
The idea that movement occurs across the planes of immanence/consistency and
organization “by unnoticeable degrees” echoes the ways that, in the narrative of quotidian
practice above, my pelvic muscles were habituated to a particular organization. Once
aware of that pattern of organization (and its steadfast return as habit) I was able to shift
engagement of my tissues gradually; as I release them they became more available for
movement and sensation. In Blackbird I see a plane of organization that includes the
tenacity of bodily habit as well as my habitual ideas of choreography, which sometimes
usurped my desire for spontaneous composition to have a kind of “pure” spontaneity, as
echoed in Deleuze’s ([1969] 1990) “paradox” of “pure becoming” (2) as a paradoxical
“infinite identity” framing present as both future and past, existing simultaneously (as
discussed in terms of time in Chapter 7).
In contrast to previous work, in Blackbird I was exploring choreography as it
occurred spontaneously and was dictated by as little pre-planning or of-the-moment
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In the foreword to his translation of A Thousand Plateaus, Massumi ([1980]1987) tells us that
the French “plan designates both a plane in the geometrical sense and a ‘plan.’ The authors use it
primarily in the first sense. Where both meanings are present (as in discussions of the plan
d’organisation) ‘plan(e)’ has been used in the translation” (xvii).
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conscious strategy as possible. It was as if the choreography was the process of layering
rather than the result of layering the two planes described above, with the immersion of
the floating plane of immanence (representing all that was possible) into and through the
plane of organization (representing the “strata” of my bodily habits, experiences, and
related identities).
My concept of choreography versus spontaneous movement was continually
shifting, however. I envision them folding into one another like the movement of a
double helix, and then breaking apart into separate but co-existing spirals. The experience
of continual shift blurred my perception of a line or boundary between set movement or
recognizably repeatable movement, and what I perceived as movement that was imbued
with the unfamiliar newness of energies that were becoming-formed, in-process, as I
danced them.
Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) capture movement between the planes of
immanence/consistency and organization as sinking and burying in the following
explanation of the abstract relationship between planes of immanence/consistency and the
plane of organization:
For example, all we need to do is sink the floating plane of immanence,
bury it in the depths of Nature instead of allowing it to play freely on the
surface, for it to pass to the other side and assume the role of a ground that
can no longer be anything more than a principle of analogy from the
standpoint of organization, and a law of continuity from the standpoint of
development. The plane of organization or development effectively covers
what we have called stratification: Forms and subjects, organs and
functions, are “strata” or relations between strata. The plane of consistency
or immanence, on the other hand, implies a destratification of all of
Nature, by even the most artificial of means. The plane of consistency is
the body without organs. (271)
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To be clear I am not saying that the choreography was the organization, but rather that
the choreography occurred in the process of sinking, burying, or layering of planes.
Perhaps this is another articulation of the back and forth dynamic of Blackbird:
spontaneous composition allowed for the chaos of seemingly endless possibility to be
filtered in a multi-directional action through the material constraints of my body, as if
these unseen potentials were passing through layers of sedimented knowledge and, in
doing so, shifting the terms of that knowledge (the movement pathways available) and
the materiality (the actual tissue structure) of my body.
I think of Blackbird as both a haecceity (unformed this-ness) and as the merging
of planes of immanence and organization through which haecceitic elements of Blackbird
(functioning on the plane of consistency/immanence) dropped down or rose up to meet,
temporarily, in (or through) the plane of organization. On one hand I might cast myself as
the initiator of the process (as lead artist and sole performer) but on another level
organization was achieved through accommodation or allowance for the role of the plane
of consistency/immanence itself to find its way into a plane of organization through my
body, via the intention for spontaneity and the absence of a score, which might have predetermined structural or qualitative components of the resultant composition.
As stated, Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) identify the plane of organization
as manifest within the realm of law and other systems that function to overcode the plane
of consistency/immanence, where haecceities pulse with rhizomatic movement and evershifting assemblages of difference. Through this perspective, I wonder if one of the
things I was doing with Blackbird was experimenting with how fully I—or what I
recognized as I—could step aside to experience the plane of consistency/immanence as
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asserting its own rhizomatic organization that is not in the realm of rule, such as set
choreography, or adherence to a score, but rather intrinsically asserting organization
through the proliferation of possibility or the continuity of change.

The Fold and Spontaneous Composition in Blackbird
I briefly reference the fold in my discussion of St. Pierre’s (1997) transgressive
data types (Chapter 3). St. Pierre frames Deleuze’s concept of the fold as accommodating
a perforation of strict boundaries and the perceived binary between interior and exterior.
In this conception interiority is the response to the exterior, and exteriority contains traces
of the interior making the exterior intimate and the interior fully relational. Deleuze
([1988] 1993) explains, “What always matters is folding, unfolding, refolding” (137).
Thinking about the fold in relation to the planes of consistency and organization
resonates with my experience of an interiority to and of movement that is constantly
multiplying in relationship to its external manifestation.
Further, if I think about the plane of organization as exteriority, the fold might
then also be visualized as a double helix; the planes of consistency and organization
inform each other vis à vis movements of the fold. Through this lens I might say that
choreography or dance in performance appears and disappears on a continuum
communicating the shifts and differences between the planes of immanence/consistency
and organization. In Blackbird, I was trying to minimize the force of external organizing
strategies or compositional rules in order to live within, surrender to, and allow the
process of folding-in where immanence and transcendence (as a back and forth between
interior and exterior) are happening within a process of growth, change, and difference.
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Deleuze and Guattari illustrate for me that this back and forth is not about choosing one
mode of experience as better/worse, but about tapping into a changing relationship
between shifting planes of experience.
The relationship between planes connects to my idea of the moment a movement
impulse occurs functioning as a space of potential transmogrification, where I experience
movement, change, and the potential to still be what/who I am while also beginning to be
other than what/who I am. In Blackbird and supported by the quotidian research practice
depicted above and that I found myself in during one of many “non-dance” moments, I
practiced paying attention to micro-impulses to move. When I felt an impulse I mused the
following: Can I observe the impulse? Heed it? Feel what is next to it? Can I abstain from
judging the impulse but also not necessarily follow it into familiar shapes or muscular
patterns? In a dance setting, can I be transparent with observers about my vulnerability
with myself-as-observer when I recognize something occurring in movement and also
sense the presence of the other possible movements I’m not heeding? I observed that the
coexisting but un-manifest movement potential is as generative to change as the specific
action I choose to follow, which can be called, through one framework of perception,
visible, and, in the context of Blackbird, framed as dance. In other words I experienced
the proliferation of movement impulse on multiple layers within a continuum of possible
choices.
Thinking with and through Deleuze and Guattari, I see the movement of impulse
through these multiple layers as interaction between 1) the plane of immanence/
consistency, where I experienced being in the presence of vast movement potential
(almost as if immersed in water), more possibilities than could conceivably be enacted or
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even thought-toward-action, and 2) the plane of organization where I, or the organizing
functions of momentum, habit, body weight, and time, chose the movement that became
the recognizable form of body-in-dance.
As I observed one connection or cluster of connections from one branch of
potential movement to another potential branch, I wasn’t following, or abiding by, the
hierarchical, vertical, and linear power inherent to Deleuze and Guattari’s conception of
an arborescent model that looks for and follows or makes visible the strongest, “best,”
most viable, “logical,” or movement that might grow from a hierarchy formed through
those values. I looked instead for the microscopic moment of choice in which I might
make one of many possible movement articulations temporarily visible. Connected to that
visual embodiment was the proliferative and underlying rhizomatic growth that could not
be seen but produced alternate, unseen possibilities and remained connected, however
distant, to whatever movement I’d just done. There is in these moments the feeling that
anything could happen, and that what is actually occurring is just one of multiple, if not
infinite options. Metaphorically, I am in a sense dancing and dancing with both the actual
and the potential movement, and in doing so am joining in and with the potentials as if
they are, and I am, water.
Through the metaphor above I connect with St. Pierre’s (1997) description of the
Deleuzian fold as functioning to “disrupt our notion of interiority” (178), because the fold
defines “the inside as the operation of the outside,” by “treating the outside as an exact
reversion, or ‘membrane’ of the inside, reading the world as a texture of the intimate”
(Deleuze quoted in St. Pierre, 178). This articulation of the fold is similar to the innerouter connectivity of Bartenieff Fundamentals (see Bartenieff and Lewis [1980]) that
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many dancers are familiar with from contemporary dance training, especially in academic
environments.

Impulses to Move
During performances of Blackbird, movement frequently proceeded from quick
outbursts punctuated by periods of slowing down to near-stillness.95 It was as if one
impulse to move piled onto others, like an internal fanning-in co-existing with an external
fanning-out. During the quicker moments I remember hypothesizing (and then observing
in watching archival videos) that I might have been trying to outrun or out-dance my
prior choreographic tendency to subtly pre-strategize what I was going to do next. I wrote
the following reflection in 2015 while reviewing a performance video of Blackbird. At
first, I attempted to describe the movement as it flowed, but during these viewing
sessions I occasionally stopped the video player when I began to recall more intrinsic
details of the experience of performing. Watching the video sparked these memories and
in turn they offered context to my reflection on Blackbird, however the physical
sensations recalled would not necessarily have been apparent in my dancing or
describable based on my visual sense had I not also been the performer. I paused the
video and attempted to capture my thoughts in the excerpt below.
I remember sometimes dancing quickly and using the speed as a way to
trick the editor in me, or the part of me that might take over and get
caught up in a decision of what should come next. I wanted that part of me
to take a back-seat so that I could allow the movement to move through
me. I wanted the movement to teach me about itself. I wanted my body to
become a neutral vessel that could receive and convey movement in a way
95

I am referring here to tempo/speed, related to physiological impulses to move, not to be framed
by the definition of time in a Laban theoretical sense, as I touch on in Chapter 7.
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that was unfiltered or less attenuated by cultural patterns. I had the
impression, and sometimes succeeded for what felt like milliseconds at a
time, that I could out-dance my thinking self, or that I could transmogrify
into a curtain-like being96—soft, flowing, and intricately responsive to the
elemental forces outside and within it, such as subtle shifts in air
temperature or force of wind. I thought that if I could move just ahead of
the part of me that might have planned or inserted a continual stream of
asking, "what's next? that I might experience being the recipient of the
dance rather than a singular composer named Molly Shanahan.
(Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, December 2015)
My judgment of my dancing, and habit of labeling it “good” or “bad,” was not
simply a cognitive function but one lodged in, or comprising the materiality of, my body
as habit. In wanting, in effect, to be the recipient of the dance I was experimenting with a
paradox of simultaneously being the actor of the movement and also less tied to previous
ideas of subjectivity and agency. Describing her work, Münker (2010) also captures my
experience in Blackbird as being, “choreography [that] gives up control and thus acts
with and within the paradox of specificity and openness” (171). This paradoxical
experience of knowing and not-knowing occur at the same time, she asserts, which “can
lead into a deep embodied state of perception, understanding, and tolerance.” For Münker
tolerance means “the continued ability to perceive beyond liking and disliking” (171),
which resonates with my desire to soften the rigidity of self-judgements of “good” and
“bad.”
During Blackbird I began to notice more about my general body state when doing
movement that seemed to occur spontaneously (compared to that which had strategy or
pre-planning attached to it); my body maintained a muscular softness, mostly free of
background muscular tension. This body state contrasted feelings of subtle but more
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When I wrote this passage originally, I described the curtain-like being as “neutral,” which
meant without habit or preference.
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pervasive muscular tension, a slight furrowing of my brow, and tensing up of my jaw that
occurred when I executed pre-planned movement that was not improvised and was meant
to be repeated as an almost-exact replica of the original model for the movement.
Noticing how my body responded to these different modes opened a path for me to later
experiment with translating from one to the other, in other words to practice maintaining
a general muscular softness and relaxing my brow and jaw when doing pre-planned
movement. Overall this practice made me more aware of habitual modes of comportment
outside the studio as well.
Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) perspective on movement is helpful in
understanding my desire to interact with and in some sense to surrender to a source of
movement that I conceived as outside of myself. They view movement as a phenomenon
that is “by nature imperceptible” and only available to perception “as the displacement of
a moving body or the development of a form” (263). This displacement occurs across
“thresholds of perception” (264) that are relative to the movement being perceived and
the nature of discernment. Yet, “movement itself continues to occur elsewhere” even
when perceived in displacement or the emergence of form. However, they go on,
movement is imperceptible “in relation to a given threshold of perception, which is by
nature relative and thus plays the role of a mediation on the plane” of organization, which
is the plane of transcendence that “makes forms perceivable to perceiving subjects”
(264).
Translated into my above comments on Blackbird, it is the sinking, burying, and
layering of piled-up and fanned-out movement impulses into the realm of perception
(figured here as the plane of organization) in which they occur to me as the actual
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movements (the “what” that I am doing) rather than my felt-sense of being
simultaneously the actor of perceivable movements and the acted-upon body in the
presence of potential movements that through a Deleuzian framework remained
perceived but not visual.

Body Without Organs and Multiplicity
Unlike my fantasies of the potential emptiness of anorexia, Deleuze and
Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) concept of body without organs does not depend on the idea of
emptying a body. Their interest is to “dismantle the organization of the organs we call the
organism” (160), to disrupt the systems of organization that become concretized as a
body with discrete parts, or as a body with one or more central systems of control.
Closely tied to the concept of body without organs, Deleuze and Guattari place sex within
the broad scope of multiplicity that becoming-animal entails, stating, “there are as many
sexes as there are terms in symbiosis” (242). They attribute proliferation to a process of
contagion rather than one of coupling, reproducing, or reiteration toward an end-point or
particular outcome.
The following passage in particular helps me to clarify again that
transmogrification was not a concept designed to shapeshift me into a blackbird, for
example, or an ideal version of myself but rather to cue experiences of internal
transformation like that expressed in the quotidian research on my couch.
Becomings-animal are neither dreams nor phantasies. They are perfectly
real. But which reality is at issue here? For if becoming animal does not
consist in playing animal or imitating an animal, it is clear that the human
being does not “really” become an animal any more than the animal
“really” becomes something else. Becoming produces nothing other than
itself. We fall into a false alternative if we say that you either imitate or
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you are. What is real is the becoming itself, the block of becoming, not the
supposedly fixed terms through which that which becomes passes. (238)
The passage above helps me to better articulate my then-intuitive understanding
of transmogrification in two ways. First, the passage affirms that transmogrification could
galvanize change without attaching to a goal to become a specific being or entering into
what Deleuze and Guattari describe above as “fixed terms.” Instead, transmogrification
was about initiating the potential for change. Second, the passage affirms my thinking of
the imagination involved in transmogrification as materially significant yet not dependent
on form. In other words, transmogrification was not about dreaming or fantasizing a new
being into existence, but about using imagination as an initiator for becoming that is “not
definable by its form” (Coleman 2011, 152).
Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) champion becoming through a rhizomatic
system of non-linear communication underlying, ensuring, and bridging difference,
creating a web in which relationships can be understood through the movement of
connection and disconnection with or near one another. These connections are
multiplicities, which Deleuze ([1968] 1994) broadly defines as follows: “Everything is a
multiplicity in so far as it incarnates an idea” (182). My understanding is that for Deleuze
multiplicities are not formed through traditional multiplication resulting in axiomatic sets
(e.g. 2 x 2 = 4),97 but through relations “between different velocities…A composition of
speeds and slownesses on a plane of immanence” (Deleuze quoted in Coleman 2011,
152). Deleuze ([1968] 1994) writes, “multiplicity must not designate a combination of the
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See Smith (2003) for a discussion on differences between Badiou’s and Deleuze’s conceptions
of multiplicity.
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many and the one,” in other words a collection or grouping of multiples, “but rather an
organisation belonging to the many as such, which has no need whatsoever of unity in
order to form a system” (182, emphasis mine). I read this to affirm multiplicity as an
expression of difference that requires neither characterization nor categorization. Deleuze
and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write: “A multiplicity has neither subject nor object, only
determinations, magnitudes, and dimensions that cannot change in number without the
multiplicity changing in nature (the laws of combination therefore increase as the
multiplicity grows)” (8).
Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the non-linear and often unseen growth of a
rhizome points toward the non-linear and potentially continuous creation of new
identities that I was exploring, in the “dark spaces” (Blackbird Archive, June 2006) of my
body. I conceived this space as continually fluctuating, but discernible through sensations
such as shifts in weight, internal bodily activity like increased heartbeat, the sense of an
internal downward cascade accompanying coming to rest after a lot of activity and, a
kind of internal mapping of change in my body that inspired potential movement. This
relates to the ways I was just beginning to think about the interior of my body as more
than the locus, or the result, of adolescent grief, rage, and hopelessness over the loss of
my child body, or the success or failure of my attempts to control-by-shrinking my
growing female body, which, through puberty, signaled to me the always-aging, alwaysgrowing nature of body.
With the help of Deleuze and Guattari, framing transmogrification as a concept
allowed me to reflect that Blackbird emerged from the whole of my life, not simply the
circumscribed areas categorized artistic or professional. This framework allowed me to
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acknowledge that my life was shaped, sometimes inexplicably and ineffably, by my
experience and memories of Goderich as a child, and then later by an intuitive choice to
return to Goderich at a key moment in my professional and creative life and healing
process, albeit one I kept mostly to myself. In retrospect, the concept of
transmogrification oriented me to the potential for creative transformation through
Blackbird and then took hold as a source of sustained creative investigation for over a
decade leading up to this dissertation. Here it operates conceptually as a methodological
touchstone for ontological inquiry that reverberates into and through this dissertation and
the rhizomatically-inclined methodologies that inform it.
Though I frequently used the word “transformation” in early press and marketing
materials for Blackbird, I see now that through Blackbird I endeavored to research and
reclaim my access to change more broadly; until that point, my attitude to the concept of
change had been influenced by trauma and fear, including fear of bodily change. With
Feldenkrais’s work as a guide I was enthusiastic “about the power of the body to provoke
transformation, change” (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, April 2007). I had begun to see
change as affiliated with adaptability, and wanted to explore change as generative within
my work in dance as an essential rather than feared aspect of my lived experience of
body. Yet, I did not want to frame change as being inextricably linked to the
understandings I had then of female reproduction and its apparent dependence on
heteronormative sexual coupling and maternalizing of women’s (my own) capacity for
transformation. These understandings reverberate back to what was for me a problematic
but I believe typical and widely shared entrance into puberty and adolescence, and a
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lifelong sense that my biologically female physical functions were sources of shame,
denial, and avoidance.

Loosening Fixedness Through Rupture
Working with rupture as both a metaphor and a reminder of the characteristics of
rhizome—and reminding the reader of the principle of asignifying rupture, which states
that a rhizome may be broken or shattered and will start up again) (Deleuze and Guatarri
[1980] 1987) and rhizomatic narratives informing Blackbird, I turn to an audience
member’s response to Blackbird in 2007, captured on video by Oussenko as he was
exiting the theatre. The speaker’s language reverberates with the ways rupture,
disconnection, breaking, fracturing can create insights into new connections. I offer it
here to play with the suggestibility of language and meaning that dance writ large and
Deleuze and Guattari both share.
[The performance] felt like an ice pick was being hammered into a thick
sheet of ice. I felt all of this ice fracturing like this deep, deep shift was
occurring. My experience with dance is as a drag queen; and I kept
thinking about how there are certain times during a song that I would
move in a particular way because matching the lyrics or the melody is
part of being a drag queen—it's very structured, and you've got all of
these ideas in your head of what it “should” be because you're trying very
hard to emulate something that you're not. I think that's why [Blackbird]
had such a strong impact on me, and that's why I use those words—ice
shattering—because the whole idea of what a dance performance could be
or should be was being totally fractured and changed. I was experiencing
something new and completely different. (Blackbird Archive, April 2007)
This viewer describes a loosening of fixed or expected identities—a fracturing of
perceptions, to reveal how a performance might unfold differently than his concept of
drag suggests. These comments were particularly meaningful to me as they were such a
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personal connection to the performance and offered without pressure to impress me or
others (in a more public post-show discussion, for example).
Lerman (2011) writes about her experience of audiences and communities sharing
how they derive meaning: “[I]nstead of getting the story they always tell,” the audience
member’s experience of something unexpected and of being invited, without fear or
pressure, to share their unfiltered response, “turns the act of revealing it into a fresh
experience and an opportunity for self-knowledge” (23). The process of revelation, she
observes further, “brings out a kind of vulnerability in each individual” (23) that nurtures
the processes of sharing and receiving stories that veer from expectations.
The image of surface cracking evokes the movement of fluid beneath the hard yet
vulnerable shell of ice. I especially appreciate that the audience member was making a
direct connection to their own experience of performing and their reconsideration of
drag’s assumed logic. This signaled to me that they “understood” that gender as
performance was woven through Blackbird, almost as if that issue was floating
metaphorically under the ice, and that a surface hardness had to be ruptured to access it. I
hoped that my physical presentation and movement vocabulary would neither
foreground, nor perform the rejection of, a particular recognizable presentation or
rejection of gender, at least not overt identification with stereotypically female or male
embodiment in any consistent, reliable sense. Thus I felt I had succeeded in expressing
the ethos of Blackbird as an exploration of gender without easy, pat, or traditional
representations of gender. Another audience response (in an informal presentation of
Blackbird a few months before the premiere) was that the movement presented an
“awakening” of “no gender” (Kristin C. in Shanahan, Blackbird Archive, February 2007).
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Haecceity and/of Blackbird
Echoing my experience with Deleuze and Guattari during the dissertation process,
and carrying the image of rupture forward, St. Pierre (2017) charts the epiphanic shift
during her dissertation work. While ultimately productive, her encounter with Deleuze’s
concept of haecceity, which I delve into further below, upended her previous modes of
thinking about research. She credits this encounter as causing an “irruption that began to
slowly deconstruct the ontological-epistemological-methodological structure” of her
existing research (686).
Through St. Pierre (1997, 2007) and her connections through exposure to Deleuze
and Guattari, I began to embrace haecceity as a way of thinking about Blackbird as a
larger phenomenon that I was part of, more so than as a discrete creative project that I
univocally authored. Further, the concept of haecceity helps me contextualize Blackbird
overall as both a choreographic project and a space for ontological inquiry pointing me
toward a Deleuzian-Guattarian understanding of individuation—becoming—less as a
process of establishing the kind of agency I understood to be connected to subjectivity
(through the stand-alone self).
The term haecceity is credited to 13th century scholar Duns Scotus (Duns Scotus
and Van Den Bercken 2016), who, according to St. Pierre (2017) argued “that formless
matter exists,” and defined haecceity “as an individuation not based on humans and
objects” (688). Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) describe haecceity in A Thousand
Plateaus as a “mode of individuation” (261). They elaborate by exploring a passage from
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an unnamed Virginia Woolf98 novel in which the main character encounters a dog
running down a road, pointing out the interrelatedness of each component (for example
the dog, the road, the time of day, the action of running) whereby “the dog is the road”
(quoted in Deleuze and Guattari [1980] 1987, 263). They propose a more holistic
expression captured by the alternate syntax dog-run-road, from which neither dog, road,
nor the action of running can be extracted without a fundamental change to the observed
components.
The alternate hyphenated syntax illustrates haecceity as an assemblage of forces
of change, with each individual element contributing to make up the larger individuation
of the haecceity itself. This made sense to me, and illuminated the connectivity of
experiences in Blackbird together, including transmogrification as a catch-all term for
mutability of form and identity, with shaping experiences of connection with Lake Huron
as a child, and the experience of observing the capoeira at the MCA in Chicago as
examples of haecceitic elements of the project. Like St. Pierre (2004),
I had no difficulty thinking that the dog is the road; I readily recognized
that composition, that complication, that assemblage, of the dog and the
road and everything else in the event. Because the human/nonhuman
binary had always troubled me, I had no difficulty in thinking of myself—
the human—as an assemblage with the earth, space/time, speeds,
intensities, durations, lines, interstices, hydraulics, turbulences, fold. (289)
Haecceities are rhizomes; importantly they both contradict the existence of a
stand-alone individualized subject and resist traditional semiotic structures of subject,
object, and verb that function grammatically as the “basic chain of expression” (263). As
with most of Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts, I run the risk of oversimplification with
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any attempt to concretely identify Blackbird (for example) as a haecceity from which the
project’s discrete parts can be extracted and analyzed as objects of study (that is, the
audience, individual members of the audience, music, networks of collaboration,
movement, press, my intentions, etc.). However, Deleuze and Guattari offer modes of
translation across complex personal and body experiences for which Blackbird serves as
one possible locus, both during its initial creation and more recently as an object of
reflection and analysis for the dissertation. The accumulation of influences for Blackbird
includes ineffable and unseen influences as well as identifiable, nameable elements that
occur and alter across time and space.
Metaphor for Blackbird and Dissertation as Haecceity
A visual image might be helpful here. Imagine Blackbird as one element among
many within a three-dimensional holographic (and therefore moving) image. Within both
Blackbird and the holographic image, multiple additional elements appear (to me or to
any observer) as metaphorical lights that increase and decrease their wattage over time
and with varying degrees of intensity. I envision this metaphorically as a flickering
cityscape viewed from the window of a moving airplane at night, where clouds, distance
of travel, and unseen forces alter the appearance of each light, further indicating the life
of and beyond its source. The metaphorical brightness or dimness of these elements
indicates both the strength of their inherent relationship to Blackbird, as determined
through my reflexive gaze, and their existence within and as something larger than
Blackbird, and of which both Blackbird and the other array of lit-up regions of this
imaginary holographic picture are part.
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Rather than proposing or introducing the possibility for causal links between the
metaphorical sources of light or their flickering brightness, the concept of haecceity helps
articulate the phenomenon of evident relationships among elements, without causality yet
with sustained co-occurrence, however fluid or changeable. Pragmatically, a concept
such as haecceity serves to recapitulate disparate-seeming nodes of knowledge and the
perspectives derived by viewing those elements within a particular structure—for
example, this dissertation, which itself is a structure that can expand to accommodate an
abundance of influences in some unknown proportion to the inevitable contraction of
focus through the particularities, idiosyncrasies, and demands of my perspective at any
given time.
The haecceitic content of the document might simultaneously potentiate and resist
the basic linear (forward-going) structure required for its organization and
communication into familiar domains of scholarship. This bloating and dilating99 of the
perspective of an observer and the potential of the haecceitic event itself mirrors the ways
that Blackbird functioned as a discrete project and performance event, one which
organized my movement research into a particular structure yet in doing so
accommodated the very exploration and content that resisted that structure.
Deleuze’s concept of society, as Bogard (1998) describes, is also helpful to me in
thinking about the features of this dissertation and Blackbird as identifiable creative
structures—haecceities—or as a society. Bogard describes a Deleuzian society as
radically different. It is, “one that breaks completely with the hierarchies, segments, and
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exclusionary practices that constitute and traverse it” (63). Following Bogard, Deleuze’s
concept of society helps me to understand the latter’s related concept of sense, a word
that I used abundantly in Blackbird and use in the dissertation to describe moments of
bodily awareness, movement, change, and the internal and external energy of
relationship. For Deleuze, however, sense carried a paradoxically more precise and yet
diffuse meaning than the broader colloquial definition suggests. According to Bogard,
Deleuze’s sense is “paradox and difference—pure Difference, without mediation, without
resolution” (60).
Further, for Deleuze it is sense that makes language possible rather than
presupposing language (Bogard 1998). This distinction has ramifications for me in
looking at Blackbird and for the study of dance in general. When I look for language to
describe my sense of my body, and to make the translations described earlier in the
dissertation from hybrid forms of communication (e.g. dance) to textual and formal
scholarship, am I looking to an imagined language or one that already exists? Sometimes
sense (and sensation) can be described easily (hot, cold, fuzzy, sharp), but oftentimes I
grasp for words that might not yet exist or that might be familiar in the hybrid languages I
experience in dance practice but that cannot be reduced to the dimension of a word, page,
or document. Like Alice’s reversals when she asked, “which way? which way?” in trying
to find the “right” language I shift between a perception that textual language is a
privileged mode of expressing knowing and that it reflects a different and more widely
valued type of certainty than that which occurs in the experiential sense of my body and
what it feels like to know something that has no linguistic corollary.
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In The Logic of Sense, Deleuze ([1969] 1990) explores sense through an analysis
of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland to depict the morphology of sense-making in
relationship to time and materiality:100 “When I say ‘Alice becomes larger,’ I mean that
she becomes larger than she was. By the same token, however, she becomes smaller than
she is now…It is at the same moment that one becomes larger than one was and smaller
than one becomes” (1). In envisioning Blackbird in its first iteration and most-contained
period of creation and performance (2006-08), I was enacting a similar perhaps-utopian
yet utterly hopeful version of a micro-society within and through Blackbird. The concept
of transmogrification was, similar to Alice’s rabbit hole, a portal providing my way into
this version of society, however temporary, fragile, or dependent it was or became upon
the overlapping though rarified contexts of making and producing contemporary dance in
the United States.
Thinking about Blackbird as a haecceity I am freed to situate myself as one of its
components without fixing my sense of self or needing to choose between binary identity
markers, including those that were central to my concerns at the outset of Blackbird.101
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Interestingly, Alice in Wonderland Syndrome is the name given to possible malfunction of
the parietal cortex of the brain, frequently experienced by migraine sufferers, which can result in
objects appearing to suddenly shrink or expand in size. Studies related to parietal cortex function
relative to size perception are seen as holding potential for possible approaches to the treatment of
anorexia and body dysmorphia. See Ravilious’ (2005) article “How the Brain Builds its Image of
the Body.”
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While I was unfamiliar with Judith Butler’s (1993) work at the time of beginning
Blackbird, she concisely poses a question at the top of “Phantasmatic Identification and
the Assumption of Sex” that inadvertently dialogs with Feldenkrais’s focus on undoing
compulsive adherence to unproductive and habitual patterns by using constraints to, in a
sense, flip the hierarchy from the externally-sourced (cultural) but internally experienced
(bodily) constraint to a wholly intrinsic focus in and of body and experienced through
small-range, slow-paced, intentional, and conscious movement (rather than thought, or
concept). Butler writes:
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As introduced earlier, these include, in particular, questions around engrained bodily
aesthetics and comportment, form and shape, and size that signal female/gendered beauty
and fitness. More so I was concerned with the ways that body writ large becomes a
marker, formal determiner, or outcome of more subtle micro movement patterns that
underlie visible bodily expression but might not be highlighted or given aesthetic value in
the way a formal dance vocabulary calls attention to particular movements and obscures
others that are explicitly or tacitly undervalued.
I went into Blackbird trusting that body is part of a phenomenon of movement and
of change, but does not define movement and change, just as both intrinsic and extrinsic
matter are part of bodily identity but do not, and must not as I increasingly believed,
define it. The concept of haecceity helps me understand better the attitude I cultivated
about the observer/observed relationship, and which I experienced as a channel of
exchange that influenced my performance in palpable yet invisible ways. These palpable
invisibilities included, for the most part, ones that could best be articulated using poetry,
gesture, or nonsense—forms that push the boundaries of traditional or linear logic, and
are included in Deleuze and Guattari’s “infinitely creative” philosophy (693). This
mobilizing of Blackbird out of the fixity of a particular period of time and the dogma of
documentation/the archive and into the “movement and becoming” (693) of haecceity

When one asks whether or not sexual identities are constructed, a more or
less tacit set of questions is implicitly raised: is sexuality so highly
constrained from the start that it ought to be conceived as fixed? If
sexuality is so constrained from the start, does it not constitute a kind of
essentialism at the level of identity? At stake is a way to describe this
deeper and perhaps irrecoverable sense of constitudedness and constraint
in the face of which the notions of “choice” or “free play” appear not only
foreign, but unthinkable and sometimes even cruel. (94)
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also influenced my sense of what it means to be a subject capable of sharing and relating
in ways that embody change but do not aggress.
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CHAPTER 12
CONCLUSION: A FLOATING NARRATIVE

I conclude the dissertation with a multivalent narrative. The material in this
chapter existed as a floating chapter for several months. After it was written in the fall of
2018 I included it first as an introductory narrative as I was building the dissertation’s
structure. Later, responding to concerns that early placement in the overall structure
might overdetermine the reader’s reception of the dissertation’s content, I experimented
with its placement in several alternate places. I didn’t know where it should go, but I
knew that including it was important because it captures in narrative form the
intersections of how I make sense of the three stories (Blackbird, the umbrella category
of life stories, and the story of getting to the dissertation). Eventually, I copied the text
and pasted it at the end of the document where it remained until late in the dissertation
process.
As I look around my office, having temporarily moved from Philadelphia to teach
this semester at a midwestern university, I see stacks of other discarded sections of the
dissertation whose absence in the final document I have made peace with. The chapter
holds a more complex weave of the autobiographical narratives included in the previous
chapters in that it reflects material written while I was trying to navigate the reflections
that the Archive unearthed as well as those experienced contemporaneous to the political
and personal milieu in which I wrote the dissertation.
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Chicago, 2015
The following is an extended narrative from the Blackbird Archive written in
Chicago in November 2015 while preparing for a performance in the months following
defending my dissertation proposal and after learning that a recently sustained knee
injury would require meniscus surgery immediately following the performance.
November, 2015
I sense a pull in my right hamstring, nudging my right heel closer to my
hip. I notice that the back of my right leg feels just barely shorter than the
left. My right hip and hamstring feel tight, as if I am tensing them away
from the pull of gravity and cannot let them sink down. I unhook one arm
and let the weight of my backpack slip onto the floor. I move with diagonal
skating-like slides on my socked feet across the grey speckled Marley floor
in the Cultural Center Dance Studio in the heart of the Loop in downtown
Chicago. (When I try to walk “normally” I feel a jiggle in my right knee
joint; the feeling unnerves me and confirms that the injury is real. I’ve just
gotten off the phone with a surgeon in Philadelphia, telling me that the
jiggle sensation I feel is from a complex bucket tear of my right meniscus.)
The studio’s four floor-to-ceiling arched windows that look out onto
Michigan Avenue through one-way tinted glass are covered with black
cotton-velvet curtains. Early November sun bleeds into the studio through
the curtains’ rippled edges. I move the fabric to one side and peek through
the folds.
“Stop wasting time,” I think.
The people on Michigan Avenue can’t see me through the one-way
reflective windows. But I see them. Two adults wearing black and bright
yellow, pink, and blue running gear, with bare ankles, pink from cold,
walk past at a clip. A woman sits against the metal grate surrounding a
small raised flower garden holding a cardboard sign asking for donations.
I feel a tug of sadness.
I turn away and let the curtain drop down, shuttering the sunlight from the
studio.
I skate-walk to my torn black backpack. I reach into the stuffed-full main
compartment, hunting by feel for the green spikey ball I will use to roll out
my hips and feet on the floor. “Oh good,” I think, “there's that missing
pair of reading glasses,” as I feel them rolled up inside an old leg warmer,
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and then I feel the edges of a tiny tub of Tiger Balm. I locate and pull out
the green spikey ball. I lower myself to the floor, taking care not to overbend my injured knee. I notice its girth and wince. It’s still swollen. I
remind myself to ice later, when I am back at Jeff’s apartment.
I have never liked my knees. I feel ashamed of their fleshiness, as the
swelling from this injury reminds me. I place the ball under my right hip
and lower my weight onto it. I think of the conversation with the surgeon
and worry that my knees are weak and prone to injury. I exhale as my
body sinks toward the ground. I bend both knees and use the weight of my
left foot on the floor to guide my weight onto the green ball so it presses
into my flesh. My face contorts when the ball meets my piriformis. I inhale
with the sharpness of the pain.
I look up at the pristine white molded ceiling of the studio. The
performance that has brought me back to Chicago from Philadelphia, a
series of three 7pm runs of a new duet made by me and Jeff, starts in three
days. I feel disconnected from the thought of performing and from a
familiar sense of physical drive. I wonder if I am in denial. I want to goad
myself to get up and move into aggressive and focused rehearsing of the
dance. My jaw tightens. I want to yell, “Go, Molly, go! Now!” But I stay
down on the cool, grey speckled floor, staring at the ceiling and rolling my
hips and buttocks on the green plastic ball.
About twenty minutes pass. I continue to notice a stabbing pain in the back
of my pelvis and am startled by how much I have allowed my weight to
release into the upward pressure of the ball. The door to the studio opens
and a building guards pokes her head across the threshold. She notices me
lying there and mutters an apology, smiling, closing the door. I hear her
keys rattle in her pocket and then fade as she walks down the hall toward
the galleries.
When Jeff arrives from Evanston he will begin his rigorous warm-up
routine, seemingly undistracted. He will mark through every section of the
dance, "slow and low," as he describes it. It is hard to believe he has had
both hips replaced. Laying here, I envy his discipline and wonder how
much longer I can pretend that I am disciplined, too.
I get up and start dancing through one of my phrases from the piece. My
movement feels especially internal, as if its outer aspects, the shapes I
make and the spatial relationships, are circumscribed to a small sphere
that extends only about five inches from the moving silhouette of my skin,
as if I am moving in a shipping container made for my body. Today, it’s
that small space that holds what I consider to be my “true “movement,
less attenuated by the distraction of my shape, for me or my perception of
an observer. I experience my movement like gestural filigree that spirals
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around itself, never ending, or trace forms extending partially away from
and draining back into my spine and pelvis. Body calligraphy for a small
space. I imagine I can see inside my flesh to the deepest details of the
interior of my vertebrae, and as I move I hope that others can sense the
movement of this invisible space, too. But today I feel a pang of worry. My
upper spine is tense. I am hiding my lack of discipline.
My thoughts drift to scrutinizing my body. This old saw. I sigh. I feel angry
that I am not thinner and that I did not use these last several months of my
two-year process with Jeff to get rid of my extra flesh from the inside out,
with more aggressive movement in the pool, for example, or more
rebounding on my expensive rebounder, or more walking fast through the
nearby woods. I forcefully push my belly out in front of me and wish it
were gone. The gesture feels like self-inflicted punishment for my laziness
and inability to act toward the goal of apparent physical fitness.
I feel like I can’t move. I feel stuck. I’m lying on my back on the floor
staring up at where the wall meets the ceiling. I try to focus on my
breathing. For the next several minutes I let the folds of my belly respond
to my breath, and my internal movement starts to feel like undulation. I
feel momentarily peaceful, like I might forgive myself. Every now and
then, I stop moving entirely. When I start again, I wonder where the part
of me has gone that pushes through pain or difficulty. Every couple of
moments I assess that I could have done the movement I am doing much
better and I go back to an earlier place in the choreography to try to
correct it so that this next time it feels good and I can move onto the next
ting. Something about this process of going back to the beginning feels
different than it usually does, though. This time, it’s like I never truly get
started. Each time I try to find the best place in the movement to start I get
distracted and lose focus. I look for a place that feels energized but
unforced, as if a good starting place will ensure that the end is good, and
will ensure that I do not have to keep stopping and restarting along the
way, like a skip in a record I start to predict. (Shanahan, Blackbird
Archive, November 2015)
February, 2018
It’s now February 2018. I’m at my desk in the house I’m living in near the
university where I’m teaching for the year. I’m reading the narrative reflected in italic
text above, which I had typed onto my iPad just after the depicted rehearsal preparation.
At the time of writing my intention was to describe a scene from my life in order to
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practice narrative styles of writing related to the dissertation. The details that seemed
important at the time were my knee injury and my response to it.
Re-reading the text in 2018 I have “selected it” to delete it from my screen. I
pause, suddenly realizing that the physical sensations recorded in 2015 were congruent
with sensations and memories I had been processing through writing and in movement
practices during the previous year and, prior to that, off and on in various formats for
almost three decades. I recall now that old memories had come into focus during summer
break in 2017, which I spent traveling back and forth between rehearsals in Chicago and
writing in my apartment in Philadelphia. When I wasn’t traveling I spent this period
culling through materials that comprise the Blackbird Archive, and that summer several
puzzle pieces fell into place. Suddenly, my memories and body experiences started
pulling me to life events during formative years of dance training in my late adolescence,
ones that I had not yet been able to see clearly.
I begin to cry, silently at first, and then weep, gasping to catch my breath.
Describing my body on the studio floor that day in November 2015, tracing my body’s
back and forth dynamic, my yearning to want to move from the floor and my perceived
incapacity, and feeling the pain in my right hip, I was recalling similar experiences of
truncated drive, yearning, incapacity, and pain connected with sexual trauma.
July, 2017
It’s now the previous summer, July 2017. I am in my bed in Philadelphia. It’s the
middle of the night. For the last academic year I have been teaching at a university in
Detroit. Returning to Detroit after more than twenty years, the place of my parents’ birth
and the place I lived during middle school and high school, had been challenging. I knew
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that I was close to where X lived in the suburbs, and each day brought reminders of living
in Detroit as a teen and young adult. And every night for the past few weeks I have been
waking up in the middle of the night. Lying in my bed, a familiar fear takes over: that I
will wake up and a figure will be standing over my bed.
All summer I’ve been tending to minor, recurrent injuries: foot pain; right hip
pain; the sense that I still can’t trust my right knee, even though it’s been two years since
meniscus surgery. This particular night I wake up with a start, suddenly. In the short
liminal space between sleeping and waking I quickly slide my right foot against the fitted
sheet, press it quickly into the mattress, and am waking as I feel myself using the foot
pressure against the bed to push my pelvis over and to the left, lifting my right hip and
buttock off the surface of the bed. The action jolts me awake and I feel immediately
unsettled. My heart is beating. I swing my legs out of the left side of the bed and onto the
carpeted floor.
I sit there, breathing, pressing my hands into the edge of the mattress, my upper
body hammocked between extending arms, my fingers clawing into the soft edge, and my
head hanging down toward my sternum. I realize, all at once, that the movement pattern
of pushing my right foot into the bed and hoisting my pelvis toward the left, performed in
my half-sleep, is the same movement pattern I repeated thirty years ago to try to push X’s
weight off me and leverage my body to escape. Sitting on the edge of my bed, I don’t
want to believe that this movement pattern, one I have repeated hundreds of times as a
dancer and teacher as part of a warm-up, could be such a two-headed beast: a pattern
embedded in a memory that is often too painful to stay with for long, and a pattern I also
associate with years’ long processes of coming to appreciate my body through somatics
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and the movement research of Blackbird and after, and preparing to move with ease and
delight, and a sense of expressive freedom. I realize then that this pattern is my default,
go-to movement on the floor in a dance studio. It’s the movement I now associate with
repeating again and again, and, more recently, with not being able to goad myself into
determined action as I illustrate in the Chicago studio narrative. I sigh. I don’t know what
to do. I lie awake in bed until I can see a sliver of light through the edge of the dark green
curtains.
Not Quite Now
It is as if in those periods when the memories recede, I renew an unspoken pact of
secrecy with myself, a pact through which I concede that X’s abuse “doesn’t matter,” its
impact on me “no big deal.” Even when the memories surfaced well into my adult years I
did not have the tools to understand the hold they now seem to have over my sense of
being free to move. I told myself that the boundary I attempted to put around my
memories would allow them, at least, to appear to disappear. I reflect now that this was
an essential boundary for my survival, but a temporary and imperfect one.
The creative process I originally framed through Blackbird continues to be a rich
vein of creative research, even now, thirteen years after starting. Blackbird is also the
choreographic/creative project of which I am most proud, standing among a handful of
works associated (both for me and for others) as the work through which I generated the
unique movement vocabulary characteristic of later work. The development of a
recognizable movement vocabulary had been my most deeply-held goal as a young artist,
and through the project I achieved that. Blackbird has received the most consistent
affirmative critical feedback of work in my repertory and at every level the project
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affected how I contribute as a dance artist, and the teaching I do with professionals and
university students.
Noting Blackbird’s generative creative energy and the outward success it
prompted, however, and in approaching the dissertation, I knew that something important
was missing, its absence keeping me stuck in much the same way I describe myself on
the floor in the Cultural Center studio, when I write that I am trying to find the “best
place to start.” Is this my search for the “one true start” I reference in Chapter 8? Is this
the recapitulation of the pattern of fighting to get out from under X, and out of the top
bunk? Is this me, caught in the feeling of an “I can” and “I cannot”?
I want to get up and move but I feel like I can’t; I feel stuck here lying on
the floor; I stop moving and start again frequently and wonder where the
part of me has gone that just moves through things, that pushes. When I
feel like I could have done it better I go back, try to correct. I try to find
the best place to start, a place that feels real and energized and unforced,
as if a good starting place will ensure the end. (Shanahan, Blackbird
Archive, May 2018)
In 2006 and 2007 leading up to the premiere of Blackbird I remembered the
sexual trauma anew. Perhaps the delving into one’s life history that is part of eating
disorder treatment pulled back the curtain to reveal memories hidden just below the
surface of my desire for thinness. During Blackbird I privately renewed my interest in
healing as a component of my movement research and shared it with a select few. Yet I
wanted to keep this aspect of Blackbird and my experience of sexual trauma hidden from
audiences and separate from the more public and formal articulations of influences on the
work, which I otherwise shared abundantly. I sensed that the impact of sexual trauma
showed up in bodily states I drop into when I want to move but don’t feel I can when my
breathing becomes shallow and my heart beats loudly? rapidly? (see Levine 2015, van
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der Kolk 2014), or when I experience the desire to move happening simultaneous to a
strong sense of an underlying restriction, which I perceive as an all-over muscular
tension, a squeezing of my muscles like a snake’s skin tightening around its flesh, all
around, encasing every curve, and inhibiting me from executing even the next small
movement required.
In spite of this awareness I was not ready during Blackbird to claim the goal of
healing, from either body dysmorphia or sexual abuse, as legitimately connected to
making art or performing. The imagined possibility of external critique on the basis of
this revelation of personal struggle conflicted with hopes of being well-received
artistically, by critics and audiences, which in turn conflicted with a co-existing desire to
risk disapproval by privileging deeper yearnings. These factors, in combination with the
sense that my livelihood depended in part upon framing Blackbird within contemporary
dance in performance rather than healing, felt antithetical to my less visible hope for
healing. Simply stated, I didn’t know what to do with all the things I hoped Blackbird
could do. And the trauma came in and out of focus, moving back and forth, as did my
willingness to acknowledge the experiences with X as “real” and “mattering.” I perceived
an obligation to suppress memories of the abuse and to deny its effects in my body,
which sometimes manifest as a longing to escape my body or in not being able to move.
In particular, I discounted the importance of my abuse saga when I compared it to
what I considered more dramatic scenarios or the scenarios depicted in crime drama,
thrillers, or the media, such as compared to someone attacked violently by a stranger.
Culling through the Blackbird Archives, and the memories that process inspired, has
reminded me, though, that experiences with X were violent also. Gradually the instances
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of abuse became anticipated and feared, yet perhaps because it relied on tacitly-agreedupon secrecy, and the assurance that each instance was the only or the last, each
subsequent occurrence also came as a surprise.
My memories rise, retreat, and move back and forth from the foreground to the
background in a cyclical dance with time, memories, reminders, and desires to forget
complicated by desires to be transparent with myself and others. I have become skillful at
talking around my experiences, minimizing them in subtle ways that don’t reveal the
depth of impact. Given this skill, I sometimes wonder if I am the presence that rises and
retreats, rather than the memories themselves. Consciously going into memories I often
find that I have no ready or explicit language for describing what happened with X.
Instead I interrupt myself with dismissals, excuses, or devaluations. My truncated
communication about my experiences, even with myself, might be rooted in my
experience of powerlessness to know what to do with the abuse when it occurred, or later
when I severed ties with X. The trauma is influential and of-my-body, yet paradoxically
the memories are out of reach and sometimes ungraspable.
Giving voice to sexual abuse/sexual assault and body dysmorphia/disordered
eating, and reflecting on and articulating their connections to my life is a negotiation
between inspiration—desires, courage, and drive to speak, move, express—and perceived
restriction—asking “Am I allowed?” or joining Alice in her repeated confusion, “Which
way? Which way?” The process is complicated by the habit of shifting back and forth
between acknowledging and minimizing or hiding the impact, including its relevance to
Blackbird and my life in dance. The dissertation includes allowing that the back and forth
nature I describe (sometimes as hesitation, perceived restriction, doubt and hesitation
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about the impulse to move) is now a part of my body, one characteristic, and sometimes a
dominant one, of my orientation to movement, and integral to how I process information,
experienced the flow of time, ponder the limits of my fleshy body, and grasp for creative
solutions, concepts, and philosophies that allow for change. Even now. Especially now.
This is becoming-in-decision.
A good friend recently reached out to tell me that she was slowly putting together
the pieces of what she thought might have “actually happened” during our late adolescent
years. She gently reminded me that I had never shared the details of my relationship with
X, though she and I speak at least weekly and have been close since high school. For the
next several minutes, with the measured vocal tone of a news commentator reporting
from a scene, I described what had happened. I heard myself, speaking and listening, as a
different person, describing experiences that I know I experienced but that in the telling
felt like someone else’s stories.
Interacting with the Blackbird Archive put me in contact with earlier iterations of
myself, as if getting to know someone anew. The me I am coming to know in the present,
in the not quite now, is also looking back toward a younger, more distant-feeling self.
One of the discoveries of that backward-looking process is realizing that I relate at a
primary level to being stifled, at a secondary level to feeling enraged, and at a tertiary
level to replaying and (through dance) embodying scenarios that offer expression of, and
liberation from, both the stifling and the rage (see Levine 2015, van der Kolk 2014).
When I hear myself speak in archival videos from Blackbird, for example, I feel empathy
for the woman who speaks. Observing my recorded body I recall and bring into my live,
present body memories of holding back, burying, saving for later the more truthful
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responses to questions posed by collaborators in order to avoid directly addressing the
ways memories of sexual abuse/assault entered my experience in Blackbird.
August, 2006
Acknowledging a need to process the memories of sexual abuse/assault, I wrote
the following passage in a handwritten journal during the summer of 2006. Earlier that
day my body was flooded with memories while lying on a massage table during a
demonstration as part of a somatic workshop at Omega Institute.
I see/feel how important it is for me to talk to someone and begin the next
phase of my healing – all the things that came up at Omega surprised me.
The memories forced me to accept the impact of my early experiences. The
memories about X, coming to terms with the abuse – all of these things
have become foregrounded to dance/work concerns. (Shanahan, Blackbird
Archives, July 2006)
November, 2018
It is now November, 2018. I am in my Philadelphia apartment working on a draft
of the dissertation. I set my iPad next to my computer and press “play” on a performance
video of Blackbird during its premiere run in 2007. I have not watched myself for a long
time. Moving back and forth between both screens—the one with my moving body and
the one covered in words—a recurrent movement pattern stands out. On the video, my
right leg is bent underneath me. I alternate holding my body weight on my foot or on the
lower portion of my bent leg. My left leg reaches out straight into the downstage left
corner of the performance area. I search the text in the longest Blackbird Archive,
knowing that I have written about this movement motif before. I pull up a section I wrote
in 2016 as I was reviewing performance videos.
I'm on the floor. My left leg is bent, foot on the floor holding my weight.
My right leg is folded under me. Sweat is beading on my brow and
glistening on my clavicles. My mouth is moving, as if I'm trying to speak.
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My hands are almost still and outstretched from my body. Then my left
hand and foot begin a short gesture pattern, moving as if they're linked
like a puppet and puppeteer. I drop some of my weight into my right arm,
and my left side moves like an opening and closing door, as if it is
shielding my body from observers and then opening back up, arm crooked
like a Dracula cape. I see my face. There I am, almost ten years ago. My
jaw is slack, and my lips make a round shape as if my mouth is caught in
the action just before making sound.
I repeat the opening and closing movements, and the movement changes
through the repetition. But I continue to refer to the left corner, and shift
my weight between my left arm/hand and leg/foot.
The camera pans away; I appear smaller on the screen. Now both legs are
bent underneath me, with my weight on my knees and lower legs. The
camera pans back in, closer, and I see my face on the screen again. For a
moment I, the me in Philadelphia, watching, can't write anything, though
my hands stay poised on the keyboard. I just watch this familiar face
moving in a way I no longer fully recognize. She looks so young, I think.
My hair is framing my face, and I do a series of slow, subtly gyrating
movements, as if the movement of speech is now being mined from within
my pelvis and allowed to make its way almost completely out, but not
before each micro-movement is acknowledged in my trunk. I recognize a
familiar pulsing movement in my mid-section. I might call the pulse
gyration, or undulation, but it seems smaller and less fulfilled than what is
implied by those words.
I try to remember what I was thinking in this moment in the dance. I am
searching for something, maybe the order of movement, or to find some
trustworthy pathway to let it out. That's the first time I've used the word
trustworthy to describe my dancing. I let my hands fall away from my
keyboard to hang at my sides and I just watch for a while. My dancing
reminds me of the squiggles and spirals in the painting that hangs in my
office that I made while I was in the eating disorder treatment program.
Always looping back.102
I seem to be in a conversation with myself that I am letting others watch. A
very small part of me feels embarrassed. Another part of me wonders why
I ever stopped doing this work, which included so many questions about
what it was possible to be, or to become. (Shanahan, Blackbird Archive,
December 2017)
I pause the iPad and walk to the kitchen to turn on the kettle for tea. Waiting for
water to boil I remember a series of dreams from the night after the Brett Kavanaugh
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Shanahan, M. “The Time I Promised not to Dance for Six Weeks,” in Bond (2019).
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hearings after listening to Christine Blasey-Ford testify to her allegations of sexual
assault. Both dreams centered on discovering that a beloved creature, in one case my
infant brother and in the one I share below, a cat, had been uncared for during my
absence.
I return to an old apartment in Chicago. It’s partially cleared out from
moving, with debris and discarded cups and saucers lining the pantry
shelves. I suddenly remember that my cat is still alive, though in “real
life” she’s been dead for years. In the dream I had forgotten to leave food
for her or arrange for care while I was gone. I call her name, fearful that
she might have died from lack of care. The cat emerges from a pantry,
weak and frail but meowing loudly. Tears burn my eyes from guilt that I’d
forgotten that she was still alive. I hold the cat and grab a dusty can of
food. I wake from the dream fumbling with the can opener. (Shanahan,
Blackbird Archive, September 2018)
The dream calls up a Marion Woodman quote I remember reading before
Blackbird, but had forgotten until I came upon it in Bessel van der Kolk’s (2014) The
Body Keeps the Score.
We can hardly bear to look. The shadow may carry the best of the life we
have not lived. Go into the basement, the attic, the refuse bin. Find gold
there. Find an animal who has not been fed or watered. It is you!! This
neglected, exiled animal, hungry for attention, is a part of your self.
(Woodman quoted in van der Kolk 2014, 232)
This Woodman quote and the dream illustrate the messy process of digging
through my past (“the basement, the attic, the refuse bin”) in building the Blackbird
Archive and following memory’s lines of flight to find those parts of my experience that
were neglected, exiled, animal, and hungry for attention. Becoming-in-decision as an
idiosyncratic movement theorizing of Blackbird’s deep body exploration of moving back
and forth in impulse opens up more questions, especially in dialogue with Deleuze and
Guattari and nascent exploration into trauma research, that demand perhaps more writing,
but necessarily a return to immersion in the hybrid communication of dance-in-practice.
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APPENDIX
DELEUZE AND GUATTARI:
SELECT TERMS AND CONCEPTS
This glossary is included to provide an in-one-place source for many of Deleuze
and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) concepts addressed in the dissertation. It includes passages
from Deleuze and Guattari texts, other Deleuzian-Guattarian scholars, and occasional
commentary. Please note that Deleuze and Guattari frequently play with language and
concepts, and in some cases offer discussion of concepts (for example haecceity) without
ever fully defining them.
Abstract machine: The abstract machine is the mode through which assemblages are
connected. Colebrook (2002) writes that the abstract machine is “the totality or plane of
these prehuman, prelinguistic and profound differences” (xlii). Massumi (1992) writes:
“The abstract machine is interpretation. It is the meaning process, from the point of view
of a given expression. Any sign, quality, or statement, as the trace of a process of
becoming, can be considered a de facto diagram from which a formal diagram of the
operative abstract machine could be developed. In the case of "meaning” as commonly
understood (that is, as restricted to the conceptual or linguistic planes) the abstract
machine is the subject of meaning (in the sense of the agency responsible for its
unfolding), and the “meaning” is the formal diagram of forces extracted from the
encounter in question. A diagram is a contraction of the abstract machine, which it
envelops from a particular angle, recapitulates on a given level” (17).
Aeon: Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) describe aeonic time as non-time, floating. It
is the time of the place of immanence. They write: “Aeon: the indefinite time of the event,
the floating line that knows only speeds and continually divides that which transpires into
an already-there that is at the same time not-yet-here, a simultaneous too-late and tooearly, a something that is both going to happen and has just happened” (262).
Arborescent: Deleuze and Guattari’s ([1980] 1987) adjective for describing traditional,
hierarchical models of knowledge based on the image of a tree: a centralized trunk that
leads to branches. Arborescent systems are not rhizomatic. Colebrook (2002) writes:
“Traditional thought and writing has a centre or subject from which it then expresses its
ideas” and “produc[es] a distinct order and direction” (xxvii.)
Assemblage: The continuous resulting of processes of connection. Colebrook (2002)
writes: “There is no finality, end or order that would govern the assemblage as a whole;
the law of any assemblage is created from its connections” (xx).
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Assemblages of enunciation: Artistically, a conversation or workshop with a group of
artists is a good example of this phenomenon in action, wherein multiple perceptions are
shared, words are repeated, and yet new concepts and ideas are borne out both
individually and shared by the group. The way the enunciations assemble is through an
abstract machine (see above), a way of connecting languages that don’t actually connect.
The abstract machine relies on and indeed is a metaphor for the rhizomatic model that
Deleuze and Guattari champion and would not be possible following a more traditional
arborescent model. Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write: “An assemblage of
enunciation does not speak ‘of’ things; it speaks on the same level as states of things and
states of content. So that the same x, the same particle, may function either as a body that
acts and undergoes actions or as a sign constituting an act or order-word, depending on
which form it is taken up by (for example, the theoretico-experimental aggregate of
physics)” (87).
Becoming: Colebrook (2002) writes, “Deleuze…insists that all life is a plane of
becoming, and that the perception of fixed beings—such as man—is an effect of
becoming” (xx). She later elaborates: “Becoming, for Deleuze, is not a relation between
two terms. Becoming-animal (see below) is not a human being impersonating an animal;
becoming-woman is not a transformation to a pre-given image of what woman is or
should be. Becoming is a direct connection, where the self that contemplates is nothing
other than the singularities it perceives. (To become-animal is thus to perceive the animal
is if one were perceiving ‘its’ world. To become-woman is to create what is other than
man and fixity, or to become as such.)…The notion of the underlying subject who
precedes all perceptions and remains the same (the ‘man’ or ‘human’ for whom there can
be no true becoming) is undone in a literature such as [Virginia] Woolf’s, where the self
is nothing more than the fluidity of its perceptions” (155-56).
Becoming-animal: Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write: “Becomings-animal are
neither dreams nor phantasies. They are perfectly real. But which reality is at issue here?
For if becoming animal does not consist in playing animal or imitating an animal, it is
clear that the human being does not "really" become an animal any more than the animal
"really" becomes something else. Becoming produces nothing other than itself. We fall
into a false alternative if we say that you either imitate or you are. What is real is the
becoming itself, the block of becoming, not the supposedly fixed terms through which
that which becomes passes. Becoming can and should be qualified as becoming-animal
even in the absence of a term that would be the animal become. The becoming-animal of
the human being is real, even if the animal the human being becomes is not; and the
becoming-other of the animal is real, even if that something other it becomes is not”
(238).
Becoming-imperceptible: Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write: “For
everybody/everything is the molar aggregate, but becoming everybody/everything is
another affair, one that brings into play the cosmos with its molecular components.
Becoming everybody/everything (tout le monde) is to world (faire monde), to make a
world (faire un monde). By process of elimination, one is no longer anything more than
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an abstract line, or a piece in a puzzle that is itself abstract. It is by conjugating, by
continuing with other lines, other pieces, that one makes a world that can overlay the first
one, like a transparency. Animal elegance, the camouflage fish, the clandestine: this fish
is crisscrossed by abstract lines that resemble nothing, that do not even follow its organic
divisions; but thus disorganized, disarticulated, its worlds with the lines of a rock, sand,
and plants, becoming imperceptible” (279-80).
Becoming-woman: Colebrook (2002) writes: “The problem with western thought is that
it begins in being, which it then imagines as going through becoming or movement.
Furthermore, it has tended to privilege man as the grounding being; it is man who is the
stable knower or subject who views a world of change and becoming. Deleuze, however,
insists that all life is a plane of becoming, and that the perception of fixed beings—such
as man—is an effect of becoming. In order to really think and encounter life we need to
no longer see life in fixed and immobile terms. This means that thinking itself has to
become mobile and to free itself from the fixed foundations of man as the philosopher
imagines all of being, not just what is given and present” (xx-xxi).
Body without organs: Massumi’s (1992) articulation is helpful because it counters a
literal reading of the concept of body without organs. In fact, the concept is about
removing segmentation of systems. Massumi writes: “Think of the body without organs
as the body outside any determinate state, poised for any action in its repertory; this is the
body from the point of view of its potential, or virtuality” (70). Colebrook (2002) quotes
Deleuze and Guattari: “The body without organs is the immanent substance” (64).
Chaosmos: Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) borrow this term from Joyce (1939).
They write: “What chaos and rhythm have in common is the in-between—between two
milieus, rhythm-chaos or the chaosmos…In this in-between, chaos becomes rhythm, not
inexorably, but it has a chance to. Chaos is not the opposite of rhythm, but the milieu of
all milieus” (313). Massumi (1992) defines chaosmos as: “The unity of nature and
culture” (151).
Chronos: Chronos corresponds to chronological time; it is the time of the plane of
organization. Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write: “Chronos: the time of measure
that situates things and persons, develops a form, and determines a subject” (262).
The Concept: Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) use concepts as means for thinking
differently; concepts arise from problems and produce new thought. Grosz (2017) writes:
A concept stands up, exists in its own terms, without external support: only then can it be
considered a concept” (139). Colebrook (2002) defines the Deleuzian-Guattarian concept
as “always other than the simple immediacy of a thing. It differentiates the thing from
other things; being is mediated through the concepts we have of it. We can only think
what a thing is through difference, or what it is not. Even the word ‘being’ is a concept,
and we could not think what ‘is’ without such a concept. Concepts allow the very thought
of being, and concepts operate through differentiation.” (8).
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Desire: Term used by Deleuze and Guattari ([1972] 2016, [1980] 1987) to describe the
generative energy of the universe; a productive and, in contrast with Freud’s concept of
neurosis stemming from latent desires, non-pathological phenomenon of movement.
Importantly, for Deleuze and Guattari desire is connected to immanence (as in always
becoming) as opposed to transcendence (as in transforming to be somewhere else). In
other words, desire occurs as an energy of becoming in itself, not as a wish to move
beyond, rise above, e.g. transcend. Colebrook (2002) writes: “Desire is connection, not
the overcoming of loss or separation; we desire, not because we lack or need, but because
life is a process of striving and self-enhancement. Desire is a process of increasing
expansion, connection and creation” (xxii).
Deterritorialization: Deterritorialization and reterritorialization occur in quasisymbiosis; they are the breakdown and reformation, respectively, of existing systems of
order. Deterritorialization occurs when the organizing principle of a system, entity, or
subject are disorganized from sedimented rules or structural encoding; lines of flight
create Deterritorialization of the pre-existing rhizome (Deleuze and Guattari [1980]
1987). Colebrook (2002) writes: “Everything, from bodies to societies, is a form of
territorialisation, or the connection of forces to produce distinct wholes. But alongside
every territorialisation there is also the power of deterritorialisation. The light that
connects with the plant to allow it to grow also allows for the plant to become other than
itself: too much sun will kill the plant, or perhaps transform it into something else (such
as sun-dried leaves becoming tobacco or sun-drenched grapes becoming sultanas). The
very connective forces that allow any form of life to become what it is (territorialise) can
also allow it to become what it is not (deterritorialise)” (xxii).
The Fold: Concept illustrating alternatives to perceiving internal and external realities as
duality; the subject of Deleuze’s (1993) sole-authored work The Fold: Leibniz and the
Baroque. Colebrook (2002) writes: “In the case of the human, perceptions create an
inside (the subject who represents the world virtually) and an outside (the actual external
world). But we can observe other ‘folds’ between inside and outside, depending upon just
how perception occurs” (53). St. Pierre (1997) uses the fold as a way of exploring her
discussion of transgressive data for post-qualitative inquiry.
Haecceity: Concept developed by Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) deriving from the
work of Scottish philosopher Duns Scotus’s ([circa 1298] 2016) concept of immaterial
matter. I explore the term in Chapter 3 to identify both Blackbird and the movement of
Blackbird as haecceities. Colebrook (2002) describes Deleuze’s use of haecceity as “a
‘whatness’ or unique quality that is not yet grounded in a subject or thing” (140).
Hinge: Also referred to as fracture (Deleuze [1968] 1994), hinge is an image used for
communicating how the planes of immanence/consistency and organization move into
and apart from each other relative to aeonic time.
Immanence: See becoming. Colebrook (2002) writes: “Deleuze and Guattari claim that
the question and task of thought is the ‘plane of immanence,’ all the different ways in
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which thought has (from within its own flux of experience) constructed an outside or
‘transcendence’” (31).
Immaterial matter: See haecceity. Concept derived from Duns Scotus ([circa 1298]
2016), related to the concept of haecceity, which Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987)
develop in A Thousand Plateaus.
Lines of flight: Concept elaborated extensively in the dissertation, these are the potential
for a departure from the logical or expected result of a set of connections; lines of flight
extend from rhizomes (Deleuze and Guattari [1980] 1987). Colebrook (2002) writes:
“[A]ny definition, territory or body can open up to a line of flight that would transform it
into something else” (xxv). Rayner (2013) elaborates: “Lines of flight are bolts of pent-up
energy that break through the cracks in a system of control and shoot off on the diagonal.
By the light of their passage, they reveal the open spaces beyond the limits of what
exists” (paragraph 7).
Multiplicity: See rhizomatic. Colebrook (2002) defines the essence of a multiplicity as
“a collection or connection of parts.” Massumi (1992) writes: “No sooner do we have a
unity than it becomes a duality. No sooner do we have a duality than it becomes a
multiplicity. No sooner do we have a multiplicity than it becomes a proliferation of
fissures converging in a void” (19).
Non-sense: Colebrook (2002) writes: “Sense is an event that emerges from language,
rather than lying behind language and requiring language only for its communication
(Deleuze 1990). Sense is not reducible to the material words on the page, but each event
of sense is produced from material non-sense” (95).
Non-unity: Massumi (1992): “Deleuze and Guattari's "monism" of matter-energy would
have to be interpreted to imply no stasis or homogeneity on any level. The only "unity"
would be in the sense of a holding-together of disparate elements (virtual and actual).
Holding-together is in fact the predominate definition in Deleuze and Guattari’s work”
(169-70).
Plane: Also referred to as field. Colebrook (2002) quotes Deleuze: “Deleuze argued that
concepts were complicated in just this way: creating ‘new connections for thinking’,
opening up whole new ‘planes of thought’” (xix).
Plane of immanence/consistency: Colebrook (2002): “Deleuze and Guattari claim that
the question and task of thought is the ‘plane of immanence,’ all the different ways in
which thought has (from within its own flux of experience) constructed an outside or
‘transcendence’” (31). Colebrook continues: “At the heart of all Deleuze’s thought is his
insistence that our relation to the world is dynamic, not just because our ideas about the
world change, nor because the world is a thing that goes through change. Life itself is
constant change and creation. We tend to think of change as the mobilisation of
something immobile. Against this, Deleuze insists that we need to begin from a mobility,
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flux, becoming or change that has no underlying foundation, which he refers to as the
‘plane of immanence’.” (51-52).
Plane of organization: Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write: “The plane of
organization is constantly working away at the plane of consistency, always trying to
plug the lines of flight, stop or interrupt the movements of deterritorialization, weigh
them down, restratify them, reconstitute forms and subjects in a dimension of depth.
Conversely, the plane of consistency is constantly extricating itself from the plane of
organization, causing particles to spin off the strata, scrambling forms by dint of speed or
slowness, breaking down functions by means of assemblages or microassemblages”
(270).
Rhizome/atic: Concept developed by Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) to describe a
model of knowledge based on the image of the rhizomatic, underground root system that
proliferates through continuous de-centered horizontal growth and allows for breakage
that produces new growth. Colebrook (2002) writes: “A rhizomatic method, therefore,
does not begin from a distinction or hierarchy between ground and consequent, cause and
effect, subject and expression; any point can form a beginning or point of connection for
any other.” (xxviii). Also: “Deleuze and Guattari also argued for ‘rhizomatic’ styles of
thinking in which there would be not a fixed centre or order so much as a multiplicity of
expanding and overlapping connections” (xix).
Segmentarities: Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write: “Every rhizome contains
lines of segmentarity according to which it is stratified, territorialized, organized,
signified, attributed, etc., as well as lines of deterritorialization down which it constantly
flees. There is a rupture in the rhizome whenever segmentary lines explode into a line of
flight, but the line of flight is part of the rhizome. These lines always tie back to one
another” (9). Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987): “Fundamental segmentarity: one
proceeding must end (and its termination must be marked) before another begins, to
enable another to begin” (128).
Transcendental empiricism: Colebrook (2002) writes: “Deleuze’s method is
transcendental because it refuses to begin with any already given (or transcendent) thing,
such as matter, reality, man, consciousness or ‘the world’. But it is a transcendental
empiricism because it insists on beginning with ‘the experienced’ or ‘given’ as such.
(Empiricism is a commitment to experience as the starting point of inquiry, rather than
ideas or concepts.) The empiricism is transcendental because when Deleuze begins with
experience he does not begin with human experience; for Deleuze experience includes
the perceptions of plants, animals, microbes and all sorts of machines.” (xxix).
Writing as map (not signification): Concept related to the rhizomatic thinking/writing
process. Deleuze and Guattari ([1980] 1987) write: “The rhizome is altogether different, a
map and not a tracing. Make a map, not a tracing. The orchid does not reproduce the
tracing of the wasp; it forms a map with the wasp, in a rhizome. What distinguishes the
map from the tracing is that it is entirely oriented toward an experimentation in contact
with the real. The map does not reproduce an unconscious closed in upon itself; it
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constructs the unconscious. It fosters connections between fields, the removal of
blockages on bodies without organs, the maximum opening of bodies without organs
onto a plane of consistency. It is itself a part of the rhizome” (12).
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